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1200 WILMETTE AVENUE 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

AGENDA FOR THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE 
PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Village Board Council Chambers – Broadcast only 
(Village Hall is closed due to the Village President’s Declaration of Local Disaster and 

Public Health Emergency Order) 1 
Tuesday, October 13, 2020 

7:30 p.m. 
1.0 ROLL CALL 

2.0 PUBLIC COMMENT 

3.0 CONSENT AGENDA 

Matters listed for consideration on the Consent Agenda are items of routine 
business that ordinarily are not debated by the Village Board.  Routine business 
may include adoption of ordinances, introduction of ordinances, land use cases 
with positive recommendations from a public body, minutes, reports, 
appointments, and contracts.  Matters referred to a Village Board committee will 
not be acted upon until the assigned committee submits its report and 
recommendation to the full Village Board. Village Board rules (unless waived by 
majority vote) require that Ordinances not related to land use cases be “introduced” 
at one meeting and not considered for “adoption” until a subsequent meeting, at 
which time they may be discussed. 

The Village President will inquire if a member of the Board or member of the public 
wishes to discuss any item on the Consent Agenda. If such a request is made, the 
item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and taken up by the Village Board 
in the order shown. Thereafter, the Village President will request a motion and 
second for passage of all remaining items listed. The resulting roll call vote on the 
Consent Agenda will be applicable to each remaining agenda item. Any item 
removed from the Consent Agenda is subject to a five-minute time limit. Any 
agenda item beginning with a 3 is on the Consent Agenda. 

1 This meeting will be held remotely by the President and Board of Trustees and will be recorded as required by law.  
The meeting will be broadcast live at https://www.youtube.com/user/villageofwilmette/live and on Channel 6 and then 
published on the Village’s YouTube website.  Members of the public may submit a comment in advance of the meeting 
by emailing their comment to publiccomment@wilmette.com. All emailed comments received two hours prior to the 
start of a meeting will be provided, unredacted, to the Village Board.  Emails received at any time within two hours of 
the beginning of the meeting until its adjournment will be included in the draft minutes of the meeting.  Public comments 
may be made during the meeting through YouTube Live which will be read aloud during the appropriate portion of the 
meeting.  There is also the option to make a public comment during the meeting via PC, mobile device or phone.  For 
complete details and instructions on joining or participating in the meeting, please click here. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/villageofwilmette/live
mailto:publiccomment@wilmette.com
https://www.wilmette.com/event/village-board-meeting-5/?instance_id=2234
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3.1 Approval of minutes from the Regular Board meeting held on September 
22, 2020. 

3.2 Approval of minutes from the Committee of the Whole meeting held on 
September 10, 2020. 

LAND USE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 

3.3 Presentation of minutes from the Plan Commission meeting held on 
February 4, 2020. 

3.4 Presentation of minutes from the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held on 
June 15, 2020. 

3.5 Presentation of minutes from the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held 
on July 1, 2020.

3.6 Presentation of minutes from the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held on 
September 2, 2020.  

3.7 Appointment of the Land Use Committee as a Special Zoning Committee to 
review the permitted building heights in the Village Center zoning districts. 

FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 

3.8 Approval of the September 2020 Disbursement Report. 

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 

3.9 Presentation of minutes from the Administration Committee meeting held 
on September 3, 2020. 

3.10 Adoption of Resolution #2020-R-38 extending the Declaration of 
Emergency affecting the public health and wellbeing due to the outbreak of 
COVID-19 Virus. 

MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 

3.11 Presentation of minutes from the Municipal Services Committee meeting 
held on January 28, 2020. 

3.12 Presentation of minutes from the Municipal Services Committee meeting 
held on June 23, 2020. 

3.13 Approval of a contract in the amount not-to-exceed $1,636,852 with 
StormTrap, LLC, Romeoville, Illinois, for the pre-purchase of pre-cast 
concrete units for Phase 2 of the Neighborhood Storage Project at Hibbard 
Park. 
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 3.14 Approval of a contract in an amount not-to-exceed $339,130 with Bolder 

Contractors, Cary, Illinois, for the 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation 
Program. 

 
 3.15 Approval of a contract in the amount not-to-exceed $49,383 with Cargill, 

Inc., North Olmstead, Ohio, for the purchase of up to 960 tons of bulk rock 
salt at a unit rate of $51.44 per ton (2020-2021 winter season) under State 
of Illinois Joint Purchase Master Contract (21-416CMS-BOSS4-B-16193). 

 
 PUBLIC SAFETY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
 3.16 Adoption of Resolution #2020-R-23 approving an Intergovernmental 

Agreement between the Village of Wilmette and the Illinois Department of 
Healthcare and Family Services enrolling the Village in the Ground 
Emergency Medical Transportation Program. 

 
4.0 REPORTS OF OFFICERS 
 
 4.1 Proclamation designating October 2020 as National Domestic Violence 

Awareness Month. 
 
5.0 REPORT OF LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSIONER 
 
6.0 STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
 6.1 LAND USE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 

 
 6.11 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2020-Z-25, 2133 

Greenwood Avenue, regarding a request for a 0.02’ side yard 
setback variation and a variation from the requirement that a single-
family dwelling with two or more enclosed parking spaces maintain 
at least two enclosed parking spaces to permit the subdivision of the 
property and retention of the existing home in accordance with the 
plans submitted. 

 
 6.12 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2020-Z-27, 33 Canterbury 

Court, regarding a request for a 2.0’ fence height variation to permit 
the construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front yard 
in accordance with the plans submitted. 

 
 6.2 FINANCE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
 6.21 Presentation of the FY 2021 Proposed Budget. 
 
 6.3 ADMINISTRATION STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
 6.31 Presentation of Administration Committee recommendations 

regarding boards and commissions; introduction of Ordinance 2020-
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O-44 amending the Wilmette Village Code concerning boards and 
commissions (Chapter 2). 

 
 6.4 MUNICIPAL SERVICES STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 All items listed on the Consent Agenda. 
 
 6.5 PUBLIC SAFETY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT  
  All items listed on the Consent Agenda.  
 
 6.6 JUDICIARY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT  
  No report. 
 
 6.7 REPORTS FROM SPECIAL COMMITTEES  
 
7.0 NEW BUSINESS 
  
8.0 ADJOURNMENT 
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1200 WILMETTE AVENUE 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

1200 WILMETTE AVENUE 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE, ILLINOIS, BROADCAST ONLY 
(VILLAGE HALL CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION 

OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY ORDER) 
ON TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2020 AT 7:30 P.M. 

President Bielinski called the meeting to order at 7:31 p.m. 

1.0 ROLL CALL 
President: Bob Bielinski 

Trustees: Daniel Sullivan 
Peter Barrow  
Kathy Dodd 
Joel Kurzman 
Gina Kennedy 
 Senta Plunkett 

Staff Present: Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
Erik Hallgren, Assistant Village Manager 
Jeffrey Stein, Assistant Village Manager/Corporation Counsel 
John Adler, Community Development Director 
Melinda Molloy, Finance Director 
Peter Skiles, Administrative Services Director 
Alejandra Cease, Human Resources Manager 

President Bielinski explained the Village Board meeting was being broadcast live via the 
use of Microsoft Teams in order to comply with the shelter in place order issued by 
Governor JB Pritzker. 

2.0 PUBLIC COMMENT 

James Kiamos said he has had an ongoing issue for three months with McIntyre 
Custom Homes, which is the firm building a new home at 829 West Linden Avenue.  
He stated he has already addressed this with Wilmette management, the police 
department and the builder.  He said they have been parking their fleet in the 
evening on the residential street, and in the evenings and on the weekends, there  

Agenda Item No. 3.1
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 are construction vehicles (vans and trucks) parked there.  He said the individuals 
come in the morning, park and leave them there.  He said the police department 
has told him they cannot do anything, as the vehicles are registered in Wisconsin.  
He said he has copied President Bielinski on his emails, which contain photos, to 
the Village Manager.  He said the Village Manager said that effectively, there is 
nothing that can be done.  He said it appears there is a loophole which allows a 
builder to store his or her vehicles on residential streets during a project.  He said 
there is currently a van parking on the street with Wisconsin plates which has been 
there for a week.  He said he has spoken to the builder who told him the project 
should be complete in August, but it’s now September, and there is still a vehicle 
parked on the street overnight and on the weekends.   

 
 President Bielinski asked Village Manager Mike Braiman if there were any 

overnight parking restrictions on the street.  Mr. Braiman confirmed there were no 
overnight parking restrictions.  President Bielinski said if there were restrictions, 
obviously there would be no vehicles allowed from 2 a.m. to 5 a.m.  President 
Bielinski confirmed the address where the van is parked to be in the 400 block of 
9th Street.  He said there is a process if the residents wanted to get parking 
restrictions from 2 a.m. to 5 a.m., which would involve the Transportation 
Commission.  President Bielinski said a certain number of residents would need to 
agree to it.  Mr. Braiman said this is a heavily parked street so it’s unlikely the 
petition would garner enough signatures.  President Bielinski said he would speak 
with the staff to see if there is anything that can be done.  He said he understands 
the frustration of losing a parking space on the street and will speak to the Village 
Manager and Police Chief to see if there is something that can be done.  Mr. 
Kiamos recommended a code change to exclude builders from being allowed to 
park their vehicles overnight.  

 
 There was no further public comment. 
 
3.0 CONSENT AGENDA 
 
 President Bielinski removed Item No. 3.3 and Trustee Kennedy removed Items 3.4 

and 3.6 from the Consent Agenda.  Trustee Sullivan moved to approve the 
remaining items of the Consent Agenda as follows: 

  
 3.1 Approval of minutes from the Regular Board meeting held on August 25, 

2020. 
 
 LAND USE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
 3.2 Approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-11 to allow Convito Café to 

maintain a temporary tent at 1515 Sheridan Road to provide a covered 
seating area for customers through November 30, 2020. 

 
 3.5 Approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-14 to allow Loyola Academy 

to maintain four temporary tents at 1100 Laramie Avenue to provide 
classrooms, lunch rooms, extra-curricular activities and teacher spaces and 
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to facilitate social distancing and other protective measures required and/or 
recommended due to COVID-19 through June 2021. 

 
 3.7 Approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-16 to allow the Village of 

Wilmette to construct a temporary tent at Community Playfield, 702 Locust 
Road, for a ribbon cutting ceremony on October 3, 2020.   

 
 3.8 Zoning Board of Appeals Report #2020-Z-23, 901 Ridge Road, regarding a 

request for a two-space parking variation to permit the operation of a small 
medical clinic in accordance with the plans submitted; adoption of 
Ordinance #2020-O-41. 

 
 3.9 Zoning Board of Appeals Report #2020-Z-24, 1706 Elmwood Avenue, 

regarding a request for a 4.98’ front yard porch setback variation, a 7.81’ 
front porch stair setback variation and a 252.03 square foot (13.44%) front 
yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a 
new front porch on the legal non-conforming structure in accordance with 
the plans submitted; adoption of Ordinance #2020-O-42.  

 
 FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
 3.10 Presentation of the August 2020 Financial Report. 
 
 ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
   
 3.11 Presentation of minutes from the Administration Committee meeting held 

on July 30, 2020. 
 
 3.12 Notice of vacancy on the Historic Preservation Commission due to the term 

expiration of Joseph Vitu.   
  
 3.13 Adoption of Resolution #2020-R-37 extending the Declaration of 

Emergency affecting the public health and wellbeing due to the outbreak of 
COVID-19 Virus. 

 
 3.14 Renewal of a contract in an amount not-to-exceed $137,055 with Tyler 

Technologies, Inc., Dallas, Texas, for annual licensing and support services 
for the Tyler Munis Software application. 

 
 3.15 Renewal of a three-year contract in an amount not-to-exceed $23,800 with 

Morphisec, Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, for computer and server security 
software. 

 
 MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
 3.16 Adoption of Ordinance #2020-O-39 authorizing the disposal of surplus 

property owned by the Village of Wilmette. 
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 3.17 Approval to waive competitive bids for the purpose to negotiate terms with 
StormTrap, LLC, Romeoville, Illinois, for the pre-purchase of pre-cast 
concrete units used for the underground vault system in Phase 2 of the 
Neighborhood Storage Project at Hibbard Park. 

 
 3.18 Approval of Supplement 1 in the amount not-to-exceed $9,958 with Civiltech 

Engineering, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, for additional consulting services 
associated with the Master Bike and Active Transportation Plan. 

 
 3.19 Approval of a five-year contract extension in an amount not-to-exceed 

$52,537 and option to terminate agreement within 30 days after three-year 
period with Johnson Controls, Oak Brook, Illinois, for fire alarm and security 
(camera system) monitoring, site access control and hold-up access at 
public facilities. 

 
 JUDICIARY COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
 3.20 Adoption of Ordinance #2020-O-40 decreasing the number of Class B 

Liquor Licenses. 
 
 Trustee Barrow seconded the motion.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow, 

Dodd, Kurzman, Kennedy, Plunkett and President Bielinski.  Voting no:  none.  The 
motion carried. 

   
4.0 REPORTS OF OFFICERS 
 
 There were no reports from the Village Manager or Corporation Counsel.   
 
5.0 REPORT OF LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSIONER 
 
 No report. 
 
6.0 STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS 
 
 6.1 LAND USE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
 Trustee Barrow moved approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-12 to 

allow Sophia Steak to construct a temporary tent in the rear parking lot at 
1146 Wilmette Avenue to provide a covered seating area for customers; 
approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-13 to allow Pescadero to 
construct a temporary tent on the public sidewalk in front of 1167 Wilmette 
Avenue for the purpose of serving dining patrons; and approval of 
Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-15 to allow Valley Lodge Tavern to 
construct a temporary tent on the public sidewalk in front of 1141 Central 
Avenue for the purpose of serving dining patrons.  The motion was 
seconded by Trustee Plunkett.   
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 3.3 Approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-12 to allow Sophia 
Steak to construct a temporary tent in the rear parking lot at 1146 
Wilmette Avenue to provide a covered seating area for customers. 

 
   
 
 3.4 Approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-13 to allow Pescadero 

to construct a temporary tent on the public sidewalk in front of 1167 
Wilmette Avenue for the purpose of serving dining patrons. 

 
 3.6 Approval of Temporary Use Permit #2020-TU-15 to allow Valley 

Lodge Tavern to construct a temporary tent on the public sidewalk at 
1141 Central Avenue for the purpose of serving dining patrons. 

 
 President Bielinski announced staff would be providing background 

information on the permit applications and how ongoing regulation is 
handled in the Village of Wilmette.  He said after that there would be 
the opportunity for questions and public comment. 

 
 Village Manager Mike Braiman said this is an unusual situation to 

have so many Temporary Use Permits for tents on one agenda.  He 
said the Village has been as flexible as possible, especially with the 
restaurants, as they struggle through the pandemic.  He said the 
Village has expanded outdoor dining, amended liquor regulations 
and addressed curbside pick-up.  He said they have also allowed 
other tents to be put up without temporary use approval given the 
nominal impact on neighbors and the fact they were not enclosed to 
help facilitate business.  He said as we are moving into the winter 
months, there are COVID-19 considerations and restrictions to 
ensure proper health protocols are put in place.  He said it is certainly 
appropriate that these tent permits are coming before the Board 
tonight.  He noted that the Board’s action is simply to vote whether a 
permit should be issued.  He said staff will ensure the permits are in 
compliance with building and fire codes as well as the COVID-19 
safety protocols.  He said while we don’t have a certified health 
department, the Cook County Health Department has jurisdiction 
over Wilmette and staff will first look to them for the COVID-19 
requirements, particularly on whether the tents can be completely 
enclosed or partially enclosed.  He said they are awaiting guidance 
from the County.  He said absent County guidance, they will look to 
the State.  He said absent State guidance, staff will look to another 
Health Department in the area, such as Chicago, Evanston or 
Skokie.  He said that staff did include examples of the City of Chicago 
and Skokie’s guidelines in the additional agenda materials.  He said 
all applicants were made aware of the City of Chicago regulations as 
a reference point, but staff will work together with the local health 
departments to determine issuance of the permits.   
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 Mr. Braiman said there are three downtown temporary use permit 
applications for tents.  He said two of the proposed tent locations will 
be where their existing outdoor dining is now.  He said the Sophia 
Steak proposed location is in the back of their restaurant in the 
parking lot.  He said there is no outdoor dining permit currently and 
that will need to come before the Board for approval from the tent 
standpoint.  He said all temporary use approvals are effective for six 
months, which can be extended by the Board.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said the comments received have been regarding 

Sophia Steak and the location of the tent being so close to the condo 
building on 12th Street.  He said they have spent the last few days 
working with the applicant to refine the request to limit the impact to 
neighbors.  He said the applicant submitted an amended application, 
which limited the operating hours Sunday through Thursday to no 
later than 9 p.m., and Friday and Saturday no later than 10 p.m.  
From a staff standpoint, this is a significant change from the original 
application, as previously, the application stated the last reservation 
would be taken at 8:30 p.m.  He said there is now a concise end time, 
which will make enforcement much easier.  He also said staff has a 
lot of experience with temporary use permits and noise issues in the 
community over time and have had a lot of success in remedying 
concerns of the neighbors.  He said staff expects to continue 
addressing the concerns that may arise as we continue in the 
process.  He said Sophia Steak has been very cooperative 
throughout the process and will work with neighbors to work through 
any concerns that arise.   

 
 Trustee Kennedy said she took these items off the Consent Agenda 

because the normal conditions of a temporary use don’t call for tents 
to be up for six months.  She said it’s worth educating the public on 
what we are doing to balance the needs of the restaurants with the 
comforts of the residents living in the area.  She asked about fire 
safety and the use of heaters. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said Fire Chief Wozney has already reviewed some 

applications, and there are requirements in place to address fire 
safety.  He said no permit will be issued without compliance to the 
fire safety codes and regulations.  He said there will be safety 
inspections as well.   

 
 Trustee Kennedy expressed concern about the vulnerability of the 

tents to drivers, especially the one in the parking lot at Sophia Steak.  
She asked what protections will be in place. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said when reviewing the site plan, they will be sure it is 

safe and makes sense.  He said any issues will be addressed, i.e., a 
barrier system, if necessary.   
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 Trustee Kennedy asked about the noise level, particularly, the 

location of Sophia Steak’s tent and amplified music.  She said she 
remembers one case where there was a generator issue where a 
condition of the variation was to work with staff to be sure the decibel 
level didn’t exceed a certain amount.  She asked if that will that be 
the case here.   

 
 Corporation Counsel Jeffrey Stein said the nuisance code would not 

apply in this case, as the location of Sophia Steak is not in a 
residential district.  He said a commercial activity sound restriction 
that is 55 decibels would apply.  He said all these permits contain the 
language that all Village building codes apply, which includes fire, 
building, noise, etc. 

 
 Trustee Kennedy asked if the tents will be located such that 

pedestrians will not need to walk in the street to get around them. 
 
 Mr. Braiman said no public sidewalks will be blocked and access to 

them will always be maintained. 
 
 Trustee Kennedy said due to the location of the tents in the public 

right-of-way for Valley Lodge and Pescadero, she is concerned 
about delivery trucks having to park closer to residences and that the 
idling of these trucks could be a nuisance.  She asked if the Village 
would be doing anything to monitor this situation.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said that general noise issues will be monitored 

regularly, and any issues would be worked out with the business 
owners.  He said with the permit review, the process of where the 
trucks will be diverted will be evaluated to be sure it is appropriate.   

 
 Trustee Kennedy said it’s important for the public to know that the 

Village is not just putting up these tents without consideration. 
 
 President Bielinski concurred and asked Mr. Braiman if all COVID-

19 protocols will continue to be followed and the specifics for 
fall/winter outdoor dining will be maintained.  

 
 Mr. Braiman said all the COVID-19 protocols will be enforced; masks, 

social distancing and sanitation practices will all need to be adhered 
to.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said in the case of Valley Lodge’s application, it 

appears the actual tent would be past the front sidewalk closer to 
Central Avenue and only seat four tables.   
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 Community Development Director John Adler said that Valley Lodge 
has requested 4 tabletops.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked how many Pescadero requested. 
 
 Mr. Adler said 6 tabletops. 
 
 Trustee Dodd said for both of those, it’s smaller than their current 

capacity in the summer.   
 
 Mr. Adler concurred.   
 
 Trustee Barrow said this is an important issue being discussed 

tonight not only for the diners but for all residents interacting with the 
diners.  He said it’s important that it’s done correctly and safety.  He 
said there isn’t a lot to draw upon when looking at tent set-up 
protocol.  He said Skokie’s guidelines appear to allow tents with four 
sides and the City of Chicago requires only 50% openness with no 
specifics on what sides.  He said Convito and Fuel already have tents 
that are up and running so these are questions the Board doesn’t 
have a lot of time to research and come up with an answer for.  He 
said he is totally supportive of the restaurants, but he feels the Board 
needs to be careful with the health and safety issues.  He said he is 
concerned on where staff will be going to find the correct protocols 
for something like this when the two examples are as different as can 
be.  He said the one from Skokie worries him, and he truly hopes that 
is never presented in Wilmette. 

 
 Trustee Barrow then asked Mr. Braiman if after staff’s review of these 

protocols, will he come back to the Board with a list of protocols or 
standards for a more formal approval.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said the easy answer is that Wilmette would need to 

follow Cook County guidelines because they are the jurisdictional 
health department for Wilmette.  He said they will reach out to see if 
they have guidance.  If not, they will default to the State of Illinois.  
He said the Skokie guidelines were recently amended based on the 
guidelines from the state on Phase 4 to allow fully enclosed tents.  
He said staff would confirm that with the Illinois Department of Public 
Health.  He said Wilmette will follow the guidelines of both state and 
county health departments, as they are the experts in this area.  He 
said the intent was not to come back to the Board, if state and county 
guidelines are available.   

 
 Trustee Barrow asked if because the City of Chicago has their own 

accredited health department, they can make their own standards. 
 
 Mr. Braiman concurred. 
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 Trustee Barrow asked if there was anything preventing Wilmette from 

adopting anything stricter than the state or county guidelines.   
 
 Mr. Stein said assuming there are no guidelines available from the 

county, the Village could create its own conditions on these permits 
and create its own Village-wide conditions under the Emergency 
Declaration.  He said the Village has done exactly that with the face 
covering and social distancing requirements.  He said what the 
Village could not do is something less than what the state or county 
has mandated.   

 
 Trustee Barrow said the Village could do something more stringent 

then. 
 
 Mr. Stein concurred and said this is a zoning/land use matter and so 

the Village would have the authority to do that.   
 
 Mr. Braiman said that is why staff has made restaurant owners aware 

of the Chicago guidelines, as there is some validity to that and where 
they are coming from.  He said they wanted owners to know this 
could be a likely outcome as staff works through this with the County. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said he is very concerned if the result of this process 

is a standard that is lax in healthcare, particularly if we can do more.  
He said he would like to have this matter come back to the Board 
before rules and regulations adopted by the staff become the rule in 
Wilmette.   

 
 President Bielinski suggested waiting for staff to reach out to Cook 

County to see what they say.  He said Mr. Braiman would distribute 
that information to the Trustees, and if there are concerns, the matter 
could come to the Board.  He said his suspicion is that the County 
has been following the city on many of its recommendations.  He said 
Wilmette is not the only community without a health department.  He 
said there are only 4 communities with accredited health 
departments, and a few of them are our neighbors; Evanston, Skokie 
and Chicago.  He said everyone else relies on the County.  He said 
almost every community will be looking to the Cook County Health 
Department for guidance.  He then said as an example, Wilmette 
followed Chicago in adopting the face covering requirement before 
the state mandated it.     

 
 Trustee Barrow clarified that he didn’t feel the matter would need to 

come before the Board in an official Board meeting setting; just that 
dialogue between Board members and staff would need to take place 
before any rules were set.   
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 President Bielinski called for public comment on these cases. 
 
 Richard Ramlow, 724 12th Street, said the original remarks he 

prepared were based on his interpretation of the permits prior to any 
changes made before the meeting.  He asked for clarification of the 
compromises that were made in the days leading up the meeting.  

 
 President Bielinski said there was only a time change.   
 
 Mr. Ramlow said he is President of the Condo Board for the building 

he lives in.  He said it’s clear most of the residents who expressed 
an opinion are against the proposed permit for Sophia Steak.  He 
then said these are great restaurants and has every wish to support 
them.  However, he said the list of concerns from residents is lengthy, 
including the potential noise from preparing the site for service, the 
service of dining patrons; cleaning after closing; increased issues 
with rodents; fire hazards; the open-ended nature of the permit and 
the belief this goes against Village Code requirements.  He said the 
residents of his building are generally in support of restaurant 
expansion in the front of their own buildings, as it will inconvenience 
residents less.  He said he is also concerned about precedent, as he 
has heard there are other restaurants wishing to use other areas, 
such as the bank parking lot directly adjacent to their building.  He 
said the residents want to know how the Village will balance their 
rights and needs with the needs of other restaurants if this permit is 
granted.  He said it seems unlikely the Village could say no to the 
second permit just because Sophia arrived first, making our situation 
much more difficult.  He said they have empathy for the restaurant 
owners, and the vibrant restaurant scene they are a part of in 
Wilmette is good for everyone but should not occur at the expense 
of the residents.  He went on to say that at the end of the day, they 
are a business with the inherent risks and failures outside of their 
control.  He said they are potentially rewarded for success because 
the risk of failure is high.  He said it is hard to conceive that same 
standard being applied to the property rights of residential owners.  
He said even in these difficult times, it’s a significant overreach to 
suggest an 80-seat tent across from a 36-unit condo building is a 
prudent balanced proposition that is mindful of the concept of being 
a good neighbor.  He said it’s hard to find words that aren’t a cliché 
in describing what we have all endured during the last 6 months, yet 
the pandemic goes on, and we have been forced to observe our 
values in action.  He asked what values of the Village will this 
decision exhibit; will we favor economic commerce over the buffering 
of our residents from business activity?  He said this is how most 
people will view it if this permit is granted as it reads.  He said this is 
unacceptable from a town that prides itself on being family friendly.  
He said knowing that other businesses are seeking accommodations 
similar in nature, he cannot recommend any other alternative options 
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to fellow owners until we have a sense of the whole.  He thanked the 
Board for their service, as they wrestle with this conflict to the 
community.  He said they know it is not easy.   

 
 Candace Barocci-Warner, owner of Convito Café and Market, said 

when developing the rules on the tents, the state rules and the Illinois 
Restaurant Association’s guidelines are helpful.  She said while the 
guidelines state that if more than 2 walls are enclosed on a tent, you 
must revert to indoor seating guidelines with 50% capacity.  She said 
she thinks some businesses are becoming lax with the rules of social 
distancing and lower capacity because a tent that is only 50% 
covered lends itself to a feeling of being outside.  She said having all 
4 walls closed is riskier due to the lack of airflow, as it’s basically 
indoor dining.  She said when considering the Village’s rules, make 
sure the guidelines are followed regarding the seating capacity and 
social distancing.  She went on to say that closing even 2 walls of a 
tent makes heating the tent impossible; therefore, the tent is useless 
during the colder months.  She concluded by saying that indoor 
dining is allowed with the current COVID-19 protocols.  

 
 President Bielinski reminded everyone that even if the permits are 

approved at the meeting, they are all subject to the rules and 
regulations that have been set forth.    

 
 Nick Hynes, co-owner of Pescadero and Napolita, asked if a tent is 

open 50%, would they need to adhere to the indoor dining guidelines. 
 
 President Bielinski said those regulations would be promulgated 

from the Village staff, hopefully from Cook County guidance.   
 
 Mr. Hynes said he appreciates everyone listening and trying to help 

the downtown businesses.  He said this will be helpful in the ongoing 
success and viability of these businesses. 

 
 Mr. Stein explained the Village Code that was referenced in Mr. 

Ramlow’s comments.  He said the comments from some of the 
residents in Mr. Ramlow’s building are not related to that part of the 
Village Code.  He said they don’t apply here because as stated, 
commercial activity cannot be within 50 feet of a residential district if 
it will have some sort of impact.  He said none of the tent applications 
are within 50 feet of a residential district.  He said this is the Village 
Center district that may have some residential uses; however, this 
section does not apply.   

 
 President Bielinski said that restrictions on noise complaints and 

nuisance issues are valid and Village staff will address those.  He 
said this is not a “build your tent and do what you want” situation.   
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 Mr. Stein concurred and said the only reason the section on 
commercial activity that Mr. Ramlow cited in his comments does not 
apply is because this is a commercial district and not residential. 

 
 Mr. Ramlow clarified that because their building, while residential, is 

in a commercial zoning district, it is not treated as residential. 
 
 Mr. Stein concurred. 
 
 Trustee Dodd asked Sophia Steak what their current outdoor dining 

capacity is along the sidewalk.   
 
 Glenn Keefer, owner of Sophia Steak, said currently they are seating 

85 to 90 people outside due to their neighbors permitting them to put 
their tables in front of their businesses when they are closed.  He 
said this is similar to what they are proposing under the tent.  

 
 President Bielinski said he had been chatting with one of the 

residential neighbors to Sophia Steak and that person was 
complimentary to how respectful Sophia Steak has been.   

 
 Mr. Keefer said the neighbors have made all the difference in 

allowing Sophia Steak to operate and pay their employees and bills.   
 
 Trustee Dodd asked if customers will enter the tent by walking 

through the restaurant. 
 
 Mr. Keefer answered yes.  He said he is afraid of what will happen if 

we go back into Phase 3.  He said they are watching what the schools 
and universities are doing.  He said some of their customers have 
asked what they will do in the winter, and Mr. Keefer said he hopes 
these tents are the answer.   

 
 President Bielinski said Wilmette has been lucky with the schools 

thus far. 
 
 Mr. Keefer said the City of Chicago has the 25% rule and we have 

the 6-foot rule.  He said he thinks they have done a great job in 
enforcing the mask rule.  He complimented the Board in getting 
ahead of the curve in adopting the mask requirement before it was a 
state mandate.  He said he sells insurance during the day and has 
had a few customers say they have had major pushback on the mask 
wearing.  He said he is grateful his patrons have been so willing to 
comply.   

 
 Trustee Plunkett said she believes this to be a period where we are 

all trying to figure this out.  She said the Board wants to support the 
restaurants and as we work through the restrictions and see what 
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everyone is doing along with County/State guidance, we will figure it 
out.  She said it’s just one more thing to be navigated during this 
pandemic. 

 
 President Bielinski concurred and addressed Mr. Ramlow’s concerns 

stating they have been heard.  He said there is a balance, and the 
Board is trying to strike that balance.  He said there is no “blank 
check” to the restaurateurs to do as they want. He said he thinks the 
staff will be able to handle this through the normal processes and 
oversight.   

 
 Trustee Dodd encouraged Mr. Keefer to continue the ongoing 

communication with Sophia Steak’s neighbors to work together to 
find a mutually beneficial solution.   

 
 Mr. Keefer said he is in the hospitality business and not the hostility 

business.  He said he respects his neighbors and will give plenty of 
thought to Mr. Ramlow’s concerns.  He said if he was living in that 
building, he would have the same misgivings.   

 
 There was no further public comment on these items. 
 
 President Bielinski asked if there was objection to voting on the 

omnibus motion made by Trustee Barrow.  There was no request to 
differentiate.  Mr. Stein concurred with the motion. 

 
 Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow, Dodd, Kurzman, Kennedy, 

Plunkett and President Bielinski.  Voting no:  None.  The motion 
carried. 

 
 6.2 FINANCE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 
  6.21 FY 2020 Financial Status Update. 
 
  Assistant Village Manager Erik Hallgren gave a presentation 

(PowerPoint attached) regarding the financial status of the Village.  
Mr. Hallgren said overall there has been positive financial 
performance 

 
  President Bielinski announced that the Village sold some bonds 

earlier in the day.  Finance Director Melinda Molloy concurred and 
said it was a fantastic deal for the Village.  She said the Village had 
over 7 bidders on the deal and sold $15.7 million in bonds at less 
than a half percent on a 5-year issuance.  She said this is the 
refunding of the outstanding 2010 bonds, which are callable this 
year.  She said in doing this, initially she was hoping to get an 
estimated $1.5 million in savings; mainly in the General Fund but 
some in the Water Fund as well.  She said the deal today was so 
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good for the Village that we improved the estimate to closer to $2 
million in savings.  She said as we look to the future issuances, it 
allows the Village to layer that debt in and that’s how the deal will be 
structured. She said our Aaa rating that was reaffirmed recently is 
one of the main reasons why the sale was so well received today.   

 
  Trustees Sullivan and Kennedy commended Ms. Molloy on her 

efforts.   
 
  Ms. Molloy stressed that as we go through the financial review, to 

keep in mind this is one of things the rating agency gives us kudos 
for.  She said the way the Board engages and reviews finances 
monthly is one of the reasons we have maintained the Aaa rating.   

 
  President Bielinski agreed and said that on the first rating call, that 

was one of the first points discussed; has the Village quantified the 
effects of COVID-19.  He said staff has done a nice job in this area, 
so the conversation was much easier. 

 
  Trustee Sullivan complimented the staff as well and said through 

COVID-19 and the budget process, the reserve levels were 
maintained, which is commendable. 

  
  Mr. Hallgren continued discussing revenues, saying revenue 

performance was slightly down compared to budget, which was most 
likely a result of the shift in the property tax disbursements.  He 
reminded the Board that Cook County shifted the due date from 
August to October.  He said it looks like we received some 
disbursements, but there is a component of the disbursements that 
won’t be received until October.  He added a positive note that for 
the month of August, revenue assumptions were above the projected 
scenarios by 15% for Scenario 1 and 17% in Scenario 2.  He said 
this speaks to our market driven revenue sources, which are 
performing better than expected in both scenarios. 

 
  Mr. Hallgren then showed a slide with revenue projections for the 4th 

Quarter, which he said were conservative estimates.  He said home-
rule sales taxes are projected to be down 40%, and while permit fees 
have been performing well, he still feels a 25% reduction will be seen 
in the 4th Quarter.  He said two sources that have not performed well 
and are not projected to do well into the 4th Quarter are the fuel tax 
and hotel tax.  He said those reduction projections are being kept at 
a higher level due to their continued under-performance 
comparatively to budget.  

 
  Mr. Hallgren said there is one area they are expecting to see a higher 

than budget figure.  He said August was one of the highest real 
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estate sales months the Village has seen on record, and at this point, 
the Village is ahead of the entire 2019 figure.   

 
  Mr. Hallgren discussed the adjustments that have been made to the 

revenue projections for the remainder of the year.  He said 
grants/contributions, income tax, permits and sales taxes are all 
being adjusted up while license fees, hotel tax, PPRT, fuel, property, 
and real estate transfer taxes, service charges and utility taxes 
remain flat. 

 
  He said overall, revenue outcomes continue to tick up and improve 

monthly.  He said this is a positive sign for the local economy.  He 
said current year-to-date revenues are down 5.5% compared to 
budget and there is the expectation that year-end revenues will be 
down 4.5% - 5.9%.  However, Mr. Hallgren said this is a significantly 
better position than what was projected 4-5 months ago. 

 
  Mr. Hallgren discussed expenses stating we were below the 

projection for August, which is largely due to capital projects and 
purchases that were deferred to later periods.  He said due to 
production issues in the automobile industry, the Village would not 
be taking possession of the new police vehicles they expected in July 
until the latter part of the year.   

 
  Mr. Hallgren talked about expense assumptions saying there are 

personnel and operating expenditure reductions and savings in 
capital projects and other expense deferrals.  He said there are still 
funds in the economic grant program, and if there is not another 
round of grant payments, the differential would be additional savings 
for the 2020 Budget. 

 
  He said looking at expense outcomes, the projection through the end 

of the year is to save approximately $900,000 comparatively to the 
initial budget.   

 
  Mr. Hallgren discussed reserve projections for the General Fund 

saying that at the beginning of 2020, the projected reserve level was 
at $13.64 million or 38.4% of operating expenses.  He said 
projections in Scenarios 1 and 2 have the projections at 35.5% to 
36.5%.  He said this is a vast improvement from when it was thought 
the reserves would dip below 30%. 

 
  Mr. Braiman said this gives us a lot of flexibility in the 2021 budget 

planning process.  He said the long-term plan was to continue to 
draw down the General Fund reserve for our pension amortization 
phase-in, the Comprehensive Plan and CERF.  He said these new 
numbers will allow for us to maintain those commitments and still be 
able to handle a COVID revenue dip, should it continue, and allow 
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us to maintain a 30% reserve level.  He said this is really good news 
for next year’s budget. 

 
  Trustee Sullivan said he thinks staff has a strong handle on finances, 

but as we focus on the 2021 budget, how can we be sure we can 
continue this model to keep discussions going so we can stay 
prepared for a potential second shut down from the pandemic. 

 
  Mr. Braiman said staff will be working on this and for the October 

financial update, it will be rolled into the Budget Workshop to open 
discussions on this topic.   

 
  Trustee Sullivan asked why revenues outpaced budget in March. 
 
  Ms. Molloy said we started the year with a strong transfer tax 

collection and then COVID hit. 
 
  Trustee Sullivan said he brought it up because in the 1st Quarter of 

2021, there will be large expenditures due to Phase 2 of the 
stormwater project.  

 
  Ms. Molloy discussed other funds.  She said the Parking Meter Fund 

is down 60% in revenue due to COVID-19.  She said there are 
expenses associated with this fund so additional fund support will be 
likely be required.   

 
  She then discussed the Sewer Fund saying there is a slight reduction 

in the projected reserve levels due largely in part to the refinement 
of stormwater utility data and the implementation of the detention and 
institutional credits.  She said however, the regular sewer revenues 
are performing at budget. 

 
  She discussed the Water Fund saying it was performing fairly well, 

just slightly below what was expected.  She said that in the last 
several years, water consumption was down; however, this year, 
water consumption is more in line with expectations, which has 
positively affected sewer revenues.  She said residential and 
wholesale are performing well, and the only decline is in water meter 
sales and water connections.  She also said the reserve levels look 
to be improving better than expected. 

 
  President Bielinski asked if the dry summer water bills were factored 

into the numbers. 
 
  Ms. Molloy said yes and that she expects to meet the budget 

estimates this year.   
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  President Bielinski thanked staff for the thorough presentation.  
There was no further discussion on this topic. 

    
 6.3 ADMINISTRATION STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
  All items listed on the Consent Agenda. 
 
  Trustee Dodd gave the Board an update on the Administration Committee’s 

meetings on the boards and commissions, stating there will be a formal 
report to the Board at the October 13 Board meeting.   

 
 6.4 MUNICIPAL SERVICES STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 All items listed on the Consent Agenda. 
 
 6.5 PUBLIC SAFETY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT  
  No report.  
 
 6.6 JUDICIARY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT  
  All items listed on the Consent Agenda. 
 
 6.7 REPORTS FROM SPECIAL COMMITTEES  
  No reports. 
 
7.0 NEW BUSINESS 
  
 There was no new business. 
 
8.0 ADJOURNMENT 
 
 Trustee Kennedy moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:03 p.m., seconded by Trustee 

Dodd.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow, Dodd, Kurzman, Kennedy, Plunkett 
and President Bielinski.  Voting no:  none.  The motion carried. 

 
 
     Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
     Karen Norwood 
     Deputy Village Clerk 
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       1200 Wilmette Avenue 

     WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 
           

         
MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD  

OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE HELD ON TUESDAY,  
SEPTEMBER 10, 2020, AT 7:30 P.M., BROADCAST ONLY (VILLAGE HALL 
CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION OF LOCAL 

DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY ORDER) 
 
 

Members Present:   
President    Bob Bielinski 
 
Trustees   Daniel Sullivan 
    Peter Barrow 
    Kathy Dodd 
    Joel Kurzman 
    Trustee Kennedy 

Senta Plunkett 
 
Staff Present:  Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
    Erik Hallgren, Assistant Village Manager 
    Brigitte Berger-Raish, Engineering and Public Works Director 
    John Adler, Community Development Director 
    Melinda Molloy, Finance Director 
    Kyle Murphy, Police Chief 
    Ben Wozney, Fire Chief 
    Nabil Quafisheh, Water Management Director 
    Peter Skiles, Administrative Services Director 
    Dan Manis, Village Engineer 
 
I. Call to Order 

 
President Bielinski called the meeting to order at 7:31 p.m.  He then 
explained the electronic meeting format and how to make public comment 
through YouTube Live. 
 

II. Discussion of the 2021-2030 Capital Program 
 
President Bielinski said this meeting tonight will be a discussion of the 
Capital Program.  He said Village staff has been updating the Village Board 
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monthly during the pandemic regarding revenue, expenses and projections 
for the year, which they have done a very nice job with.  He said this is the 
first big meeting in the kickoff to the 2021 budget process.  
 
Village Manager Mike Braiman acknowledged the amount of work staff has 
put into preparing the documents for tonight’s meeting.  He said it takes an 
incredible amount of time, thought and consideration to put together these 
materials for the Board and community.  He also thanked Assistant Village 
Manager Erik Hallgren for “taking the CIP documents to the next level.”  He 
said in comparing previous years, this year’s document is much easier to 
read and follow, and the introduction and analysis in the very beginning 
helps to focus priorities and serves as a good communication tool as we 
communicate to the community where we are allocating our limited dollars. 
He thanked the staff for all their work on the preparation.  He said there are 
no final decisions to be made this evening; just the goal of identifying 
priorities as we move through the budget process.  He said something new 
this year given the financial uncertainty due to the pandemic; we have really 
culled the request to a greater degree.  It’s a tighter document than in years 
past, and anything that could be pushed back has been pushed to 2022 or 
2023.  He said based on budget methodology discussed at previous Board 
meetings, there is high likelihood the projects seen tonight will find their way 
into the budget next year, if finances allow. 
 
Assistant Village Manager Erik Hallgren echoed Mr. Braiman’s sentiment in 
thanking staff for their wonderful efforts.  He said everyone from the 
department directors down through the staff level have been fantastic to 
work with in providing information.  He said the level of detail that goes into 
each capital request is phenomenal and the follow-up to each question has 
been excellent.  He said it’s been a great team to work with, and he 
appreciates all the efforts of staff.   
 
Mr. Hallgren said that tonight’s presentation (PowerPoint attached) will 
involve a ten-year overview of the Capital Program and a focused review of 
the 2021 Capital Program.  He said a review of the capital investment 
categories would also be done with a more focused review on the 2021 
capital projects.   
 
He began with an overview of the next ten years, saying the Village intends 
to invest $224 million for infrastructure needs of the community.  He said 
the first two years, there is a significantly higher level of investment, which 
is mostly due to the Neighborhood Storage Project.  He said construction 
will be done at Hibbard Park in 2021 and Thornwood Park in 2022. He said 
without these construction projects, you would see a level degree of 
investment over the next five years of this program.  He said for the latter 
part of the program (2026-2030), it’s a much more high-level view of 
potential capital projects in the future such as the investment into the 
construction of a new police station.   
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Mr. Hallgren displayed a slide illustrating the financial breakdown for the 
proposed 2021 Capital Program, which showed a total of $30.36 million for 
46 projects.  He said the highest level of investment is in the Sewer Fund, 
and it’s primarily focused on the Neighborhood Storage Project.  He then 
said the second largest expense is in streets, given the efforts being made 
in our road improvements.  He said overall this is down 25.5% from the 2020 
program.  He said this is also lower than the original 2021 forecast, which 
was done during the 2020 budget process.  He said originally, 75 projects 
valued at $37.34 million was forecasted.  Mr. Hallgren went on to say that 
in discussions with departments, those projects were pared down to 46 
resulting from the deferral of facility updates, vehicle replacements and 
project timing.  
 
Mr. Hallgren then displayed a slide showing the 10-year category overview, 
which indicated the largest expenses were again streets and water and 
sewers followed by facilities, vehicles, information technology, professional 
services and equipment.  He said the bulk of the figure for facilities over the 
next ten years would be the construction of a new police station.   
 
He then reviewed a focused look at the category overview for 2021, which 
is concentrated heavily in sewers and streets.  He said 5 projects of the total 
46 make up 84% of the total Capital Program; Neighborhood Storage, 
Central Avenue Reconstruction, the Road Program and electrical 
improvements at the stormwater pumping station and water plan.  He said 
these five projects exemplify the Village’s committed focus to these major 
assets.  
 
Mr. Hallgren then discussed the funding for these projects, which includes 
operating revenues, grant revenues and debt financing.  He said most of 
the funds will come from the General Fund, then the Water and Sewer 
Funds and then from the Motor Fuel Tax Fund and the Capital Equipment 
Replacement Fund.  He said the Village has also received $594,000 from 
the state for infrastructure improvements, which has not yet been allocated 
to any of these funds or projects in 2021 or in any of the future years.  He 
said the Village expects to receive four additional installments from the 
State of Illinois totaling approximately $1.2 million; however, at this point, 
the timing is unknown for the disbursements.   
 
He then showed a focused view of the 2021 funding overview saying 
several different funds are utilized in the Capital Program, including the 
General Fund, Capital Equipment Replacement Fund, Water and Sewer 
Funds and the Motor Fuel Tax Fund.  
 
President Bielinski complimented Mr. Hallgren on the funding slide, saying 
it was a really good depiction of all the sources utilized.   
 
Mr. Hallgren presented a project review by category.  He said the primary 
expenditure of the equipment program is an investment in the next 
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generation 911 system and cardiac monitors for the fire department, which 
will take place in FY 2021.  He said the funding comes primarily from grants 
and the General Fund.  He said the total proposed request is $253,000; 
$58,000 for the cardiac monitors and $185,000 for the upgraded 911 
system.  He said the Police Department has done an excellent job in 
securing grant funding for the 911 system upgrade.   
 
Mr. Hallgren then discussed the facility projects and said non-critical 
projects have been deferred to 2022 and 2023.  He said the evaluation 
process will be ongoing and projects will be prioritized.  He said in the next 
five years, they are looking to begin the process of building a new police 
station with construction slated for a 2026-2030 timeframe.  Mr. Hallgren 
said the major funding sources for facility projects are the General Fund and 
debt financing.  He said the two largest facility projects slated for FY 2021 
are parking lot repaving and roof replacements.  He said there will be a 
parking lot inventory done this fall to prioritize the lots.  He also said the roof 
at the Public Works facility is a priority, as there are leaks and deterioration.  
He said the total proposed request for these projects is $189,500; $15,000 
for the repaving and $174,500 for the roof replacement.   
 
Mr. Hallgren then reviewed the information technology program and said 
the goal is to invest in software to improve overall efficiency.  He said 
upcoming projects will include cashiering and time clock software 
improvements.  He also said Community Development is currently 
reviewing their needs for building permit and plan review software for future 
year requests.  Mr. Hallgren said staff is looking to invest in these software 
programs that give employees the tools necessary to provide a high-level 
of customer service to our residents and businesses.  He said the current 
focus is on making sure employees have the tools they need to work 
remotely, but they will continue to invest in the long-term capital assets as 
well to provide a high level of service.  He said the funding will come from 
the Capital Equipment Replacement Fund and operating funds.  He said the 
two main projects for FY 2021 will be the Council Chambers AV upgrade at 
$80,000 and GIS hardware/software at $39,000 for a total project request 
of $119,000.  
 
Mr. Hallgren discussed the projects in professional services, stating this will 
include the Comprehensive Plan and the historic resource survey, which 
will be funded through the General Fund (operations).  He said for FY 2021 
the request is $175,000, which is all for the Comprehensive Plan, which had 
been deferred from FY 2020 due to the pandemic. 
 
President Bielinski said one of the main reasons this project was deferred 
was because in preparing the document, there is a lot of public input and 
many public meetings that would need to take place.  He said under the 
current circumstances, it isn’t possible.  He said that it is his understanding 
that the Village will try and move forward with an RFP this year but if we are 
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still doing remote meetings in June, it won’t be kicking off unless staff can 
come up with a workaround. 
 
Village Manager Mike Braiman said staff is already beginning the front-end 
work because the goal is to move this forward one way or another.  He said 
staff will come up with creative ways to keep the project moving, as it is long 
overdue.   
 
Mr. Hallgren discussed the sewer program saying that the Neighborhood 
Storage Project will continue as planned through 2022.  He said the sewer 
lining program has been changed from annually to every other year, which 
does not reduce the overall funding; it just doubles up the request in 
program years.  He said it allows staff to plan and bid out a significant 
amount of work, which must be coordinated with the Metropolitan Water 
Reclamation District.  He said the Village will continue investing in 
maintenance programs like catch basin cleaning and manhole repair.  He 
said the sewer program is funded through debt financing and sewer fund 
operations.  He showed the major projects for FY 2021, which include the 
Neighborhood Storage Project, water main repairs, sewer maintenance, 
smoke testing, the stormwater incentive program and water plant electrical 
improvements.  He said the total proposed request for FY 2021 for these 
projects is $20,952,200.   
 
President Bielinski said the vast majority of this funding will be through debt 
financing.  Mr. Hallgren concurred and said approximately $17 million will 
be financed in a second bond issuance for the Neighborhood Storage 
Project in addition to approximately $2 million which was part of a prior 
issuance.   
 
Mr. Hallgren then discussed the street program, stating funding will be 
maintained for roadway infrastructure such as alley reconstruction, brick 
street renovation and repair, pavement maintenance and marking, road 
repaving and sidewalk repairs.  He said long-term projects will include bike 
path improvements, street lighting and streetscape improvements, traffic 
calming and intersection improvements.  He said for FY 2021, the total 
request is $7,073,999, and the specific projects that will be undertaken will 
the reconstruction of 4 alleys; bike plan improvements on Greenleaf; brick 
street renovation in the 300 block of 14th street; Wilmette Avenue 
streetscape improvements; pavement maintenance; pedestrian 
improvements at Sheridan Road near Plaza del Lago and improvements in 
the road program to maintain an overall rating of “fair” or “better” condition.   
 
Mr. Hallgren gave more details on the road program stating the goal is to 
maintain the “fair” or “better” overall condition rating from 2020-2025.  He 
said in 2026, decreasing debt service will allow funding for the road program 
to increase, which will help the Village achieve the long-term goal of 
maintaining the roads at a “good” PCI rating.   
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President Bielinski said a policy change in 2020 called for a core $2+ million 
of road program funding not be diverted into major projects, such as Locust 
Road or Central Avenue, but be spread across several roadways.  He said 
that was another change to ensure that we always have a couple million 
dollars to invest on roadway improvements.  He then asked Engineering & 
Public Works Director Brigitte Berger-Raish if that was a true description.  
Ms. Berger-Raish concurred.   
 
Mr. Braiman said that previously the Village would spend the dollars 
allocated on engineering and other soft costs necessary to the work but 
have now pulled those costs out.  Therefore, when you see $2.4 million for 
the road program, that is $2.4 million dollars all applied to construction. 
 
Trustee Kennedy asked what the condition dip in 2025 is attributable to.  
Ms. Berger-Raish said it relates to all the roadway construction work being 
done as a result of the Neighborhood Storage Project. 
 
President Bielinski said if we hadn’t done the roadway work related to the 
Neighborhood Storage Project, the road condition would have held steady 
at a rating of 57 PCI instead of the nice rise seen with this work.   
 
Trustee Kennedy asked if the costs for that roadway work were included in 
the road program.  Ms. Berger-Raish said it’s a hybrid.  She said where the 
roads are impacted by the sewer work in the Neighborhood Storage Project, 
it will be charged to that project.  She said in some cases, the roadways are 
in bad repair beyond the project work so that portion would be charged to 
the road program.   
 
Mr. Braiman said the dip in 2025 also demonstrates that $2.4 million 
annually in the road program is not enough and that if that is the level of 
funding maintained, we will continue to see the rating go down.   
 
Mr. Hallgren showed a slide depicting the PCI road ratings over the 10-year 
program stating we are on target to address all 2019 serious rated streets 
by 2023.  He said that we have made significant headway but there is still 
more work to do.  Beginning in 2026, a higher level of funding will be 
invested annually. 
 
President Bielinski said this news is consistent with what was decided last 
year.  Mr. Braiman concurred.   
 
Mr. Hallgren discussed vehicle replacements stating the goal was to 
continue to consistently fund the replacements, utilizing green options when 
possible.  He said the funding sources for these purchases will come from 
the Capital Equipment Replacement Fund and Water and Sewer Funds. 
 
Trustee Dodd asked if there is any feedback on the hybrid police cars 
purchased this past year.  Police Chief Kyle Murphy said due to a production 
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slow-down by Ford, the order placed by the Village has not yet been 
received.  Trustee Dodd asked if these vehicles had been paid for yet.  Chief 
Murphy said Ford will not invoice for payment until the shipment is received.  
He said he believes the pandemic is the reason for the production slow 
down.  Trustee Dodd asked if there was a target date for shipment.  Chief 
Murphy said late September or early October is the target date.  Mr. 
Braiman said these vehicles were supposed to be a test program before 
ordering more vehicles, he said that in FY 2021, the Police Department only 
has one vehicle slated for replacement so he feels that there is still time to 
receive the vehicles, test them out and do an analysis before the one new 
vehicle needs to be ordered. 
 
Mr. Hallgren showed a slide depicting all the proposed vehicle replacements 
in FY 2021, the bulk of which are in the Engineering & Public Works 
Department.   
 
President Bielinski asked what the Class designations meant.  Mr. Hallgren 
said class ratings are the ratings used to determine replacement priority and 
range from 1 being in the most need of replacement to 5 being no 
replacement needed.  He said the focus for replacement purposes is to 
concentrate on the Class 1 and Class 2 vehicles, which are mainly for the 
Public Works and Water Management teams for this upcoming budget 
cycle, which total $940,500. He said they haven’t yet begun classifying 
vehicles in public safety.   
 
Mr. Hallgren went on to discuss the Water Fund saying there are four major 
areas of interest; automatic meter reading, treatment process 
improvements, water intake improvements and the water main replacement 
program.  He said there is a rating criteria to determine priorities.  He said 
the major funding sources are debt financing, which includes IEPA loans 
and revenue from Water Fund operations.  He said the heaviest 
improvement in this budget cycle are the planned electrical improvements 
along with distribution valve improvements and expenses related to 
rebuilding the high lift pumps and water meter replacement program.  He 
said the estimated total for this budget cycle is $659,500.   
 
Trustee Plunkett asked Mr. Hallgren to expand on the automatic water 
meter reader program.  Mr. Hallgren said the automatic meter reading 
program is looking to replace the drive-by radio-read system currently in 
place.  He said the new system would set up a “mesh” type network where 
staff can get reads more frequently.  Trustee Plunkett then asked if the 600 
meters scheduled for replacement in 2021 would be on the automatic 
reader system or if this is something that would get added later.  Nabil 
Quafisheh, Water Management Director, said this purchase would be for 
just the meter itself.  He said there is a separate device that would be placed 
on the meter.  He said the automatic meter reading piece is a replacement 
of the actual unit that sends the reading, not the actual mechanical meter 
itself.  He said this upgraded program will replace all the devices to a fixed 
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system where they can be read daily, if necessary.  He said this will provide 
greater customer service and flexibility in billing as well as eliminate the 
drive-by system.   Trustee Plunkett then asked if that would require going 
to each individual meter at the property address to install the device.  Mr. 
Quafisheh concurred and said it will cost approximately $1 million to 
purchase the devices and then another $1.25 million for installation because 
a third party must replace those devices within a calendar year to minimize 
interruption to the water meter readings.  He said staff is planning on taking 
this to the Municipal Services Committee for input, as there are several 
technologies available to choose from.   
 
Trustee Barrow said there is significant expense to launching this new 
program; however, it does produce greater accuracy in the readings.  He 
asked if this will translate into greater revenue and is there a break-even 
time when the additional expense and investment is paid for by that 
revenue.  Mr. Quafisheh said there is improvement in accuracy due to the 
new meter but said the automatic meter reader is just a device to 
communicate the reading.  He said there is no increase in revenue, 
unfortunately.  He said the current units are getting old and the proposed 
fixed system is better from a customer service and finance standpoint.  Mr. 
Braiman said the revenue actually goes the other way with this new system.  
He said the benefit is the customer service aspect.  He said if a resident has 
a leak, currently that would go undetected until the next quarterly bill, which 
could be extremely high.  He gave another example if a resident is out of 
town and a pipe bursts, that can lead to a higher bill.  He said this new 
system would be able to identify these issues in a matter of days, which 
allows staff to inform the resident earlier, which would save a significant 
amount of money in paying for water they didn’t intend to use.  He said while 
this is a challenge, the return is a higher level of customer service, which is 
something staff strives toward daily. 
 
Trustee Dodd asked Mr. Quafisheh about beach erosion and the status of 
Lake Michigan.  She asked if there are specific concerns for the water plant 
given its location.  Mr. Quafisheh said currently the lake is at a record high, 
which is contributing to the level of erosion being seen in some 
communities.  He said the last time the lake was this high was in the 1980s, 
and during that time the Village did some improvements to minimize 
potential flooding to the water plant.  He said they built a brick wall around 
the southeastern side of the plant to prevent breakwater from infiltrating.  He 
said there was also a berm built on the eastern side of the plant to enhance 
the overall site against potential flooding so there were many improvements 
made that have so far kept the plant in good condition.  He said right now 
things look really good, and we continue to monitor for potential issues.  He 
said if staff sees potential risks, they will take measures like building more 
berms for protection.  He said the current system has been sufficient and 
has kept the plant in good shape. 
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Trustee Dodd said she saw a few times this spring where the water was 
high, and there was flooding in the parking lot at the lakefront.  She said she 
saw pictures on Facebook of water that had made its way to the parking lot 
area of the water plant.  She said that was more along the south side but 
asked if Mr. Quafisheh had any concerns about this area.  Mr. Quafisheh 
said with the new design of the parking lot at Gillson Park, there seems to 
be a little more intrusion of water into that area, but he said that it is his 
understanding that this also happened back in the 1980s.  He said that is 
why there is a brick fence built so most of the water will stay away from the 
lot.  He said there has not been an issue either outside in the lot or inside 
the plant.  He said it’s just the area by Gillson Park and the entrance to the 
boating area.   
 
Mr. Hallgren then gave an overview of the budget schedule, noting there 
would be a budget workshop in late October and another one, if necessary, 
in November.  He said the goal is to have the budget ordinance adoption on 
the November 24 agenda and the tax levy ordinance adoption on the 
December 8 agenda.  He said this meeting tonight was to give explanations 
on the upcoming projects in this budget cycle and this information will 
continue to be refined over the next several weeks. 
 
President Bielinski said there were 250 additional pages the Board received 
from staff, which represents much more work and information than what 
was presented this evening.   
 
Trustee Dodd said it’s important to fix streets and alleys in order of need.  
She said she has noticed some of the alleys being reconstructed are in 
“poor” or “extremely poor” condition.  She asked how the Board feels about 
putting money toward fixing some streets that are possibly in a little better 
condition instead of doing a few alleys.   
 
Village Engineer Dan Manis said the rating systems for alleys is different 
than for roads.  He said the road rating system was developed by the Army 
Corps of Engineers.  He said it is not recommended for alleys, and over the 
years a custom rating system for alleys was developed.  He said while an 
alley PCI rating is generated, it’s not an apples to apples comparison.  He 
said a “serious” alley will be much worse than a “serious” road.  He said that 
while we have no “serious” alleys, if a road rating system was used, they 
would be rated “serious.”  He said a list can be provided of the alleys 
selected for next year and they can be driven to see how serious the 
conditions are in comparison to the roads selected.  Mr. Braiman asked if 
the number of alley complaints is significant to the total complaints received 
about road conditions.  Mr. Manis said there are a lot of requests to replace 
alleys.   
 
President Bielinski commended staff on their hard work in preparation for 
the meeting saying the level of detail provided was just enough to provide 
a good foundation for budget preparation.   
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Trustee Plunkett said for the future, it would be helpful to go through which 
programs might be eligible for grant funding and where we are asking for 
grant funding.  She said it would be helpful to the Board and community to 
see from where the different funds are being received and where they are 
applied.   
 
President Bielinski said that was a great suggestion and that he was on a 
Northwest Municipal Conference call where he learned there is more money 
that has been approved for the Skokie/Lake project.  Mr. Manis said the 
Wilmette Avenue resurfacing was also applied for but didn’t score as well 
as some of the other applicants, so it wasn’t selected.  Mr. Braiman said 
potential grant information would be collected and included in the October 
budget workshop materials.   
 
Trustee Kurzman complimented staff on the preparation of the CIP 
materials.  He said it is quite a challenging production.  He said he was 
happy the focus has been on sewers and streets.  He said in his opinion, 
that is as it should be, as many residents have asked him about these issues 
and these are things he has advocated for.  He said the documentation 
reflects this and he feels good about it.  He said he agrees with comments 
by Mr. Braiman that even the document itself has been improved and added 
that he felt the content has been improved as well.   
 
Mr. Braiman said as staff is getting into the heart of budget preparation, if 
there are any questions or concerns, staff is always willing to address them 
through email or a phone call.   
 
There was no further discussion on this topic. 
 

III. Public Comment 
 
There was no public comment. 
 

IV. Other Business 
 
There was no other business. 
 

V. Adjournment 
 
Trustee Plunkett moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:42 p.m., seconded by 
Trustee Kennedy.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow, Dodd, Kurzman, 
Kennedy, Plunkett and President Bielinski. Voting no:  none.  The motion 
carried. 
 
    Respectfully submitted, 
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    Karen Norwood 
    Deputy Village Clerk 
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MEETING MINUTES 
PLAN COMMISSION 

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2020 
7:00 P.M. 

VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

Members Present: William Bradford, Chairman 
Mariah DiGrino 
Homa Ghaemi  
Jeffrey Head 
Steven Schwab 
Justin Sheperd 
Michael Taylor 

Members Absent: None 

Staff Present: John Adler, Director of Community Development 
Jeff Stein, Corporation Counsel 
Dan Manis, Village Engineer 

I. CALL TO ORDER 

Chairman Bradford called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. 

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; PLAN COMMISSION MEETINGS OF SEPTEMBER
5, 2019 & JANUARY 7, 2020

Commissioner Taylor moved to approve the minutes of the September 5, 2019 meeting.
The motion was seconded by Commissioner DiGrino.  Voting yes: Chairman Bradford,
Ms. DiGrino, Ms. Ghaemi, Mr. Head, Mr. Schwab, Mr. Sheperd, and Mr. Taylor.  Voting
no: none.  The motion carried.

Commissioner DiGrino moved to approve the minutes of the January 7, 2020 meeting.  The
motion was seconded by Commissioner Sheperd.  Voting yes: Chairman Bradford, Ms.
DiGrino, Ms. Ghaemi, Mr. Head, Mr. Schwab, Mr. Sheperd, and Mr. Taylor.  Voting no:
none.  The motion carried.

3.3
10-13-20
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III. 2019-P-3 - 1210 Central Avenue – Planned Unit Development 
 

Commissioner Head moved to recommend approval of the request for a Planned Unit 
Development Preliminary Plan and Special Use to permit the construction of a mixed use 
building containing commercial space and approximately 109 dwelling units located in the 
VC, Village Center, zoning district - Pedestrian Commercial West at 1210 Central Avenue, 
in conformance with the plans submitted. The use to run with the use.    

   
 Commissioner Schwab seconded the motion.  
 

The vote was as follows: 
 
  Charmain Bradford   No  
  Mariah DiGrino   No 
  Homa Ghaemi    No 
  Jeffrey Head    No 
  Steven Schwab   Yes 
  Justin Sheperd    No 
  Michael Taylor   Yes  
       
  Motion failed 

 
Chairman Bradford said that is a negative recommendation and the Village Board will 
meet on February 25, 2020 to receive the recommendation.  

   
 Case Minutes are attached.   

 
III. NEW BUSINESS 

There was no new business.  

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT 

There was no public comment. 

V. AJDOURNMENT. 

At 10:00 p.m., Commissioner Schwab moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion was 
seconded by Commissioner DiGrino and the voice vote was all ayes and no nays. The 
motion carried. 

The meeting was thereafter adjourned. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 
John Adler 
Director of Community Development 
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Case Minutes 2019-P-03 – 1210 Central Avenue 
 

3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 

 
3.11 Mark Segal, Senior Vice President, Optima 

 Bill Duke, Senior Vice President, Optima,  
 Matt Cison, Senior Vice President, Optima  
 Hal Francke, Attorney, Meltzer Purtill and Stelle 
 Luay Aboona, Principal and Civil Engineer, KLOA 

Amy Rosenfeld Kaufman, Director of Development and Community 
Relations, Community Partners for Affordable Housing  

 Fran Fazio, Vice President and Civil Engineer, Manhard Consulting  
 Taylor Corbin, Civil Engineer, Manhard Consulting 

Mike Stopka, Associate Principal, Strategic Sustainability, BuroHappold 
Engineering  

 Aaron Hillman, Landscape Architect, Collaborative V Design Studio Inc 
         
 3.2 Summary of comments 

 
3.21 Chairman Bradford went through information about the Plan Commission and its 

role. The Plan Commission hears case, makes recommendations to the Village 
Board and the latter has the authority to grant or deny the recommendations. If the 
case is completed tonight, this case will be heard at the Village Board meeting on 
February 25, 2020. Anyone who plans to speak needs to be sworn. Those who were 
speaking were duly sworn.  He said the goal is to complete the meeting by 10:30 
PM. He is proposing that a schedule for tonight be based on the following: 

 
• Allow the applicants to present changes of what was submitted at the 

January meeting    45 minutes 
• Public comments    60 minutes 
• Applicant’s response    45 minutes 
• Commission discussion/questions  60 minutes 

 
Chairman Bradford clarified that commissioners can ask questions at any time.  

 
3.22 Mr. Adler said that the case is 2019-P-3, 1210 Central Avenue. It is a request by 

Optima Wilmette for a special use to permit the construction of a mixed-use 
building containing commercial space and 109 dwelling units in the VC zoning 
district, pedestrian commercial west. Most correspondence from interested parties 
was emailed to commissioners, but some emails/letters were received after the 
packet went out so there are physical copies of some emails/letters. There are three 
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new letters and the applicant also dropped off a new packet of updated information. 
It is his understanding that the changes have to do with the glass and building color 
because the glass now being proposed is clear.  

 
The applicant’s changes were summarized in the staff report.  The applicant will 
present those changes.  
 

3.23 Mark Segal, Senior Vice President, Optima is at the meeting with several 
colleagues.  

 
• Bill Duke, Senior Vice President, Optima 
• Matt Cison, Senior Vice President, Optima 
• Hal Frankce, Meltzer, Purtill and Stelle 
• Luay Aboona, President, KOLA – traffic consultant 
• Amy Rosenfeld Kaufman, Director of Development and Community 

Relations, Community Partners for Affordable Housing 
• Taylor Corbin and Fran Fazzio, Manhard – civil engineer 
• Mike Stopka, Associate Principal, BuroHappold Engineering – 

sustainability consultant 
• Aaron Hillman, landscape architect, Collaborative V Design Studio Inc 

 
Mr. Segal said they are very excited to be at the meeting to present the updates to 
the program. As a team, they spent a lot of time thinking about comments from the 
Appearance Review Commission on January 6, 2020, as well as comments from 
the Plan Commission meeting on January 7, 2020 and their ongoing dialogs with 
village staff and community members to try to respond to concerns and questions 
presented during that time period.  

 
He will discuss the program changes made after the January 7, 2020 meeting.  

 
3.24 The first request they heard at the ARC and PC meetings was to change the Central 

Avenue Street frontage to try to activate the frontage to bring more transparency to 
Central Avenue. They completely redesigned this frontage. They placed the 
community amenity space along the exterior of the building to provide active 
engagement with the project by relocating all but one of the residential units off of 
Central. They now have one residential unit on the Central Ave frontage at the very 
western end of the development.  

 
They replaced the garden wall stone panels along Central Avenue with floor to 
ceiling glass running 110’, creating ground floor transparency along Central Ave 
and this is 89.3% transparent. At the last meeting, they were asking for an exception 
to not satisfy that transparency requirement of 40% and now they are 89.3%. 

 
They reduced the height of the garden wall stone panels throughout the project from 
7.5 feet to 6.5 feet. This has resulted in a 1’ increase in the height of the clerestory 
window at the lone residential unit at the western end on Central Ave. There was 
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also a request to create more setback, so they increased to 5’ the setback along a 
50’ stretch of the Central Avenue frontage immediately to the west of the residential 
entrance. They added landscaping throughout that setback. They worked with 
village staff to provide for the elimination of the large planter beds on Central to 
the west of the residential entrance to provide for the enhanced pedestrian traffic 
area that the public requested.  

 
They preserved pedestrian circulation area and on street parking by retaining the 
existing fire hydrant at the corner of Central and Green Bay. They worked with 
village staff and the fire department on this element.  

 
They added another streetlight to the east of the alley and set back the garden stone 
wall 11.5’ from the property line to provide a visibility corridor for pedestrians and 
vehicles that are interacting at the alley and the sidewalk at the western end of the 
property.  

 
They were asked to reduce the perceived presence at street level of the rooftop 
amenity space and the elevator overrun. They did a complete redesign of the rooftop 
space and added additional landscaping.  

 
They reduced the height of the elevator overrun, which is the tallest portion of the 
building, but comprises 205 square feet of area for the project. They reduced that 
from 81’ to 79.92’ and made it as tight as possible to the building.  

 
They have an amenity area on the building roof, but the height of that space is 72.6’.  

 
There was concern about the visibility of the elevator overrun from neighboring 
rights of way. They relocated the elevator overrun approximately 25’ north into the 
building interior to eliminate its visibility from nearby public rights of way. The 
overrun is set back about 65’ from the southern property line, 100’ from the 
northern property line, 98’ from the eastern property line, and 121.5’ from the 
western property line.  

 
3.25 Commissioner Head asked the applicant if he could take the commissioners through 

the design changes by using the plans. It’s hard having only the spoken word about 
the changes and seeing changes on plans would help.  

 
3.26 Mr. Segal said he could do whatever the commission wanted. Before he goes to 

plans, he wanted to note that during the course of conversations with the ARC and 
the PC, there were questions and concerns about glass color. They had previously 
proposed bronze glass and a dark brown aluminum window wall system and slab 
edge. They had requested an exception for colored glass. They started to explore 
what they could do differently. One of the most significant changes and what is 
new in the packet is that they are proposing a clear glass eliminating that exception. 
They changed the metal color to a dark gray. They will talk more about this during 
the discussion. They can now more meaningfully respond to the request from 
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community members to enhance the bird friendliness of the design of the building. 
They will talk about this in more detail.  

 
The fist rendering depicts the development with the new look. They put up the first 
board.  

 
3.27 Commissioner Head asked if there was a mirror finish on the glass as reflected on 

the renderings.  
 
3.28 Mr. Segal said that was the glare of the sun off of the windows. Along Central, they 

completely changed that frontage. The stone panel used to run all the way to the 
residential entrance and extend beyond. Now the frontage is totally transparent 
glass, engaging the public.  

 
The other meaningful change in that rendering is the introduction of Optima’s 
vertical landscaping system. They incorporated what they had hoped to originally 
do and after working the landscape architect, they identified native plantings that 
will survive and thrive. It will provide an accent for vertical landscaping. It creates 
a different element in the building design, shadow, different visualization of the 
façade. They added three trees along the southern façade at the roof as well as three 
trees on the eastern façade of the roof. That provides additional landscaping, which 
relates to a previous comment from the community, as well as providing an 
additional screening element for the rooftop programming.  

 
3.29 Commissioner DiGrino asked if the plantings on the balcony would be green year-

round.  
 
3.30 Mr. Segal said they would be green year-round but may go dormant but will stay 

green. The landscape architect will talk about details of this element.  
 
3.31 Chairman Bradford asked if that element was used in the Chicago area before.  
 
3.32 Mr. Segal said they have not used the proposed system in the Chicago area, but the 

landscape architect has used comparable systems in this area. Management will 
maintain the landscaping. They are creating a uniform aesthetic for the property.  

 
3.33 Commissioner Sheperd asked if management had to access units to get to that 

landscaping.  
 
3.34 Mr. Segal said they did have to go into units to access the landscaping. The process 

is done at a number of Arizona communities and they coordinate with the landscape 
contractor for maintenance.  

 
He then shared an update of the rendering from across the street at the Metra station.  

 
3.35 Commissioner Head asked what was protruding from the roof.  
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3.36 Mr. Segal said it is the mechanical screening at the top of the building.  
 

He showed a better view of the Central Avenue frontage. The stone panels had gone 
all the way to the entrance and continued to another area. They have now opened it 
up with 110’ of floor to ceiling glass. This is the area that is setback 5’. They 
conform with the traditional tree grate and this is consistent with the eastern side of 
the Central frontage as well as along Green Bay.  

 
3.37 Commissioner Head asked how the sidewalk compared to the sidewalk in other 

areas of the VC.  
 
3.38 Mr. Segal said it is consistent with the standard sidewalk in downtown Wilmette. 

He continued and talked about the context image showing the 611 Green Bay 
building as well as their development. The screening trees are visible. One can view 
the enclosed amenity space on the roof. What used to be visible is the elevator 
overrun and it is no longer visible.  

 
He talked about a perspective looking east from Central and Park. The elevator 
overrun is not seen although the amenity space is visible. There are trees used as a 
screening element on the western façade. Based on conversations, the trees will be 
maintained at a height no higher than the amenity space. The trees at the southern 
and eastern facades will rise above the amenity volume as a more robust screen.  

 
He showed a view east just to the north of the Central and Park intersections. There 
is a side yard that exists at a corner that does not exist anywhere else on Park 
Avenue. There are homes along the Park Avenue frontage. He showed the winter 
condition looking over the side yard and the townhomes that are there. In another 
depiction, he showed the top residential floor in winter and the amenity space.  

 
The next rendering was if one was looking west from Central at the intersection of 
Central and Wilmette Avenues. The elevator overrun really cannot be seen. There 
is a hint of the amenity space. The most predominant view of the roof is of the trees.  

 
He next showed the level one plan. It highlights what they have changed in 
programming along Central Avenue. The darker orange is amenity space that used 
to be on the interior courtyard, and it is now relocated along the Central frontage. 
They have the management office in its original location. There is a 50’ run with a 
5’ setback and landscaping. There is a 15’ setback at the entry to the residential 
lobby. There is a pre-existing 10’ setback for the covered indoor and outdoor space 
along the retail. In the back, there is a cutback in the stone panel. It goes from the 
remaining residential unit to the rear. It cuts off and then continues along the 
western frontage. The notch creates a view corridor for the site lines between 
pedestrians and vehicles.  

 
3.39 Chairman Bradford referenced the elevations sent on Friday; he could not tell to 

what extent the stone wall is along the alley. Does that continue north to the Com 
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Ed pad?  
 
3.40 Mr. Segal said it also encloses the dog run. It will be clearer on the elevations.  
 

Other feedback they got was can they cut back the landscaping that was serving to 
buffer the garage entrance and the loading areas so delivery trucks could pull 
through vs. pulling into the loading areas and backing up and disturbing neighbors 
to the west. They cut back the landscaping as requested.  

 
He showed the elevator setback. They have recessed it. Other than that, the basic 
programming on the first floor remains the same.  

 
Commissioner Head asked the applicant to talk about the retail presence. A number 
of people reached out to him with concerns about the depth for restaurant space. At 
611 Green Bay they have had a hard time leasing. The village is concerned about 
vacant storefronts.  

 
3.41 Mr. Segal said that at the last meeting, their commercial brokers were at the meeting 

to talk about the suitability of the space for a restaurant/retail use. The brokers are 
active in the village. The space as depicted is consistent with space they recently 
leased in another project. It is a tough retail environment. There is 20,000 square 
feet of vacant retail space along Green Bay Road in Wilmette not including what 
may or may not happen with Imperial Motors. He said that he and his colleagues 
believe that an advantage their site has is the corner location. The glass façade 
makes it more engaging with pedestrians. They tried to create indoor/outdoor 
dining. This is different than what exists at 611 Green Bay.  

 
They are providing on-site parking, 23 spaces, for retail users and the community. 
They do not have this parking at 611 Green Bay. People who looked at 611 Green 
Bay were concerned about parking. Mr. Segal said that in a challenging retail 
environment, they addressed specific factors in their design and got positive 
feedback from retailers and restaurants that they spoke to. Nothing is done yet 
because there is no project yet. He thinks that his project is different than 611 Green 
Bay. 

 
3.42 Commissioner Head asked if the floor plates were comparable between the 

applicant’s project and 611 Green Bay regarding the depth from sidewalk to back 
of house. 

 
Mr. Segal said that the configuration is different. They tried to illustrate potential 
layouts for a restaurant. There is a floor plan that has divided space for indoor and 
outdoor seating. That has a 95’ depth. It depends on the reference point when 
calculating the depth of the space. Having 95’ of depth, which is similar to what 
they leased at their Chicago project, works well. There is space available for a 
traditional retail user.  
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He reviewed the dimensioning for the restaurant space. He reiterated that the depth 
is 95’. The remaining retail space is 30’ at its narrowest and 42.5’ at its widest. At 
the last meeting, he said they extended the service corridor around to contemplate 
for a potential division of the space into two uses. If they did not have two uses and 
if someone took the entire space for a restaurant, there is a 65’ long by 25’ wide 
kitchen, 17’ wide seating area, a reception area off of the lobby and an 18’ wide 
bathroom.  42’6” is the depth and there is an 82’ run until someone gets to the 
bathroom. They worked with designers to lay out what could be done with the 
space. They are confident that a restaurant and another retail use could go in that 
space. This is their front door, so it has to be successful. They don’t want to build 
a project that won’t be occupied.  

 
3.43 Commissioner Sheperd said earlier Mr. Segal talked about making space for people 

to pull into the alley without backing out. Would they pull parallel to the alley 
between and not be in front of the parking ramp.  

 
3.44 Mr. Segal said they would pull in and pivot in the loading area, so they are not 

blocking the parking ramp.  
 
3.45 Commissioner DiGrino asked if the applicant had any letters of interest or 

expressions of interest in that space from retailers.  
 
3.46 Mr. Siegal said they have nothing in writing. They have had expressions of interest 

from people they spoke to. People are not anxious to engage until they know that 
the project will move forward.  

 
3.47 Commissioner DiGrino asked what a typical depth for retail space would be.  
 
3.48 Mr. Siegal said probably around 60’.  
 
3.49 Chairman Bradford said that would be for a narrow street frontage. In the proposed 

building they have taken the retail space and rotated it. 
 
3.50 Mr. Segal thanked the Chair for pointing that out. They have twisted the retail space 

so the depth is actually 95’ when viewed off of Central.  
 

He continued with discussion about the roof. They have five trees along the western 
façade that would grow no higher than the amenity space. One thing that they added 
is three trees along the southern façade, as well as the eastern façade. There is 
recessing of the elevators that provides a setback. They narrowed the size of the 
amenity volume. They were asked to decrease the dimension of the roof deck and 
they did it with an 11.1% reduction. It was 6,750 square feet and now it is 6,000 
square feet of the overall 30,000 square foot roof area.  

 
At the last meeting, they talked about pergolas on two roof terraces. They 
eliminated this concept.  
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Regarding landscaping, they spoke with the village forestry staff and there was 
agreement that they can increase the tree caliper from 2” to 4”. This will allow more 
developed trees at the opening of the project.  

 
3.51 Commissioner Head asked about the nice rooftop greenery. Is there anything 

besides flowers and trees? Is there open space that is public and shared? Does the 
building cover the lot on all sides?  

 
3.52 Mr. Segal said that the building does not cover the lot on all sides. He talked about 

an open space that is behind the wall. They are not building lot line to lot line. There 
is courtyard space that is not public, but it is set aside as open space. They want to 
create light volume in the building as it goes up. 72% of the site is covered. He 
talked about the 28% that is open. There is 21% open space as they go up the 
building height.  

 
3.53 Commissioner Head asked if there was public open space like benches or seating. 

Is there a public amenity other than street trees? 
 
3.54 Mr. Segal said in one area they are asking for an exception to not build lot line to 

lot line which is a requirement of the code. They set it back to create landscaping. 
Along the Green Bay frontage there will be bike racks and some benches. Those 
are the pieces for the public sidewalk.  

 
3.55 Commissioner DiGrino asked the applicant to revisit the roof plan. There is a lot of 

green on the plan but clarified that the green is not necessarily landscaping. What 
are the specific landscaped areas on the roof? 

 
3.56 Mr. Segal said the landscaping would be trees on the west façade, trees on the 

southern façade, trees on the eastern façade. There is a multi-colored ring shown 
on the plan that is around the roof terrace and that is a landscaped area. That is the 
only landscaped area on the roof. At the last hearing, they talked about roofing 
materials. He misspoke at the last hearing. There is a roof membrane and in addition 
to that they have a material called T-Clear. The latter is a 2’ by 4’ composite roof 
covering material consisting of rigid insulation in a colored cementitious board. It 
locks together in a tongue and groove manner across the roof. He showed a 
rendering with that material on the roof. He showed tree plantings at one of their 
existing developments. He showed a sample of the T-Clear roof material.  

3.57 Commissioner Ghaemi noted that that is not walkable surface.  
 
3.58 Mr. Segal showed the area that the residents would access outside. There are 

walkable areas for maintenance purposes, but not for the residents to go on.  
 
3.59 Commissioner Ghaemi noted that the material was pretty light and asked how it 

was locked down.  
 
3.60 Mr. Segal said it adheres to the roof membrane. He showed a photo of an existing 
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installation.  
 
3.61 Chairman Bradford told the applicant that he has 10 minutes remaining for his 

presentation.  
 
3.62 Mr. Segal showed a photo of the vertical landscaping that is at one of their projects 

in Arizona. As part of their interactions with the community, there was a request 
for them to try to make the building more bird friendly.  

 
3.63 Commissioner Ghaemi asked that they revisit the pavers on the roof. She said they 

have them in Arizona, which is a totally different climate. At this project, they are 
dealing with higher uplift and a lot of freeze/thaw. Have they used the material in 
Chicago? She knows that IBC has high values for uplift.  

 
3.64 Bill Duke, Optima, said they have used that roof system on quite a few projects in 

Arizona. Commissioner Ghaemi is correct in saying that Chicago’s climate is 
different but there is a similar approach. There is more insulation required for 
Chicago’s climate. But the membrane is on top of the concrete slab and then there 
is insulation above that. They can achieve the R value that is required by code with 
that insulation.  

 
3.65 Commissioner Ghaemi said that she is not really worried about the R value. She is 

worried that they have concrete, the membrane, and the pavers on top of the 
membrane. They are fairly light. She is concerned about the wind uplift. 

 
3.66 Mr. Duke said that two things are going on. They are locked and also adhered to 

the roof in locations on the panel.  
 
3.67 Commissioner Ghaemi asked where they used this product in Chicago.  
 
3.68 Mr. Duke said they have not used the product in Chicago, but they can get the 

manufacturer’s specs with warranty information.  
 
3.69 Commissioner Ghaemi said she would like to see the specs.  
 
3.70 Mr. Segal clarified that he had about five minutes remaining.  
 
3.71 Chairman Bradford said that was correct if they adhered to the proposed schedule. 

But he then said that their presentation could continue.  
 
3.72 Mr. Segal wanted to focus on the public benefit component regarding changes and 

the project.  
 

One of the public benefits was that they spoke with community members who 
wanted the buildings to be designed to be more bird friendly. They tried to focus 
on the first three floors for bird friendliness to supplement the existing bird friendly 
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aspects of the building design. That is the focus area of what LEED has laid out. 
LEED created a pilot credit for bird deterrents and collision deterrents, and they 
focus on the first three floors of the building. He said they are proposing to use 
glass materials that would have the requisite bird threat level categories as 
determined by the American Bird Conservancy to use on the first three floors of the 
building, surrounding the building. They would achieve an estimated zone 1 bird 
collision threat rating based upon the proposed materials, which is 14.3. The LEED 
pilot credit standards is not more than 15. They satisfy the LEED standard for bird 
friendly. That is in addition to use of terraces which are a bird friendly tool. They 
used metal guard rails at the terraces vs. glass and this is a bird friendly tool. They 
built interior corridors so there is no light pollution as they go up the building.  
There will be timers on the rooftop lights. He showed images of the areas that would 
be covered by the bird glass.  

 
They eliminated a number of exceptions that they had previously requested most 
notably the fence exception. They reduced the height, they are eliminating colored 
glass, and they added 110’ of transparent glass that is floor to ceiling on Central.  

 
Regarding public benefits that the project will deliver to the community, they are 
committed to deliver a minimum of two green globes out of a maximum program 
rating of four green globes under the green globes sustainability certification 
program that is like achieving a LEED silver building certification. They are going 
to enhance the bird friendliness of the design. They are making a $1.6M donation 
to advance affordable housing opportunities that will potentially be leveraged into 
$2.9M to deliver 14 affordable housing units in the village. They are providing for 
23 onsite parking spaces for public use. Use of the spaces will be limited to no more 
than two hours. It will be monitored by a tow service engaged by Optima. They 
will have valet parking. They are providing two electric vehicle charging stations 
that are the first of their kind in the VC. They have identified a number of goals and 
policies of the comprehensive plan and VC master plan that they believe that the 
development satisfies.  

 
Commissioner Questions 
 
3.73 Commissioner Head asked why they didn’t seek LEED certification. The LEED 

silver does not seem like a public benefit type of standard. It is a baseline standard. 
Why did they select Green Globe? Two out of four green globes seems like a middle 
ground and not something to pitch as a public benefit. It is a straightforward 
sustainability standard.  

 
3.74 Mr. Segal said they selected Green Globes because of the ongoing engagement of 

the Green Globes processes. Green Globes provides for an audit process as they go 
through certification. It culminates in an onsite physical inspection of the 
development to make sure they delivered what they said. The LEED process is 
different. A person fills out forms and submits the forms. You can check boxes and 
LEED will send you a certificate that indicates you achieved LEED certification. 
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They wanted to hold themselves to a higher standard. The Green Globes process 
will send out an auditor and do a physical inspection. That is a community benefit.  

 
Their commitment is to achieve the equivalent of LEED silver and their goal is to 
exceed LEED silver. But the commitment is a public benefit. The sustainability 
consultant is at the meeting to talk about Green Globes.  

 
3.76 Commissioner Head said that Mr. Segal answered his questions. Regarding 

affordable housing, how did they come to $1.6 M as the proposed donation?  
 
3.77 Mr. Segal said that as they looked at what they could achieve in terms of a program 

with CPAH and what the project could sustain and that is how they came to the 
conclusion.  

 
3.78 Commissioner Head asked if it was a percentage of the total development cost. He 

is not understanding Mr. Segal’s answer.  
 
3.79 Mr. Segal said they came to a per unit cost and value for what they were proposing. 

That is what they proposed to the village. They worked with CPAH to leverage that 
amount and it turned into $2.9M.  

 
3.80 Commissioner Head asked CPAH to talk about how they see this actually turning 

into housing. It has been a challenge to see affordable housing developed in the 
village.  

 
3.81 Ms. Kaufman said that this would fit with their land trust model.   
 
3.82 Commissioner Head asked about the acquisition price they would try to achieve 

under their model.  
 
3.83 Ms. Kaufman said she does not know exactly. Her colleague Rob Anthony did a 

look in the market to see what was available as well as the price range they would 
target, which she guesses would be in the $250,000  to $300,000 range. The 
acquisition and development costs have to equal x. They do fundraising and they 
can bridge some gap. The way it should work is that you want acquisition and 
development plus proceeds to equal the cost. They built enough subsidy in so they 
can spread the units out in the village. They should not be clustered in one area.  

 
3.84 Commissioner Head said he is having a hard time finding those units that meet the 

baseline price anywhere and definitely not in a non-clustered way.  
 
3.85 Commissioner DiGrino said there was a clear comment from the ARC and was 

spoken of at the last hearing asking to meet the standard for the ground floor height 
of 14’. They came back maintaining that 13’ line and she wants to understand the 
rationale. It seems like an easy fix. Why didn’t they do that?  
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3.86 Mr. Segal said they heard a couple of voices express a concern about that issue. 
From their perspective they believe that 13’ is sufficient to attract the right retail 
tenants. With the floor to ceiling glass they have ringing the property they thought 
that would further enhance the pedestrians as well as the retail experience. Given 
the sensitivity of overall height of the project and their belief that they achieved the 
pedestrian engagement and retail use, they did not see it being beneficial to the 
overall project to increase the building height.  

 
3.87 Commissioner DiGrino said that she might be the lone voice on this issue, but it 

seems to her that the 1’ is more impactful at maintaining a pedestrian scale. The 1’ 
would be more impactful at the base v. at the height. There are other height issues 
to cover. It seems like that 1’ is important to not just attracting the right tenants, but 
maintaining a pedestrian scale. It will balance the proportions of the building so 
that when there is a shorter ground floor presence, it makes the building seem that 
much more imposing.  

 
3.88 Mr. Segal said that their sense is that if the commission wants them to increase the 

building height, they would be open to that.  
 
3.89 Commissioner DiGrino asked if they studied any other massing. Did they look at 

shifting some of the massing away from the west side and perhaps pushing it onto 
the east side?  

 
3.90 Mr. Segal said they already have a 25’ setback on the west side and given the height 

concerns for the overall development, they did not see a chance to shift more mass 
to the east.  

 
3.91 Commissioner DiGrino said that she understands that sensitivity, but it would seem 

that the mass on the west side is more impactful to the neighbors. She would be 
more open to entertaining height relief on the east side of the property more so than 
on the west side especially if there is a way to shift the scale over. She does not 
know what visual impact it would have on the building, shadows, line of site, and 
elements like that. It would be interesting to understand that.  

 
3.92 Mr. Segal said as was discussed at the last meeting, they conducted the shadow 

studies to show the effect of the building and shadows on the neighboring 
properties. He talked about the comparative study to show what they are proposing 
to build to what is allowed under existing zoning. For this purpose, they made sure 
to include the permitted height encroachments under the zoning ordinance. It is 52’ 
plus 2’ for a parapet plus additional space for a screening wall and additional height 
for an elevator overrun. They also added what the impact of the shadow of their 
elevator overrun and roof top amenity space is. There is not a material difference 
with regard to the shadow being case by their building to what could be built under 
existing zoning.  There are a few instances where that is not the case, but very 
limited instances at extreme times. In only a few instances does the amenity space 
actually cast a shadow off of the building and in no case does it cast a shadow 
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beyond the shadow of the building base.  
 

When the arc of the sun comes a certain way and they were to shift volume, that 
would create a higher element to cast shadow further than the building done 
currently.  

 
He showed more images and noted how tight the shadow comparison is what is 
allowed by right and showed this during different seasons of the year. They wanted 
to show the context of the neighborhood. Here is their development and he showed 
the Imperial Motors site, the townhome development to the west and here there are 
a series of single-family homes along Park and the smaller structures are some 
garages for single family homes. The single-family homes continue further north 
along Park Avenue.  
 

3.93 Commissioner Schwab asked questions about the shadow study and the site line 
impact that happens.  

 
3.94 Mr. Segal showed the impact of their building in comparison with an underlying 

zoned building would be. A number of different perspectives were shown.  
 

The first issue raised was what someone will see if they are on the roof. What do 
people in his building see and what do the neighbors see of the building? Because 
there is no walkway on the western side of the proposed building, the furthest 
someone can be on the roof to have a site line would be to stand at the western 
façade of the closed amenity space. As a result of the setback of the amenity space 
one has to navigate the angle of the edge of the building roof. That means that the 
person on the rooftop cannot see anything that is within the purple area.  

 
At their top floors, with the underlying zoning, this would be the roof. So someone 
standing in a particular place would have an angle of sight. The area in purple is 
not visible from the roof.  

 
They then decided to look at what would happen if someone was standing in the 
backyard of a home along Park that did not have to deal with the two townhome 
condition and only had to deal with one townhome. He showed the double 
townhome situation. Otherwise it is one townhome with garages and backyards. If 
someone is standing in a back yard along Park Avenue what will they look up at? 
They are still obscured by the single townhome – the easternmost townhome along 
the western side of the alley. The visible area for those people ends up being a space 
that he pointed out on the plan. He said that because of the setback of their amenity 
space, someone standing in the backyard does not perceive the amenity space 
because of the angle. They would have to be looking over the townhome.  

 
The final exhibit is what happens at the sidewalk vantage point for Park Avenue. 
This means that there is no landscaping obstruction, no home obstructing the view, 
but they still have to deal with navigating the townhomes. Those people would be 
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catching that view, but they are clipped off in a certain area because of the recess 
of the amenity space on the roof top.  

 
They did look at the different conditions for site lines. They hope that the diagram 
illustrates the different perspectives that people from the building will have and 
people looking at the building will have. 

 
3.95  Commissioner Head asked about the difference between the 62’ and the 52’ height.  
 
3.96 Mr. Segal said that 62’ is the height of the base roof of their building. The 52’ is 

the base roof of the underlying zoning. One component of relief they are requesting 
is to go to 62.  While they have additional components on the roof, they are asking 
for exceptions for the permitted height encroachments. Those encroachments do 
not impact what is being viewed to the west because of the way it is setback. What 
would or could impact if someone were to build according to what is allowed by 
zoning, if they built the conditions to the end of the building. The design he showed 
accommodated the 25’ setback from the west. They are trying to take what they are 
proposing and compare it with what someone could come to the table with if they 
had conforming zoning and then comparing and contrasting what the site lines 
would be.  

 
3.97 Commissioner DiGrino asked the applicant to revisit the ground floor layout. She 

is hoping he can clarify the orientation of the dwelling units that appear at the west 
side. Are the primary entrances internal?  

 
3.98 Mr. Segal said that the primary entrances are internal.  
 
3.99 Commissioner DiGrino said that makes sense to have internal primary entrances, 

but it seems to orient the rear of the units to Central thus necessitating the screening 
wall, which is intentioned with creating a pedestrian friendly environment.  

 
3.100 Mr. Segal said that part of the stone panels is now 40’ of unit and another 20’ so it 

is about a 60’ run of stone panels with clerestory windows above it for the one unit 
that sits along that one corner. There originally was a 140’ run of that stone panel. 
The entrances are from the interior of the building, but they don’t view it as the 
back end of the unit on Central.  

 
After 4.43 of public comment 

 
3.101 Mr. Segal thanked the community members for their engagement and comments. 

He apologized if he did not address this area as clearly as he thought he did. 
Regarding the line of site study, they were trying to highlight that this was their 
building as designed and what could be built by right. The red is what could be built 
as of right and his proposal goes above that. He showed the roof for the as of right 
building. He showed where residences would be in either building. Anyone along 
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the western façade has a view to the west whether Optima’s building is built or the 
as of right building is built.  

 
What will people see? The people in the townhomes above the fence at the alley 
have a view in each direction regardless of building height. Once the first set of 
townhomes is cleared, anybody in the Park Avenue space has a view to the west no 
matter whether it is their building or an as of right building.  

 
Someone asked about adding a green roof. They will satisfy the Green Globes 
certification and try to do better than that. One of the things they learned are that 
green roofs are a problem for bird friendliness.  

 
Part of the question that has come up about public benefits has to do with what is a 
public benefit?  What the village has said in the zoning ordinance as being a public 
benefit, constitutes a public benefit. If someone says that for example affordable 
housing is not a benefit to them, it could still be a benefit to the community. The 
benefits provided follow the guidelines in the zoning ordinance and provide a 
broader benefit to the village as articulated regarding the goals and objectives of 
the Comprehensive Plan. He talked about what he thought were public benefits to 
the village community.  

 
There was a lot of discussion about the master plan and requested variances. The 
master plan spoke to a lot of issues. The master plan represented a series of goals 
and objectives for the village as it considers its future. He believes that the 
development fulfills many of those goals and objectives. This has been stated 
verbally and in writing. The master plan acknowledged that it might not achieve all 
objectives for every site including specific design parameters. He thinks that 
Optima is achieving objectives of the VC master plan. Their design objectives align 
with the site’s uniqueness, what current market conditions are, and how they are 
trying to achieve/fulfill those objectives.  

 
The PUD process is intended to create an opportunity for the village to weigh what 
the proposed request for changes are against the perceived benefit of the PUD. That 
is what the commissioners will evaluate and make a recommendation to the village 
board, who will then make its own determination on the policy implications. They 
believe that their project is an asset to the community. They look forward to 
delivering this project to the village and enhancing the quality of life in the overall 
community.  

 
There was discussion about parking and bike parking. They believe that the parking 
they are providing is sufficient for their residents and to meet the market demand 
that is there. There is a difference between what one might experience at a TOD in 
the village vs. what one might see in downtown Chicago. They think that they can 
use the excess parking capacity for other uses to further the development’s benefits.  
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Chairman Bradford acknowledged tonight that this is not the ARC, Mr. Siegal 
noted that the master plan does articulate the fact that there is not a distinct 
architectural style in the VC. The ARC acknowledged that there is no distinctive 
architectural style in the VC.  The master plan and the ARC both acknowledge that 
there should be diversity in architectural design in the VC to enrich the 
community’s experience.  

 
Mr. Siegal asked commissioners if they had questions about landscaping or Green 
Globes certification, some experts are at the hearing and could address questions.  

 
3.101 Chairman Bradford said he would like to hear more from the landscape architect 

about what is proposed for balconies.  
 
3.102 Mr. Segal introduced Aaron Hillman, Collaborative V Design Studio.  
 

Mr. Hillman said that about ten years again, Optima developed a vertical integrated 
landscape system that is state of the art and one of a kind. It has not been done in 
Chicago but has been in multiple projects in the Phoenix area. Chicago is at the 
forefront of vertical and integrated green architecture. He talked about Whole 
Foods that has 5,000 square feet of literal vertical wall vegetation that was recently 
installed in Chicago. Millennium Park is a great example of limited soil profiles 
and is very successful. He showed a close up of terrace planters that were integrated 
in Scottsdale AZ. He knows that the climate is different and a different plant palette 
is necessary. But he works nationally.  What got this to work in AZ will make this 
work anywhere in the US. There was a decade long experiment before this method 
was integrated into the Optima building.  

 
They looked at potential plant species that would work in Chicago. Evergreens 
would provide year-round interest. They will be very hearty. The real feel is to get 
them to drape and fall. The last image was taken less than two growing seasons 
from the initial planting. On the Optima website are other images ranging from 4-
7 years old. The draping effect engulfs the building. They are proposing integrating 
the vertical landscape system into the planters. It adds a focal point. Only Optima 
has done this system through their massive expenditure.  
 
It starts with a good water source that is fortified with nutrients and fertigation. It 
is piped through the building via risers and then out. Micro-irrigation drop emitters 
are for each individual plant that can be refined based on an individual plant’s 
needs. Different exposures play into effect. Each side of the building has a different 
unique look and feel. It has been very successful in AZ. Green roofs are successful 
in Chicago.  

 
3.103 Commissioner Ghaemi said she didn’t disagree with him. They will come back the 

next year in spring. They need to show a picture in winter. Only bushes last in 
winter in Chicago.  
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3.104 Mr. Hillman said that plants selected are chosen based on Evergreen value. None 
of them have a full dormancy period. At the existing projects, 2-3 times/years, 
facilities go through the units to maintain them. Plant replacement is at a minimum. 
He talked about the examples that they went through about the green roofs in 
Chicago.  

 
3.105 Commissioner Ghaemi said that those pictures were taken in spring or summer. She 

doesn’t see a fall picture. Six months in Chicago is the winter season.  
 
3.106 Mr. Hillman said that pictures of the plant materials are not typically taken in the 

winter.  
 
3.107 Commissioner DiGrino said that the Chicago City Hall green roof doesn’t look like 

that except for 45-60 days a year. She appreciates that a lot of advancements were 
made. Every developer she works with talks about a landscaped rooftop amenity 
and they are talking about four seasons of plants with the winter not being green. It 
is unrealistic to expect the commissioners to accept that these will look like 
beautiful plants 12 months out of the year.  

 
3.108 Mr. Hillman said he saw ivy that is still green on his ride to tonight’s meeting. 

Junipers and Winter Creepers are still green. Euonymus is still green. That is what 
will be seen hanging off of the building. There will not be short lived annuals or 
grasses.  

 
3.109 Commissioner DiGrino talked about revolutionary advancements in soils that are 

happening in Chicago and hopes that the applicant is more on the cutting edge with 
this technology.  

 
3.110 Mr. Hillman said that there are growers in Chicago that are focusing on green roof 

plants. Specimen trees can be bought and placed in the planters. He cannot argue 
with the science. Nutrients, light, and water will ensure a successful planting.  

 
3.111 Commissioner DiGrino said that Mr. Hillman mentioned an irrigation system. Is 

that integrated into the balcony system? 
3.112 Mr. Hillman said it is integrated into the balcony system. It comes through the 

basement via risers. Before it is pumped out of the basement it has a fertilizer 
injector system that carries that water up through mechanical chases in the building 
and out to the balcony planters. Each planter is its own zone and will be on separate 
timers. An evaporation system will be in place that knows through the satellite 
system how much the plant is releasing and how much more it needs to take back 
in for oxygen. That technology is available to all of us.  

 
3.113 Chairman Bradford told the applicant that he had ten minutes to finish.  
 
3.114 Mr. Segal said that the last point he wanted to make was that Ms. Kaufman 

reminded him that when they are talking about the amount of funds being allocated 
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for affordable housing, there is another $2M of sale proceeds that would be 
generated by the for sale product that would be recycled into the overall affordable 
housing program.  

 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 

4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 

4.11 Bob Surman, 1033 Green Bay Road 
4.12 Christine Moran, 823 Ashland Avenue 
4.13 Annie Finnegan, 930 Oakwood Avenue 
4.14 Susan Karol, 712 Park Avenue 
4.15 Paul Doty, 1924 Lake Avenue 
4.16 Amanda Nugent, 500 Lake Avenue 
4.17 Barbara Bischoff Kleeman, 1223 Washington Avenue  
4.18 Joel Lunkas, 811 Park Avenue 
4.19 Julie Nelson, 714 Elmwood Avenue 
4.20 Jeff Axelrod, 631 Central Avenue 
4.21 Beth Drucker, Go Green Wilmette 
4.22 Delia Conache, 747 Lavergne Avenue 
4.23 April Cesaretti, 935 Oakwood Avenue 
4.24 Alexandra Cole, 1026 Linden Avenue 
4.25 Andrew Gustafson, 720 Park Avenue 

   
4.2 Summary of Comments 
 
4.21 Chairman Bradford asked speakers to limit comments to three minutes. If someone 

spoke at the January meeting, all testimony was recorded and is part of the record. 
If they have more comments that they did not express in January, the person can 
express those comments. If a previous speaker makes the same point someone 
wants to make, he asked that the same comments not be given again.  

 
Quite a few communications were received from residents that are part of the board 
packets. Communications were from people who were for and against the proposal. 
Several letters were lengthy. He asked that people not stand up and read their letters.  

 
In January, there was a fair amount of discussion regarding affordable housing units 
being within the development or not within the development. The developer chose 
to move forward with a donation to the village. He would appreciate not revisiting 
the fact that there is no affordable housing within the proposed development. There 
were a number of comments received about the building appearance. This element 
is not before the plan commission. There is a wide difference of opinion as to 
whether or not the building is attractive and/or is appropriate for the village. He 
leaves the ultimate decision to the village board. 
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4.22 Bob Surman, 1033 Green Bay Road, said this property does not impact him as he 
is closer to Elmwood. He appreciates the work done by the commissioners. He was 
on the Plan Commission and helped rewrite the PUD. He is currently on the Zoning 
Board and he is a commercial architect.  

 
He is concerned about the setback on Green Bay Road on the east façade. He 
worked on the 611 Green Bay building and the PC pushed to have that building set 
back that amount. With the Optima building, it appears to be overhanging. This is 
a compromise.  

 
He talked about the north lot line. This is something he dealt with on the 611 Green 
Bay property. What is happening on the lot line and how does it impact the 
neighbor? Is the project being created injurious to the Imperial Motors project? He 
assumes that the glass is spandrel glass. Will it have protection? Will it be glazed 
internally or externally?  

 
Mr. Segal said it would be glazed externally.  

 
Mr. Surman said he is talking about the future. Imperial Motors has the same right 
to build on the lot line. They could build right up to the spandrel glass with a 
concrete block wall. As a rental, it is not that big of a deal. But if the building was 
converted to a condo building, it could be a problem. Now Optima would be 
impacting Imperial Motors property by building right on the lot line. Imperial 
Motors could build a solid concrete wall right up to that. Imperial Motors could 
also build a balcony and the two balconies would be close. 

 
It may not seem like that big of a deal. But it could impact Imperial Motors. If it 
was a condo or rental there would be no light into the courtyard space or limited 
light.  
 

4.23 Christine Moran, 823 Ashland Avenue, said she would not comment about onsite 
affordable housing, but did want to comment about the amount. $1.6M seems 
somewhat disingenuous for 14 units. That would be $114,000/unit. Even if they can 
leverage other state or county resources to get to $2.9M, that still is only 
$207,000/unit. She did a google search and there are six units on the market for 
under $200,000 in the village. It doesn’t seem like the amount is reasonable for this 
development.  

 
4.24 Annie Finnegan, 930 Oakwood Avenue, thanked the commissioners for their hard 

work and time. If there are going to be meetings on big developments, the meetings 
should not take place after the school break. The first meeting on this case took 
place the Monday after school break.  

 
She is a huge fan of transit oriented developments. She lived in Boston very close 
to transportation. How is more transit oriented development built? Her concern is 
that 1.65 parking spaces is too much per dwelling unit. She looked online. The idea 
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of a transit oriented development is to decrease car usage. The project is across 
from the Metra station. She talked about an Evanston study and .94 parking spaces 
per unit at peak demand. What was recently approved in Evanston ranged .7 to 1.15. 
The average there is 1.19 spaces per dwelling unit and that is in a transit oriented 
development. 

 
Her family is going towards biking. She has one car. Uber and bikes are coming. 
Her concern is that residents would put their bikes in a little room after they drive 
down the alley. There is not enough bike storage. She said maybe they could use 
some of the 1.65 spaces/unit for more bike storage or for an on-site bike station.  

 
The Green Bay Road bike racks don’t look like much. She is concerned. She is 
looking at the future and where all of this is going.  
An oversupply of parking encourages auto use. This is from the RTA and their 
maximum spaces/unit is 1.5.  There are 23 public spaces. That is not necessary.  

 
What will people see when they look into the units from the Metra station?  

 
4.25 Susan Karol, 712 Park Avenue, said they looked at her backyards during site line 

studies. The line of site slide that was up when looking from the rooftop impacts 
her and her neighbors in the townhomes and on Park Ave.  

 
She appreciates the line of site from the roof for those of them that are to the direct 
west, she is assuming that there are residences six floors above there. They will 
have windows and/or balconies. This was not referenced in the line of site slide was 
that those people are likely going to glance out their windows and/or sit on their 
balconies. They would also have line of site. Therefore, they would look directly 
into her home and other homes and backyards. That was not referenced in the line 
of site. This should be part of tonight’s discussion.  

 
4.26 Paul Doty, 1924 Lake Avenue, and Amanda Nugent, 500 Lake Avenue, said they 

are coming to lend their support and appreciation to the efforts that Optima is 
making towards remediation for bird strikes. It makes a difference in the 
community. Bird strikes are the third leading cause of mortality in birds. Optima is 
doing the work voluntarily and at some cost. They want to acknowledge their effort 
and is reflective of Wilmette values. Mr. Doty said that he and Ms. Nugent have 
volunteered in turning people onto birds and showing people the wildlife in the 
village. He learned from taking people out that there is a big segment of the 
population that values a commitment to maintaining habitat and wildlife within the 
village. He said to Mr. Segal that he (Mr. Doty) does not know the value of 
improvements being made but by doing this, Optima is setting an example to be a 
leader and will reflect the values of the community. He ended by thanking Optima.  

 
4.27 Chairman Bradford said there was communication from the ARC expressing 

concerns about birds. He has done research and said that the Chicago metro area is 
one of the hot spots for the number of bird deaths from striking buildings. 
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4.28 Ms. Nugent said that being along the lake puts the village in a migratory path. With 
the creation of the bird sanctuary at Gilson Park, there is a unique opportunity to 
invest in the commitment to sustainability and being a habitat friendly place.  

 
4.29 Barbra Bischoff Kleeman, 1223 Washington Avenue, said that she lives in the 

house all the way down the alley at the north end. She thanked Optima for the work 
that they did after listening to comments. She had three items that she thought there 
would be discussion on. Edgewater Beach has a pool underneath. Has there been a 
thought to relocating the pool down below the residential areas? The bulk of the 
building is still too large. Regarding cumulative impact of traffic on the alley, they 
know that is a problem. Is making it one way southbound under consideration? 
Once you add in the Imperial Motors piece, they will have created a street. She still 
is envisioning the green roof idea.  

 
4.30 Chairman Bradford said that he understands that the village’s traffic consultant is 

at the hearing and Mr. Adler said that they were at the meeting.  
 

Chairman Bradford asked if they would address the issue of traffic in the alley.  
 
4.31 Dan Manis Village Engineer, introduced Peter Lemmon, Kimley Horn Associates, 

who is the professional traffic operations engineer that the village hired to review 
the traffic study for this development.  

 
Mr. Lemmon said he reviewed the traffic study prepared by the applicants. At the 
last meeting, there was talk about his firm reviewing the study, but they had no 
significant comments or changes in terms of methodology or data collected. He will 
now talk about the question about whether the alley should be one-way or two-way 
and if one-way, which direction?  

 
The proposal is to keep the alley as a two-way alley serving adjacent residences 
and businesses. The purpose of an alley is for loading access, parking, service and 
things like that and this is consistent with the applicant’s plan. He would hesitate to 
want to make a one-way alley. Other consequences could occur if they did that. 
One thing to consider if they are worried about an increase in alley activity to the 
north, traffic could be oriented as they are leaving the garage and go towards the 
south. There is not a lot of advantage to want to go north and exit to the north. If 
they were looking to apply a change or restriction that would be one that would be 
worth considering.  

 
4.32 Ms. Bischoff Kleman asked about his recommendations for implementing his 

suggestion.  
 

Mr. Lemmon said there is not a good opportunity to physically deflect traffic to the 
south. Signage, primarily, would be his suggestion. Hopefully enforcement would 
not be an issue. The applicant can work with vendors regarding loading activity like 
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trucks. He said that there might not be a good way to do a half pork chop. The 
quickest way out of the parking garage is to go south to Central.  

 
4.33 Commissioner Sheperd said they were told that the alley is wide enough. How 

much is it wide enough for the traffic? Is it barely wide enough?  
 

Mr. Lemmon said that the alley is 20’ and wider on the south end. It can handle 
two-way traffic particularly on the south end. When there is a lot of traffic in alleys, 
if there are utility poles and/or dumpsters that could reduce the alley width.  

 
Commissioner Sheperd asked if 18’ wide would be too small.  

 
Mr. Lemon said that most Chicago alleys are 16-18’. 20’ on the south portion is 
wide enough. There are two-10’ travel lanes, which is plenty wide for two-way 
traffic.  

 
Commissioner Schwab asked about alley obstructions.  

 
Mr. Lemmon said they are more to the north. The older buildings do not have 
alcoves and insets for dumpsters on the north end. From the parking entrance to the 
south is pretty clear.  

 
4.34 Joel Lunkas, 811 Park Avenue, thanked the commissioners for their service to the 

community. They are stewards of the community. He is dismayed at the position 
they are put in. Back in January 2011, his neighbor who is an architect, talked about 
the master plan. That master plan talked about the PUD.  Building heights were set. 
There were guidelines for a streetscape running all the way down Green Bay Road. 
It talked somewhat about appearances and having cornices and breaking a building 
up into three sections. That was embodied on 4/1/14 in the zoning ordinance.  

 
He is dismayed because he said, “we are nibbling around the edges.” There is a 
building that is 20% higher than is called for. The Master Plan talked about 
developing properties and they mentioned the auto complex around the village 
pantry, auto care and the lot behind it. They talked about available land that could 
be developed into transit-oriented housing.  
 
At 611 Green Bay, there are about 75 units. As a village, it was agreed to waive the 
plan and approve those variances. Now Optima is here, and he is not sure how it 
got this far. They are proposing a gross expansion of what is allowed. He has not 
heard any convincing reasons from the applicants as to why it is appropriate. One 
way to avoid birds being killed is to reduce the building by 20% back to the height 
it should be.  

 
As stewards of our community, he asked the Plan Commission to think about their 
vision for the village’s future. They are reviewing the proposal with blinders on. 
Nibbling around the edges to get concessions for the public benefit and he is 
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worried that if this is approved a precedent will be set. And then what is approved 
for this applicant is the norm. He would think that commissioners would follow the 
blueprint of the comprehensive plan. He appreciates their thoughtful response as to 
why they are considering the variances. How will variances be addressed when the 
next person comes in?  

 
His final comment is that they could face the light well west. His understanding is 
that Optima tried to buy the Imperial Motors site and they had a four-story building 
within zoning on the north side and a two story where the bank is located. They 
failed to secure the property, so they now come in with tonight’s plan. Will we 
wake up in three years when Optima buys Imperial Motors and there is a twin tower 
to the north? There is a zoning ordinance and a master plan to try to maintain the 
village’s integrity. To look at this building without taking the Imperial Motors site 
into account is short sighted. The commissioners owe the community a position on 
this before it is approved so the community knows what is going to happen and 
how the plan commission will react to the next developer. He has not heard anyone 
argue why this gross overbuilding is in the village’s best interest.  

 
4.35 Julie Nelson, 714 Elmwood Avenue, talked about a friend who moved to the village 

and was a developer in Colorado and was shocked that the master plan was 
developed yet they are still considering these variances. Wilmette can do better. 
What is the point of having a master plan if a developer comes in and the plan is 
thrown in the trash? She encourages the commissioners and village board of 
trustees to maintain the spirit of the master plan.  

 
4.36 Jeff Axelrod, 631 Central Avenue, said he is part of the Wilmette Justice Team. He 

recognizes that Optima decided not to include on-site affordable housing. But he 
and the Team believe that the public benefit would be much stronger with on-site 
units than with Optima partially funding the land trust program. The building is a 
great opportunity. If there were affordable units on site, residents could live with 
no car or one car. He asked the commissioners to request that Optima come back 
with a new plan that includes affordable units on site.  

 
4.37 Beth Drucker, Go Green Wilmette, read a brief letter from the board of Go Green 

Wilmette, in summary, they support Optima’s efforts in this area. They appreciate 
their commitment to incorporate bird friendly features in the building design to 
reduce bird injuries and deaths. They support additional bird friendly design 
features. They are pleased that Optima and Wilmette will be leaders in this effort 
to develop a bird friendly building that will serve as a model for other developments 
and other communities. Their endorsement of the bird friendly features is based on 
the assumption that these features will be included in the final building plans.  

 
4.38 Delia Conache, 747 Lavergne Avenue, is not directly impacted by the development. 

She has three questions. The first involves parking on the site. Metra parking is 
limited. Has there been any consideration given to Optima offering more Metra 
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parking on the site? It is a unique opportunity to offer parking on the west side of 
Green Bay Road, so people don’t have to cross the tracks.  

 
Chairman Bradford said that the discussions taking place to date is that a portion of 
the proposed parking is for the public. The intent is that parking duration is limited 
to two hours to avoid commuters from parking there.  

 
Ms. Conache asked if there was consideration for day long parking.  

 
Chairman Bradford said that was not discussed to date.  

 
Her second question is the type of retail being considered for the ground floor. She 
knows that a lot of young parents would like a day care on the site due to the 
proximity of Metra.  

 
She said that Optima is a reputable developer and they hold onto their buildings. 
They have a unique model. The building needs to make financial sense to be built. 
She is sure that proposed height increases are due to this. If the building goes to 52’ 
plus the parapets it might not be built.  

 
4.39 Chairman Bradford said he knows from experience with designing early childhood 

centers, there are outdoor space requirements. With constraints of the site, daycare 
is probably not the best option. He agrees that having available daycare convenient 
to Metra or the VC would be great.  

 
4.40 April Cesaretti, 935 Oakwood Avenue, said she is a ten-year village resident. Ugly, 

site pollution, uncharacteristic, too big, too tall. She said that appearance is not 
within the purview of the Plan Commission because that will be discussed at the 
Village Board level.  

 
Regarding the overall look that the village wants to go towards with its architectural 
style of different buildings, this is a 100+ year old historic North Shore town. 
Charming, Main Street, small town charm feel. This building does not bring those 
things to mind.  

 
According to the VC master plan, it was recommended that a more comprehensive 
set of design guidelines should be developed to supplement the VC master plan 
recommendations. Were those guidelines developed? If developers come in with 
varying degrees of what they think is a good idea, there will be a Hodge podge of 
styles.  

 
According to the VC master plan, many of the recommendations for future 
developments are not apparent in this proposal. Is there a consideration of what else 
is being built on Green Bay Road is supposed to be? What is the plan for Green 
Bay Road? The other six story building built on Green Bay Road is too tall and too 
massive for the location and the ambiance of the village. That building should not 
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be set as a model for things to come on Green Bay Road. Something should be 
learned from that mistake of approving the building and not doing it again.  

 
4.41 Alexandra Cole, 1046 Linden Avenue, has lived in her home for 36+ years. She 

sees things that are built of right that are in her opinion ugly, intrusive, and massive. 
She lives in one of the oldest homes in the village. She loves the village. She loves 
contemporary architecture. A beautiful community can have a lot of structures with 
different designs. It is not appropriate for the village to dictate design. The ARC 
can only do certain things and they have nothing to say if someone can build 
something of right. She appreciated the shadow study and other information that 
showed that if Optima was not asking for any exceptions, there would be no say on 
many elements. People look in her backyard now from other sites. She has not 
found it intrusive. There are things that worked and did not work in the master plan. 
She has seen many things that were built right and did not go through this kind of 
review. People come to the meetings with objections because this is their forum. 
It’s nice when people say the proposal is really good for the village. She likes 
Optima’s idea about contributing to affordable housing.  

 
4.42 Andrew Gustafson, 720 Park Avenue, said he spoke at the January meeting. He will 

not repeat those comments.  
 

Chairman Bradford noted that Mr. Gustafson sent a letter that is part of the packet.  
 

Mr. Gustafson said he wanted to speak for people who are not at the meeting. 
Neighbors in the townhomes and single-family homes next to the townhomes 
drafted a petition saying they objected to the size and scale of the development and 
encouraged commissioners to ensure that the development is within the zoning 
ordinance and more in line with the master plan. To get support for that petition 
and bring awareness about the project to the residents, they created a survey about 
the project. Most of the people they talked to have no idea about the project. They 
got 160 residents to support the petition. 200 households total completed the survey. 
He shared some results so their voices can be heard. Not all can attend the meetings.  

 
They asked a few simple questions and about 1/3 of the residents had no idea about 
the project. About 50% were underinformed of the development. About 90% of the 
residents believe that the village has not done enough to educate people about the 
development. Less than 10% supported the development as is. About 87% felt it 
was too large and 75% felt it was too large and they did not like the aesthetics of 
the building. Most of the respondents encouraged the village to stick closer to the 
master plan in looking at this building. It is important to note that the 12 neighbors 
who supported the petition were directly impacted by the building with regard to 
privacy. One neighbor said that there is more to this building than the size, scale 
and shadow study.  

 
Most who responded are not directly impacted by the building, but most objected 
to the size and scale for reasons that others pointed out at the hearings. Mostly it 
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relates to the small look and feel of the town and the impact on the perception of 
what the building will have on the village.  People commented about looking at 
what was proposed for this site by the master plan compared to what is proposed.  

 
There has been talk about public benefits. They asked people who responded to the 
survey about whether they thought the public benefits proposed presented a benefit 
to the respondent. Public benefits had already been explained. 82% of respondents 
did not see any benefits to them. 10% said they represented somewhat of a benefit 
but not enough to support the exemptions. 8% thought that there would be an actual 
benefit to them.  

 
In conclusion, he wanted to ensure that the voices of survey respondents were 
heard. He encouraged commissioners to read the comments and the summary. The 
survey represents voices of people in the community.  

 
4.43 Chairman Bradford said that the summary was received. He appreciates the efforts 

to collect the information. It will be beneficial during the discussion.  
 

Chairman Bradford closed the public comment portion of the hearing. He will give 
the applicant approximately 30 minutes to respond to comments.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY THE PLAN COMMISSION 

     
5.10 Chairman Bradford asked for a motion on the case.  
 
5.11 Commissioner Head moved to recommend approval of a PUD preliminary plan and 

special use to permit the construction of a mixed use building containing 
commercial space and approximately 109 dwelling units located in the VC zoning 
district pedestrian commercial west at 1210 Central in conformance with the plans 
submitted. The use shall run with the use.  

 
5.12 Commissioner Schwab seconded the motion. Chairman Bradford said that the 

motion can be amended at any point before the actual vote.  
 
Discussion 
 
5.13 Commissioner Sheperd referenced the goals and policies of the comprehensive plan 

and was furthering those goals and policies a possible public benefit. How much 
are people weighing goals such as having a vibrant commercial area as a benefit? 
He is wrestling with this. Is it a benefit vs. the exemptions being asked for?  

 
Mr. Adler said he would speak about other approved PUDs. A hotel was approved 
along the expressway. The economic benefit of the hotel was deemed to be a 
significant public benefit during the recession. There was no hotel in the village 
and having one was important. On 611 Green Bay Road, they were coming out of 
a recession. Land in the VC had negative residual land value. The idea of 
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development in the VC was seen as a public benefit at that time. The commissioners 
have to decide how they feel about the stated public benefits related to tonight’s 
project at this particular time. Artis memory care was a recent PUD. That approval 
had more to do with the fact that there was a shopping center that would most likely 
not be successful as retail center and the proposed use was providing memory care 
for 64 households. This was deemed as something desired for the village. That was 
part of their public benefit. They also had a provision for funding affordable 
housing. HODC got approval for 16 units of affordable housing. The public benefit 
in that case was straight forward.  

 
5.14 Commissioner DiGrino said she had a perspective on the specific question posed 

above whether the applicant’s recitation of how the project advances the goals and 
policies of the comprehensive and master plans and whether this is a public benefit. 
She views those less as public benefits as more as factors that help the 
commissioners evaluate whether the relief they are seeking meets the spirit of the 
law. She does not put them in the strong public benefit category.  

 
5.15 Commissioner Head said he compared this site, which is as close to a premier site 

in the VC for a market rate development, to several projects that have the inherent 
benefit within their use. He talked about affordable housing and the memory care 
center. He thinks that the proposal is an attractive development that fulfills the core 
goals of the master plan, which is designed to bring people into the center, walkable 
distance to the downtown. He looks at the benefits and see a lot of things called 
benefits that are really de facto requirements or de facto expectations of the market 
for a development this size and quality in a town of this type. He talked about the 
level 2 Green Globes as a public benefit and it’s not a public benefit, but it is the 
state of the art for doing a high-quality building. He congratulates the developer on 
the bird friendly design. He struggles with how a development that builds on 100% 
of the site has storm water management as a public benefit vs. a requirement. A 
garage that serves retail is a project benefit. Advancing the goals of the 
comprehensive plan is part of advancing and moving the project forward. He 
continues to be concerned about the idea that there is a contribution for affordable 
housing vs. accommodating the housing within the development where the 
developer has the control and ability to do this. He said that the donation is 
commendable and there have been no other donations like this. He asked the 
developer to reconsider the allocation of that donation to be within the 
development. His perspective is that it changes on a site by site basis. This is a 
premier site and the front door to the village. There is a higher standard for this type 
of site.  

 
5.16 Commissioner Sheperd asked if anybody had an opinion on why after such a long 

period of economic expansion the International Bank property is still such an 
underutilized site.  

 
Mr. Adler said it has to do with having a willing seller, a seller that came to an 
understanding with a buyer to sell the property for a certain amount of money that 
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would get them to give up the site. There are a lot of properties like that in the 
village. Chase Bank is one of the biggest sites with redevelopment potential. 
Rumors were they wanted to redevelop that site but that is not what has happened. 
The village does not control when a property will sell.  

 
5.17 Chairman Bradford said that the same thing is true with the Imperial Motors site. 

There has to be willingness by the current owner to move forward.  
 

Mr. Adler said a lot of people contacted the village about Imperial Motors.  
 
5.18 Commissioner DiGrino asked when the Imperial Motors site was vacated.  
 

Mr. Adler did not know the exact date, but it was a couple of years ago. Mr. Stein 
said it was definitely with the last three years.   

 
Commissioner DiGrino said she thought that it had been a lot longer.  

 
5.19 Commissioner Sheperd referenced the line of sight issue. Was the applicant saying 

that we are better off with a 62’ building with balconies vs. 52’ because they are 
doing a setback that is not by right that they don’t have to do. What is the program 
on the as of right building roof?  

 
5.20 Mr. Segal said that this would dictate whether there is the same ability to be on the 

western edge of that as of right roof and be able to have the line of site both ways.  
The comparison would be to someone being at their window at the top floor of their 
building vs. being on the roof of the as of right building.  

 
5.21 Chairman Bradford said that whether it is 52’ or 62’ someone who is in the building 

has views west that goes over adjacent properties.  
 
5.22 Chairman Bradford asked for comments on the height.  
 
5.23 Commissioner Ghaemi said that her only issue with that is that there are rules, 

regulations and ordinances written and at what point does the commission take 
them as they are? She loves Optima’s designs and that it matches her taste. She is 
trying to put her personal views aside. The master plan did not dictate appearance, 
but it has things in it for guidance. It dictates what the height needs to be and that 
is being ignored. Where do we stop? 

 
5.24 Commissioner Head said it ties back to the public benefit. There is a request for 

substantial relief, a 20% height variance and he is not sure about the FAR variance. 
With substantial public benefit, there is reason to consider the requests. That is why 
they are commissioners – to weigh the public benefit against the zoning change.  

 
Mr. Adler said that there is no FAR variation for this development.  
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5.25 Commissioner Head reiterated they are asking for 20% relief on height. What is the 
public benefit?  

 
5.26 Commissioner Ghaemi said that they were talking about height, but the requests all 

add up. She agrees that low income housing should be part of the development. 
Once it is outside the building, the commission no longer has control. She has said 
that low income housing needs to be mixed with other housing.  

 
5.27 Commissioner DiGrino said she cannot think about the height in isolation. One has 

to look at the entirety of the development and what is being proposed and weigh 
that against the public benefit. She does not see the public benefits being offered as 
being sufficient to justify the extent of the entire package of relief they are seeking. 
It is the height, it is the massing, the Central Street frontage, orientation – she has 
to look at this together vs. height in isolation.  

 
5.28 Chairman Bradford said he is not suggesting that the height be viewed as a single 

entity, but it is an issue that has been talked around and he wants to get it on the 
table for discussion.  

5.29 Commissioner Head said that he agrees that there is not much difference between 
52’ and 62’ with regards to line of sight. He understands that people who live there 
have issues. They would have an issue regardless. The ordinance is saying that 
something is the limit.  

 
5.30 Chairman Bradford said that the line of sight studies were justifying the fact that 

they were going up to 72’ and 79’ with the amenities penthouse and elevator 
overrun. That is assuming that the applicant got 62’. What they are putting on top 
of the roof is not visible, so it does not factor in. The difference in perception of the 
building on Green Bay Road between 52’ and 62’ is substantial.  

 
5.31 Commissioner DiGrino said that is a fair point that one cannot assume that an as of 

right project would just be a box. One would not build that. The line of site study 
is not an accurate representation.  

 
5.32 Chairman Bradford likes the building design in general. He likes the design of most 

of Optima’s projects. Probably his least favorite is the one on Green Bay Road in 
Winnetka. He likes Optima’s clean line design. He is concerned about the height 
and the massing.  

 
5.33 Commissioner Schwab asked to talk about the public benefit again. He thinks that 

the affordable housing donation is being discounted. How many affordable housing 
units would be in the building if they were to follow the affordable housing plan 
recommendations? 

 
Mr. Adler said it would be 16.  
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Commissioner Schwab continued and said that they are talking about a $1.6M 
donation, which would equal 14 units. That is two units short of the 
recommendation. It is his understanding that affordable housing recommendations 
do not mean that the units must be in the building. To discount the $1.6M is short 
sighted. There are 14 units that could be allocated to people who need the units and 
these units are not there today. That is a public benefit period. It is just a matter of 
weighing the benefit. 

 
5.34 Commissioner Head said he would agree about the public benefit if the units could 

be built. He said to take those dollars and look at the cost of a vacant lot in the 
village. What does a low-price building cost? The reality of turning those dollars 
into units when there is not an internal infrastructure within the village to help 
manage the funds is not high.  

 
5.35 Commissioner Schwab said that is what the nonprofit entity does. That is their goal, 

that is what they do.  
 
5.36 Mr. Segal said that they are not just writing a check. They found an organization, 

and this is what they do all along the North Shore. This creates an opportunity for 
their programming and to create affordable housing in the village in a way that 
provides sustainable affordable housing through the Land Trust structure. Part of 
this is being funded by Wilmette residents who are out of town tonight. They are 
Elissa Morgante and Fred Wilson, who is on the board of CPAH. As they disclosed 
at the prior meeting, they formed a foundation to support affordable housing in 
Wilmette going forward. If someone wants to hear more about what CPAH does, 
they can walk through the presentation that was earlier provided.  

 
5.37 Chairman Bradford said the floor is not being opened back up again.  
 
5.38 Commissioner Head said that they are talking about 14 units. He asked the applicant 

if they could build the development with 16 affordable housing units within the 
development.  

 
5.39 Mr. Segal said that they could not.  
 
5.40 Commissioner Head said he is not suggesting 16 but is suggesting a number that is 

a residual of the $1.6M commitment and any additional commitment. They could 
agree on a number of units that would work within the development at the 
contribution level Optima has proposed and any other funds that could be raised 
that would still allow the development to move forward while at the same time 
knowing that the development goes forward and creates the units. He works in the 
affordable housing business. It is a difficult business. In Chicago it is difficult. In 
the village it is not an easy prospect and he is not confident that $1.6M, though well 
intentioned and appreciated, turns into units the way it is proposed. The dollars are 
not necessarily able to be used for the intended purpose.  
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5.41 Chairman Bradford told the applicant that they have closed the discussion and said 
it is up to the board to discuss the issues now.  

 
5.42 Commissioner DiGrino wanted to clarify that she didn’t discount what the applicant 

is proposing about affordable housing. It is an incredible contribution – not only 
the dollar amount but they came with a proposed solution and are partnering with 
an amazing organization. The proposed model is great. For her, she looks at the list 
of public benefits and when the ones that are stripped away that are necessary for 
the price of admission or self-serving, she is left with a bird friendly design and the 
affordable housing donation. It is not enough to justify the significant amount of 
relief that the applicant is requesting. The commission is being asked to balance a 
policy decision in favor of affordable housing, but it requires them to ignore all 
else. She is saying that there has to be something more. If you want to over build 
height, over build mass, shrink the first floor, include ground floor dwelling units, 
and overbuild parking for a TOD development, you have to come with reasons why 
that is going to produce an overall better outcome and she is not convinced.  

 
5.43 Commissioner Schwab said he also circled the same two public benefit discussed 

above and those are the only two he could find.  
 
5.44 Commissioner Sheperd said that the height increase of 10’ is the big ask.  
 
5.45 Commissioner Schwab agreed that the majority of concern was over the height.  
 
5.46 Commissioner DiGrino said she likes the design. Somebody at the ARC said that 

there are a variety of designs in the village and that is a positive.  
 
5.47 Chairman Bradford recommended that certain conditions be added to the motion to 

codify what the applicant has committed to do as per the presentation. The approval 
is based on meeting promises. The first one is a condition to meet a minimum of 
two Green Globe standards and the second is a condition regarding parking with 23 
onsite spaces for public use, limited to no more than two hours of use. The third is 
to condition approval on the $1.6M donation and the fourth is for the incorporation 
of bird friendly glass on the lower three floors of the building. 

 
5.48 Mr. Stein said if the motion was done in conjunction with plans as submitted and 

presented it would cover all that.  
 
5.49 Chairman Bradford said he wants to ensure that what Optima said they would do is 

to be part of the approval process.  
 
5.50 Mr. Stein said that plans as presented and as provided in the application should 

suffice but if the conditions altered that, then those would be appropriate conditions.  
 
5.51 Mr. Stein said he is certain that the applicant would agree to the approval being for 

the plans as presented. Mr. Segal answered yes.  
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5.52 Mr. Segal referenced public parking and two electrical charging stations which 

would be for general public use. It is open to anyone and everyone in the village 
for use. They could have taken the approach to make it dedicated for retail 
customers, only people who patronize their building, but they have specifically 
designed the garage to be accessible to anyone for their use. He spoke with someone 
at the library who told him that when the library has evening programming, they 
run out of parking and their patrons could use the proposed parking for evening 
programming. He said that if having parking stimulates more business in the 
village, then it is a bigger benefit to have unrestricted public parking at their 
building.  

 
5.53 Commissioner Sheperd said a lot has been said about setting precedent. If they said 

no to everything for a future development, would they be putting themselves in an 
awkward position?  

 
5.54 Mr. Stein said that every case is unique. If this exact project came in with the exact 

property surrounding it, there would be a good argument for precedent. Not every 
property will have residential behind it or a different building height adjacent to it. 
What is taken into account today will not necessarily translate to the next 
application.  

 
5.55 Commissioner Sheperd asked if other commissioners thought that the 

accommodations being made to enhance the village will be good for property 
values in the area or have no impact or have a negative impact.  

 
5.56 Commissioner Taylor asked whether he meant residential or commercial property. 

Commissioner Sheperd answered both. 
 
5.57 Chairman Bradford said he thinks that there is a positive benefit for the village with 

increase in housing opportunities, increase in retail space. From a vitalization 
standpoint, it is beneficial. On Green Bay Road right now, it is very porous. This 
development proposal helps eliminate a lot of open surface parking lot and helps to 
reinforce the street edge and that helps to create a stronger street presence for the 
village along Green Bay Road.  

 
5.58 Commissioner Head agreed with the above comments. This could be a very good 

development for the village, but he would rather than move to approve with 
conditions, have the developer take another look at the public benefits and return 
for a third meeting. A number of questions were raised about public benefits. Ideas 
were discussed and where benefits are lacking was pointed out. He asked that the 
developer consider taking another look at public benefits and return to another 
meeting. All seem to be in agreement that the building in general meets the goals 
of the master plan and would be a positive addition. But most commissioners have 
said that the benefit relative to the relief seems mismatched.  
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5.59 Commissioner DiGrino said she concurred with Commissioner Head’s comments.  
 
5.60 Chairman Bradford asked for a motion to continue the case.  
 
5.61 Commissioner Taylor asked what does motion to continue mean as he does not 

concur with continuing. There have been two meetings. There is still a village board 
meeting. That is the third meeting.  

 
5.62 Mr. Stein said that currently the motion is to approve as submitted by plans and as 

presented. There are no additional conditions on that motion. If there is a 
subsequent motion to continue, the applicant would need to be agreeable. The 
applicant can ask for a vote tonight. If a third meeting is not beneficial to the 
commission let’s not waste time and effort. But if it is at all beneficial then continue 
the case.  

 
5.63 Chairman Bradford noted that to get an affirmative recommendation to the village 

board they need four yes votes. If it goes to the village board without a positive 
recommendation, then it takes a super majority of the village board for approval.  

 
5.64 Commissioner Ghaemi suggested asking the applicant if they were willing to 

return.  
 
5.65 Chairman Bradford said that based on the discussion about public amenities and 

benefits, does the applicant see an opportunity to alter the proposal to increase the 
benefits.  

 
5.66 Mr. Segal answered no.  

 
6.0 DECISION   

 
6.1 Commissioner Head moved to recommend approval of the request for a Planned 

Unit Development Preliminary Plan and Special Use to permit the construction of 
a mixed use building containing commercial space and approximately 109 dwelling 
units located in the VC, Village Center, zoning district - Pedestrian Commercial 
West at 1210 Central Avenue, in conformance with the plans submitted. The use to 
run with the use.    

   
 6.11 Commissioner Schwab seconded the motion.  
 

6.12 The vote was as follows: 
 
  Charmain Bradford   No  
  Mariah DiGrino   No 
  Homa Ghaemi    No 
  Jeffrey Head    No 
  Steven Schwab   Yes 
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  Justin Sheperd    No 
  Michael Taylor   Yes  
       
  Motion failed 

 
Chairman Bradford said that is a negative recommendation and the Village Board 
will meet on February 25, 2020 to receive the recommendation.  

 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH THE DECISION WAS BASED 

 
The majority of the Plan Commission felt that the standards for a Planned Unit 
Development were not met as the proposed public benefits were not significant enough to 
warrant granting the relief being requested. If no additional public benefit is possible, the 
lowering of the height of the building would bring the requested relief more in line with 
the proposed benefits.  
 
A minority of the Plan Commission felt that the standards for a Planned Unit Development 
were met. Because the proposed structure’s impact on neighboring properties is not 
demonstrably greater than the impact of a conforming structure, the public benefit was seen 
as significant, thus justifying the additional building height. 
 

8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Plan Commission recommends denial of the request for a Planned Unit Development 
Preliminary Plan and Special Use to permit the construction of a mixed use building 
containing commercial space and approximately 109 dwelling units located in the VC, 
Village Center, zoning district - Pedestrian Commercial West at 1210 Central Avenue, in 
conformance with the plans submitted. The use to run with the use. 
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

MONDAY, JUNE 15, 2020 

4:00 P.M. 

REMOTE MEETING 

Members Present: Chairman Reinhard Schneider 
Brad Falkof 
John Kolleng 
Christine Norrick  
Ryrie Pellaton 
Bob Surman 
Maria Choca Urban 

Members Absent: None 

Staff Present: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
John Adler, Director of Community Development 
Kate McManus, Planner III 

I. Call to Order 

Chairman Schneider called the meeting to order at 4:14 p.m. 

II. Review of Remote Meeting Procedures

Ms. Roberts reviewed the meeting procedures for upcoming online-only meetings. The
chairman will be presented with a new opening script that explains to the audience how to
participate in detail. Because the board members may not be able to see each other or an

3.4 
10-7-20 
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audience member about to speak, the pace may need to be a little slower to give time for 
people to unmute themselves and respond. People giving testimony will still be sworn in. 
Even though we may not see everyone, it is assumed that they have properly sworn in 
before speaking. Those who join the meeting later, just like in person, may need to swear 
in before giving their specific testimony.  

The order of items will remain unchanged: the applicant will present and the board will ask 
questions, then interested parties will speak. People can participate through the Teams app 
as well as posting questions on Youtube Chat and by email. Questions asked this way will 
be read by staff. Then a board member will make a motion, it will be seconded, and then 
discussion by the board as normal. As votes will need to be done as a roll call including 
the vote for the chairman to prepare the report and the vote to adjourn the meeting. 

III. Approval of the February 5, 2020 Meeting Minutes

Mr. Kolleng moved to approve the February 5, 2020 meeting minutes. Mr. Pellaton
seconded the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman,
Ms. Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. Abstaining: Mr. Falkof. The
motion passed.

IV. Approval of the February 19, 2020 Meeting Minutes

Ms. Choca Urban moved to approve the February 19, 2020 meeting minutes. Ms. Norrick
seconded the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman,
Ms. Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. Abstaining: Mr. Falkof. The
motion passed.

V. Approval of the March 4, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

Mr. Kolleng moved to approve the March 4, 2020 meeting minutes. Ms. Choca Urban 
seconded the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, 
Ms. Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. Abstaining: Mr. Falkof. The 
motion passed.  

VI. Public Comment

There was no public comment.

VI. Adjournment

Ms. Choca Urban moved to adjourn the meeting. Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion. Voting
yes: Mr. Falkof, Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, Ms. Choca Urban,
and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The meeting was adjourned at 4:40 p.m.
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Respectfully submitted, 

Lisa Roberts 
Assistant Director of Community Development 
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 2020 

7:00 P.M. 

REMOTE MEETING 

Members Present: Chairman Reinhard Schneider 
Brad Falkof 
John Kolleng 
Christine Norrick  
Ryrie Pellaton 
Bob Surman 
Maria Choca Urban 

Members Absent: None 

Staff Present: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
Rachael Randolph, Planner III 

I. Call to Order 

Chairman Schneider called the meeting to order at 7:04 p.m. 

II. Opening Remarks and Swearing In

Chairman Schneider reviewed the meeting procedures for remote meetings and how the
Zoning Board of Appeals will conduct business. All applicants and interested parties
present were sworn in.

3.5 
10-13-20 
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III. 2020-Z-17 1120 Michigan Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
IV. 2020-Z-18 472 Highcrest Drive 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
V. 2020-Z-15 3848 Lake Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
VI. 2020-Z-14 1627 Elmwood Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
VII. 2020-Z-19 1100 Central Avenue Unit 1 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
VIII. 2020-Z-16 611 Green Bay Road 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
IX. Public Comment 
 

There was no public comment. 
 

X. Adjournment 
 

Mr. Kolleng moved to adjourn the meeting. Ms. Choca Urban seconded the motion. Voting 
yes: Mr. Falkof, Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, Ms. Choca Urban, 
and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The meeting was adjourned at 9:52 p.m. 

 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 Lisa Roberts 
 Assistant Director of Community Development 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Ryan Kettelkamp, applicant 
   Kettelkamp & Kettelkamp 
   1315 Sherman Place, Evanston 
 
  3.12 Ms. Asha Shagle, project manager 
   Kettelkamp & Kettelkamp 
 
  3.13 Mr. Jeff Chookaszian, owner 
   1120 Michigan Avenue 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for an 804.0 square foot (9.8%) front yard 

impervious surface coverage variation on the legal non-conforming structure. The 
Village Board will hear this case on July 28, 2020.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said they are reinstalling a circular driveway for the historic house 

built in 1915. It is a national register house built by John Van Bergen. The 
applicants are trying to be respectful.  

 
  In laying out the circular driveway, they are 9.8% over the permitted front yard 

square footage coverage but are 6’ less than what is in the front yard at this time. 
They are asking for a variance to stay true to the original design of the home, which 
had a circular drive and a port de cochere. He is asking for approval of their request 
to be 9.8% over on permitted lot coverage in the front yard.  

 
  The applicant said they want to keep under the current square footage of the house. 

They want to respect the historic aspects of the house. At some point, someone put 
in a parking pad in front of the port de cochere, which was not original to the house. 
They will remove that element and the house will be more like the historic way that 
it was built.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Schneider asked if there was anyone to speak on the case.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said she does not know of anyone who wants to speak on the case.  
 
 3.24 Mr. Surman said he appreciates the design but wanted to confirm the width of the 

driveway when one exits at the sidewalk. Is it about 10’ to 11’?  
 
  Ms. Shagle confirmed that was 10’. 
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 3.25 Mr. Surman said that when one enters on the south end of the property, why is there 
a squared off corner. Is there a low wall in front of it? 

 
  The applicant said that there is no low wall in front of it. There is a walkway from 

the front door around to the side of the house. They are trying to keep with the 
Prairie school design. The original driveway was free-form and flowing. They were 
trying to be truer to the architecture and keep things rectilinear.  

 
 3.26 Mr. Kolleng asked if the old driveway was still or was it taken out.  
 
  The owner said that it is still there, but it is a construction zone. Part of it has been 

demolished.  
 
 3.27 Mr. Kolleng asked about the material for the old driveway and what is the new 

material.  
 
  The owner said that the old material was asphalt and the new material is 1920s 

concrete, which looks old and original. Some of it is already installed. One cannot 
tell the difference between the new concrete and that which was put in in 1915.  

 
 3.28 There were no additional questions for the applicant and no one from the 

community wished to speak. There were no YouTube comments on this case.  
 
 3.29 Ms. Choca Urban said she is struck by the fact that this is the third or fourth variance 

request on this property in less than two years. How many other variances will the 
owner request?  

 
  The owner said he does not think there will be other variances. They had two other 

variances that were minor. It is his understanding that this variance is required 
because of the statue accidentally deleted. If they had made their request a year ago, 
they would not have had to come before the board.  

 
  The applicant said they have applied for permits for all other project aspects. When 

they applied for the driveway permit, the variance process was triggered.  
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Surman said that this is a minimal request. They are reducing it slightly. He is 

an architect and from an architectural perspective it is an improvement. He likes 
the design. All of them are happy he is restoring a landmark home. He can support 
the request.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Kolleng agrees with Mr. Surman’s comments. It is a reduction in impervious 

surface. With older homes, they need more consideration and the applicant is not 
asking for a lot. Standards of review and he can support it.  
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 5.3 Ms. Norrick said she agrees with above comments. She appreciates the applicant 
restoring the home and replacing the asphalt with concrete.  

 
 5.4 Chairman Schneider agrees with above comments. If they removed the circular 

driveway and cut off one leg, the port de cochere, which is part of the home’s 
historic nature, could not function. They need the circular driveway. He can support 
the request.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Surman moved to recommend granting a request for an 804.0 square foot (9.8%) 

front yard impervious surface coverage variation on the legal non-conforming 
structure at 1120 Michigan Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes  
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 

Motion carried. 
 

 6.2 Mr. Pellaton moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 
recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-17.  

 
 6.21 Ms. Norrick seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes  
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the existing 
condition of the circular driveway and the design of the house impose upon the owner a 
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particular hardship. The plight of the owner was not created by the owner and is due to the 
original development of the lot and house. The hardship is peculiar to the property in 
question and is not generally shared by others. The proposed variation will not impair an 
adequate supply of light and air to adjacent properties nor otherwise injure other property. 
The proposed modifications allow a slight reduction in front yard coverage. The variation, 
if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood. 

 
8.0  RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommend granting a request for an 804.0 square foot 
(9.8%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation on the legal non-conforming 
structure at 1120 Michigan Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Steve Kolmin, applicant 
   472 Highcrest Drive 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 3.41’ front yard setback variation and a 

230.0 s.f. (10.2%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the 
construction of a two-story addition and new front porch on the legal non-
conforming structure. The Village Board will hear this case on July 28, 2020.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said they are requesting a variance so they can build a garage in the 

space currently designated for a garage. The house was built in the 1950s. He 
explained the specifics about the variations. He talked about his neighbor’s 
driveway encroachment. That driveway was installed before his purchase. They are 
also proposing a front porch.  

 
  He shared a screen as he explained his request. The first exhibit is a current plat of 

survey. The house is at the end of Highcrest drive. This is a dog legged street that 
comes due north, has a cul de sac, and then heads west, has a cul de sac, with six 
more properties including his, which dead end the street. There is an ending to the 
street that ends into his driveway. That creates an interesting component because 
the driveway has to be the width of the street where the street ends or it would be 
awkward.  

 
  Regarding the garage, the house sits in front of the 32’ setback requirement. The 

proposed garage space comes 2’1” in front of the current house. The entire project 
is fairly modest. The interior of the garage is less than 19.5’ and part of the reason 
to do that is that they are at the end of the street and they want to keep as much side 
yard space as possible between them and their neighbors.  

 
  The reason they need the additional space is first and foremost is to tie into the 

property. The narrow garage will then lead into the property via the back end. It is 
not possible to lead into the side of the garage due to its narrowness and wanting to 
put two cars in the garage. Therefore, they need the entrance in the back of the 
garage. The entrance leads to the mudroom and the mudroom ties into an existing 
hallway. That enables their new kitchen and family room spaces that bumps the 
back of the house to be as small and modest as possible. One piece of consideration 
is impervious space. The backyard has a tendency to flood as they are at the low 
spot on the street and in the area. The goal was to keep as much open space in the 
rear yard as possible.  
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  His house is a Hemphill style house. All houses of this style have a garage that juts 
out in front of the house. The goal was to have the addition be as similar to the 
original build as possible.  

 
  Regarding the front yard coverage, they would have a driveway and a sidewalk to 

the back of the property and a fairly modest covered porch. They want the porch in 
front. Children play in front yards. Being able to sit on the front porch would allow 
them to see the children. It serves a practical purpose. Their street also floods. It 
comes fairly high and has surrounded their house on the south and east sides. The 
porch will allow them to put a barrier between the house and the foundation and 
where waters come as a last line of defense. The roof of the porch will further allow 
them to move water away from the foundation and offset into the front yard as 
allowed. There is a large maple tree has a high root line so the roots come into the 
front yard so it is hard to scape so that the runoff would go from the house. The 
porch creates a barrier that is a few inches off of the ground so it would stop water 
from coming closer to the home’s foundation.  

 
  The porch is about 120 to 130 square feet. The bay window causes a more 

complicated calculation. This is a large portion of the front yard coverage request.  
 
 3.23 There was no one who wanted to speak on this case.  
 
 3.24 The applicant asked Ms. Roberts if she got a letter from the Fox family who are the 

adjacent neighbors. They support the project.  
 
  Ms. Norrick said that Ms. Roberts sent that email to the board for review.  
 
 3.25 Mr. Pellaton said he was out to the site. Do they have an existing front sidewalk 

that goes to the front door? 
 
  The applicant said no. There is a stoop that has a stair that leads to the driveway. 

There is some gravel with stones that helps create an angle. Parking two cars on the 
driveway does not allow them to walk past the cars and use the angle properly. 
They walk on those stones.  

 
 3.26 Mr. Pellaton asked if the plan was to add a new concrete walk.  
 
  The applicant said that the proposed concrete walk is angled that takes one from 

the porch to the driveway. He said there is a concrete walk on the side of the house 
that goes to the back of the house.  

 
 3.27 Ms. Choca Urban said she does not understand the hardship associated with not 

having a front porch.  
 
  The applicant said that the front porch allows them to stop water from coming 

towards the home’s foundation. Without doing the front porch, there is no way to 
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properly grade the land given the height of the house and the roof structure of the 
maple tree in the front. When the street floods and the locks are not open, there is a 
push that the water will not penetrate to the foundation of the house.  

 
 3.28 Mr. Kolleng asked if they had a basement.  
 
  The applicant said they had a basement. They have had water come over the 

foundation one time since they lived in the home. They had water that penetrated 
through the way the water service comes in and that was sealed and has held. They 
want to reinforce the foundation in addition to repairing the drain tile throughout 
the house.  

 
 3.29 Mr. Falkof asked where they anticipated that the water would go once, they built 

the concrete porch barrier in front of the house.  
 
  The applicant said that the water will go in their neighbor’s yard and it currently 

goes on the neighbor’s driveway, which slopes downward. It then goes to his 
backyard. It pushes around the house. The water doesn’t get as high right there and 
typically it dissipates within a few minutes after the locks are open.  

 
 3.30 Mr. Falkof asked if the applicant’s house was graded higher than the neighbor’s 

house.  
 
  The applicant said the neighbor’s driveway is to the direct east and that is lower 

than the current grade. The grading is lowest in his backyard.  
 
 3.31 Mr. Falkof said they anticipate more water in the backyard once there is a front 

porch.  
 
  The applicant said they may get slightly more water in the backyard with a porch 

in the front. He reiterated that the front porch would create a barrier. The neighbor 
to the west has a new driveway. There is a hump on his driveway that pushes the 
water back away from his house. He has a sunken driveway with the garage below 
grade. The entirety of the street does not flood. It just floods in front of his house 
and partially in front of the house to the east.   

 
 3.32 Chairman Schneider said that the applicant mentioned that the east side got water. 

There will be a light well on that side. What do they do to protect the foundation 
on the east side? If the water on the south face comes up to the edge of the building, 
when they build the garage it will be at grade – will it slope up? Is that how they 
will solve water not getting into the garage?  

 
  The applicant said that the east side of the house has a window well. It is an area of 

concern and they plan to rebuild the window well and tying the window well into 
the drain tiles. They got seepage from the window well with the last rain. That 
window well is original. Building the window well to today’s standards and using 
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a single piece of metal will definitely help. That is their ingress/egress window well. 
The driveway grades up at this time. The area where the garage is going has not 
had water on it. They used it as an area to put items that they did not want to get 
wet and that were in the yard. He has less concern that the garage will get water 
because of the current grading that is there. They are planning a garage design 
where the garage will have a .5% grade to it internally. If water did come into the 
garage, it will easily leave the garage.  

 
 3.33 Mr. Surman said he understands the positioning of the garage to be in character 

with the other neighbors. He is concerned about the 10% request, which is fairly 
large. He is concerned about the coverage. The board has not seen an applicant try 
to create a barrier using an additional structure. It impacts the neighbor because 
they are so close. He would rather see just a covering at the front door area and not 
have the porch. It seems difficult to grant a variance when they are adding a lot of 
concrete to that front area. Applicants, if they have a walk in the front, are asked to 
consider a material other than concrete that could be more impervious to reduce 
that request. He wants to hear his colleagues’ comments.  

 
  The applicant said the square footage of the porch is about 130 square feet. The 

total coverage request required for the plan is 230. The request for the porch is only 
about 5% on the coverage ratio. If the water was to be pushed towards the 
neighbor’s yard, it would then flow back to the applicant’s yard because the 
applicant’s yard is lower. They are looking to put a dry wall sewer retention into 
the back corner of the property. They can store water on the property and have it 
dissipated it quicker into the ground. They did a study and had professionals look 
at how much was required. This is in their permit request.  

 
 3.34 Ms. Choca Urban said that she would add to Mr. Surman’s comment. There is no 

other home on Highcrest that has a covered front porch that spans the entire width 
of the house. There are some homes that have covered entrances. That is more 
typical of homes on the street. Making an exception to add a feature that is currently 
not pervasive in the neighborhood is a bad precedent. 

 
 3.35 Mr. Falkof asked the applicant if he had looked into something other than concrete, 

something that might be wood.  
 
  The applicant said that would not achieve the goal of having something that would 

create a water barrier. They would like the porch, but the water barrier is what they 
designed over time to keep water away from the foundation. They cannot grade the 
property the way that they might want to grade it so that it flowed back towards the 
street and away from the house. He noted that the bay window is already there.  

 
 3.36 Mr. Pellaton said that someone mentioned earlier that one of the ways that past 

applicant was able to reduce the variation request regarding impervious coverage 
is to try to use a different material that is pervious. In this case, he spoke with the 
applicant about the width of the driveway and that would change. The applicant 
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talked about an asphalt driveway that is the same width. And the driveway is not 
very long. It is from the curb cut to the entrance of the garage. If they are interested 
in keeping the concrete porch as a water barrier and as an amenity, the new sidewalk 
leading from the driveway to the stoop, and the sidewalk leading around to the side 
of the house, are two areas of possibility. He is not sure if the applicant is amenable 
to using a different material other than poured concrete.  

 
  The applicant said they would consider a different material option if their request 

is not granted. It is an increased cost. They would do that with the additional walk 
at grade and the walk on the side of the house.  

 
 3.37 Mr. Surman said he had suggested some material changes originally, but there is 

nothing in the village code or nothing that has been approved. He said that the 
material is only impervious if joints are left between and have an actual drainage 
system and that is cost prohibitive. He is not sure that would make much of a 
difference.  

 
 3.38 Chairman Schneider asked Ms. Roberts what credit the applicant would get if he 

did an impervious brick driveway.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said he would get a 10% bonus of the allowable area.  
 
 3.39 Mr. Surman said he thought it was a 10% discount so 100 square feet would be 

counted as 90 square feet.  
 
 3.40 Chairman Schneider agreed with Mr. Surman’s above comment.  
 
 3.41 Chairman Schneider asked the square footage of the driveway.  
 
  The applicant said he did not have that number at this time.  
 
 3.42 Mr. Pellaton said that the applicant indicated that he wanted to keep the asphalt 

driveway so his question was about the walkway areas, which is a smaller 
percentage, but would help to mitigate some of the variance request.  

 
  The applicant talked about the financial burden of other materials that would 

preclude them from using it.  
 
 3.43 Mr. Kolleng asked about the front porch width.  
 
  The applicant said it is 5’7” on the width. That takes into account the deepest 

section. The entire portion is not 5’7” wide. It is 28’4” across the width of the house.  
 
 3.44 Mr. Kolleng said if they ran a piece 1’ wide along the house to prevent overflow, 

would that work.  
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  The applicant said they looked at that option, which would look very awkward and 
odd looking.  

 
 3.45 Mr. Kolleng asked how high water would be prevented from getting to the home’s 

foundation.  
 
  The applicant said that the current porch is one step up. He does not see the number 

on the drawing. A step up would be about 8”.  
 
 3.46 Mr. Surman asked if there was a crawl space below it. He didn’t realize that they 

plan to build a large foundation wall out in front.  
 
  The applicant said that there is no crawl space in the front under the porch.  
 
 3.47 Mr. Surman said that there is a full foundation wall. He is concerned about the 

request. Do they need the additional porch to re-direct water? This is a 10% request.  
 
 3.48 Mr. Pellaton said it would be about a 7% ask if they changed to pervious materials 

for the sidewalk areas.  
 
  The applicant said they are already over the calculation, partially due to the 

neighbor’s driveway that is on his property. He showed the slide depicting the 
neighbor’s driveway. The house is already nonconforming. The existing house has 
the additional coverage. The driveway takes up the entire amount of the property. 
The current coverage is more than what is allowed. While asking 10.2% on what is 
current, the actual ask is smaller or about 5% of additional coverage with the porch.  

 
 3.49 Chairman Schneider referenced the 67 square feet was 10% of the allowable 

coverage. Is Ms. Roberts saying that if the pedestrian walks and not the driveway?  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the ordinance requires that all flat surfaces be a pervious 

surface including the driveway. The 10% bonus applies if all of the flat surfaces in 
the yard are permeable meaning there is not a solid joint in between the pavers. The 
applicant could not get the 10% bonus just for the walk.  

 
 3.50 There was no one in the audience to speak on this case. There were no YouTube 

comments.  
 
(after section 5.0) 
 3.51 The applicant asked if he could split the two requests so he would get a positive 

recommendation for one request and negative for the other request.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that this is not an option.  
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 3.52 The applicant clarified that he could revise the request and return with a modified 
proposal. He said they would continue to the case to the next meeting in July. He 
thanked the board for their comments.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Pellaton said that he understands the concerns about coverage and setting a 

precedent. In this case, it is a really odd street that goes into one cul de sac that turns 
and continues to another cul de sac. The applicant lives at the very end of what 
should be a cul de sac, but it’s where the street ends. You can see how the neighbors 
tried to protect themselves from the water by raising the driveway level, which has 
negatively impacted the applicant. The proposal makes sense to him. The applicant 
is not impacting existing trees. He has tried to retain water on the property by 
building the dry well and water storage facility in the rear yard. He can support the 
request for a variance.  

 
 5.2 Ms. Choca Urban said her thoughts are opposite of Mr. Pellaton’s comments. She 

believes that they are adding more impervious surface to the front yard will 
aggravate an existing problem. The owner plans to create a catch basin in the back 
yard to hold storm water, but the porch is sizeable, 6’ deep and 29’ across. That is 
a lot of area. She will not support the proposal because of the porch. Everything 
else but the porch makes sense to her. No case was made for hardship as related to 
the porch.  

 
 5.3 Mr. Surman said that most of the proposal is very good – the two-car garage, 

maintaining the driveway, the well in the rear but this accounts for excess coverage 
that will existing from the front walk and the sidewalk. He has a hard time with the 
additional 5% for that covered area in the front. He cannot support the request, but 
he wants to ensure that the applicant knows that he could make modifications to the 
plan and continue the case until the next meeting. If the porch was reduced to a 
front entry, he could support the request.  

 
 5.4 Mr. Kolleng said he has no issues with the garage and other aspects. There is a 

hardship as it relates to water. There have been cases throughout the years where 
water is an issue. The question is that he can see how there could be an embankment 
to prevent water from cresting over. Do they need a 3’ walk? Would that walk 
accomplish water from cresting over? He reiterated that the hardship in this case is 
water and some barrier is appropriate. If they look at ?, which would be half of the 
proposed, then the feature is much smaller. He can support the request.  

 
 5.5 Mr. Falkof said he is torn. He understands the need for the barrier. He is of the 

opinion that the concrete is somewhat excessive. The owner is pushing more water 
to the backyard. It seems like the water could go to neighboring yards. He agrees 
with Mr. Surman that there is good reason to do variances for the garage and 
driveway, but there has to be a better way to do the concrete barrier.  
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 5.6 Ms. Norrick said she agreed with Mr. Falkof’ s comments. Increasing the 
impervious surface exacerbates the problem. There are probably other ways to 
solve the problem.  

 
 5.7 Chairman Schneider said he is not convinced that the owner will solve the water 

problem in the front part of the house as he is proposing to build a covered porch. 
There must be other ways to do so. He does not see the hardship to build the porch 
the full length of the house’s front façade. Covering the entrance is appropriate, but 
with another solution. He told the applicant that he might get a negative 
recommendation from the board. Does he want to revise his plans and return to the 
next meeting?  

 
 5.8 Mr. Surman said that if the vote is a negative recommendation the applicant cannot 

come back with a new request for a year. If he continues the case, he can make 
modifications.  

 
 5.9 Mr. Kolleng said that the ZBA is an advisory board. The board of trustees would 

make the final decision. The ZBA may say negative but the trustees may not agree 
with the recommendation.  

 
 5.10 Ms. Norrick added that a super majority of the board of trustees would have to 

overrule the ZBA’s negative vote.  
 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Pellaton moved to recommend granting a request for a 3.41’ front yard setback 

variation and a 230.0 s.f. (10.2%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation 
to permit the construction of a two-story addition and new front porch on the legal 
non-conforming structure at 472 Highcrest in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Ms. Choca Urban seconded the motion. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Kolleng moved to continue this case to the July 15, 2020 meeting.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion. The vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Daniel Fordham, architect 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 0.18’ side yard setback variation and 

0.14’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction of a substantial 
addition and remodel that is classified as a new home. The Village Board will hear 
this case on July 28, 2020.  

 
 3.22 The architect said they are looking to take an existing two-story house that is 

existing non-conforming. It is .17’ past the east setback. Their goal is to demolish 
the first and second floors while retaining the existing foundation. They would then 
build a new two-story portion of the house on the existing foundation and add a 
front addition. They will be increasing size, square footage, and footprint of the 
building.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Schneider asked if they would keep the floor on the first floor.  
 
  Mr. Fordham said they would not keep the first-floor floor. The current house is 

masonry and frame. The new house is all masonry, including the new front addition.  
 
 3.24 Chairman Schneider asked about the foundation.  
 
  Mr. Fordham said it is a 12” thick concrete wall that is almost 8’ tall.  
 
 3.25 Mr. Surman said the request is very small.  
 
(after 4.0) 
 3.26 Ms. Roberts said that there were no messages in the chat. A letter from the neighbor 

to the east was emailed to board members today. That neighbor supports the 
request.  

 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
  4.11 Mr. Bernard Hollywood, attorney 
   Representing the owners of 3850 Lake Avenue 
 
 4.2 Summary of presentations 
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 4.21 Mr. Hollywood is representing Mr. and Mrs. Gerald McLaughlin at 3850 Lake. He 
said that the homes in the 3800 block of Lake are quite close together by village 
standards. Therefore, it is important to maintain the minimal spacing required by 
the ordinance. There is the risk of water infiltration if the variance were to be 
granted. In reviewing the plans and hearing the testimony, he sees no evidence as 
to a hardship imposed on the applicant to conform with the ordinance for minimal 
side yard setbacks and combined side yard setbacks.  

 
  Mr. Pellaton said that 3850 is three times the size of the existing house at 3848. 

What steps did the owners of 3850 take to mitigate and abate water to the neighbors 
when the 3850 neighbors expanded their house? 

 
  Mr. Hollywood said he was not aware that there was any issue or concern with 

water going onto anyone’s property.  
 
  Mr. Surman asked why would Mr. Hollywood assume that there would be a water 

problem at 3848?  
 
  Mr. Hollywood said that he is assuming that this construction work would require 

a new sidewalk along the west edge of the property thus reducing the infiltration of 
water into the soil.   

 
  Mr. Surman said he does not think that there is an impervious question in the case. 

It is more the relationship of the house to the lot line. The hardship is that the 
applicant is trying to use the existing foundation, which should not impact water. It 
is an existing condition and for the applicant to put in a new foundation to move it 
2” is a tremendous hardship.  

 
  Mr. Hollywood said that the applicant has chosen to build a new home. There are 

minimal required setbacks.  
 
  Mr. Surman reiterated that the applicant is using an existing foundation. To move 

it over 2” times the building length is such a minimal request. It is unreasonable to 
ask the applicant to move their wall 2” to accommodate the ordinance. That is his 
opinion and asked his colleagues to provide their opinions on this.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBES OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Kolleng said this is a situation where the current home is being removed and 

the replacement is being treated as a new home. In those situations, there should be 
no variances. There was a previous case before the board last week and they are 
returning this week. But in tonight’s case, the request is for 2”. The foundation is 
currently 2” out and will remain 2” out. It is unreasonable to ask the applicant to 
move the foundation 2”. There are no other variations being requested. The 
standards of review are met. He can support the request.  
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 5.2 Mr. Surman said that Mr. Kolleng stated the reasoning for approving this small 
request and said it very well. The request is minimal. It would be a hardship if they 
had to move the foundation wall. He can support the request.  

 
 5.3 Mr. Pellaton said he greatly appreciated the letter from the neighbor to the east at 

3840 because their house is considerably closer than the neighbor to the west.  He 
agrees that the request is very small, the people who would be most impacted by 
the proposal support the request. He can support the request.  

 
 5.4 Ms. Choca Urban said that she agrees with the above reasons for supporting the 

request and she will also support it.  
 
 5.5 Ms. Norrick agreed with all above comments and can support this request.  
 
 5.6 Mr. Falkof said his reasons for supporting the request were stated above.  
 
 5.7 Chairman Schneider said while the ordinance is clear that if the request is for new 

construction, there should be no variances, but the board has seen larger requests 
with new construction and the board has approved those larger requests. He can 
support the request and added that the ordinance is being used as guidance. In his 
opinion, the ordinance is not absolute. And to expect the applicant to move the 
foundation by 2” does not make sense and is not reasonable and imposes a hardship 
on the applicant.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to recommend granting a request for a 0.18’ side yard setback 

variation and 0.14’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction 
of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new home at 3848 Lake 
Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
 6.2 Mr. Surman moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-15.  
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  6.21 Ms. Norrick seconded the motion and vote was as follows:  
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical condition of the property, the siting of the 
house on the lot, imposes upon the owner a particular hardship. The plight of the owner 
was not created by the owner and is due to the unique circumstances of the development 
of the lot and house. The hardship is peculiar to the property in question. The hardship 
prevents the owner from rebuilding and adding onto the house without having to remove 
the entire foundation to correct a setback of 2 inches. The proposed variations will not 
impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property. The proposed variations 
maintain the existing condition. The variations, if granted, will not alter the essential 
character of the neighborhood. The appearance of the home will contribute to the character 
of the neighborhood. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 0.18’ side yard setback 
variation and 0.14’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction of a 
substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new home at 3848 Lake Avenue in 
accordance with the plans submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Danny Daoud, applicant 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 

3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a revised request for a 449.66.3 s.f. (9.0%) lot 
coverage variation, a 54.57 s.f. (1.1%) total floor area variation, a 4.08’ front 
yard setback variation, a 1.55’ side yard setback variation, a 3.4’ combined 
side yard setback variation, a 0.55’ side yard eave setback variation, a 2.08’ 
front yard stoop setback variation, a 7.58’ front yard step setback variation, 
and a 92.10 s.f. (9.27%) rear yard structure impervious surface coverage 
variation to permit the construction of a substantial addition and remodel 
that is classified as a new home. The Village Board will hear this case on 
July 28, 2020.  

 
 3.22 The applicant presented at the last board hearing. He said that he heard his 

neighbors’ comments and they decided to build a conforming garage without a 
rooftop deck. They are now requesting a variance based on the non-conforming 
structure and their addition, which will be on one side.  

 
  The main variance request is for lot coverage ratio and that has to do with lot 

narrowness and the existing non-conforming footprint. They also revised the plan 
to add a front stoop to bring the front stairs up to current codes for safety and 
aesthetics.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Schneider clarified that there is no longer a flat roof railing as there is no 

flat roof.  
 
  The applicant said they will have a gable roof on the conforming garage.  
 
 3.24 Mr. Surman said he thought he saw a request for a height variation.  
 
  The applicant said that request was eliminated and that was 6” for the parapet walls.  
 
 3.25 Mr. Surman referenced 1.10. Is that the new second floor?  
 
  The applicant said that 3.0 is the new second floor, page 5 of the packet.  
 
 3.27 Ms. Norrick added that Ms. Roberts emailed a packet late that afternoon.  
 
 3.28 Mr. Surman did not realize that there was a new packet with the floor plan.  
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 3.29 Chairman Schneider clarified that the floor plans are the same other than the stoop.  
 
  The applicant said there will be a gable on the front of the property and the east side 

dormer.  
 
 3.30 Mr. Surman asked about the sheet depicting the second floor. What is he seeing in 

the way of the stair that is sticking out?  
 
  The applicant said that is under the existing roof line. Currently the staircase is on 

the south side of the property in between the kitchen and the dining room. They are 
relocating it to the front of the property to give access to the bedrooms. The lot 
coverage is mainly due to the existing footprint of the property.  

 
 3.31 Mr. Surman said that people in the past present plans they show identify which 

walls are new and which ones are not new.  
 
  The applicant said that there is a demo plan. Most of the load-bearing walls are 

staying except for the staircase.  
 
 3.32 Mr. Pellaton asked if the second floor was cantilevered out.  
 
  The applicant said that it is all under the existing roof line and footprint. Adding 

the second floor does not enlarge lot coverage. He added that there is a current 
dormer in the rear. There is a dormer on the west that they are removing.  They are 
removing that to help their case for square footage as they are requesting a 57 square 
foot variance. If they were to tear this house down, they could build the same home 
they are proposing, but they would have a different interior configuration so they 
could keep the same number of bedrooms and bathrooms. The main hardship is to 
work within the current footprint and structure of the property.  

 
 3.33 Mr. Surman clarified that the applicant is using only a portion of the second floor.  
 
  The applicant said this is correct. They originally proposed it on the west side of 

the property but those neighbors were closer to that lot line so the architect proposed 
to put it on the east side because those neighbors are further from the lot line on 
that side. They tried to stay within the setbacks, but that didn’t work because of the 
current footprint. They are not enlarging the footprint of the home.  

 
 3.34 Mr. Surman asked if the bathrooms were towards the backyard. 
 
  The applicant said that the bathrooms are north. The staircase is the front of the 

home. North is up on the plan. They are adding three bedrooms and two bathrooms 
on the second floor under the existing roofline. They are dormering the roofline. 
This is on the east side of the building.  
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 3.35 Mr. Surman said he is confused when he looks at the east elevation. When he looks 
at the east elevation plan on 1.13, it stops at the chimney and shows a sloping roof 
in the back. He asked the applicant to show 1.1 again.  

 
  The applicant said he wonders if the elevations are reversed. It might be the original 

proposal and not the revised proposal.  
 
 3.36 Mr. Surman asked the chimney location on 1.1. He noted that the drawings do not 

make sense to him. When he looks at 1.13, it shows a large area where they will 
maintain the sloped roof. He does not see the slope in the back. It looks like they 
are building it taller.  

 
  The applicant said they are going with the original ridge line, which is the point of 

contact for the proposed dormer.  
 
 3.37 Mr. Surman asked the applicant to show him chimney location on the plan. There 

should be an angled roof on both sides.  
 
  The applicant said they are removing the chimney and that will be a slanted 

roofline.  
 
 3.38 Mr. Surman asked where the whole area in the back was shown on the plan.  
 
  The applicant explained more plans. They removed the chimney on the west side 

and that dormer.  
 
 3.39 Mr. Surman said if they go back to the east elevation.  
 
  The applicant said they increased chimney height due to code requirements. That 

is the fireplace chimney, which they will reuse.  
 
 3.40 Mr. Surman said it looks like the floor plan extends the full length of that side. That 

is not reflected on the east elevation.  
 
  The applicant said that the bathrooms stop at that chimney.  
 
 3.41 Mr. Surman said that he now sees it, but that it is not drawn very well. The architect 

should have delineated it better. There should be an area showing the roofline.  
 
 3.42 Mr. Kolleng said it appears as if existing lot coverage is 1,900.46 square feet. On 

the previous one from last week, it said existing was 1,504.58 square feet. Why is 
there a difference in the numbers? 

 
  Ms. Roberts said she is not sure how the plan reviewer counted that space. On the 

plat of survey there is an existing back porch. She didn’t count everything under 
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the roof back there so Ms. Roberts reverted to the applicant’s number, which is how 
she got to the 1,900.46 number.  

 
 3.43 Mr. Kolleng referenced the garage bonus, the existing home gets one and the new 

home doesn’t get one?  
 
  Ms. Roberts said this is correct. As a new home, it does not get the bonus.  
 
 3.44 Chairman Schneider clarified that the maximum permitted lot coverage would be 

1,577 square feet, the existing is 1,900, and the proposed is 2,026.  
 
 3.45 Mr. Surman asked where the air conditioner is located.  He does not see it identified 

on the plan.  
 
  The applicant said the units will be within the setbacks on the south side of the 

existing structure as far east as they are allowed. They will be in a conforming 
location in the backyard. They tried to do everything as conforming as they could. 
He does not believe that they are taking advantage of the ordinance and are trying 
to beautify an existing structure. If they wanted to ‘take advantage,’ they would 
propose an entire second floor on top of the current structure, but that would not fit 
with the neighborhood.  

 
 3.46 Chairman Schneider referenced the west elevation. He talked about a door 

accessing the basement. What is that?  
 
  The applicant said that under the current porch, there is an existing concrete stair 

going to the basement. That will be used as an egress. They will keep the existing 
concrete stairs and cover them to allow access for safety. The interior stairs will go 
to the basement. There is an additional stair that provides a walk out to the back of 
the property.  

 
 3.47 Mr. Surman said that it is his understanding that they are not going beyond any 

existing footprint on the house.  
 
  The applicant said that is correct. They are requesting setbacks because of the 

existing footprint, but they are not exceeding those setbacks. The only thing that 
has changed from last week to this week is the added front stoop and stairs and the 
removal of the roof top deck and stairs.  

 
 3.48 Mr. Surman said he was at the site today, he noticed that the homes on either side 

are taller than the applicant’s home.  
 
(after section 4.0) 
 3.49 Mr. Surman asked the applicant to show the west elevation. Is the landing on the 

front or back door side.  
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  The applicant said that now they are proposing a new front stoop on both the front 
and the back. Both stoops will mimic one another.  

 
 3.50 Ms. Roberts said that all interested parties were given an opportunity to speak. 

There were no chat comments.  
 
 3.51 Ms. Norrick noted that there is a letter from Mrs. Gilda Becker who expressed 

concerns about the proposal.  
 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
  4.11 Mr. Richard Huszagh 
   1619 Elmwood Avenue 
 
  4.12 Mr. David Ferster 
   1621 Elmwood Avenue 
 
 4.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 4.21 Mr. Huszagh said that the applicant has addressed his major concern, which is 

eliminating the garage rooftop deck. In his view, the deck was inconsistent with the 
neighborhood character. He trusts the board to determine if the application is 
appropriate and meets the ordinance. He appreciates the board’s time. He is very 
glad the rooftop deck was eliminated. He did speak with Mr. Adler and Ms. Roberts 
to discuss whether rooftop decks should be prohibited.  

 
 4.22 Mr. Ferster talked about the stairway on the back of the house, which is a significant 

extension. He has no idea of how the ordinance addresses this.  
 
  Chairman Schneider said he knows that the front stair needs a 3’ landing, which 

does not exist. So that stair would be pushed out by 3’. He asked Ms. Roberts to 
address the rear stair.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said that in the initial review, there was area that was not included as 

existing. It is her understanding that this is under roof. That is now included as 
existing.  

 
  Mr. Pellaton said he believes that the neighbor is referring to the new steps that lead 

from that area into the backyard.  
 
  The applicant said that there is a stairway that goes from the back of the house to 

the yard. That will replace the existing walkway that is there right now. There is 
currently a diagonal walkway to the first floor. It is replacing the current concrete. 
It would not impact impervious surface.  
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  The neighbor said that there is a new stairway on the rear of the house that is 
projecting out. It adds to the home’s footprint.  

 
  Ms. Choca Urban said that is important to the extent that it would encroach on 

setback requirements. It is her understanding that because the stairs are not under 
roof, they are not part of the floor area.  They might be part of the lot coverage.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said they are not part of the lot coverage.  
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Ms. Choca Urban said that the applicant addressed the main concerns raised by 

neighbors at the last hearing. The variations are a function of the existing footprint 
and requirements for ingress and egress. She can support the request.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Falkof said that he agrees with the above comments. The applicant 

accommodated the concerns of the neighbors. The proposal will be an improvement 
to the neighborhood. The current house is not the most attractive on the street right 
now but has potential. The applicant has made a good faith effort to meet the 
requirements for approving the variances. He can support the request.  

 
 5.3 Mr. Kolleng said some of the variations are very small and the two larger ones 

relate to lot coverage and impervious surface coverage. Typically, with those two 
requests he would not be in favor of the proposal, but most if not, all relates to the 
garage expansion. Building a two-car garage is something that the village is in favor 
of because it takes cars off of the street. He can support the request.  

 
 5.4 Mr. Surman said he concurs with above comments and can support the request.  
 
 5.5 Ms. Norrick agreed with above comments and can support the request.  
 
 5.6 Chairman Schneider said that the board has seen several of these requests. He is 

always concerned that when the board sees the cases, which are more expensive 
than if they had started from a blank slate, but if they had they would have been 
constrained to 1,577 square foot lot coverage. He does not understand the hardship 
in this case. The cost will probably be more than if they had a new building. He 
agrees that the proposed is an improvement over current, which is in bad shape. He 
cannot support the request.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Ms. Choca Urban moved to recommend granting a revised request for a 449.66.3 

s.f. (9.0%) lot coverage variation, a 54.57 s.f. (1.1%) total floor area variation, a 4.08’ 
front yard setback variation, a 1.55’ side yard setback variation, a 3.4’ combined side 
yard setback variation, a 0.55’ side yard eave setback variation, a 2.08’ front yard 
stoop setback variation, a 7.58’ front yard step setback variation, and a 92.10 s.f. 
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(9.27%) rear yard structure impervious surface coverage variation to permit the 
construction of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new home 
at 1627 Elmwood Avenue in accordance with the revised plans submitted. 

 
  6.11 Mr. Falkof seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider No 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
    
   Motion carried. 
    
 6.2 Ms. Choca Urban moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-14.  
 
 6.21 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, width and area of 
the lot and the siting of the house on the lot, impose upon the owner a particular hardship. 
The plight of the owner was not created by the owner and is due to the unique 
circumstances of the development of the lot and house. The hardship is peculiar to the 
property in question. The hardship prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the 
property with improvements to the home. The proposed variations will not impair an 
adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property. The variations, if granted, will not 
alter the essential character of the neighborhood. The appearance of the home will 
contribute to the character of the neighborhood. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
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The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends grating a revised request for a 449.66.3 s.f. 
(9.0%) lot coverage variation, a 54.57 s.f. (1.1%) total floor area variation, a 4.08’ front yard 
setback variation, a 1.55’ side yard setback variation, a 3.4’ combined side yard setback 
variation, a 0.55’ side yard eave setback variation, a 2.08’ front yard stoop setback variation, 
a 7.58’ front yard step setback variation, and a 92.10 s.f. (9.27%) rear yard structure 
impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a substantial addition 
and remodel that is classified as a new home at 1627 Elmwood Avenue in accordance with 
the revised plans submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Chris Canning, representing the applicant 
   1000 Skokie Boulevard, Wilmette 
 
  3.12 Mr. Flemming Hoej, applicant 
 
  3.13 Ms. Stephanie Svec, applicant 
 
  3.14 Dr. Sara Dickie, medical director 
   One Magnificent Medspa 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a special use for a medical/dental clinic, 

small to permit the operation of a One Magnificent Medspa. The Village Board will 
hear this case on July 28, 2020.  

 
 3.22 Mr. Canning explained that they will discuss the request, explain the business, talk 

about the standards of review for the special use, and the applicants can answer 
questions that the board may have.  

 
  Mr. Canning said they are asking for a special use. He said that the space has been 

vacant for several years. It has had a number of non-retail uses over the years 
because it is not suited for a retail location. Most retail operations want to be directly 
on Central Street or Wilmette Avenue. This is a little off the beaten path, but works 
out very well for what the spa wants to do in this location. There are several letters 
in the packet from Wilmette residents who support the move from Winnetka to 
Wilmette. This application is similar to other service businesses, which moved her 
due to the village’s vibrant village center. These businesses brought clientele from 
outside of the village and used village shops and restaurants. Foot traffic will 
increase with this business and will positively impact over businesses in the village. 
Mr. Hoej and Ms. Svec will speak about the business and then Mr. Canning will 
discuss the special use standards that he believes are met.  

 
 3.23 Mr. Hoej thanked the board for the opportunity to discuss their request. The 

business is currently located in Winnetka. They operate Monday through Friday 
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. They offer a variety of medical grade services and skin care 
product sales. They offer products to clients who are there for skin care treatments 
as well as walk ins who want to purchase products. In the current location, they are 
outgrowing their space. They wanted to find a new location in the area around 
Winnetka. They wanted the Wilmette location as soon as they saw it. The Village 
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Center speaks to them. The business location is off of 11th Street and is off of the 
main street, which is good for their type of business and works well for them.  

 
  In the review of the commercial space, they reviewed each location under 

consideration. Commercial traffic is important to them as well as other businesses 
in the immediate area. Parking is also key. Many of their clients support the 
relocation to the village. Many clients are village residents.  

 
  There is a Forever Nails location at the corner of Central and 11th Street and he 

spoke with them last week. They were excited to have One Magnificent Spa as a 
neighbor. The nail salon has clients who want facials. The nail salon said they 
would refer clients. In the Winnetka location, they refer other businesses to their 
clients when the other business has synergy with his business.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Schneider referenced 1.5. There is not an as-built plan in the packet.  
 
  The applicant said they have a preliminary plan ahead of architectural drawings. 

Their architect is Stuart Shayman & Associates and they are preparing drawings for 
the space.  

 
 3.24 Chairman Schneider said that the drawing shows the space going all the way to 

Central Street.  
 
  Mr. Hoej said that was not the intent and the intent was to show the direction of the 

location. There is another business space to the south. Their initial thought was to 
break up the renovation in two pieces, but they are not doing this. They decided to 
renovate the entire space.  

 
 3.25 Chairman Schneider referenced 1.4. He clarified that their space is designated as 

unit 1.  Exhibit 1.5 delineates all that space. Will there be an entrance from 11th 
Street? 

 
  Mr. Hoej said that there will be an entrance from 11th Street. He referenced their 

space place, which shows a wall that curves 90 degrees and that is the main entrance 
on 11th Street. The front desk area is right there. In the new drawings that his 
architect is designing, they will most likely to have two bathrooms in the space to 
comply with the new code.  

 
  He continued and said that this is a business and a medical spa and are active with 

the community. They sponsor the McKenzie School PTA program as well as gift 
bags to nurses and doctors on the COVID front lines. They are involved with cancer 
awareness events. Many of their clients are village residents. They also want to 
bring clients from other suburbs into the village and he is confident that his clients 
will avail of other village businesses in the VC.  
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 3.26 Mr. Canning said that Mr. Hoej provided a business background. He now wants to 
talk about the standards of review for special use.  

 
  Standard 1 – the use will be consistent with the goals and policies of the 

comprehensive plan: the Village Center master plan includes service uses that bring 
in foot traffic and are complimentary to the retail businesses. The med spa meets 
this standard.  

  Standard 2 – the establishment, maintenance, or operation of the proposed use will 
not be detrimental to or endanger public health, safety, or welfare: service uses are 
usually not detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare. One issue to consider 
is parking for employees and clients. There is ample parking in the area.  

  Standard 3 – proposed use will not be injurious to the use or enjoyment of other 
properties in the neighborhood and the purposes permitted in this district: in this 
district there can be permitted and special uses, retail and non-retail uses. This space 
has had non-retail uses in the past and this use is a service business which is 
consistent with past businesses in this space.  

  Standard 4 – the establishment of the special use will not impede the normal and 
orderly development and improvement of surrounding properties for uses permitted 
in the zoning district: almost everything in this district is developed. This business 
is going into a space that has not been used for two years.  

  Standard 5 – the proposed use will not substantially diminish property values in the 
neighborhood: he would hope that this use would increase property values, but a 
med spa would not diminish property values. 

  Standard 6 – adequate drainage and utilities already exist or will be provided: all 
utilities exist. 

  Standard 7 – adequate measures will be taken to provide ingress and egress in a 
manner that minimizes traffic congestion: there is ample parking in the Village 
Center. 

  Standard 8 – the proposed use is consistent with the community character of the 
neighborhood of the parcel proposed for development: a med spa will enhance the 
Village Center. 

  Standard 9 – the development of the proposed use will not substantially affect 
known archaeological or cultural resources located on or off the property: the 
Optima building is a cultural or historical resource at this time. This standard is 
met.  

  Standard 10 – the provision for public open space and other improvements: 
everything is there in the Village Center.  

 
 3.27 Chairman Schneider asked if there were interested parties to speak on the 

application.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that there was no one to speak on this application.  
 
 3.28 Mr. Pellaton asked how many customers there were in a day and at any one time.  
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  Mr. Hoej said they see 5 to 10 clients/day. They are looking to having up to 20 to 
21 clients/day.  

 
 3.29 Mr. Pellaton asked how many employees will there be at that site.  
 
  Mr. Hoej said there would be 2 to 3 employees at one time.  
 
 3.30 Mr. Pellaton asked if there are any businesses like this in the village.  
 
  Mr. Hoej said there are not any in the downtown area. There is one in west 

Wilmette.  
 
  Mr. Canning said that at the corner of Wilmette and Skokie Boulevard there is 

another med spa, Images.  
 
 3.31 Mr. Falkof said he is trying to understand the request, which is for a medical and 

dental clinic. How is a medical spa different from a spa and how does it become a 
medical and dental clinic? 

 
  Mr. Hoej is not sure why the word dental was included.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the name of the use is “medical or dental clinic”.  
 
 3.32 Mr. Falkof asked about the medical nature of this spa.  
 
  Ms. Svec said that there are some procedures that require a doctor. For example, a 

chemical peel. Their chemical peel is physician strength, so it is a stronger peel. 
With a doctor on their team, they can provide that service.  

 
 3.33 Mr. Canning asked Ms. Svec to speak on her background on the North Shore.  
 
  Ms. Svec began her career with Dr. Fenner’s medical spa in Evanston that 

eventually moved to Kenilworth. She started the medical spa for North Shore 
University with five plastic surgeons, which then moved to Northbrook. She was 
there for several years and then decided to start this medical spa with Mr. Hoej and 
the doctor in 2017.  

 
 3.34 Dr. Dickie, medical director for the applicant, said that medical spa is a designation 

that allows more invasive and deeper treatments to be performed with proper 
oversight by licensed individuals. A physician needs to oversee the treatment. They 
can do Botox, fillers, deeper procedures that penetrate the skin. Day spas are more 
about cleansing of the skin and relaxation.  

 
 3.35 There were no additional questions from the board.  
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
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 5.1 Mr. Surman said the business is a good fit for the area. The site may have been a 

dermatology office in the past. Wilmette will be excited for the business. Mr. 
Canning did a great job presenting the case. He can support the request.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Choca Urban can also support the request for the above reasons.  
 
 5.3 Mr. Pellaton said he previously supported the use of a karate studio in the same 

building. There is only one retail use in that building. The other uses are service 
businesses. The village is adapting to more service uses and less retail. The village 
is lucky to have a quality business in this space.  

 
 5.4 Chairman Schneider said he can support the request. The business is not displacing 

a retail use. The classic retail world is changing. He can support the request.  
 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Surman moved to recommend granting a request for a special use for a 

medical/dental clinic, small to permit the operation of a One Magnificent Medspa at 
1100 Central Avenue. The use shall run with the use.  

 
  6.11 Ms. Choca Urban seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider  Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
    
   Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Surman moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-19.  
 
 6.21  Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
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  Motion carried.  
 
 7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the special use standards of 
Section 5.3.E of the Zoning Ordinance. The proposed use in the specific location will be 
consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan. Such uses are allowable 
in this location because it tends to be less desirable for retail and restaurant uses. The 
establishment and operation of the proposed use will not be detrimental to or endanger the 
public health, safety and welfare. The proposed use in the specific location will not be 
injurious to the use or enjoyment of nor impede the normal and orderly development of 
surrounding properties. The proposed use will not substantially diminish property values. 
Adequate utilities, road access, and other facilities already exist. Adequate measures exist 
to provide ingress and egress in a manner that minimizes traffic congestion. The proposed 
use in the specific location will be consistent with the community character. The proposed 
use will not adversely affect a known archaeological, historical or cultural site. No other 
standards of Article 12 apply. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a special use for a 
medical/dental clinic, small to permit the operation of a One Magnificent Medspa at 1100 
Central Avenue. The use shall run with the use. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Ken Andre, applicant 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a special use for a financial institution 

(International Bank of Chicago). The Village Board will hear this case on July 28, 
2020. 

 
 3.22 Mr. Andre is presenting on behalf of the bank. Hopefully, a board member, Eric 

Chang, will also be on the call.  
 
  Mr. Andre is here to request a special use on behalf of International Bank of 

Chicago to relocate into the 611 Green Bay Road building’s commercial space. 
International Bank of Chicago entered into a contract to sell their existing site at 
1210 Central Avenue to Optima. A plan to build an apartment building on that site 
was approved by the Village Board on March 10, 2020. The bank wants to stay in 
the village and decided that the 611 site was the most suitable site. It is close to the 
existing site. They will open a branch office at the new site with 3,100 square feet. 
There will be approximately five employees. There is no drive through. The bank 
will have an overnight depository and ATM. The operating hours are 8:30 a.m. to 
5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and they will be open on Saturday. The bank 
manager is a village resident. The request is simple. The space has been challenging 
to lease over the past few years. A restaurant opened recently. They were originally 
going to take 1,800 square feet, but then decided to take the remaining space that 
was left because the landlord made it attractive for them to take the entire space.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Schneider asked where employees would park.  
 
  Mr. Andre said they were granted parking in the building for five employees.  
 
 3.24 Chairman Schneider said he was at the present site and counted 8 to 9 cars in 

employee parking. Were customers parking there? 
 
  Mr. Andre cannot answer that question. He said that International Bank of Chicago 

did not need a facility of its present size but came with the purchase of another 
bank. They bank has another branch in the city of Chicago.  

 
 3.25 Chairman Schneider asked if they anticipated a lot of walk in business to the bank 

tellers at the proposed site.  
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  Mr. Andre cannot answer that question. He does not work at the bank and is 
representing the bank in this request. He reiterated that there is no drive up – only 
walk in. Customers will park on the street in front. There is adequate parking on 
Green Bay Road on both sides of the street.  

 
 3.26 Ms. Choca Urban was on the Plan Commission when 611 was approved. They were 

required to have parking for customers. The garage has the capacity for customer 
cars.  

 
 3.27 There was no one other than Mr. Chang to speak. There were no messages on the 

chat.  
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Kolleng said the bank is already in the village. They are moving one block 

away. They have a customer base. They have been here for an extended time period. 
It is a good use of the space. He can support the request. Special use standards and 
standards of review are met.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Surman concurs with the above comments. He can support the request.  
 
 5.3 Chairman Schneider can support the request. It will attract pedestrians to the site 

who may support other businesses in the area. It is good that the space is filled.  
 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to recommend granting a request for a special use for a 

financial institution (International Bank of Chicago) at 611 Green Bay Road in 
accordance with the plans submitted. The use shall run with the use.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Pellaton moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-16.  
 
  6.21 Ms. Choca Urban seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
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   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the special use standards of 
Section 5.3.E of the Zoning Ordinance. The proposed use in the specific location will be 
consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan. The space has been 
vacant for a while. The applicant is an existing business in the Village Center. The 
establishment and operation of the proposed use will not be detrimental to or endanger the 
public health, safety and welfare. The proposed use in the specific location will not be 
injurious to the use or enjoyment of nor impede the normal and orderly development of 
surrounding properties. The proposed use will not substantially diminish property values. 
Adequate utilities, road access, and other facilities already exist. There are public parking 
spaces as well as adequate public and on-street parking in the area. The proposed use in 
the specific location will be consistent with the community character. The proposed use 
will not adversely affect a known archaeological, historical or cultural site. No other 
standards of Article 12 apply. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a special use for a 
financial institution (International Bank of Chicago) at 611 Green Bay Road in accordance 
with the plans submitted. The use shall run with the use. 
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2020 

7:00 P.M. 

REMOTE MEETING 

Members Present: Chairman Reinhard Schneider (joined by video later) 
Brad Falkof 
John Kolleng 
Christine Norrick  
Ryrie Pellaton 
Bob Surman 
Maria Choca Urban 

Members Absent: None 

Staff Present: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
Lucas Sivertsen, Business Development Coordinator 

I. Call to Order 

Acting Chairman Surman called the meeting to order at 7:13 p.m. 

II. Opening Remarks and Swearing In

Acting Chairman Surman reviewed the meeting procedures for remote meetings and how
the Zoning Board of Appeals will conduct business. All applicants and interested parties
present were sworn in.

3.6 
10-13-20 
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III. 2020-Z-24 1706 Elmwood Avenue 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
IV. 2020-Z-23 901 Ridge Road 
 
 See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
V. Approval of the July 15, 2020 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mr. Kolleng moved to approve the July 15, 2020 meeting minutes. Mr. Surman seconded 
the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Falkof, Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, 
Ms. Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The motion passed.  

 
VI. Approval of the August 5, 2020 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mr. Kolleng moved to approve the August 5, 2020 meeting minutes. Mr. Pellaton seconded 
the motion. Voting yes: Mr. Falkof, Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, 
Ms. Choca Urban, and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The motion passed. 

 
VII. Public Comment 
 

There was no public comment. 
 

VIII. Adjournment 
 

Mr. Pellaton moved to adjourn the meeting. Ms. Choca Urban seconded the motion. Voting 
yes: Mr. Falkof, Mr. Kolleng, Ms. Norrick, Mr. Pellaton, Mr. Surman, Ms. Choca Urban, 
and Chairman Schneider. Voting no: None. The meeting was adjourned at 8:33 p.m. 

 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 Lisa Roberts 
 Assistant Director of Community Development 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Ms. Nancy Kulick, owner 
   1706 Elmwood Avenue 
 
  3.12 Mr. Chad Boomgaarden, architect 
   Boomgaarden Architects 
   1315 Central Avenue 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 4.98’ front yard porch setback variation, 

a 7.81’ front porch stair setback variation, and a 252.03 square foot (13.44%) front 
yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a new 
front porch on the legal non-conforming structure. The Village Board will hear this 
case on September 22, 2020.  

 
 3.22 The owner said that she and her husband have lived in Wilmette for 16 years and 

in their house for 13 years. Her husband works from home full-time as does she 
when she is not traveling or in the city. Especially very recently, they have been 
spending a lot of time outdoors. They are looking to do a front porch addition to 
their house. The neighborhood is very close-knit. The neighbors on either side of 
them have lived there longer than she has and her family spends a lot of time in the 
front yard talking to the neighbors, working on their computer, or just relaxing. 

 
The addition of a front porch would give them some living space that is really 
usable. The house itself is 125 years old and the front porch they are asking they 
believe fits very closely into the architectural design of the home itself and will add 
great curb appeal. 

 
3.23 The only other thing I think that's very important to us right now is taking care of 

their parents. Her father has dementia and they moved her parents from Virginia up 
to the north shore. They're living in an assisted living facility and the applicants do 
spend a lot of time with them at their home. They like to take their parents outside. 
Her dad loves to see the garden and the kids and dogs walk by. So a front porch 
also just gives them that additional space to spend some time with their parents. 

 
3.24 The architect said his firm specializes in local renovation and what they call 

contextual architecture, which they find is an amenity to the village's image and 
they're more fun to design than new houses. 

 
Their first Wilmette project was back in June of 1998 and over the past 22 years, 
the firm has completed over 200 projects. They have won 15 architectural awards 
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including 8 from the Village of Wilmette's Historic Preservation Commission. His 
firm has only been before the Zoning Board for variances about 10 times, as they 
try to limit their requests. He said he does not take requests lightly. He only suggests 
it to the client when he feels like there’s no other option available, which brings 
him to this case. 

 
Like Ms. Kulick said, the house is from 1894. It sits within the front yard setback 
by about five feet. So for comparison sake, he’ll just describe briefly the three 
things that they're requesting as if the house were at the front yard setback so the 
board gets a better feel for what they are really asking for if the house was 
conforming. 
 
The first is the 4.89 front yard setback. If the house were at the front yard setback, 
that would be a non-request. They wouldn't be here asking for the front yard 
setback.  
 
Second is the stair setback. If the house were at the setback line, they'd be asking 
for 30 inches of an extension on the staircase to make the stairs code compliant with 
a riser height of seven-and-a-quarter inches and a tread length of 10 inches. It's a 
very steep and very narrow staircase right now. 
 
The third request is for the 252 front yard impervious coverage. This one's a little 
trickier but the additional square footage they're asking for the porch is only an 
additional 83 square feet because there is already a stoop that counts. I'm just 
looking at the portion that we're adding, which is 83 square feet. The house is under 
the FAR by 300 square feet. It's under on coverage by 500 square feet so the house 
is not overbuilt either in volume or coverage, which means they could add that 83 
square feet anywhere else around the house. 
 
It's just that in this particular location, it crosses the front yard setback so the 
impervious calculation seems larger than it is because they're having to account for 
the whole new porch and staircase, part of which already exists. Hopefully that 
gives the board a better sense of how they would typically look at a project that's 
asking for variances around the village. 
 
He won’t reread his hardship letter. He’s known the family for over a decade and 
their neighbors will tell you that they are not opposed to having them outside more 
in the front. They're a great family and have been an asset to the school and the  
community. In addition to that, they're making an attempt to bring back the home 
to its original appearance by redesigning the whole exterior, siding, trim package, 
roof lines, and windows. The porch request just helps complete that and what would 
be a new architectural amenity for the village and the neighborhood. 
 
This project really brings this house back into itself, which as an architect is what 
he does and why he does what he does. It's one of those gems that we would have 
in the community if this is approved. He said he would be happy to answer the 
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board’s questions. 
 

3.25 Acting Chairman Surman asked the architect to touch on the hardships so the public 
knows because the request is for impervious coverage but to him the main hardship 
is the positioning of the house because it was built over 100 years ago. He asked 
the applicant to summarize this for the public. 

 
Mr. Boomgaarden said that back in the day, these streets that were west of Green 
Bay Road were dirt. They weren't paved like they are now. That came by some time 
later. A lot of the houses that they’ve done from the 1880s and 1890s around here 
that they've renovated in the last 22 years all seem to have this issue where they 
were set very close to a lot line, whether it was the front lot line or a side lot line. 
This house is no different. This house has a lot of other abnormalities or anomalies 
we'll call it where the first floor height is very high, at five feet. That's not something 
you see other than 1880s and 1890s homes. 
 
The issue with this particular house, as Mr. Surman mentioned, is its proximity to 
the front lot line. It crosses the front yard setback, which is determined by the 
village as an average of the setback of the houses on the block. This house predates 
the zoning requirement but all the other houses, built from the 1920s to post World 
War II, are set well back because of the zoning codes at that time, which further 
penalizes this house. So that's another part of the hardship that exists for this 
specifically. 
 

3.26 Mr. Kolleng said he drove by and looking at it there might be other hardships but 
by adding the front porch and the stairs, it really seems to throw it out of alignment 
with the rest of the street. While a front porch might be nice to have, he didn’t think 
it would fit in with the rest of the homes that are close to it. 

 
Mr. Boomgaarden said it was a good point to bring up about the proportion of 
porches to the front of the house. The house is a Queen Anne Victorian, which is 
marked by several different styles. This particular type of Victorian would typically 
have had a wrap around or a larger porch. So contextually, if there would have been 
more of this type of house along the block or even around in Wilmette, they would 
have had the larger porch. 
 
The architectural style that's been put on it now is much more contemporary, which 
you can see in a number of features. You can tell that the porch was either in 
disarray and was covered up or it was torn down and this was put up at a low cost. 
It looks not cheap but inexpensively built and it has absolutely no relation to the 
architectural style of the house. 
 
What they are doing is going back to the stick style pattern books that were 
published in 1920s, where you come across houses like this, and they take example 
photos from what would have been built. What you see in their architectural 
drawings are re-adaptations of the stick style, such as the patternings and the sloped 
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shakes at the second floor. The proportion of a front porch or even a wrap around, 
in this case they don't need and aren’t requesting but they feel what is proposed is 
more proportional than the current stoop. 

 
 3.27 Mr. Falkof said he had one comment and then one question. He though the design 

was exceptional and what is proposed will greatly improve the house. His question 
is about another house that is a couple of houses down to the west that sort of stands 
proud towards the street. Is the applicant's house going to end up about where that 
one is or is it going to be even further or closer to the street? 

 
Mr. Boomgaarden said he didn’t know the answer to the question. He said the 
information may be on a document provided from the village where they took 
average setbacks from the property lines. He asked if Ms. Roberts could provide 
the setbacks for the houses three, four, and five houses down. 

 
3.28 Mr. Falkof said it was a dark brown house and the applicants may know which one 

he was talking about. It does have a front porch. 
 
  Ms. Kulick asked if it was closer to the edge. 
 
  Mr. Falkof said it is maybe two homes away from the applicant. 
 
 Ms. Kulick said there's a white little colonial that's two houses down. Another two 

to three houses past that is a brick house that's closer to the street. The one next to 
them is older like their home but the rest of the houses, other than that little white 
house and the brick one, have been built relatively recently. 

 
 3.29 Mr. Falkof said the immediate neighbors would be the most affected. Have the 

neighbors said anything one way or the other? Have they seen the plans? 
 

Ms. Kulick said the neighbors have seen the plans and they volunteered to support 
the change to the house. She thinks they're most excited about what the architect 
talked about, improving the home architecturally. How they are trying to bring it 
back to the vision of the house as it was. They also spend a lot of time with their 
neighbors, and this is an additional gathering space for them. If needed, she is glad 
to bring all of the neighbors who are immediately impacted to talk to the board. 
They all offered to attend the meeting. 

 
 3.30 Acting Chairman Surman asked about the neighbors that are to the east. Have the 

applicants spoken with them because they would be the ones impacted. 
 

Ms. Kulick said Philip White and Mary Dickman live at 1700 Elmwood, directly 
to the east, and they have spoken to them about this. They also offered to come out 
and share their support. 

 
 3.31 Mr. Pellaton said he understands the concern about how far forward this would be, 
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the net difference between the existing porch and their stoop and steps and the new 
porch and steps is half a foot. We're talking about less than six inches closer to the 
property line. For me, that doesn't hold a whole lot of water. He agreed with Mr. 
Falkof that he thinks the design is good and appropriate for the house. While it 
would be nice if the house was set farther back, there's really no way to do that. So 
he is generally in support of this application.  

 
 3.32 Mr. Kolleng said the length is minimal at the end of the last stair but there's a lot 

more bulk attached to the house, which will be closer than the short porch that is 
there today. He thinks that’s a legitimate point. 

 
3.33 Acting Chairman Surman said the board has experienced these porch projects 

before. There was a recent case on Highcrest Drive where the board felt the size of 
the proposed porch had an impact. Each case is individual and no two properties 
are alike. He thinks there is something to the concern about adding bulk with the 
additional porch. He understands that the entry needs to be redone and the stairs 
widened, but he is still on the fence with that. 

 
 3.34 Ms. Choca Urban said she is not sure she is persuaded that there's a hardship, but 

she believes that the request is de minimis compared to what's existing. She is very 
impressed by the quality of the improvements that are being made to the house and 
the fact that they're hewing to the architectural character of the home. She can see 
supporting the request. 

 
3.35 Acting Chairman Surman asked if there were any other comments. 
 
3.36 Ms. Roberts said that there were no comments through Teams and no emails. 
 
3.37 Mr. Sivertsen said there were no comments on the YouTube chat. 

 
 3.38 Acting Chairman Surman asked if the applicants had any additional comments. 
 
  Ms. Kulick said she appreciated the board’s time and the board taking the request 

seriously. They have the support of their neighbors. They are excited for this change 
and the way it will integrate with everything else that they’re doing. 

 
 Mr. Boomgaarden thanked the board for their time and for stopping by to see the 

home. 
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Ms. Choca Urban said the proposal is going to be an asset not just to the applicant 

but to the community at large. The request is small enough in comparison to what 
currently exists and she can support it. 

 
 5.2 Mr. Pellaton noted that Ms. Choca Urban had earlier questioned what the hardship 
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is. For him, the hardship is the fact that the house is already non-conforming and as 
a result, whatever they do in the front of the house would be an issue even if they 
were just replacing what was already there. He understands what Mr. Kolleng and 
Mr. Surman have said about the massing but he still thinks that because it's 
contextually appropriate, it's not going to overwhelm neighboring structures or 
loom over either the road or the sidewalk. As Ms. Choca Urban said, it will be an 
asset to the neighborhood and to the village. Because it’s not projecting 
considerably further towards the right-of-way, he can support it. 

 
5.3 Mr. Kolleng said that one of the things they’ve tried to do over the years that he has 

been on the board at times like this is to grant some leeway to make sure we have 
the homes stay, that there's not a reason to tear it down. That's not being discussed 
here, but Mr. Boomgaarden has a great track record in front of the board and 
creating designs and architectural drawings that bring these houses back to their 
original state. This lets Wilmette continue to have some of these older homes, and 
I think that's a big plus here. 

 
He said he does have a hard time with the hardship. The Zoning Board has had 
other cases where somebody wanted to turn a walk into a porch at ground level and 
the board denied that. There was more of a hardship there than there is here, but on 
balance, there is value to preserving this type of a home and bringing it back to 
some of its original kind of glory in the Queen Anne style that Mr. Falkof was 
talking about. Overall, he can support the request. 

 
 5.4 Ms. Norrick said she too can support the project. It’s a nominal request. It's a nice 

design. It'll should be good. 
 
 5.5 Mr. Surman said he thinks because the applicant is doing a whole house renovation 

of the exterior, that's very important. If the applicant had just come and said, "We 
want to add a porch to an existing home," that might have been a different situation. 
He thinks they are trying to bring the house back to an earlier state. 

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Ms. Choca Urban moved to recommend granting a request for a 4.98’ front yard 

porch setback variation, a 7.81’ front porch stair setback variation, and a 252.03 
square foot (13.44%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit 
the construction of a new front porch on the legal non-conforming structure at 1706 
Elmwood Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Not Present (Not on video) 
   Acting Chairman Bob Surman Yes  
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
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   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 

Motion carried. 
 

 6.2 Ms. Choca Urban moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 
recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-17.  

 
 6.21 Mr. Falkof seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Not Present (Not on video) 
   Acting Chairman Bob Surman Yes  
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 

 
The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the siting of the 
home on the lot, impose upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was 
not created by the owner and is due to the unique development of the lot and home. The 
difficulty is peculiar to the property in question and is not generally share by others on the 
block. The difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property with 
code-compliant steps and a front porch that is function and more appropriate for the style 
of home. The proposed variations will not impair an adequate supply of light and air or 
otherwise injure other property or its use. The variations, if granted, will improve the 
appearance of the home and enhance the essential character of the neighborhood. 
 

8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 4.98’ front yard porch 
setback variation, a 7.81’ front porch stair setback variation, and a 252.03 square foot 
(13.44%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a 
new front porch on the legal non-conforming structure at 1706 Elmwood Avenue in 
accordance with the plans submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Ms. Bo Yang, representing the applicant, Lisa Liu 
   901 Ridge Road 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 2 space parking variation to permit the 

operation of a small medical clinic. The Village Board will hear this case on 
September 22, 2020.  

 
 3.22 Ms. Yang said she is representing the applicant, Lisa Liu, who is her mother. Ms. 

Liu is at the meeting but because of the English situation, Ms. Yang will be making 
the presentation.  

 
As for the small medical clinic, it's more like a holistic health practice. They will 
provide herbal medicine and acupuncture and stuff like that. They bought the 
property in 2013 and during that time it was an antique shop. They researched the 
property before buying it and believe that prior to the antique shop, it had been a 
pharmacy and also it had been a fitness center. There was no known issue with the 
parking spaces. They want to open the medical clinic. They plan to have three 
parking spaces to use. 
 
The documents say the property is about 2,000 square feet but from what they have 
calculated, the space is only about 1,600 square feet. 

 
3.23 Chairman Schneider said the plans that have been shared with the Zoning Board 

say that they are an existing floor plan. Is that what you're going to use? You're not 
proposing to change the existing floor plan? 

 
Ms. Yang said that this is the space. The floor plan that was submitted is the total 
space that they will be using. 

 
3.24 Chairman Schneider said this was an antique store, and he didn’t recall it being 

divided like this. Have the applicants done some work? 
 

Ms. Yang said yes, just inside. Before the antique shop was a fitness business. 
When they bought the location in 2013, the antique shop was open. She is not sure 
what work they had done. They had small windows. 

 
3.25 Chairman Schneider said the floor plan that the board has is what the applicants are 

using, the layout that is in place right now. Is that correct? 
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Ms. Yang said yes. 
 

3.26 Chairman Schneider asked if they needed a building permit and if they had gotten 
a building permit. 

 
Ms. Roberts said she was not sure work had already been done. It was her 
understanding that this is a proposed plan. 

 
 3.27 Ms. Yang said her mother said that after the antique shop was closed down in 2018, 

she went back to do some repair to the walls. They were covered before and they 
wanted to see what shape they were in. She went to ask the city if permits were 
needed to do that and they said she didn’t need the permit to do that. 

 
 3.28 Ms. Choca Urban said in the applicant’s letter, it says there will be 8.7 visitors a 

day. There are seven offices shown on the space plan. It's possible that the 
applicants might have seven visitors at once. She assumes that would be controlled 
by how many practitioners work at this address. Her first question is how many 
practitioners will be practicing at the center. 

 
Ms. Yang said one of the rooms is for staff. The remaining six rooms can be used 
for business. They won't be using all the rooms because some rooms can be used to 
store equipment or some rooms can be for different types of treatment. They will 
have on site one to two practitioners a day. Someone can work in the morning hours 
and someone in the evening hours or afternoon hours. Usually for one visitor or one 
patient it will take about one and a half hours including the waiting time for one 
practitioner. 

 
 3.29 Ms. Choca Urban said they are thinking now there will be one to two practitioners 

at any given time. What is the projection for growth and do the applicants envision 
having more than one practitioner, adding additional practitioners? 

 
Ms. Yang said no, they are not thinking of doing that. They want to control the 
patient number to 20 per day. They don't want to exceed that because it'll cause a 
traffic or parking issue and also the practitioner won't have the time. 

 
 3.30 Mr. Falkof said he is trying to understand how many parking spaces there are. In 

their presentation, they note that in the written materials there are eight parking 
spaces but in the materials from staff, it says there are seven legal parking spaces. 
Are there seven spaces from the village's standpoint or are there eight spaces there? 

 
Ms. Yang said she can only answer their part of that question. When her parents 
were buying the property, they wanted to check if there were any violations or 
anything. The previous owner and the agent when we were buying the property said 
there was eight parking spaces. 

 
 3.31 Mr. Falkof asked Ms. Roberts to explain why there's only seven legal spaces. 
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Mr. Sivertsen said the last approved site plan, which was in the 1990s, shows seven 
parking spaces. Between that time and now, the parking lot has been restriped and 
the current configuration has a parking stall that is parallel to the south lot line. That 
parking space is not considered a legal parking space. It's not conforming with 
setbacks and it's not conforming for aisle width so for those reasons, it’s not 
considered a legal parking space. 

 
Mr. Falkof said clarified that the village only considers there to be seven spaces 
there currently. 
 
Ms. Sivertsen said that was correct. 

 
 3.32 Mr. Falkof clarified that the applicant said there could be 20 patients a day? 
 

Ms. Yang said 20 patients a day is the maximum. 
 
 3.33 Mr. Falkof asked if the parking is shared with the barbershop. This is where the 

people who go into the barbershop also use those parking spaces. 
 

Ms. Yang said yes. 
 
 3.34 Mr. Falkof said the applicants indicated in their letter that some employees, if 

needed, will park their cars in private locations. He asked what they meant by that. 
 

Ms. Yang said she is studying to be a practitioner, too. People who will help her 
will be working there. They will hire people they know. They don't live that far 
from the property. Employees can park at their house and they can drive the car to 
the location together or something like that. 

 
 3.35 Mr. Falkof asked when those decisions would be made. Will they be asking their 

employees in the dead of winter to park offsite somewhere? 
 

Ms. Yang said employees can park at their other property, their home, and they can 
drive the car together to there.  

 
 3.36 Mr. Falkof asked how many employee parking spaces they need. 
 

Ms. Yang said it depends.  
 
 3.37 Mr. Falkof asked what the maximum number of spaces that the applicants would 

need for their employees. He clarified that he was just asking about parking for 
employees. 

 
Ms. Yang said they were planning to have a total three parking spaces for the 
business. They weren't thinking to have both of the practitioners, all of them at the 
same time. They will have a morning and an afternoon shift. With one or two 
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practitioners or employees, it's one space in the morning and one space in the 
afternoon. They will need just one parking space for the employee. 

 
 3.38 Ms. Norrick clarified that they don’t plan to have a receptionist or anyone who 

greets people when they come in. 
 

Ms. Yang said patients make an appointment either online or by phone. The 
practitioner can be the person to greet the person because this is a small business. 
It's not like a big clinical setting like a medical setting. It's only a small business. 
They want to have a calm and peaceful space for their patients. They don't need as 
many people to work there. Most things they can do through the phone and the 
website. 

 
 3.39 Mr. Pellaton said he would like to go back to Ms. Choca Urban’s comment. They 

have a significant number of offices, which far exceeds the number of patients that 
they have stated they’re going to be seeing at any one time. If you have one 
practitioner and you have three patients, what are the rest of the rooms for? It would 
seem that they are setting up for additional practitioners and additional patients. 

 
Ms. Yang said no, that's not what they’re doing. The floor plan shows two small 
rooms and four big rooms. Some of the rooms they might use to store equipment. 

 
 3.40 Mr. Pellaton asked how many rooms of equipment they anticipated needing. 
 

Ms. Yang said they will be offering a variety of treatments, acupuncture and herbal 
remedies. Each room can be set for a different treatment. A patient is seen in one 
room when they do the diagnosis and then the person is sent to another room for 
that treatment. They’re not going to use each room for all the same things. 

 
3.41 Mr. Pellaton said asked if they would only have one set of acupuncture needles and 

one set of cups. Each room will be dedicated to one particular remedy? 
 

Ms. Yang said not exactly. The two small rooms, which one of the small rooms has 
a window and is next to the wall. They need some good air circulation and 
everything. In the four big rooms, they need to clean in between patients, so they 
will have another clean room for when the next patient comes. 

 
 3.42 Mr. Kolleng asked if the applicants own the building. 
 
  Ms. Yang said yes. 
 
 3.43 Mr. Kolleng said the space has been empty so the applicants haven’t been getting 

any rent. 
 
  Ms. Yang said yes, they have been waiting for this request. 
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 3.44 Mr. Kolleng summarized by saying they are moving this business in there so they 
can generate some income out of this space. They’re will be generating income 
from this space and there is currently no income coming because they don't have a 
tenant. 

 
Ms. Yang said yes. 

 
 3.45 Mr. Surman said he used to live a few blocks from there and the building has been 

vacant for a long time. Something needs to go in there. To him, it doesn't sound like 
it's a heavy use. For many years, it was an antique store. Being on the board for 
many years, you see a lot of these type of projects in the Village Center or other 
areas where there's not any off-street parking available. It's all reliant on street 
parking. It's always been very difficult to meet the requirements that the village has 
for these locations.  

 
 3.46 Mr. Kolleng said he agrees with Mr. Surman. A lot of the village’s retail areas have 

gone to service. This is a difficult area; there's not a lot of parking in front, there's 
not a lot of parking behind. It's a service use. They’re trying to figure out a way to 
generate income out of a property. 

 
3.47 Mr. Surman asked if there is street parking currently available, across the street in 

front of the cemetery. He thought there was open parking there but it's never 
utilized. 

 
Ms. Yang said there’s no street parking. There's the parking lot for the church and 
the cemetery, but she didn’t think that was for public use. 

 
 3.48 There were no further comments, no comments through Teams or email, and no 

comments on the YouTube chat. 
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 

5.1 Mr. Kolleng said the building has been there for a long time. There was an antique 
store, which generated some traffic. There's the barbershop and another little store 
there. There is some parking on Ridge. There are the seven spaces on the property. 
They're averaging 8.7 customers a day over the course of a day; that's probably 
around one an hour. Here we have an owner who’s trying to figure out a way to 
utilize space that’s been unrented for a long period of time. Trying to generate some 
revenue. He thinks this is going to be a pretty low-density type of thing where 
they're not looking to grow their business; they're just looking to utilize the space 
in a way where they can generate some income from it. He doesn’t think it will 
generate the traffic that the antique store did. He can support the request. 

 
 5.2 Mr. Surman said he concurs with Mr. Kolleng. He thinks it's really a low density 

type use. Given the parking even on Ridge as it goes down, if you had an additional 
car or two at a time, it really would impact the area. It would be great to get 
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somebody in there to get that space livened up again. He can support the request. 
 

5.3 Ms. Choca Urban said she is concerned about the vagueness of the business plan 
but she thinks that the variation request is small enough and in the best interest of 
the village to get the space productive, so she can support this. 

 
 5.4 Mr. Falkof said he agreed with what Ms. Choca Urban said. He is concerned about 

whether or not there will ultimately be adequate parking there, but the good news 
is that all the neighbors, including the barbershop are okay with it; that's the one 
he’s most concerned about. If he's okay with it and everybody else is okay with it, 
it will naturally sort out, either the applicant is going to lose patients because there's 
no parking or it's going to work. He’s willing to let the chips fall where they may. 
He agrees with Ms. Choca Urban that it's better to have this place filled. It looks 
like it's a small request at this point, but he has no problem putting this risk on the 
owner. 

 
5.5 Ms. Norrick said she agrees that things will work themselves out with the various 

tenants. It is good to get a business in a prominent corner. 
 

5.6 Mr. Pellaton said he appreciates what Mr. Kolleng and Mr. Surman said and he 
agrees with them. He has a real reservation about the vagueness of the business plan 
and the setup of the space, which lends itself to changing the business plan after 
they've received their variance. He sees this with private houses as well where 
people are adding space that they insist is only going to be used for storage or it's 
unused attic space but it seems in excess of what's actually necessary. He is a little 
skeptical that it be as low as 8.7 customers per practitioner per day. He said he has 
a lot of experience with dropping off and picking up rowers from one of their 
neighbors He spoke to them about it and they said they don't have any problems 
with it. In the end, he can support this but he wanted also to point out that all of 
their letters in favor come from tenants of the owners who are making the 
application. 

 
 5.7 Chairman Schneider said he agreed with the comments about the business plan. He 

wanted to point out that south, you have the Ridgeview Restaurant, the laundry, 
and an antique store. Then you have Zier’s Meats, the plumbing shop, and State 
Farm. To his knowledge, none of those have parking. There is parking across the 
street in the public half of the Atrium parking lot. This is not as distant as, for 
example, the underground parking lot in the Village Center in terms of walking 
distance. There's more on-street parking south of Lake. With three dedicated spaces 
on site, he thinks there will be capacity in the area to handle whatever traffic this 
may generate. He can support it although he questions as other have, whether it 
turns out that parking is not the biggest issue. 

 
5.9 Mr. Pellaton said he had one more comment. The reason for his questions about the 

layout is from his experience with a practitioner in the city who does all of these 
traditional medicines. This practitioner has two treatment rooms for one 
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practitioner. You make an appointment ahead of time. He meets and greets, he does 
it all. He has another person that works when he's not working there, but only two 
treatment rooms. While one is occupied, the other is being cleaned, that sort of 
thing. Based on that, the number of rooms in this request seems excessive. 

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to recommend granting a request for a 2 space parking variation 

to permit the operation of a small medical clinic at 901 Ridge Road in accordance 
with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes  
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 

Motion carried. 
 

 6.2 Mr. Pellaton moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 
recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-23.  

 
 6.21 Mr. Falkof seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Yes 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes  
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 

 
The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the lot size and the 
siting of the building on the lot, impose upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight of 
the owner was not created by the owner and is due to the lot size and existing building uses. 
The difficulty is peculiar to the property in question and is not generally shared by others. 
The difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property to fill a 
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vacant space with a business use that is permitted in the zoning district. The proposed 
variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent properties. The 
applicants believe that the staffing and client volume can be accommodated on site and 
with on-street parking and will not have a negative impact on nearby businesses. The 
variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 2 space parking 
variation to permit the operation of a small medical clinic at 901 Ridge Road in accordance 
with the plans submitted. 
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SUBJECT: Appointment of Special Zoning Committee – Review of permitted 
building heights in the Village Center Zoning District 

MEETING DATES:  October 13, 2020 

FROM:  John Adler, Director of Community Development 

None 

Recommended Motions 

Appoint the Land Use Committee as a Special Zoning Committee to review the permitted 
building heights in the Village Center zoning district.    

Background 

During the review of Optima’s Planned Unit Development for 1210 Central Avenue, members 
of the Village Board requested a review of the permitted building heights in the Village Center 
west of Green Bay Road. While a majority of the Village Board agreed that the heights 
proposed by Optima met the standards for a PUD, the concern about what would happen if 
another similar building was permitted just north or south of 1210 Central Avenue was raised. 
The review of the permitted heights in the west Village Center was discussed at that time as a 
way to help ensure that future development in that area does not end up creating a canyon 
type of effect along Green Bay Road.  

Discussion 

The Land Use Committee as a Special Zoning Committee will meet to review the permitted 
heights and possible alternatives over the next several months. As a point of reference, the 
areas just north and south of 1210 Central Avenue are regulated by two different height 
requirements. The area north of Central is in the Corridor Height Sub-District and the area 
south of Central is in the Core Height Sub-District. The permitted, approved and constructed 
heights (only 611 Green Bay) of 611 Green Bay and 1210 Central are provided on the following 
page. 

Community Development 
Department

BUDGET IMPACT: 

mailto:adlerj@wilmette.com
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1210 Central Ave (Corridor)  611 Green Bay Road (Core) 
Maximum Proposed  Maximum Approved Constructed 

Roof 52’ 62’ 65’ 69’ 65’ 
Parapet 54’ NA 67’ 70’ 69.33’ 
Penthouse Roof 52’ 72.66’ 65’ NA NA 
Mechanical 58’ 69.17’ 71’ 75’ 69’ 
Elevator 64’ 79.92’ 77’ 77’ 69.16’ 

Documents Attached 

1. Village Center height regulations



Village of Wilmette Zoning Ordinance 

10.6 PERMITTED BUILDING HEIGHT 

The VC district contains three (3) height sub-districts as listed in Table 10-3: Village 
Center Building Height Regulations and as identified on Figure 10-7: Village Center 
Allowable Building Height Map. 

A. Core Height District 

The Core Sub-District is intended for application in areas where new development is 
proposed in the 2011 Village Center Master Plan. 

B. Traditional Height District 

The Traditional Sub-District is intended for application in the central areas of the 
Village Center that have been traditionally developed for pedestrian access. 

C. Corridor Height District 

The Corridor Sub-District is intended for application along portions of Green Bay Road 
where uses are oriented to automobile as well as pedestrian access. 

24' & 2 stories 24' & 2 stories 16' & 1 story 

52' & 4 stories 65' & 5 stories 52' & 4 stories 

14' 14' 14' 

NOTES 
(1) Minimum ground floor height shall be measured from the finished floor of the ground floor to the finished floor of the second 

story. 
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Village of Wilmette Zoning Ordinance 

FIGURE 10-7: VILLAGE CENTER ALLOWABLE BUILDING HEIGHT MAP 

, Legend 
- Village Center 

District Boundary 
. , ..... Railway 

Allowable Building Height 
D Traditional Heigh! : 24 Stories 

· • Core Height: 2-S Stories 

D Corridor height: 1-4 Stories 
--, 

October 10, 2017 
Article 10 - Village Center District 

east-lf;!lef 
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SUBJECT: SEPTEMBER 2020 Monthly Disbursements     
 
MEETING DATE:  October 13, 2020   
 
FROM:   Melinda Molloy, Finance Director  

 
Not Applicable  
  

 

 
Recommended Motion 
 
Move to approve the disbursements for the month of September 2020. 
 
Background 

Chapter 6 Article 5 Section 6-105 of the Village Code reads as follows: 
 

(a) All bills, which do not require prior approval by the Board of Trustees before payment is 
made, shall be paid as promptly as practicable after submission of the bills to the Village, 
unless the Village Manager directs otherwise. 

(b) An itemized report of all bills paid pursuant to subsection (a) of this section shall be 
submitted to the Board of Trustees during the month immediately following the month of 
payment. The report shall include a certification by the Finance Director that all bills 
shown in the report were due and payable and that funds were appropriated for the 
expenditure in accordance with the provisions of ILCS, ch. 65, act 5. The Board of 
Trustees shall approve the bills listed in the report, with such exceptions as considered 
necessary by the Board. If the Board of Trustees withholds approval from any bill listed 
in the report, the Board shall provide for such corrective measures, as the Board 
considers appropriate. 

 
Chapter 6 Article 5 Section 6-105 of the Village Code outlines specific procurement guidelines 
for Village purchases: 
 

• Purchases below $1,000 may be made without any formal or informal price quotes.  
• Purchases between $1,000 and $25,000 require three quotes prior to such purchase 

(unless the item is a single source item, professional service or an emergency 
purchase) and can be approved by the Village Manager.  

• Purchases in excess of $25,000 require specific approval by the Village Board. 
 

Finance Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

mailto:molloym@wilmette.com
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Discussion 
 
The accompanying report lists disbursements that were all due and payable and the payments 
were processed in accordance with State and Local guidelines.  
 
 
Attached 
 

• September 2020 Disbursements Summary 
• Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report September 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 

 



September 2020 Disbursements Summary
to be approved by the Village Board of Trustees
at the October 13, 2020 Village Board meeting

9/15/2020 Payroll Disbursements 871,272.31      
9/30/2020 Payroll Disbursements 888,820.02      
9/30/2020 Payroll Disbursements - Fire and Police Pension 627,351.63      

TOTAL 2,387,443.96$ 

September 2020 Accounts Payable Disbursements (See attached Disbursement Report sorted by amount paid to Vendor):

MUNIS Warrant # 090220-1 1,523,938.50   
MUNIS Warrant # 090220-2 28,043.80        
MUNIS Warrant # 090220-3 8,000.00          
MUNIS Warrant # 090920-1 1,189,518.63   
MUNIS Warrant # 090920-2 24,431.61        
MUNIS Warrant # 090920-3 2,000.00          
MUNIS Warrant # 091620-1 809,879.78      
MUNIS Warrant # 091620-2 40,500.98        
MUNIS Warrant # 091620-3 6,000.00          
MUNIS Warrant # 092320-1 9,000.00          
MUNIS Warrant # 092320-2 848,489.90      
MUNIS Warrant # 092320-3 70,471.63        
MUNIS Warrant # 093020-1 5,000.00          
MUNIS Warrant # 093020-2 294,170.59      
MUNIS Warrant # 093020-3 16,106.29        

TOTAL 4,875,551.71$ 

September 2020 Other Disbursements:

Transfers - Wire & ACH:
North Suburban Employee Benefit Co-Op (August premium) 232,369.56      
North Suburban Employee Dental Co-Op (August premium) 14,702.00        
HMO-Illinois (September premium) 111,265.11      
IMRF (August, September) 321,228.57      
IEPA Loan L17-2597 13,923.52        
IEPA Loan L17-5509 23,773.29
IEPA Loan L17-5572 41,822.27        

TOTAL 759,084.32$    

Banking Debits:
Chase Merchant Service Charges (8/20) 4,876.28          
Transfers to the Section 125 Reimbursement Account 7,078.59          
NSCB Service Charges (8/20) 4,438.39          
Matrix/Gateway - vehicle website fees (8/20) 310.44             
USPS - Postage Costs (utility billing, Communicator, etc.) 1,111.49          
FedChex AR Collections 225.00             

TOTAL 18,040.19$      

Total September 2020 Disbursements 8,040,120.18   



Invoice 

Date Check # Account Account Description Amount

Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report - September 2020

id_line_number

3464 J.A. JOHNSON PAVING

8/17/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - ROADS - MFT  588,866.5222632070 470100 75708 92515  2

8/17/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  473,419.8811202035 425250 75708 92515  1

 1,062,286.40 1,673,419.88YTD Vendor Total Total

4428 STORMTRAP LLC

7/31/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  997,946.4840957090 470500 75644 92852  1

 997,946.48 4,989,800.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3880 CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE ENGINEERS

8/11/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  191,459.6940957090 470500 75623 92510  1

9/10/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  152,350.9840957090 470500 75989 93120  1

9/11/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  73,040.7140957090 470500 75989 93283  1

8/11/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  59,337.1940957090 470500 75623 92509  1

8/12/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  36,235.6140957090 470500 75623 92533  1

9/9/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  13,376.3040957090 470500 75989 93119  1

8/10/20 PLAN REVIEW SERVICES  2,568.8111202035 420400 75623 92504  1

8/10/20 PLAN REVIEW SERVICES  580.0011202035 420400 75623 92505  1

 528,949.29 1,921,874.35YTD Vendor Total Total

6935 DI MEO BROTHERS INC

7/31/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  452,975.2140957090 470500 75761 92502  1

 452,975.21 2,674,966.42YTD Vendor Total Total

2416 BERGER EXCAVATING CONTRACTORS, INC.

8/31/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  402,640.3640957090 470500 75865 93007  1

8/31/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - STORM SEWER  27,315.1140957090 470500 75865 93281  1

 429,955.47 8,215,280.70YTD Vendor Total Total

32287 IHC CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES, LLC

7/21/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER PLANT  270,842.8641958090 470530 75763 92604  1

7/31/20 RETAINAGE PAYABLE  76,365.8540000000 210400 75876 92811  1

 347,208.71 2,843,715.07YTD Vendor Total Total

908 ADVANCED DISPOSAL-NORTHBROOK-T4

8/31/20 REFUSE COLLECTION  83,884.7711243030 427000 75858 93355  1

8/31/20 RECYCLING COLLECTION  64,788.1511243030 427100 75858 93355  2

8/31/20 YARD WASTE COLLECTION  26,387.2011243030 427300 75858 93355  3

 175,060.12 1,469,992.28YTD Vendor Total Total

85 CHICAGOLAND PAVING CONTRACTORS

7/30/20 STREET PATCHING  64,601.6411202035 425205 75625 92501  1

 64,601.64 64,601.64YTD Vendor Total Total
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Invoice 

Date Check # Account Account Description Amount

Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report - September 2020

id_line_number

1154 CDM SMITH

6/2/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER PLANT  25,672.5341958090 470530 75624 91209  1

7/7/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER PLANT  21,991.0541958090 470530 75624 91806  1

8/4/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER PLANT  8,485.9041958090 470530 75624 92330  1

 56,149.48 173,207.07YTD Vendor Total Total

1178 CONSTELLATION NEW ENERGY

7/28/20 WATER PLANT POWER  38,700.8141818090 430530 75760 92428  1

8/5/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  3,584.1811333030 430510 75868 92521  1

7/15/20 STORM WATER PUMP STATION POWER  2,438.1240847090 430540 75627 92146  1

7/15/20 WATER PLANT POWER  2,354.0641818090 430530 75628 92147  1

8/13/20 STORM WATER PUMP STATION POWER  2,098.9840847090 430540 75992 92750  1

8/13/20 WATER PLANT POWER  1,795.1541818090 430530 75993 92751  1

8/19/20 HEATING - GAS  576.7341818090 430560 75720 92748  2

8/19/20 HEATING - GAS  407.7411342035 430560 75720 92748  1

8/13/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  262.1511333030 430510 75991 92749  1

8/5/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  114.5411333030 430510 75870 92523  1

7/22/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  96.1511333030 430510 75721 92266  1

7/30/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  87.4711333030 430510 75867 92426  1

8/5/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  59.4911333030 430510 75869 92522  1

7/24/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  48.9611333030 430510 75758 92265  1

7/29/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  23.9111333030 430510 75759 92427  1

 52,648.44 157,554.55YTD Vendor Total Total

1780 AMERICAN UNDERGROUND INC

5/29/20 SEWER MAINTENANCE  42,185.4340807090 425300 75704 92323  1

 42,185.43 100,881.49YTD Vendor Total Total

970 R A ADAMS ENTERPRISES INC

8/5/20  PICK-UP TRUCK T-44  10,625.0611960070 480200 75856 92700  1

8/11/20 PICK-UP TRUCK T-15  10,625.0611960070 480200 75702 92849  1

8/19/20 PICK-UP TRUCK T-20  6,693.9311960070 480200 75702 92850  1

8/20/20  PICK-UP TRUCK T -36  6,693.9311960070 480200 75702 92851  1

9/1/20 FIRE VEHICLES FD 207  2,069.6711960070 480400 75856 93322  1

 36,707.65 62,457.71YTD Vendor Total Total

304 ALLAN INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEMS

4/6/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER PLANT  17,500.0041818090 470530 75860 93249  1

8/17/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER PLANT  16,852.2641818090 470530 75703 92570  1

 34,352.26 76,677.26YTD Vendor Total Total
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Date Check # Account Account Description Amount

Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report - September 2020

id_line_number

22225 SWANCC TRUST, #35883008

9/1/20 LANDFILL TIPPING FEES  34,134.5711243030 427200 75883 93015  1

 34,134.57 318,056.62YTD Vendor Total Total

16380 NATIONAL POWER RODDING CORP.

8/26/20 SEWER MAINTENANCE  29,205.0040807090 425300 75765 92973  1

 29,205.00 29,205.00YTD Vendor Total Total

5200 CIVILTECH ENGINEERING, INC.

8/10/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  9,873.9211202035 425250 75626 92507  1

9/10/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  7,857.5311202035 425250 75990 93282  1

9/9/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  3,150.7911202035 425250 75990 93287  1

8/11/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  1,113.3811202035 425250 75626 92508  1

 21,995.62 77,528.16YTD Vendor Total Total

1337 REGIONAL EMERGENCY DISPATCH CENTER

8/15/20 CONTR. FIRE DISPATCH SERVICES  21,464.0011434020 420020 75641 92731  1

 21,464.00 211,136.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4420 LANDSCAPE CONCEPTS MANAGEMENT, INC.

7/24/20 TREE PRUNING & REMOVAL  12,235.7511303030 424100 75637 92399  1

7/24/20 TREE PRUNING & REMOVAL  7,599.2511303030 424100 75637 92400  1

7/24/20 EAB TREE REMOVALS & PKWY EXP  530.2511303030 424100 75637 92399  2

7/24/20 EAB TREE REMOVALS & PKWY EXP  220.0011303030 424100 75637 92400  2

 20,585.25 34,599.50YTD Vendor Total Total

19920 AT&T GLOBAL SERVICES, INC

7/13/20 MAINT.-E-911 SYSTEM  10,158.0011434020 422300 75863 93272  2

7/13/20 911 software - phone  9,393.7511434020 421510 75863 93272  1

 19,551.75 28,945.50YTD Vendor Total Total

3095 CORRECTIVE ASPHALT MATERIALS, LLC

8/19/20 PAVEMENT SURFACE REJUVENATION  17,944.6011202035 425210 75705 92790  1

 17,944.60 17,944.60YTD Vendor Total Total

4050 CARUS CHEMICAL CO

8/31/20 INVENTORY - CHEMICALS  17,709.1241000000 162000 75866 93089  1

 17,709.12 17,709.12YTD Vendor Total Total

4274 LORIG CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

6/2/20 RETAINAGE PAYABLE  16,842.1611000000 210400 75638 91908  1

 16,842.16 109,666.51YTD Vendor Total Total
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Date Check # Account Account Description Amount

Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report - September 2020

id_line_number

2585 BENISTAR

10/1/20 HEALTH INSUR. - RETIREES  5,067.4639000095 413040 75988 93617  1

9/1/20 HEALTH INSUR. - RETIREES  5,054.5739000095 413040 75622 92914  1

9/1/20 SECTION 105 MEDICAL REIMB.  1,023.0439000095 417500 75622 92914  2

10/1/20 SECTION 105 MEDICAL REIMB.  1,023.0439000095 417500 75988 93617  2

 12,168.11 62,835.07YTD Vendor Total Total

379 AVALON PETROLEUM CO.

8/4/20 GAS & OIL  8,148.0011273030 430700 75864 92690  1

8/4/20 GAS & OIL  3,240.0011273030 430700 75864 92691  1

 11,388.00 27,267.01YTD Vendor Total Total

3295 HEALTH INSPECTIONS PROFESSIONALS, INC.

7/1/20 Sanitarian Services  11,250.0011566040 421050 75706 92844  1

 11,250.00 33,750.00YTD Vendor Total Total

1174 MUNICIPAL GIS PARTNERS, INC

8/31/20 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM  1,863.9741838090 420020 75881 92967  3

7/31/20 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM  1,863.9641838090 420020 75640 92467  3

7/31/20 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM  1,858.3911051210 420020 75640 92467  1

7/31/20 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM  1,858.3840807090 420020 75640 92467  2

8/31/20 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM  1,858.3811051210 420020 75881 92967  1

8/31/20 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM  1,858.3840807090 420020 75881 92967  2

 11,161.46 69,203.36YTD Vendor Total Total
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Date Check # Account Account Description Amount

Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report - September 2020

id_line_number

1801 AT&T

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  3,156.2141848090 428000 75861 93274  2

8/13/20 COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS EXP.  2,954.1711051210 428100 75621 92746  1

8/19/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  1,565.8011061410 428000 75620 92890  1

9/7/20 CONTR. FIRE DISPATCH SERVICES  1,232.9311434020 420020 75861 93274  1

8/19/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  522.0041848090 428000 75620 92890  2

8/13/20 COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS - CAD  444.0711434020 428105 75621 92746  3

8/13/20 HIGH SPEED ETHERNET SERVICE  405.4911151060 428120 75621 92746  5

8/13/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  321.0241848090 428000 75621 92746  4

8/19/20 MAINT.-E-911 SYSTEM  94.2311434020 422300 75620 92890  3

8/16/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  39.7611061410 428000 75619 92745  2

9/16/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  39.7611061410 428000 76003 93361  2

8/16/20 EXPENSE REIMBURSE. HOLDING A/C  38.3811000000 235000 75619 92745  1

9/16/20 EXPENSE REIMBURSE. HOLDING A/C  38.3811000000 235000 76003 93361  1

8/25/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  36.2411515020 428020 75771 93273  1

8/16/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  13.2541848090 428000 75619 92745  3

9/16/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  13.2541848090 428000 76003 93361  3

9/4/20 TELEPHONE-LONG DISTANCE  6.4211061410 428030 75862 93360  1

8/13/20 COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS - CAD -795.2011434020 428105 75621 92746  2

 10,126.16 83,890.82YTD Vendor Total Total

4241 TRI-STATE CUT STONE AND BRICK CO.

8/27/20 MATERIALS  1,461.1241838090 430400 75767 93220  1

8/28/20 MATERIALS  1,380.8041838090 430400 75767 93221  1

8/25/20 MATERIALS  1,345.2841838090 430400 75767 93219  1

8/24/20 MATERIALS  770.0040807090 430400 75767 92932  1

8/24/20 MATERIALS  770.0041838090 430400 75767 92932  2

8/21/20 MATERIALS  717.6040807090 430400 75751 92931  1

8/21/20 MATERIALS  717.6041838090 430400 75751 92931  2

7/16/20 MATERIALS  375.0440807090 430400 75884 92709  1

7/16/20 MATERIALS  375.0441838090 430400 75884 92709  2

7/17/20 MATERIALS  369.7640807090 430400 75884 92711  1

7/17/20 MATERIALS  369.7641838090 430400 75884 92711  2

7/16/20 MATERIALS  365.1240807090 430400 75884 92710  1

7/16/20 MATERIALS  365.1241838090 430400 75884 92710  2

7/17/20 MATERIALS  358.7240807090 430400 75884 92712  1

7/17/20 MATERIALS  358.7241838090 430400 75884 92712  2

 10,099.68 22,175.32YTD Vendor Total Total

2304 GRUEN GRUEN & ASSOCIATES

8/24/20 CONTINGENCY - REGULAR  8,432.5011191060 449500 75762 92799  1

 8,432.50 12,492.50YTD Vendor Total Total
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Date Check # Account Account Description Amount

Village of Wilmette Disbursement Report - September 2020

id_line_number

11484 J G UNIFORMS

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92623  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92624  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92625  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92626  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92627  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92628  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75707 92629  1

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  685.0011414020 430050 75877 93189  1

8/26/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  505.4511414020 430050 75877 93181  1

8/26/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  370.2011434020 430050 75877 93188  1

8/21/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  303.9511414020 430050 75877 93185  1

8/13/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  273.5811515020 430050 75804 92728  1

8/20/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  179.8511414020 430050 75877 93184  1

8/21/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  172.5011414020 430050 75877 93180  1

8/13/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  161.2011414020 430050 75665 92622  1

8/4/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  137.4811515020 430050 75804 92726  1

8/6/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  123.6011515020 430050 75804 92727  1

8/20/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  120.2511414020 430050 75877 93183  1

8/26/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  116.2011515020 430050 75877 92940  1

8/21/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  106.7511414020 430050 75877 93186  1

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  72.5011414020 430050 75877 93190  1

8/19/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  57.7511414020 430050 75877 93179  1

8/20/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  48.7511414020 430050 75877 93182  1

8/21/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  42.0011414020 430050 75877 93187  1

8/26/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  40.0011515020 430050 75877 92939  1

 8,312.01 41,960.97YTD Vendor Total Total

4491 CRYSTAL MANAGEMENT & MAINTENANCE SERVICES, CORP.

8/13/20 CONTRACTUAL CUSTODIAL SERVICES  5,575.0011342035 421125 75994 92889  1

8/13/20 CONTRACTUAL CUSTODIAL SERVICES  905.0041818090 421125 75994 92889  3

8/13/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES- R.R.  290.0023753090 421175 75994 92889  2

8/13/20 CONTRACTUAL CUSTODIAL SERVICES  250.0041818090 421125 75723 92840  1

8/24/20 CONTRACTUAL CUSTODIAL SERVICES  248.0011342035 421125 75723 92841  1

 7,268.00 36,540.10YTD Vendor Total Total

10742 ILLINOIS DEPT. OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

8/10/20 UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION  7,125.0312900050 414010 75995 93618  1

 7,125.03 17,303.28YTD Vendor Total Total

2269 USALCO, LLC

8/21/20 INVENTORY - CHEMICALS  6,962.8041000000 162000 75711 92810  1

 6,962.80 55,928.86YTD Vendor Total Total
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609 ZIEBELL WATER SERVICE PRODUCTS INC

7/24/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  1,170.0041818090 430475 76000 93465  1

9/8/20 MATERIALS - FIRE HYDRANTS  947.5041838090 430480 76000 93228  1

9/4/20 MATERIALS - FIRE HYDRANTS  876.0041838090 430480 75981 93227  1

8/24/20 MATERIALS  656.0041838090 430400 75841 92934  1

9/3/20 MATERIALS  580.0041838090 430400 75981 93226  1

9/9/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  577.1341838090 430130 76000 93229  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS  529.9041838090 430400 75841 93223  1

9/1/20 MATERIALS  529.9041838090 430400 75981 93224  1

8/26/20 MATERIALS  439.0041838090 430400 75841 92936  1

9/2/20 MATERIALS - FIRE HYDRANTS  395.0041838090 430480 75981 93225  1

8/25/20 MATERIALS  178.8041838090 430400 75841 92935  1

 6,879.23 17,487.26YTD Vendor Total Total

4047 FLECK'S LANDSCAPING, INC.

8/29/20 LNDSCP&MAINT-PUB RIGHT-OF-WAYS  3,854.7611233030 423300 75874 93136  1

8/29/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES- R.R.  2,229.9923753090 421175 75874 93136  2

8/29/20 CONTRACTUAL GROUNDS MAINT.  416.4323763090 421150 75874 93136  3

8/29/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  91.2523773090 421000 75874 93136  4

 6,592.43 34,999.39YTD Vendor Total Total

582 JEWEL

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  997.6011041010 442020 75630 92792  1

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  935.7011041010 442020 75631 92793  1

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  929.7511041010 442020 75633 92795  1

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  929.7511041010 442020 75634 92796  1

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  873.8011041010 442020 75635 92797  1

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  767.8511041010 442020 75636 92798  1

8/28/20 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION  687.6011041010 442020 75632 92794  1

 6,122.05 6,122.05YTD Vendor Total Total

4779 PHYSICIANS IMMEDIATE CARE

9/3/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  5,485.0011041010 420020 75997 93443  1

 5,485.00 5,485.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4261 ALEXANDER CHEMICAL CORP.

8/26/20 INVENTORY - CHEMICALS  2,727.7341000000 162000 75859 93088  1

8/13/20 INVENTORY - CHEMICALS  2,706.7041000000 162000 75618 92576  1

 5,434.43 49,287.62YTD Vendor Total Total
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1005 CORE & MAIN

8/25/20 MATERIALS  1,220.1341838090 430400 75787 92922  1

9/1/20 MATERIALS  999.0041838090 430400 75908 93217  1

7/29/20 MATERIALS  828.0040807090 430400 75908 92703  1

8/25/20 MATERIALS  655.7541838090 430400 75787 92923  1

8/20/20 MATERIALS  480.0041838090 430400 75722 92921  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS  480.0041838090 430400 75787 92924  1

7/21/20 MATERIALS  281.3841838090 430400 75908 92702  1

8/14/20 MATERIALS  271.6441838090 430400 75908 92704  1

8/17/20 MATERIALS  198.0341838090 430400 75722 92920  1

 5,413.93 35,726.33YTD Vendor Total Total
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4259 GENUINE PARTS COMPANY

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  792.0811273030 430100 75764 92879  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  697.2811273030 430100 75764 92871  1

8/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  648.1211273030 430100 75937 93057  1

8/17/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  277.9111273030 430100 75764 92885  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  239.1011273030 430100 75937 92687  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  215.6211273030 430100 75764 92877  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  201.7911273030 430100 75937 92683  1

8/17/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  199.8811273030 430100 75764 92883  1

8/25/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  180.9611273030 430100 75937 93050  1

8/27/20 GAS & OIL  154.7411273030 430700 75937 93056  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  131.6911273030 430100 75937 93059  1

8/17/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  128.1811273030 430100 75764 92884  1

8/20/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  118.4011273030 430100 75937 93041  1

8/27/20 GAS & OIL  114.7211273030 430700 75937 93054  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  113.0811273030 430100 75764 92872  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  110.1211273030 430100 75937 92686  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  107.7411273030 430100 75764 92880  1

8/6/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  107.3511273030 430100 75764 92870  1

8/17/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  104.9011273030 430100 75764 92886  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  101.2411273030 430100 75764 92878  1

8/31/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  100.3611273030 430100 75937 93063  1

8/25/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  95.7411273030 430100 75937 93049  1

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  95.1011273030 430110 75764 92882  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  75.4011273030 430100 75764 92876  1

8/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  74.9211273030 430100 75937 93053  1

8/27/20 GAS & OIL  67.8011273030 430700 75937 93055  1

8/11/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  65.2911273030 430100 75764 92874  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  61.2611273030 430100 75937 93048  1

8/17/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  57.6811273030 430100 75764 92888  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  44.1011273030 430100 75764 92881  1

8/26/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  42.4911273030 430100 75937 93052  1

8/17/20 GAS & OIL  33.8711273030 430700 75764 92887  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  27.8611273030 430100 75937 92685  1

8/3/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  23.6611273030 430100 75937 92680  1

8/12/20 GAS & OIL  22.5811273030 430700 75764 92875  1

8/3/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  21.9211273030 430100 75937 92682  1

8/20/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  19.9911273030 430110 75937 93042  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  16.6911273030 430100 75937 92684  1

8/3/20 GAS & OIL  12.6411273030 430700 75937 92681  1

8/6/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  11.9711273030 430100 75764 92869  1

8/25/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  10.0811273030 430100 75937 93051  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  7.2011273030 430100 75937 93058  1
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8/11/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  5.0811273030 430100 75764 92873  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -7.2711273030 430100 75937 93062  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -24.9611273030 430100 75937 93044  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -35.6811273030 430100 75937 93047  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -55.9311273030 430100 75937 93060  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -67.5811273030 430100 75937 93046  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -101.2411273030 430100 75937 93045  1

8/31/20 GAS & OIL -114.7211273030 430700 75937 93288  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -133.8411273030 430100 75937 93061  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -171.0011273030 430100 75937 93043  1

 5,026.36 27,214.36YTD Vendor Total Total

2194 EMERGENCY VEHICLE SERVICE, INC

7/7/20 Maint. of Emergency Vehicles  3,404.4611273030 422400 75629 92843  1

7/7/20 Maint. of Emergency Vehicles  1,192.3411273030 422400 75629 92741  1

7/7/20 Maint. of Emergency Vehicles  375.0011273030 422400 75629 92100  1

 4,971.80 8,208.98YTD Vendor Total Total

3365 KORTERRA

9/1/20 CONTRACTUAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT  4,589.4011051210 421510 75878 92965  1

 4,589.40 4,589.40YTD Vendor Total Total

16775 N.E.M.R.T.

9/14/20 TRAINING  4,370.0011414020 442000 75996 93438  1

8/28/20 TRAINING  150.0011414020 442000 75938 93171  1

 4,520.00 4,795.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2753 COOK COUNTY BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY

6/18/20 LIVESCAN  COMMUNICATIONS LINE  4,391.0611424020 428300 75871 91973  1

 4,391.06 4,391.06YTD Vendor Total Total
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4003 DELTA DENTAL OF ILLINOIS - RISK

9/1/20 FLEX ALLOCATION - NSEBC  1,749.0611000000 234010 75873 93422  1

9/1/20 FLEX ALLOCATION - NSEDC  625.4611000000 234020 75872 93421  1

10/1/20 FLEX ALLOCATION - NSEDC  625.4611000000 234020 76016 93615  1

9/1/20 Flex Allocation-HMO IL Vision  555.0211000000 234080 75873 93420  1

10/1/20 Flex Allocation-HMO IL Vision  555.0211000000 234080 76017 93616  1

9/1/20 HEALTH INSUR. - RETIREES  171.0839000095 413040 75873 93422  2

9/1/20 SECTION 105 MEDICAL REIMB.  58.4539000095 417500 75873 93422  3

9/1/20 OTHER INCOME  0.1011000001 309099 75872 93421  2

10/1/20 OTHER INCOME  0.1011000001 309099 76016 93615  2

9/1/20 OTHER INCOME -0.0811000001 309099 75873 93420  2

10/1/20 OTHER INCOME -0.0811000001 309099 76017 93616  2

 4,339.59 29,898.12YTD Vendor Total Total

2476 MEDORA BRANDS: SOLAR BEE

7/22/20 MAINT.-STANDPIPE  4,250.0041828090 422560 75880 93162  1

 4,250.00 4,250.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4696 REGIONAL TRUCK EQUIP

9/10/20 FIRE VEHICLES FD 207  4,185.0011960070 480400 75998 93323  1

 4,185.00 4,185.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3342 A.S.K. CONSULTING GROUP

7/31/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  2,067.0011091846 420450 75645 92558  1

8/10/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  2,067.0011091846 420450 75769 93127  1

 4,134.00 14,399.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3738 METRO STRATEGIES, INC.

8/10/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  4,000.0011041010 420020 75639 92557  1

 4,000.00 61,068.00YTD Vendor Total Total

13508 KUSTOM SIGNALS, INC.

8/18/20 MAINT.-EQUIPMENT  3,954.0011414020 422400 75879 93170  1

 3,954.00 3,954.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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9171 W.W. GRAINGER, INC.

8/21/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  661.2641838090 421000 75725 92927  1

7/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  586.2011273030 430100 75916 93291  1

7/30/20 SUPPLIES  496.4041818090 430075 75916 93326  1

8/10/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  257.3041818090 430475 75798 93077  1

7/23/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  246.6040807090 430130 75916 92705  1

7/23/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  246.6041838090 430130 75916 92705  2

7/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  195.5011273030 430110 75916 93290  1

7/27/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  188.6841818090 430475 75916 93325  1

7/24/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  172.1240807090 430130 75916 92706  1

7/24/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  172.1241838090 430130 75916 92706  2

8/20/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  144.4740807090 430130 75725 92926  1

8/20/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  144.4641838090 430130 75725 92926  2

8/26/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  121.0041818090 430475 75798 93078  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  110.0041848090 430140 75798 93076  1

8/11/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  33.5741838090 430130 75725 92917  2

8/11/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  33.5340807090 430130 75725 92917  1

7/24/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  23.0040807090 430130 75916 92707  1

7/24/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  23.0041838090 430130 75916 92707  2

8/10/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  20.8711342035 430350 75725 92981  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  19.2711342035 430140 75725 92982  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  8.4341848090 430140 75798 93079  1

 3,904.38 17,643.26YTD Vendor Total Total

5470 COMCAST

9/1/20 CONTRACTUAL INTERNET EXPENSE  1,530.0011051210 421520 75905 93276  1

8/11/20 CONTRACTUAL INTERNET EXPENSE  358.3511051210 421520 75653 92747  1

8/10/20 CONTRACTUAL INTERNET EXPENSE  233.3511051210 421520 75654 92891  1

9/1/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  228.5711061410 428000 75904 93019  2

8/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  224.2611061410 428000 75716 92519  2

9/1/20 EXPENSE REIMBURSE. HOLDING A/C  220.5511000000 235000 75904 93019  1

8/15/20 EXPENSE REIMBURSE. HOLDING A/C  216.7111000000 235000 75716 92519  1

8/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  173.0811061410 428000 75715 92518  2

8/26/20 HIGH SPEED ETHERNET SERVICE  168.4011151060 428120 75776 93277  1

8/15/20 EXPENSE REIMBURSE. HOLDING A/C  167.3411000000 235000 75715 92518  1

9/1/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  76.0041848090 428000 75904 93019  3

8/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  75.0041848090 428000 75716 92519  3

8/25/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  69.4311061410 428000 75717 93020  1

8/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  58.0041848090 428000 75715 92518  3

8/23/20 INCIDENTALS  42.0011414020 441000 75718 93021  1

9/6/20 CONTRACTUAL INTERNET EXPENSE  37.8811051210 421520 76009 93509  1

 3,878.92 24,026.33YTD Vendor Total Total
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2963 DESHAZO CRANE COMPANY, LLC

8/28/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  1,465.0011342035 430350 75788 92979  1

8/28/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  1,250.0041818090 421000 75910 92996  1

8/28/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  295.0011342035 421000 75788 92998  1

8/28/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  195.0011342035 421000 75788 92997  1

8/28/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  195.0011342035 421000 75788 92999  1

 3,400.00 3,400.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4612 SOIL AND MATERIAL CONSULTANTS, INC.

7/31/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  3,268.0011202035 425250 75643 92845  1

7/31/20 STREET RESURFACING PROGRAM  32.0011202035 425250 75643 92846  1

 3,300.00 36,217.50YTD Vendor Total Total

3024 CHRIS KARABAS MUSIC

8/13/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  2,250.0011091846 420450 75668 92561  1

8/15/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  500.0011091846 420450 76025 93384  1

8/29/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  500.0011091846 420450 76025 93385  1

 3,250.00 3,250.00YTD Vendor Total Total

14670 MADISON NATIONAL LIFE

9/1/20 GROUP LIFE INSURANCE PREMIUMS  3,174.2212900050 414000 75710 93037  1

 3,174.22 31,825.00YTD Vendor Total Total

1778 K.L.F. TRUCKING CO.

8/12/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  1,350.0011233030 421000 75667 92650  1

8/21/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  900.0040807090 421000 75730 92916  1

8/21/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  900.0041838090 421000 75730 92916  2

 3,150.00 30,600.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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535 AMAZON.COM

7/14/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  649.7511342035 430140 75987 93601  1

7/7/20 SUPPLIES - COMPUTER PARTS  590.5911051210 430150 75987 93599  1

7/18/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  528.0011515020 430250 75987 93604  1

7/17/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  499.9811515020 430250 75987 93603  1

8/3/20 OFF. FURN.&EQUIP.-V.H.-COMPUT.  419.0011051210 490100 75987 93610  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  160.4111061410 430230 75987 93606  1

8/3/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  120.0011515020 430250 75987 93611  1

7/18/20 SUPPLIES - COMPUTER PARTS  58.9811051210 430150 75987 93602  1

8/3/20 OFF. FURN.&EQUIP.-V.H.-COMPUT.  47.9711051210 490100 75987 93609  1

7/12/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  33.9841838090 430130 75987 93600  1

7/18/20 SUPPLIES - COMPUTER PARTS  22.9411051210 430150 75987 93605  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - COMPUTER PARTS  16.9711051210 430150 75987 93607  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  6.5911061410 430230 75987 93608  1

7/15/20 MATERIALS -34.3341838090 430400 75987 93612  1

7/16/20 MATERIALS -34.3341838090 430400 75987 93613  1

7/17/20 MATERIALS -68.6641838090 430400 75987 93614  1

 3,017.84 26,321.72YTD Vendor Total Total
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19588 ROBBINS, SCHWARTZ, NICHOLAS, LIFTON & TAYLOR LTD.

8/12/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  500.0011071610 420320 75882 93201  1

9/10/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  500.0011071610 420320 75999 93232  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  448.2511071610 420320 75882 93204  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  272.2511071610 420320 75642 92772  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  272.0011071610 420320 75642 92782  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  250.6811071610 420320 75642 92776  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  183.4011071610 420320 75642 92781  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  86.6211071610 420320 75642 92780  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  71.2411071610 420320 75642 92786  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  46.8811071610 420320 75882 93202  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  46.3111071610 420320 75882 93200  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  37.5011071610 420320 75642 92788  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  37.5011071610 420320 75882 93209  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  28.1211071610 420320 75882 93213  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  22.0411071610 420320 75882 93203  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  18.7511071610 420320 75642 92787  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  18.7511071610 420320 75882 93210  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  18.7511071610 420320 75882 93212  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92774  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92775  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92777  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92778  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92779  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92783  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92784  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75642 92785  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75882 93205  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75882 93206  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75882 93207  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75882 93208  1

8/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3811071610 420320 75882 93211  1

7/31/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  9.3711071610 420320 75642 92773  1

 2,990.35 19,153.95YTD Vendor Total Total
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2616 CONNEXION

9/3/20 SUPPLIES  929.8011333030 430075 76014 93498  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES  918.9811333030 430075 75719 92911  1

8/20/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  548.7841818090 430475 75786 93104  1

8/27/20 SUPPLIES  258.5441818090 430075 75786 93106  1

8/21/20 SUPPLIES  165.3641818090 430075 75786 93105  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  88.5441818090 430475 75786 93107  1

9/11/20 SUPPLIES  46.4911333030 430075 76014 93499  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  22.3041818090 430475 75786 93108  1

8/31/20 SUPPLIES  5.9541818090 430075 75907 93109  1

 2,984.74 11,773.38YTD Vendor Total Total

2037 GALLAGHER MATERIALS, INC.

8/29/20 MATERIALS  2,922.6841838090 430400 75875 93140  1

 2,922.68 17,461.35YTD Vendor Total Total

646 CDW GOVERNMENT, INC

8/6/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  1,282.7641858090 430230 75775 92960  2

8/24/20 SUPPLIES - COMPUTER PARTS  489.3111051210 430150 75775 92961  1

8/3/20 CONTRACTUAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT  247.9211051210 421510 75651 92468  1

8/6/20 INVENTORY - PRINTER TONER  189.9911000000 162010 75775 92960  1

8/10/20 PC SOFTWARE SUBSCRIPTION  185.9211051210 421515 75651 92470  1

8/3/20 CONTRACTUAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT  170.1011051210 421510 75651 92462  1

8/3/20 PC SOFTWARE SUBSCRIPTION  140.8011051210 421515 75651 92463  1

8/3/20 PC SOFTWARE SUBSCRIPTION  49.2811051210 421515 75651 92469  1

 2,756.08 79,260.37YTD Vendor Total Total
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4488 ITSAVVY LLC

8/14/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  308.4611061410 420040 75922 92966  2

8/10/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  289.6011061410 420040 75803 92964  1

9/9/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  242.2411061410 420040 76024 93197  1

9/9/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  210.3211233030 420040 76024 93197  6

8/10/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  181.5611424020 420040 75803 92964  5

8/14/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  173.4411233030 420040 75922 92966  3

8/14/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  173.4411424020 420040 75922 92966  4

8/14/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  173.4311515020 420040 75922 92966  5

8/10/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  167.0811061410 420040 75803 92964  3

8/14/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  154.2311041010 420040 75922 92966  1

9/9/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  148.1311061410 420040 76024 93197  3

9/9/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  146.5511424020 420040 76024 93197  5

8/10/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  135.3711233030 420040 75803 92964  6

8/10/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  54.6811041010 420040 75803 92964  2

9/9/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  42.8211041010 420040 76024 93197  2

9/9/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  34.3111515020 420040 76024 93197  4

8/10/20 LEASE / PURCHASE COPIER  21.4611515020 420040 75803 92964  4

 2,657.12 11,152.62YTD Vendor Total Total

1885 ANDRES MEDICAL BILLING LTD

7/10/20 AMBULANCE TRANSPORT CHARGES  1,534.9011000001 303020 75648 92913  1

9/1/20 AMBULANCE TRANSPORT CHARGES  1,091.9611000001 303020 75712 93029  1

 2,626.86 16,981.09YTD Vendor Total Total

3372 TRAFFIC SERVICES, INC.

2/26/20 MATERIALS  498.7540807090 430400 75750 92919  1

2/26/20 MATERIALS  498.7541838090 430400 75750 92919  2

2/26/20 MATERIALS  405.0040807090 430400 75750 92918  1

2/26/20 MATERIALS  405.0041838090 430400 75750 92918  2

8/31/20 MATERIALS  341.5040807090 430400 75967 93218  1

8/31/20 MATERIALS  341.5041838090 430400 75967 93218  2

 2,490.50 4,469.50YTD Vendor Total Total

3033 LEAD INSPECTOR USA

9/1/20 FIRE HYDRANT PAINTING  2,400.0041838090 470550 75973 92915  1

 2,400.00 2,400.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4335 TESKA ASSOCIATES, INC.

8/24/20 CENTRAL AVENUE RECONSTRUCTION  2,400.0011202035 425250 75832 93009  1

 2,400.00 2,400.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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15073 MEADE ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

8/31/20 MAINT.-TRAFFIC SIGNALS  2,005.0011202035 422100 75929 93010  1

8/12/20 MAINT.-TRAFFIC SIGNALS  390.7011202035 422100 75673 92513  1

 2,395.70 33,299.30YTD Vendor Total Total

5560 COMMUNICATIONS DIRECT

8/26/20 FIRE VEHICLES FD 207  833.7411960070 480400 76013 93534  1

8/26/20 FIRE VEHICLES FD 209  774.3011960070 480400 76013 93535  1

8/5/20 MAINT.-RADIOS  773.7411515020 422410 75785 92723  1

 2,381.78 2,381.78YTD Vendor Total Total

2548 RUSH TRUCK CENTERS

7/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  1,027.9011273030 430100 75955 92668  1

7/20/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  757.2711273030 430100 75955 92665  1

8/5/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  479.1311273030 430100 75954 92697  1

8/18/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  410.0011273030 430100 75827 92864  1

7/31/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  270.0011273030 430100 75955 92674  1

7/31/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  176.2911273030 430100 75955 92672  1

8/19/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  71.6111273030 430100 75826 92865  1

8/3/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  41.4011273030 430100 75954 92696  1

8/5/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  41.4011273030 430100 75954 92698  1

7/29/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  25.8611273030 430100 75955 92671  1

7/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -21.9511273030 430100 75955 92670  1

7/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -26.8611273030 430100 75955 92669  1

6/27/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -41.8511273030 430100 75827 92460  1

7/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -279.9511273030 430100 75955 92666  1

7/31/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS -570.5711273030 430100 75955 92673  1

 2,359.68 88,632.21YTD Vendor Total Total

2519 GHA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

7/10/20 CONTRACTUAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT  2,327.7511051210 421510 75660 92471  1

 2,327.75 8,223.90YTD Vendor Total Total

15783 MOTOROLA INC

9/1/20 MAINT.-RADIOS  2,284.0011414020 422410 75935 93178  1

 2,284.00 20,556.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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23503 VERIZON WIRELESS

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  564.4011515020 428020 75974 93364  11

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  209.5011424020 428020 75974 93364  10

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  207.6411233030 428020 75974 93364  6

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  187.6211091845 428020 75974 93364  4

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  183.9011273030 428020 75974 93364  7

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  161.7011202035 428020 75974 93364  5

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  142.9711414020 428020 75974 93364  9

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  122.9140807090 428020 75974 93364  1

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  122.9141838090 428020 75974 93364  2

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  105.6041848090 428020 75974 93364  12

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  103.5011051210 428020 75974 93364  13

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  99.9311051210 428020 75974 93364  3

9/7/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE - CELLULAR  40.0411303030 428020 75974 93364  8

 2,252.62 20,963.50YTD Vendor Total Total

20175 SAUBER MFG CO

8/26/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  2,223.0011273030 421000 75828 92853  1

 2,223.00 4,139.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3388 ALTA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  2,017.0911273030 430100 75887 92689  1

7/23/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  136.7611273030 430100 75887 92655  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  40.1011273030 430100 75887 92654  1

 2,193.95 5,976.66YTD Vendor Total Total

1638 DJS SCUBA LOCKER, INC

8/6/20 MAINT.-SPECIAL RESCUE EQUIP.  2,166.4911515020 422440 75789 92724  1

 2,166.49 2,540.24YTD Vendor Total Total

2706 REZEK, HENRY, MEISENHEIMER AND GENDE, INC.

8/18/20 CENTRAL AVENUE RECONSTRUCTION  1,071.8011202035 425250 75952 93008  1

8/18/20 INFRASTRUCTURE - WATER MAINS  1,071.8041958090 470550 75952 93008  2

 2,143.60 18,082.77YTD Vendor Total Total

1253 AIR ONE EQUIPMENT INC

7/28/20 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING  1,251.0011515020 430055 75770 92720  1

8/13/20 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING  415.0011515020 430055 75770 92722  1

8/10/20 SUPPLIES - EMERGENCY EQUIP.  392.3911515020 430177 75770 92721  1

 2,058.39 6,450.23YTD Vendor Total Total

4784 WILMETTE STORAGE LLC

9/22/20 STORMWATER CHARGES  2,030.9440000001 350105 75978 93388  1

 2,030.94 2,030.94YTD Vendor Total Total
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10206 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

8/4/20 SUPPLIES  487.6641818090 430075 75726 92592  1

8/26/20 SUPPLIES  307.7211333030 430075 76021 93502  1

7/28/20 SUPPLIES  297.3311333030 430075 75726 92475  1

8/25/20 SUPPLIES  236.7341818090 430075 75800 93080  1

8/18/20 SUPPLIES  212.7511333030 430075 75726 92912  1

7/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  179.4611273030 430100 75919 92659  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES  97.8241818090 430075 75726 92593  1

7/28/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  88.9411342035 430350 75726 92358  1

7/29/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  52.9711342035 430350 75726 92359  1

8/18/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  30.3011233030 430430 75800 93142  1

8/3/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  17.0711233030 430430 75726 92391  1

8/3/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  15.4811233030 430430 75726 92393  1

8/3/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING -17.0711233030 430430 75726 92392  1

 2,007.16 8,548.03YTD Vendor Total Total

18470 UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

9/2/20 POSTAGE  2,000.0011061410 420160 75752 93036  1

 2,000.00 12,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

27577 AMERICAN NATIONAL SPRINKLER

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75848 93370  1

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75848 93372  1

 2,000.00 2,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

27587 JNS PROPERTIES INC

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75844 93250  1

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75844 93251  1

 2,000.00 2,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

29125 ALLEN SMITH

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75847 93252  1

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75855 93367  1

 2,000.00 2,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

31730 CHARLES & ELIZABETH VUKOVICH

7/29/20 PAVEMENT DEGRADATION FEE  1,920.0011000001 302023 76039 93117  1

 1,920.00 2,920.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4635 UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS.COM

8/20/20 OTHER EQUIP. - Phone System  1,096.8611960070 490650 75969 92970  1

7/31/20 OTHER EQUIP. - Phone System  432.5511960070 490650 75689 92473  1

8/24/20 OTHER EQUIP. - Phone System  390.1311960070 490650 75969 92971  1

 1,919.54 1,919.54YTD Vendor Total Total
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31817 WILLIAM SAPIENZA

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75853 93366  1

9/3/20 CASHIER'S OVER / SHORT A/C  900.0011000001 309995 75743 93034  1

 1,900.00 3,900.00YTD Vendor Total Total

23203 USA BLUE BOOK

8/21/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  233.3341818090 430475 75838 93100  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - LABORATORY  230.6241818090 430210 75690 92587  1

8/6/20 MATERIALS  214.9740807090 430400 75972 92713  2

8/6/20 MATERIALS  214.9741838090 430400 75972 92713  3

8/6/20 SUPPLIES  214.9611333030 430075 75972 92713  1

8/6/20 MATERIALS  156.4240807090 430400 75972 92714  2

8/6/20 MATERIALS  156.4241838090 430400 75972 92714  3

8/6/20 SUPPLIES  156.4211333030 430075 75972 92714  1

8/24/20 SUPPLIES - LABORATORY  122.1041818090 430210 75838 93101  1

8/24/20 SUPPLIES - LABORATORY  111.9541818090 430210 75838 93102  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  32.4440807090 430130 75972 92715  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  32.4441838090 430130 75972 92715  2

 1,877.04 9,770.28YTD Vendor Total Total

17731 CASIMIR PATERKIEWICZ

9/1/20 WORKERS' COMP. DEDUCTIBLES  1,839.0019920050 450140 75680 92901  1

 1,839.00 14,344.20YTD Vendor Total Total

15450 MIDWEST GROUNDCOVERS

8/20/20 INCIDENTALS  687.1741818090 441000 75737 92637  1

8/31/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  672.1411233030 430430 75933 93147  1

8/31/20 SUPPLIES -GROUNDS (RR PMF)  319.5523753090 430200 75933 93146  1

8/20/20 INCIDENTALS  96.9841818090 441000 75737 92638  1

 1,775.84 1,775.84YTD Vendor Total Total

1954 ENVIROSAFE PEST MANAGEMENT

8/3/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  270.0011414020 421300 75912 93165  1

7/23/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  250.0011414020 421300 75912 93375  1

8/14/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  250.0011414020 421300 75912 93166  1

6/19/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  200.0011414020 421300 75912 93374  1

8/3/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  200.0011414020 421300 75912 93376  1

8/21/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  200.0011414020 421300 75912 93167  1

8/27/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  200.0011414020 421300 75912 93168  1

9/1/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  200.0011414020 421300 75912 93377  1

 1,770.00 8,790.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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11882 JUST TIRES

7/14/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  562.9611273030 430100 75924 92661  1

8/11/20 Police Seizure Expenses  500.2011414020 445500 75666 92823  1

8/10/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  458.7211273030 430100 75806 92857  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  89.9511273030 430100 75924 92663  1

8/12/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  75.0011273030 421000 75806 92859  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  22.5011273030 430100 75924 92662  1

8/11/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  12.5011273030 421000 75806 92858  1

 1,721.83 10,902.83YTD Vendor Total Total

2612 APPLIED ECOLOGICAL SERVICES

8/31/20 LNDSCP&MAINT-PUB RIGHT-OF-WAYS  1,700.0011233030 423300 75889 93137  1

 1,700.00 3,400.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3275 RESCUE RESPONSE GEAR INC.

8/6/20 MAINT.-EQUIPMENT  1,696.9211515020 422400 75682 92489  1

 1,696.92 1,696.92YTD Vendor Total Total

23935 WAREHOUSE DIRECT

8/10/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  719.8011342035 430140 75693 92554  1

9/11/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  439.8011342035 430140 76040 93407  1

9/10/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  216.3211342035 430140 76040 93246  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  133.9911342035 430140 75754 92995  1

9/3/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  129.5911342035 430140 75976 93245  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  18.1711342035 430140 75693 92555  1

 1,657.67 31,335.85YTD Vendor Total Total

5530 COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.

7/27/20 METRA STATION POWER  477.5723753090 430515 75780 92261  1

7/30/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  454.2711333030 430510 75784 92425  1

7/28/20 PARKING LOT LIGHTING POWER  146.8323753090 430520 75782 92263  1

9/24/20 STORM WATER PUMP STATION POWER  131.3340847090 430540 76011 93514  1

8/25/20 STORM WATER PUMP STATION POWER  124.2340847090 430540 75656 92896  1

7/28/20 PARKING LOT LIGHTING POWER  86.5923773090 430520 75783 92264  1

9/24/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  34.5711333030 430510 76012 93517  1

8/25/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  32.5211333030 430510 75657 92899  1

7/27/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  31.4811333030 430510 75781 92262  1

7/28/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  30.4911333030 430510 75779 92259  1

7/28/20 STREET LIGHTING POWER  28.9411333030 430510 75778 92258  1

7/27/20 STORM WATER PUMP STATION POWER  25.4440847090 430540 75655 92260  1

8/25/20 STORM WATER PUMP STATION POWER  25.4440847090 430540 76010 92894  1

 1,629.70 25,769.97YTD Vendor Total Total
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31797 RJN GROUP, INC

9/2/20 SEWER-FLOW MONITORING  1,577.7040807090 425310 75953 93012  1

 1,577.70 4,853.71YTD Vendor Total Total

8512 FOX VALLEY FIRE & SAFETY CO

8/31/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  999.0011342035 421000 75915 92972  1

9/11/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  555.0011342035 421000 76020 93247  1

 1,554.00 6,092.11YTD Vendor Total Total

2883 CALL ONE

9/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  698.7511061410 428000 75898 93275  1

9/15/20 MAINT.-E-911 SYSTEM  403.6311434020 422300 75898 93275  5

9/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  233.0041848090 428000 75898 93275  2

9/15/20 TELEPHONE SERVICE  160.8841848090 428000 75898 93275  3

9/15/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  55.7423773090 421000 75898 93275  4

 1,552.00 14,781.53YTD Vendor Total Total

2950 BAXTER & WOODMAN, INC.

8/21/20 SEWER LINING FAC PLAN  1,550.3040807090 470400 75773 92789  1

 1,550.30 16,480.55YTD Vendor Total Total

171 KATHY T. KRUEGER

8/31/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  1,500.0011061410 420020 75807 93265  1

 1,500.00 10,875.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3956 ADDIS GREENBERG, LLC

8/7/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  750.0011071610 420320 75617 92770  1

9/4/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  750.0011071610 420320 75857 93199  1

 1,500.00 7,500.00YTD Vendor Total Total

24230 WEST SIDE TRACTOR SALES CO.

7/28/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  1,293.9711273030 421000 75977 92679  1

8/18/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  106.4711273030 430100 75839 92868  1

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  73.7211273030 430100 75839 92867  1

 1,474.16 1,474.16YTD Vendor Total Total

4725 TIM GRODRIAN

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75917 93284  6

9/15/20 PAVEMENT DEGRADATION FEE  160.0011000001 302023 75917 93284  5

9/15/20 BUILDING PERMITS  79.0011000001 302000 75917 93284  1

9/15/20 DRIVEWAY/R.O.W. PERMITS  62.0011000001 302020 75917 93284  4

9/15/20 PLUMBING PERMITS  45.0011000001 302015 75917 93284  3

9/15/20 INSPECTION FEES  39.0011000001 302000 75917 93284  2

 1,385.00 1,385.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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15894 MUNICIPAL FLEET MANAGERS ASSN

8/6/20 TRAINING  1,333.3311273030 442000 75936 92694  1

 1,333.33 1,363.33YTD Vendor Total Total

4685 JOSEPH COHEN

9/15/20 RAIN READY PROGRAM  1,300.0040807090 470375 75903 93286  1

 1,300.00 1,300.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4687 MICHAEL & ELLEN BERGER

9/15/20 RAIN READY PROGRAM  1,300.0040807090 470375 75891 93285  1

 1,300.00 1,300.00YTD Vendor Total Total

16970 NIPSTA

1/7/20 TRAINING  1,293.7511515020 442000 76030 93536  1

 1,293.75 21,716.75YTD Vendor Total Total

17022 NICOR GAS

8/14/20 HEATING - GAS  586.2941818090 430560 75941 92753  1

8/14/20 HEATING - GAS  298.4111342035 430560 75940 92752  1

8/27/20 HEATING - GAS  121.5340847090 430560 76028 93025  1

7/28/20 HEATING - GAS  121.0640847090 430560 75677 92429  1

7/28/20 HEATING - GAS  39.8323753090 430560 75678 92431  1

8/25/20 HEATING - GAS  39.5323753090 430560 76029 93026  1

 1,206.65 22,290.77YTD Vendor Total Total

9396 HALLORAN & YAUCH INC.

7/29/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  691.6911233030 421000 75661 92830  1

8/12/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  506.1111233030 421000 75661 92831  1

 1,197.80 1,197.80YTD Vendor Total Total

3612 MARK ANDY INC

7/14/20 CONTRACTUAL HARDWARE SUPPORT  1,150.0011051210 421500 75671 92472  1

 1,150.00 1,971.38YTD Vendor Total Total

4773 LEE, PETER

9/15/20 UTILITY BILLING CONTROL A/C  1,125.8541000000 141000 75809 93270  1

 1,125.85 1,125.85YTD Vendor Total Total

4765 PPCT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, INC.

8/25/20 TRAINING  1,125.0011414020 442000 75920 93379  1

 1,125.00 1,125.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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2500 SAFEBUILT

7/31/20 PLAN REVIEW SERVICES  1,120.2011091845 420400 75683 92564  1

 1,120.20 2,787.70YTD Vendor Total Total

23235 UNDERGROUND PIPE & VALVE CO.

8/28/20 MATERIALS  891.0041838090 430400 75836 92933  1

9/1/20 MATERIALS  207.0041838090 430400 75968 93222  1

 1,098.00 1,842.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2489 MATRIX HEALTHCARE SERVICES

8/31/20 WORKERS' COMP. DEDUCTIBLES  1,023.6519920050 450140 75735 93032  1

 1,023.65 3,463.95YTD Vendor Total Total

3514 SIGNATURE HOMES

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75699 92905  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4141 COBY & KRISTAL NEUENSCHWANDER

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75850 93365  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4156 WOMAN'S CLUB OF WILMETTE

9/8/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75757 93040  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4333 HAO, DAN

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75696 92906  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4411 SKIPPING STONE VENTURE LLC

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75854 93368  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4460 STEVEN & LOUISE CLARK

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75700 92909  1

 1,000.00 2,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4576 BEYOND CUSTOM

9/29/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75982 93555  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4689 ARMOUR, ROBERT & CAROLYN

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75849 93369  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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4697 BIRMINGHAM, PATRICK

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75852 93371  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4702 GREENE, KATHLEEN

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75843 93255  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4712 J G CITRIN & TOM WALLACE

9/8/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75756 93039  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

27234 FINNEGAN PAVING INC

9/29/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75984 93556  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

28010 ADVANCED SPRINKLER SYSTEMS INC

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75695 92910  1

 1,000.00 2,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

28538 ORREN PICKELL

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75698 92907  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

28918 PARKS PLUMBING & SEWER

9/21/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75851 93373  1

 1,000.00 5,163.00YTD Vendor Total Total

29102 GEORGE HAUSEN

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75697 92908  1

 1,000.00 8,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

29185 DIANE WILSON

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75701 92904  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

30596 KRUGEL COBBLES INC

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75845 93253  1

 1,000.00 2,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

31009 A PERRY BUILDERS

9/1/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75694 92903  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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31109 TIM CLEMENS

9/29/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75983 93552  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

31519 REMI URBIETIS

9/29/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75986 93553  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

31867 RAVINIA PLUMBING AND HEATING

9/29/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75985 93554  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

32277 ROSSI LANDSCAPES

9/15/20 DEPOSITS - STREET OPENING  1,000.0011000000 231000 75846 93254  1

 1,000.00 1,000.00YTD Vendor Total Total

9387 HALL SIGNS, INC

8/31/20 MATERIALS - TRAFFIC SIGNS  999.3611233030 430410 75918 93141  1

 999.36 999.36YTD Vendor Total Total

1988 STAPLES ADVANTAGE

8/8/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  243.8311424020 430230 75686 92826  1

7/18/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  143.3811091845 430230 75686 92565  1

9/5/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  117.5711424020 430230 76035 93380  1

7/25/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  99.5111424020 430230 75686 92824  1

8/8/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE - WATER  99.2041858090 430240 75686 92586  1

8/22/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  82.7811414020 430250 75961 93174  1

8/8/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  54.8411091845 430230 75747 92815  1

8/22/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  34.4911414020 430250 75961 93175  1

8/22/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE - WATER  32.5041858090 430240 75961 93330  1

8/22/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE - WATER  26.1141858090 430240 75961 93329  1

8/8/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  22.8611202035 430230 75686 92500  1

8/29/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE - WATER  21.6041858090 430240 75961 93331  1

7/25/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  8.9111424020 430230 75686 92825  1

 987.58 4,510.32YTD Vendor Total Total

3734 MCINTIRE MANAGEMENT GROUP

8/18/20 Transmission main repair  978.5841838090 421000 75736 92928  1

 978.58 978.58YTD Vendor Total Total
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4192 MUZIK MECHANICAL PARTNERS

8/11/20 HEATING & A/C SYSTEM REPAIRS  510.0011342035 423000 75676 92534  1

7/23/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  255.0041818090 421000 75740 92331  1

8/11/20 HEATING & A/C SYSTEM REPAIRS  191.2511342035 423000 75676 92535  1

 956.25 33,919.68YTD Vendor Total Total

14812 ALEXA MARKOFF

8/16/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  500.0011091845 420020 75734 92562  1

8/18/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  450.0011091845 420020 75734 92563  1

 950.00 4,463.70YTD Vendor Total Total

3920 BURRIS EQUIPMENT CO

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  937.3811233030 430130 75650 92651  1

 937.38 937.38YTD Vendor Total Total

3357 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS INC.

9/9/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  936.0041818090 421000 76001 93350  1

 936.00 5,806.82YTD Vendor Total Total

3985 RON GOLDBLATT

7/3/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  299.0011091846 420450 75815 93130  1

8/3/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  299.0011091846 420450 75815 93131  1

9/2/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  299.0011091846 420450 75943 93132  1

 897.00 2,691.00YTD Vendor Total Total

17880 PDC LABORATORIES INC

8/31/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  510.0041818090 421000 75947 93084  1

8/28/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  225.0041818090 421000 75822 93083  1

9/3/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  75.0041818090 421000 75947 93085  1

8/24/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  66.0041818090 421000 75822 93081  1

8/25/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  15.0041818090 421000 75822 93082  1

 891.00 5,540.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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15490 MILLEN HARDWARE

8/19/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  135.4741818090 430475 75934 93327  1

8/5/20 SUPPLIES  131.6141818090 430075 75934 92596  1

8/18/20 SUPPLIES  122.6541818090 430075 75934 92804  1

8/31/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  105.5741848090 430140 75934 93328  1

7/29/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  79.3041818090 430475 75738 92803  1

7/28/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  65.5211342035 430350 75738 92832  1

8/17/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  55.5811342035 430350 75934 92984  1

8/18/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  55.1611233030 430430 75934 92644  1

8/6/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  53.9511342035 430140 75934 92544  1

8/31/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  51.9611342035 430140 75934 92985  1

8/14/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  46.1811342035 430350 75934 92834  1

8/10/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  43.6211342035 430350 75934 92833  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES  41.5841818090 430075 75934 92602  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES  40.7441818090 430075 75934 92599  1

8/10/20 SUPPLIES  40.5741818090 430075 75934 92600  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  40.1541818090 430475 75934 92806  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES  38.6541818090 430075 75934 92601  1

8/6/20 SUPPLIES  32.4241818090 430075 75934 92597  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  31.9711342035 430140 75934 92546  1

8/20/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  31.6111233030 430430 75934 92646  1

8/27/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  31.1611342035 430350 75934 92836  1

8/17/20 MATERIALS  31.1511303030 430400 75934 92765  1

8/19/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  29.2911233030 430430 75934 92645  1

8/26/20 MATERIALS  26.8211303030 430400 75934 93017  1

8/10/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  25.5811515020 430250 75934 92729  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  23.9911233030 430430 75934 93148  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES  23.9641818090 430075 75934 92598  1

8/19/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  17.5811273030 430100 75934 92861  1

8/3/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  14.7711342035 430140 75934 92543  1

8/26/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  14.3841838090 430130 75934 92929  1

8/6/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  13.9611342035 430140 75934 92545  1

7/6/20 SUPPLIES  12.7841818090 430075 75738 92802  1

8/18/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  12.7811233030 430430 75934 92643  1

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  11.9911273030 430110 75934 92860  1

8/19/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  11.1911091845 430250 75934 92813  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  9.5711342035 430140 75934 92547  1

8/10/20 MATERIALS - TRAFFIC SIGNS  9.1811233030 430410 75934 92642  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  8.5940807090 430130 75934 92930  1

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  8.5941838090 430130 75934 92930  2

8/24/20 SUPPLIES  8.5841818090 430075 75934 92805  1

8/6/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  6.2111342035 430350 76027 93402  1

8/6/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  5.5811233030 430430 75934 92641  1
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8/25/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  5.4211342035 430140 75934 92835  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  4.7911342035 430140 75934 92548  1

8/4/20 MATERIALS - TRAFFIC SIGNS  3.5911233030 430410 75934 92395  1

8/3/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  2.2511273030 430100 75934 92693  1

8/7/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  0.9211515020 430250 76027 93353  1

8/5/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS -749.9511342035 430350 75934 92361  1

 868.96 7,296.40YTD Vendor Total Total

8005 FASTSIGNS

9/3/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  851.6711091846 420450 75914 93129  1

 851.67 851.67YTD Vendor Total Total

15150 MENONI & MOCOGNI INC

8/12/20 MATERIALS  558.0023763090 430400 75675 92639  1

8/31/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  291.7211233030 430430 75931 93145  1

 849.72 2,096.92YTD Vendor Total Total

4310 RELX INC.

8/14/20 ON-LINE LEGAL RESEARCH SERVICE  816.0011071610 420340 75670 92769  1

 816.00 816.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2248 RELADYNE

7/31/20 GAS & OIL  814.6011273030 430700 75951 92664  1

 814.60 8,334.56YTD Vendor Total Total

4755 CHICAGO COMMUNICATION LLC

9/8/20 MAINT.-RADIOS  780.0011414020 422410 76005 93432  1

 780.00 7,833.70YTD Vendor Total Total

22688 TEE JAY SERVICE

8/25/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  600.0011342035 421000 75831 92974  1

9/8/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  180.0011342035 421000 76036 93248  1

 780.00 2,704.20YTD Vendor Total Total

2373 SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO., THE

8/18/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  302.9911342035 430350 75745 92838  1

8/20/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  264.5511342035 430350 75745 92839  1

8/31/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  57.1811342035 430350 75957 92990  1

9/2/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  52.1011342035 430350 75957 92993  1

9/1/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  50.9911342035 430350 75957 92991  1

9/3/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  26.7911342035 430350 75957 92994  1

9/1/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  22.0811342035 430350 75957 92992  1

 776.68 1,797.26YTD Vendor Total Total
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1641 EVIDENT CRIME SCENE PRODUCTS

9/4/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  428.5511414020 430250 76019 93561  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  180.6411414020 430250 75658 92820  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  118.5011414020 430250 75658 92821  1

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  43.9011414020 430250 75658 92822  1

 771.59 771.59YTD Vendor Total Total

2462 PPG ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES

8/24/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  759.3241818090 430475 75823 93099  1

 759.32 2,744.77YTD Vendor Total Total

22810 THOMPSON ELEVATOR INSPECTION

8/14/20 Contr. Elevator Inspections  300.0011091845 421010 75687 92569  1

8/21/20 Contr. Elevator Inspections  150.0011091845 421010 75748 92817  1

9/1/20 Contr. Elevator Inspections  90.0011091845 421010 75965 93135  1

8/14/20 Contr. Elevator Inspections  75.0011091845 421010 75687 92568  1

8/27/20 Contr. Elevator Inspections  75.0011091845 421010 75833 92818  1

8/31/20 Contr. Elevator Inspections  60.0011091845 421010 75965 93134  1

 750.00 6,150.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4126 MCKESSON MEDICAL-SURGICAL GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  220.4011515020 430176 75928 92944  1

9/1/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  207.7811515020 430176 76026 93215  1

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  152.0511515020 430176 75928 92941  1

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  110.2011515020 430176 75928 92943  1

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  21.7211515020 430176 75928 92942  1

 712.15 7,957.27YTD Vendor Total Total

1468 BERRY DIVE CENTER

9/4/20 MAINT.-SPECIAL RESCUE EQUIP.  400.0011515020 422440 76004 93214  1

8/29/20 MAINT.-SPECIAL RESCUE EQUIP.  310.0011515020 422440 75892 92937  1

 710.00 710.00YTD Vendor Total Total

10760 ILLINOIS EPA

8/14/20 CONTINGENCY - REGULAR  705.3211191060 449500 75728 92983  1

 705.32 8,810.64YTD Vendor Total Total

4462 OTTOSEN DINOLFO HASENBALG & CASTALDO, LTD.

8/31/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  483.0033000095 420020 75766 93267  1

8/31/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  184.0033000095 420020 75766 93266  1

 667.00 2,321.71YTD Vendor Total Total
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2691 COMMERCIAL TIRE SERVICE

8/13/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  465.0011273030 421000 75777 92855  1

7/17/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  193.5011273030 421000 75906 92658  1

 658.50 3,723.46YTD Vendor Total Total

2659 THIRD MILLENNIUM ASSOCIATES, INC.

9/4/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  402.5611061410 421000 75964 93268  2

9/4/20 POSTAGE  252.5511061410 420160 75964 93268  1

 655.11 35,389.73YTD Vendor Total Total

5568 TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT REVOLVING FUND

8/24/20 IWIN PROGRAM  634.7811434020 426110 75963 93176  1

 634.78 5,713.02YTD Vendor Total Total

6166 CURTIS 1000

8/27/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  625.0011061410 430230 75909 93269  1

 625.00 2,600.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2475 WATER RESOURCES

6/25/20 WATER METERS - COST OF SALES  620.5641828090 430900 75755 92809  1

 620.56 5,673.39YTD Vendor Total Total

2285 CHICAGO FILTER SUPPLY

9/8/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  395.3611342035 430140 76006 93447  1

9/1/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  222.8011342035 430140 75900 93234  1

 618.16 814.04YTD Vendor Total Total

4299 RED WING BUSINESS ADVANTAGE ACCOUNT

9/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  125.0040807090 430050 76033 93231  1

9/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  125.0041838090 430050 76033 93231  2

9/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  105.9741838090 430050 76033 93230  2

9/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  105.9640807090 430050 76033 93230  1

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  75.0240807090 430050 75681 92718  1

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  75.0241838090 430050 75681 92718  2

 611.97 2,140.46YTD Vendor Total Total

2735 SNAP-ON INCORPORATED

7/30/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  599.0011273030 430110 75958 92675  1

 599.00 2,175.39YTD Vendor Total Total

21425 STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO

7/24/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  381.3711273030 430100 75960 92678  1

7/22/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  187.2811273030 430100 75960 92677  1

 568.65 8,332.01YTD Vendor Total Total
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3056 NETWORKFLEET INC.

8/1/20 GPS FLEET MANAGEMENT  340.0011233030 420020 75939 92695  1

8/1/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  105.2341838090 421000 75939 92695  3

8/1/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  105.2340807090 420020 75939 92695  2

 550.46 7,323.12YTD Vendor Total Total

3110 R.N.O.W., INC.

8/19/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  517.7411273030 430100 75824 92863  1

 517.74 5,234.32YTD Vendor Total Total

4613 INTERNATIONAL OFFICE SOLUTIONS, INC.

8/20/20 INVENTORY - PRINTER TONER  266.4711000000 162010 75802 92963  1

7/21/20 INVENTORY - PRINTER TONER  242.8411000000 162010 75662 92465  1

 509.31 679.31YTD Vendor Total Total

664 FERTILIZER KING INC

8/18/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  357.0011233030 421000 75794 93139  1

8/18/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  150.0011233030 421000 75794 93138  1

 507.00 1,521.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2524 GENE MICHAEL PRODUCTIONS INC.

8/17/20 SUPPLIES - VIDEO  500.0011151060 430300 75724 92556  1

 500.00 500.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4650 WILL TILSON

8/14/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  500.0011091846 420450 75749 92816  1

 500.00 750.00YTD Vendor Total Total

514 BRODIN STUDIOS INC

8/20/20 INCIDENTALS  492.0011414020 441000 75896 93164  1

 492.00 492.00YTD Vendor Total Total

17035 NORTHERN SAFETY CO., INC.

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  134.1111233030 430050 75742 92848  1

8/14/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  123.1240807090 430050 75945 92708  1

8/14/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  123.1241838090 430050 75945 92708  2

8/25/20 SUPPLIES  105.5641818090 430075 75816 93098  1

 485.91 3,647.41YTD Vendor Total Total

18287 PITNEY BOWES INC.

7/2/20 MAINT.-OFFICE EQUIPMENT  479.8811061410 422000 75949 91872  1

 479.88 2,034.59YTD Vendor Total Total
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2547 MUTUAL ACE HARDWARE

8/24/20 BUILDING FURNITURE & REPAIRS  468.0011342035 430350 75739 92837  1

 468.00 468.00YTD Vendor Total Total

8235 1ST AYD CORPORATION

8/5/20 MATERIALS  229.9641838090 430400 75885 92701  1

8/27/20 MATERIALS  229.9641838090 430400 75768 93216  1

 459.92 2,687.51YTD Vendor Total Total

2455 BADGER METER, INC.

8/31/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  450.0041828090 421000 75890 93103  1

 450.00 20,684.18YTD Vendor Total Total

4303 PDQ.COM

9/3/20 CONTRACTUAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT  450.0011051210 421510 75948 93198  1

 450.00 450.00YTD Vendor Total Total

15350 MID-CENTRAL PRINTING & MAILING

6/26/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  445.0011202035 430250 75812 93000  1

 445.00 5,260.00YTD Vendor Total Total

24220 THOMSON REUTERS - WEST

9/1/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  426.4711424020 420020 75966 93177  1

 426.47 3,777.30YTD Vendor Total Total

1211 AIRGAS NORTH CENTRAL

7/31/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  384.2511273030 421000 75886 92653  1

 384.25 3,290.86YTD Vendor Total Total

2824 EVANSTON FUNERAL & CREMATION, INC.

9/1/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  375.0011424020 420020 75913 93169  1

 375.00 1,925.00YTD Vendor Total Total

8310 FISHER SCIENTIFIC

8/12/20 SUPPLIES - LABORATORY  332.4541818090 430210 75659 92580  1

8/14/20 SUPPLIES - LABORATORY  38.3041818090 430210 75795 93110  1

 370.75 3,892.41YTD Vendor Total Total

21040 SOLVENT SYSTEMS

9/3/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  249.7241818090 421000 75959 93086  1

7/22/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  110.5011273030 421000 75959 92676  1

 360.22 1,887.80YTD Vendor Total Total
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1571 NORTH SHORE TOWING, INC.

8/19/20 VEHICLE TOWING SERVICE  221.0011424020 426300 75944 93163  1

8/8/20 VEHICLE TOWING SERVICE  135.0011424020 426300 75679 92605  1

 356.00 491.00YTD Vendor Total Total

1928 JOSEPH D FOREMAN & COMPANY, INC.

8/28/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  350.0041838090 430130 75796 92925  1

 350.00 762.08YTD Vendor Total Total

2151 TOTAL FITNESS

9/10/20 MAINT.-EQUIPMENT  350.0011515020 422400 76037 93538  1

 350.00 350.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2063 ZOLL MEDICAL

8/4/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  337.2511515020 430176 75842 92730  1

 337.25 7,049.76YTD Vendor Total Total

4718 JENNIFER PINGLEDIS & PRASHANT GUPTA

9/10/20 STORMWATER CHARGES  334.9540000001 350105 75805 93116  1

 334.95 521.36YTD Vendor Total Total

2744 ANDERSON ELEVATOR COMPANY

9/1/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  160.0011342035 421000 75888 92976  1

9/1/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  160.0011342035 421000 75888 92977  1

 320.00 3,062.00YTD Vendor Total Total

23315 UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD CO

8/1/20 RENT - COMMUTER LOT  136.0323753090 448510 75970 93423  1

9/1/20 RENT - COMMUTER LOT  133.7823753090 448510 75970 93424  1

9/1/20 RENT - POPLAR LOTS  24.4023753090 448520 75970 93424  2

8/1/20 RENT - POPLAR LOTS  23.2223753090 448520 75970 93423  2

 317.43 11,820.45YTD Vendor Total Total

3188 BUILT BEST FENCE CO.

8/31/20 CONTINGENCY - REGULAR  300.0011191060 449500 75897 92978  1

 300.00 2,700.00YTD Vendor Total Total

1559 NALCO WATER PRETREATMENT SOLUTIONS, LLC

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - LABORATORY  163.7941818090 430210 75813 93115  2

8/21/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  135.8141818090 421000 75813 93115  1

 299.60 591.90YTD Vendor Total Total
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4996 CHICAGO TRIBUNE

8/31/20 LEGAL NOTICES  148.9011091845 443020 75901 93128  1

7/31/20 LEGAL NOTICES  82.6011091845 443020 75714 92812  1

7/31/20 LEGAL NOTICES  56.8811091845 443020 75652 92559  1

 288.38 2,911.36YTD Vendor Total Total

4672 STEVEN BINDLER

8/17/20 FIRE VEHICLES FD 209  288.0011960070 480400 75893 92938  1

 288.00 1,688.00YTD Vendor Total Total

23233 ULINE

7/20/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  285.8311414020 430250 75688 92828  1

 285.83 440.55YTD Vendor Total Total

11345 INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF ARBORICULTURE

5/7/20 MEMBERSHIPS  285.0011233030 420010 75664 92396  1

 285.00 570.00YTD Vendor Total Total

15025 MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO

8/21/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  151.7841818090 430475 75811 93111  1

8/26/20 SUPPLIES  65.2741818090 430075 75811 93114  1

8/26/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  33.3841818090 430475 75811 93113  1

8/26/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  30.7841818090 430475 75811 93112  1

 281.21 6,342.70YTD Vendor Total Total

5348 CCP INDUSTRIES

7/24/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  280.0511273030 430110 75899 92657  1

 280.05 551.62YTD Vendor Total Total

2985 SWISS KNIFE SHOP

8/18/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  251.8411515020 430050 75962 92947  1

 251.84 251.84YTD Vendor Total Total
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13956 LECHNER & SONS

8/21/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  38.6441818090 430050 75732 92801  1

8/14/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  38.0741818090 430050 75669 92595  1

8/28/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  38.0741818090 430050 75808 93093  1

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  15.1211273030 430050 75669 92573  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  15.1211273030 430050 75732 92949  1

8/24/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  15.1211273030 430050 75808 92953  1

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  15.1211273030 430050 75926 92957  1

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  6.4811233030 430050 75669 92575  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  6.4811233030 430050 75732 92951  1

8/24/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  6.4811233030 430050 75808 92955  1

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  6.4811233030 430050 75926 92959  1

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4040807090 430050 75669 92574  1

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4041838090 430050 75669 92574  2

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4040807090 430050 75732 92950  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4041838090 430050 75732 92950  2

8/24/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4040807090 430050 75808 92954  1

8/24/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4041838090 430050 75808 92954  2

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4040807090 430050 75926 92958  1

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  5.4041838090 430050 75926 92958  2

8/10/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  1.4411303030 430050 75669 92572  1

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  1.4411303030 430050 75732 92948  1

8/24/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  1.4411303030 430050 75808 92952  1

8/31/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  1.4411303030 430050 75926 92956  1

 250.14 2,916.88YTD Vendor Total Total

2996 SERVICE SANITATION

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  250.0011342035 430140 75744 92989  1

 250.00 1,333.93YTD Vendor Total Total

4721 MATTHEW DAVIS

7/18/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  250.0011091846 420450 75672 92560  1

 250.00 250.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4739 LOUIS ZAGORAS

8/22/20 BUSINESS PROMOTION ACTIVITIES  250.0011091846 420450 75840 93133  1

 250.00 250.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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15352 MID CENTRAL PEST CONTROL

9/9/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  100.0011342035 421000 75932 93236  1

9/9/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  50.0011342035 421000 75932 93237  1

9/9/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  50.0011342035 421000 75932 93238  1

9/9/20 CONTRACTUAL SERVICES  50.0011342035 421000 75932 93239  1

 250.00 2,350.00YTD Vendor Total Total

1666 SITE ONE LANDSCAPE SUPPLY

8/13/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  134.8511233030 430430 75684 92647  1

7/23/20 MATERIALS  107.6811303030 430400 75684 92398  1

 242.53 952.26YTD Vendor Total Total

2477 NORTH AMERICAN RESCUE, LLC

8/20/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  229.1011414020 430250 75942 93172  1

 229.10 229.10YTD Vendor Total Total

3432 NORTHWEST TRUCKS, INC.

8/11/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  225.9311273030 430100 75817 92862  1

 225.93 225.93YTD Vendor Total Total

24665 WILMETTE TRUCK/BUS SERVICE

8/1/20 LICENSE, TITLE&INSPECTION FEES  224.5011273030 446000 75979 92699  1

 224.50 1,633.50YTD Vendor Total Total

1741 APWA

8/3/20 MEMBERSHIPS  208.0041848090 420010 75649 92589  1

 208.00 208.00YTD Vendor Total Total

7180 DULTMEIER SALES

8/21/20 SUPPLIES - AUTO SHOP  200.6011273030 430110 75790 92856  1

 200.60 2,137.04YTD Vendor Total Total

7100 DOUGLAS TRUCK PARTS

8/31/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  198.9911273030 430100 75911 93289  1

 198.99 3,156.00YTD Vendor Total Total

876 IMPRIMUS FORENSIC SERVICES, LLC

9/4/20 TRAINING  198.0011414020 442000 75921 93378  1

 198.00 198.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4787 ALBERT ZISOOK & SHANSHAN TAO

9/23/20 STORMWATER CHARGES  190.2640000001 350105 76002 93425  1

 190.26 190.26YTD Vendor Total Total
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3217 NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENTAL PURCHASING, INC

8/17/20 MEMBERSHIPS  190.0011061410 420010 75814 92527  1

 190.00 190.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4229 AMERICAN COUNSELING ASSOCIATION

8/26/20 MEMBERSHIPS  189.0011424020 420010 75647 92819  1

 189.00 189.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4643 SMITHGROUP, INC

8/12/20 PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  185.0011202035 420020 75685 92512  1

 185.00 1,480.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4095 KINGMAN SOTO, LLC

8/25/20 Police Seizure Expenses  183.0011414020 445500 76032 93431  1

 183.00 788.09YTD Vendor Total Total

98 THE UPS STORE

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  118.4311273030 430100 75837 92866  1

8/4/20 INCIDENTALS  31.9811515020 441000 76038 93354  1

8/20/20 POSTAGE  14.3441858090 420160 75753 92808  1

8/27/20 POSTAGE  13.7941858090 420160 75971 93332  1

 178.54 1,079.33YTD Vendor Total Total

3575 BREDEMANN FORD IN GLENVIEW

7/28/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  105.0611273030 430100 75894 92656  1

8/18/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  41.3811273030 430100 75774 92854  1

8/5/20 SUPPLIES - AUTOMOTIVE PARTS  29.1811273030 430100 75894 92692  1

 175.62 8,115.29YTD Vendor Total Total

2912 ELECTRONIC COMMERCE LINK, INC.

8/6/20 CONTRACTUAL INTERNET EXPENSE  166.6411051210 421520 75792 92962  1

 166.64 5,929.64YTD Vendor Total Total

4751 EASTER, JONATHAN

9/10/20 STORMWATER CHARGES  165.1240000001 350105 75791 93090  1

 165.12 165.12YTD Vendor Total Total

23016 TRANSCAT

8/27/20 SUPPLIES  159.8141818090 430075 75835 93087  1

 159.81 159.81YTD Vendor Total Total

4771 IACOBUCCI, DIANA M.

9/15/20 STORMWATER CHARGES  159.0340000001 350105 75801 93256  1

 159.03 159.03YTD Vendor Total Total
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4090 CTA

9/29/20 RENT - CTA LOTS  111.1223763090 448550 76015 93592  1

9/29/20 RENT - CTA LOTS  24.0523763090 448550 76015 93591  1

 135.17 28,104.68YTD Vendor Total Total

15149 MENARDS

9/3/20 MATERIALS - STREET/LANDSCAPING  79.8711233030 430430 75930 93144  1

7/29/20 MATERIALS  52.2211303030 430400 75674 92397  1

 132.09 5,343.96YTD Vendor Total Total

23575 VILLAGE COLLECTOR - PETTY CASH

7/9/20 INCIDENTALS  100.3711414020 441000 75692 92902  1

7/9/20 CARE OF PRISONERS  28.7711424020 445000 75692 92902  2

 129.14 494.51YTD Vendor Total Total

4752 SMITH, GRETCHEN

9/10/20 UTILITY BILLING CONTROL A/C  126.3041000000 141000 75829 93091  1

 126.30 126.30YTD Vendor Total Total

4780 YUHANG GAO  & SHOU MA

9/21/20 STORMWATER CHARGES  122.2740000001 350105 75980 93381  1

 122.27 122.27YTD Vendor Total Total

661 PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION INC

8/22/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  69.7511515020 430176 75950 92945  1

8/22/20 SUPPLIES - MEDICAL  49.6511515020 430176 75950 92946  1

 119.40 1,855.94YTD Vendor Total Total

2739 CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

9/10/20 SUPPLIES  117.6011333030 430075 76008 93496  1

 117.60 3,876.60YTD Vendor Total Total

137 E H WACHS COMPANY

8/10/20 SUPPLIES - MISC. TOOLS & EQUIP  110.3540807090 430130 75975 92716  1

 110.35 110.35YTD Vendor Total Total

950 ACTIVE ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY

8/11/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  106.2841818090 430475 75646 92577  1

 106.28 1,604.98YTD Vendor Total Total

2899 HOUSING OUR OWN-WILMETTE

9/8/20 DEPOSITS - HAP COLLECTIONS  100.0011000000 231070 75727 93038  1

 100.00 17,200.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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4500 ROBERT LINDNER

8/21/20 CONTINGENCY - REGULAR  100.0011191060 449500 75733 92791  1

 100.00 16,100.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4750 SAFE AND SOUND SCHOOLS

9/1/20 TRAINING  99.0011414020 442000 75956 93173  1

 99.00 99.00YTD Vendor Total Total

5130 CINTAS FIRST AID & SAFETY

9/4/20 SUPPLIES - BUILDING  95.6411342035 430140 75902 93235  1

 95.64 3,000.15YTD Vendor Total Total

10645 ILLINOIS ASSN. OF CHIEFS OF POLICE

9/8/20 TRAINING  90.0011414020 442000 76022 93436  1

 90.00 405.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3351 LUCAS LANDSCAPING AND DESIGN

8/26/20 TREE PRUNING & REMOVAL  87.0011303030 424100 75927 93016  1

 87.00 74,485.50YTD Vendor Total Total

11398 INTERSTATE BATTERY

8/18/20 MAINT.-BREATHING EQUIPMENT  43.5011515020 422420 76023 93352  1

8/13/20 SUPPLIES - OTHER THAN OFFICE  37.7211414020 430250 75663 92609  1

 81.22 155.35YTD Vendor Total Total

3864 ALICIA BARTSCH

9/11/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75772 93257  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4744 SHIRA BERNSTEIN

9/8/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75713 93027  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4746 ELEANOR SMITH

9/8/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75746 93035  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4756 SUSAN RISKIND

9/11/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75825 93261  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4759 WADE THOMPSON

9/11/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75834 93262  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total
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4760 JOHN PATTISON

9/14/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75820 93259  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4761 SANDER OTTES

9/14/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75819 93258  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4762 JENNIFER PAXHIA

9/4/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75821 93260  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4772 GABRIELLA LITTLETON

9/15/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 75810 93263  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4792 RACHEL SPRINGER

9/21/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 76034 93507  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4793 MATTHEW DOLCE

9/23/20 VEHICLE LICENSES  80.0011000001 301000 76018 93506  1

 80.00 80.00YTD Vendor Total Total

1392 PAYPAL, INC

8/31/20 BANK CHARGES  78.8511061410 420150 75946 93033  1

 78.85 774.15YTD Vendor Total Total

17100 NORTHWEST POLICE ACADEMY

9/1/20 TRAINING  75.0011414020 442000 76031 93439  1

 75.00 275.00YTD Vendor Total Total

7711 JC LICHT AND COMPANY

9/3/20 MATERIALS - EQUIPMENT REPAIRS  61.2441818090 430475 75923 93092  1

 61.24 544.63YTD Vendor Total Total

686 HEALTH ENDEAVORS SC

8/3/20 MEDICAL EXAMS  60.0011515020 420210 75799 92725  1

 60.00 1,830.00YTD Vendor Total Total

2425 ILLINOIS WORKERS' COMPENSATION COMMISSION

9/8/20 WORKERS' COMP. DEDUCTIBLES  59.8119920050 450140 75729 93023  1

 59.81 185.33YTD Vendor Total Total
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17260 OFFICE DEPOT INC

8/18/20 SUPPLIES - OFFICE  59.4311202035 430230 75818 93014  1

 59.43 2,161.78YTD Vendor Total Total

3340 KLEIN, THORPE AND JENKINS, LTD.

8/17/20 SPECIAL ATTORNEY FEES  55.0011071610 420320 75709 92771  1

 55.00 4,629.95YTD Vendor Total Total

3987 LANDS END INC

8/17/20 UNIFORM EXPENSE  40.6611233030 430050 75731 92847  1

 40.66 1,496.05YTD Vendor Total Total

20070 ST. FRANCIS HOSPITAL

7/20/20 TRAINING  40.0011515020 442000 75830 92719  1

 40.00 40.00YTD Vendor Total Total

3660 BRIDGEPAY NETWORK SOLUTIONS

9/3/20 BANK CHARGES  26.6011061410 420150 75895 93028  1

 26.60 219.00YTD Vendor Total Total

8017 FEDEX

8/26/20 INCIDENTALS  26.0411202035 441000 75793 93013  1

 26.04 199.89YTD Vendor Total Total

16627 NEWARK ELEMENT 14

8/19/20 SUPPLIES  21.8941818090 430075 75741 92807  1

 21.89 475.82YTD Vendor Total Total

4418 USIQ INC.

8/18/20 SUPPLIES - FIRING RANGE  19.9911414020 430170 75691 92829  1

 19.99 370.90YTD Vendor Total Total

4781 KATHI & TOM LIND

9/21/20 UTILITY BILLING CONTROL A/C  13.6941000000 141000 75925 93387  1

 13.69 13.69YTD Vendor Total Total

5080 CHRISTENSEN ANIMAL HOSPITAL

6/2/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  6.0011414020 421300 76007 93433  1

6/15/20 Cont. Animal Control & Removal  6.0011414020 421300 76007 93434  1

 12.00 165.00YTD Vendor Total Total

4774 GAYLE LITTLETON & ANDREW LEVY

9/15/20 UTILITY BILLING CONTROL A/C  10.5441000000 141000 75797 93271  1

 10.54 10.54YTD Vendor Total Total
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  AGENDA ITEM NO. 3.9 
 
09/03/2020  Approved 09/17/2020 

 
           1200 Wilmette Avenue 

          WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 
                       
 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD 
 

BROADCAST ONLY (VILLAGE HALL CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE 
PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH 
EMERGENCY ORDER) ON THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 2020 AT 6:30 P.M. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Members Present:  Trustee Kathy Dodd, Chair 
    Trustee Peter Barrow 
    Trustee Daniel Sullivan 
 
Staff Present:  Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
    Jeffrey Stein, Corporation Counsel 
    Alexander Arteaga, Management Analyst 
   
I. CALL TO ORDER 
 Chair Kathy Dodd called the meeting to order at 6:31 p.m.  Committee 

members Daniel Sullivan and Peter Barrow were present. 
 
 Trustee Dodd explained the remote meeting procedures and options to 

participate.   
 
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE MEETING 

JULY 30, 2020. 
 Trustee Dodd directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the 

Administration Committee meeting of July 30, 2020. 
 
 Trustee Barrow moved that the Committee approve the minutes as 

presented. The motion was seconded by Trustee Sullivan.  No further 
discussion occurred on the motion. Voting yes: Trustees Dodd, Barrow and 
Sullivan.  Voting no:  none.  The motion carried. 
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III. DISCUSSION OF BOARDS & COMMISSIONS 
 Trustee Dodd gave an overview of the scope of the meeting and gave a 

status on where the Committee is at on the Housing and Human Relations 
Commissions.  She thanked everyone for their input, which she said has 
moved the Committee forward in the process.  She said the purpose and 
functions of the Housing Commission have been finalized, and the goals of 
the Human Relations Commission have been reviewed.  She said the 
number of members for each commission, term limits and qualifications for 
each Commission have also been updated.  She went on to say that she 
expected the functions and purpose of the Human Relations Commission to 
be finalized at today’s meeting.  She said at this stage, the Administration 
Committee will be preparing a recommendation to the Village Board 
outlining the goals of the Housing and Human Relations Commissions and 
hoped the Board would move forward quickly to support those 
recommendations.    

 
 Human Relations Commission Mission & Purpose 
 Village Manager Michael Braiman displayed a slide which showed the 

Human Relations Commission’s mission statement proposed by Trustee 
Dodd.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he thinks the statement is well-written and 

encompasses everything the Committee has talked about; however, he said 
it’s important to note this Commission does work in conjunction and is 
accountable to both Village Board and staff.  He said he wants to be sure 
the language is clear in what the Commission’s role is.   Mr. Braiman said 
staff would work on getting that incorporated.  He said that Trustee Dodd’s 
earlier suggestion that commissions like the Human Relations Commission 
and others will prepare an annual report for the Board would be 
implemented.  He said this way these commissions will provide their goals 
for the year to the Village Board to ensure there is Board support for the 
agenda items coming from those commissions moving forward.  He said 
staff will work on this as part of the final report to the Board at the next 
meeting. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said he feels Trustee Sullivan’s point would fit very well into 

one of the bulleted functions of the Commission.   
 
 Mr. Braiman then showed a slide with the Human Relations Commission’s 

itemized purpose.  He said they would be removing the purpose of 
supporting the arts, which was a carryover from the old 2010 consolidation 
of boards and commissions, as it’s no longer relevant to the direction the 
Commission is taking moving forward.  He then said in comparing the 
original list with the Department of Justice’s suggested guidelines, they were 
very similar, leaving staff with the feeling they were headed in the right 
direction with the existing purpose.  He said they would be adding a new 
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bullet point to the list of developing ways of anticipating, preparing for and 
relieving community tensions arising from intergroup conflict.  He said this 
was in line with the Department of Justice’s guidelines on forming an 
effective Human Relations Commission.  He said this will help broaden the 
Human Relations Commission’s role to resolve conflict and allow them to 
more quickly respond to community tensions.  He went on to say that this 
would bring the Commission’s purpose more closely in line with the 
Department of Justice’s suggestions and lay a good foundation for the 
Commission to begin their work.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said regarding Trustee Sullivan’s comment, she suggested 

adding the verbiage about reporting back to the Village Board on an annual 
basis.  Mr. Braiman said he would review the verbiage and roll it into the 
final recommendations to the Village Board.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan requested to add some verbiage that says the Commission 

will provide a report to the Village Board about developing ways of 
anticipating, preparing for and relieving community tensions arising from 
intergroup conflict.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said Trustee Sullivan brought up a good point and said that 

when presenting to the Village Board the final recommendations, there 
should be some plan in writing that demonstrates how these commissions 
will come before the Board to present their goals and accomplishments for 
each year.  She said she thinks this will help the Board understand each 
commission’s focus and allow for the Board to provide direction, if 
necessary.  She said this can apply to other commissions as well besides 
the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said when he was reading and preparing for this meeting, 

he said he was thinking the EEC does a terrific job of researching and 
bringing ideas to the Board that they want to explore and they work with 
other groups to make their recommendations.  He said that is how he sees 
these two commissions operating as well. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said that was helpful feedback, and the adjustments would be 

made as staff moves forward. 
 
 Mr. Braiman moved on to discuss the membership of the Human Relations 

Commission.  He said at the last meeting, the preferred background and 
expertise requirements were discussed.  He said the current code calls for 
experienced persons in the public health/medical profession; 
creation/promotion of the arts; promotion of diversity and cultural 
understanding; fostering youth-oriented services; persons with a disability or 
an immediate family member of a person with a disability.  He said based on 
discussions, the following was recommended:  The HRC shall consist of a 
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diverse mix of residents in regards to race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, age, income levels; as well as persons with a disability; those 
with training or experience in promotion of diversity and cultural 
understanding; fostering youth oriented services and veterans affairs.  He 
said this is more in line with the Department of Justice’s guidelines and what 
the Human Relations Commission will be doing going forward.  He said this 
would be a code change at the Village Board level. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said he is grappling with the phrase “those with training or 

experience,” and asked if the Board is implying that the training and 
experience is a requirement or simply a desired background for people 
serving on this commission.  He said he is concerned the language is 
narrowing.  Mr. Braiman said it’s not a requirement and that the idea was if 
we have individuals with these types of experience and backgrounds, that 
would be helpful to the Human Relations Commission’s work.  He said it 
would be a good thing to have but certainly not necessary.  Trustee Barrow 
agreed and said it’s all the better if in fact you have one or more of these 
backgrounds or experiences.  Trustee Barrow suggested adding the word 
“including” before “those.” 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he is wrestling with the word “shall,” saying it may be 

too definitive versus giving enough flexibility.  He said maybe adding that 
“it’s a goal to consist” or “preferred to consist” would be more in line with 
what we are trying to accomplish.  He said he wants to make sure it’s not 
too boxed-in or too restrictive.  Mr. Braiman said staff will review the 
language and make the change to address this point.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said those changes sounded good and said she thinks it 

might be helpful to have that as a goal for all our commissions to ensure a 
diverse mix of residents as members.  She said it would be good to have on 
the Talent Bank Questionnaire and website pages a broad statement saying 
it is the goal for all our board and commissions to have a diverse mix of 
residents.  Trustee Barrow concurred.  Trustee Dodd said this is specific to 
the Human Relations Commission in the Village Code, but it can also be a 
broad goal going forward for all boards and commissions. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan concurred saying that the Human Relations Commission 

could allow a broader experience level than the other commissions, which 
are more technical.  Trustee Dodd concurred.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said he feels good progress has been made on the Housing 

and Human Relations Commission, and he will take this direction from the 
Committee and wrap it into a final report for the Village Board.     
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 Appointment & Selection Process for Members 
 Corporation Counsel Jeffrey Stein gave a presentation on the appointment 

powers and legal considerations of appointing members to boards and 
commissions.  He discussed the base law for the different forms of 
government as provided for in the Illinois State Statutes.  He said in general 
most of the appointment powers rest with the Village President and are 
affirmed by the Village Board.  Mr. Stein said the Village operates under the 
Managerial Form of Government, (Article 5 of the Illinois State Statute) 
which can only be changed by referendum.  He said essentially, this means 
Mr. Braiman is the administrative head of the government and has certain 
appointment powers such as the appointing of employees essential to the 
operation of government.  He said there is specific language in the Illinois 
State Statutes as to who makes other appointments.  He says the statute 
says that the Mayor/President makes appointments to a commission, board 
or other agency.  That is the default function here as well.   He said the role 
of the Board of Trustees is purely legislative unless given powers 
somewhere else in the state statute.  He said the role of the Trustees is to 
advice and consent.  He said the executive power (Mayor or, in some 
cases, Village Manager) has the power to appoint. 

 
 He went on to explain the Commission Form of Government (Article 4) is 

where the Village Board has administrative, legislative and executive 
powers.  He said they can make appointments for employment or to other 
boards and commissions.  He said we are not an Article 4, and it’s important 
to recognize that.   

 
 He said under Article 5 (Managerial Form of Government), the Village 

President will make appointments with the advice and consent of the Board 
of Trustees.  He said of the 15 boards and commissions within the Village of 
Wilmette, 9 of these are provided for specifically in state statutes.  The first 
6; ZBA, Plan Commission, Fire Pension, Police Pension, Board of Fire & 
Police Commissioners and the Electrical Commission are all provided for in 
the state statutes and all have the language that states the Village President 
shall make the appointment.  He said most of them also contain the 
language that the Village Board of Trustees or City Council has the role to 
advice and consent, resulting in the approval or rejection of an appointee.   

 
 Mr. Stein then discussed the other three boards.  He said the Emergency 

Telephone System Board is appointed by the entire Board of Trustees, like 
how Mr. Braiman’s appointment was made.  He said the Board of Foreign 
Fire Insurance statutorily requires the Fire Chief to be a member and that 6 
members of the Fire Department be elected among their own membership 
to serve.  He said there are local electoral boards that come around possibly 
every 2 years, and the statute appoints specific officers to that.   
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 Mr. Stein said the language is clear in the statute and law that those nine 
boards have very clear powers and appointment processes. He said this 
leads us to six other commissions, which the Village has created for its own 
purposes.  He said these are not in the state statutes. He listed these 
commissions as Housing, Human Relations, Transportation, Environmental 
& Energy, Building Code Board of Appeals and the Historic Preservation 
Commission.  He said these are silent in the statutes which means they are 
silent as to who makes the appointments; however, going back to the 
language in the state statutes regarding the definition of the separation of 
powers, the executive still has the appointment powers and the legislature is 
there to advice and consent.  He said there is a court opinion as well as an 
expanded opinion from the Attorney General regarding cases where a 
municipality wanted the power to go to someone other than the 
Mayor/President.  The court said if the appointment power was changed, 
you are essentially changing the role of the executive and the role of the 
legislative body, effectively changing the form of government.  He said that 
the Village of Wilmette could change their form of government, but it would 
need to be done by referendum not via Board action.  He said the 
constitution of the state provides for this.  When municipalities have 
challenged this in court, the courts have responded that this is a change in 
the form of government.  They ruled even home rule municipalities cannot 
go through the ordinance process to shift executive powers to the 
legislature; the only way to change a form of government is via referendum, 
as stated in the Illinois Constitution.  He said by looking at these cases, he 
concluded that the Village President is the appointing power in most cases, 
and the legislative role is to reject or approve.  The only way to change the 
process is via referendum. 

 
 Mr. Stein discussed the legislative powers of the Board of Trustees.  He 

displayed a slide listing all the powers.  He said the legislative body can 
create/abolish a board or commission; increase/decrease the membership; 
set qualifications; assign duties; create an appointment process/procedure 
for appointments; provide a budget; set meeting schedules and 
requirements; and allow members of certain boards to continue to serve 
past their expired term until a replacement is appointed.  Mr. Stein then said 
the only power the Board of Trustees lacks in the appointment process is 
the actual submission of the name of a respective candidate to a board or 
commission.   

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the appointment and selection process in the 

Village.  He showed a slide demonstrating Wilmette’s process, which 
includes the submission of a Talent Bank Questionnaire (TBQ) that is then 
shared with the entire Village Board.  He said TBQs are held on file, and 
when commission openings occur, the Village President reviews the 
available TBQs.  He said the President will look at skills and experience in 
order to find the best fit and consults with Village Staff to identify the needs 
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of the board or commission. He said the President usually meets with a 
respective candidate in person as well.  He said the Village President and 
staff regularly review upcoming term expirations in order to keep the boards 
and commissions consistently staffed.  He said once a candidate is 
identified, the President will place the candidate’s name on a Village Board 
agenda as a “Recommendation of Appointment,” and the candidate’s TBQ 
or resume is included in the agenda materials.  The candidate usually 
attends the meeting and presents their qualifications. 

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed the process neighboring communities utilize for 

their appointment and selection process.  He said Northbrook, Highland 
Park, Winnetka, Glenview, Kenilworth, Northfield, Bannockburn and 
Lincolnwood follow the same process as Wilmette.  He said Glencoe has 
the same process except a commission chair and staff liaison interview the 
candidate.  In Lincolnshire, it’s the same process except a commission chair 
provides feedback on the candidate.  Lake Forest has a caucus committee 
that reviews the applications and makes recommendations to the Mayor.   
Deerfield has a Volunteer Engagement Commission that reviews candidates 
in public meetings and makes the recommendations to the Mayor.  Park 
Ridge has a Mayor’s Advisory Board that interviews candidates in public 
meetings and makes the recommendations to the Mayor.  He said all these 
processes lead to a recommendation to the Mayor who is ultimately 
responsible for submitting the candidate for appointment.   

 
 Trustee Barrow asked in Deerfield, how the Volunteer Engagement 

Commission is formed.  Mr. Braiman said the members are appointed by 
the Mayor.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan asked on the communities who make recommendations to 

the Mayor for appointment if the Mayor accepted 100% of those 
recommendations.  Mr. Braiman said based on his discussion with staff in 
Deerfield, they have had the Engagement Commission for approximately 35 
years, and there is a long history of the Mayor respecting the process and 
nominating the recommended candidate.  Trustee Sullivan asked of the 127 
recommendations President Bielinski has made, did any of those get 
rejected.  Mr. Braiman said in his 10 years in Wilmette, he cannot recall any 
time a recommended candidate was rejected.  He said in the other 
communities he spoke with, there were a few instances where a candidate 
was discussed in Executive Session if there were concerns.  However, he 
said, generally, these candidates were accepted.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan then asked how staff intends to present material to the 

Board to ensure cronyism is not occurring in the selection process.    He 
said he wanted to be sure this was addressed to avoid this perception going 
forward.  He went on to say that he feels the committee has done a very 
thorough job in their review.  He said that he wants to be sure the concern 
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that the commissions were full of friends of the current or past presidents is 
addressed.   

 
 Trustee Barrow and Trustee Dodd said President Bielinski’s memo speaks 

to that issue. Trustee Dodd said she feels the Committee needs to review 
feedback on how the Board can improve transparency on the TBQs, 
commission openings and the status of filling vacancies.  She said this 
meeting is more about fact finding. She said the Committee would need to 
work together at the next meeting to improve how the message is conveyed 
to the community that the process for appointment is fair and equitable.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked what ideas anyone had for addressing the concern.   
 
 Trustee Sullivan said he would be interested in seeing past presidents’ 

process for appointing commission members.  He said all these candidates 
get presented at the Board level and feels to date the process has been fair. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said in previous agenda materials, there was a list of current 

commission members and who they were appointed/reappointed by.  
Trustee Sullivan said the list can seem skewed if a President served two 
terms in light of turnover due to term limits.  He said there have only been 
two Presidents in the last 16 years.  Trustee Dodd concurred. 

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed the next steps the Committee would be taking, 

saying the next meeting would be September 17.  He said that agenda 
would include continued discussion on the appointment process.  He 
encouraged residents to email their feedback prior to the next meeting to aid 
the Committee in forming their recommendations to the Village Board.  He 
said additional meetings would be scheduled if necessary. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she thinks it would be helpful if anyone attending the 

meeting has public comment, to speak up before the end of the meeting.  
Mr. Braiman said if Committee members had nothing further, he would 
suggest opening the floor to public comment. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said the written comments received prior to the meeting 

would be read first and then participating audience members would be 
heard from. 

  
 Management Analyst Alex Arteaga read the public comments received prior 

to the meeting: 
 
 Peter Sung Ohr said he has attended the Administration Committee 

meetings over the last few weeks and appreciates the Committee’s work 
and willingness to accommodate its audience by holding the last few 
meetings in the evening.  He said he recommends the Housing 
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Commission’s purpose list be a suggested list instead of mandated.  He 
said while the list can highlight areas of importance, he feels the 
commission members are in the best position to determine the priorities.  He 
said on the topic of the Human Relations Commission, he fully supports the 
proposed list of functions, but emphasized the need for the commission to 
coordinate with other commissions to ensure the functions of the Human 
Relations Commission are truly achieved.  He said based on comments and 
conversations with other residents, the appointment process is broken.  He 
said when the Village solicits responses for the commission openings, many 
people submit their TBQ but do not receive any feedback other than a form 
letter with no follow-up.  He said many of these commissions remain un- or 
under-staffed.  He said without a referendum, the Village President has the 
sole appointment authority, and while he doesn’t advocate changing the 
law, he said the process could be modified within the current legal structure 
to allow for public input and transparency.  He requested the Administration 
Committee require staff to provide reports about the Talent Pool and the 
status of each application.  He suggested the Village President invite the 
Board of Trustees to assist in interviewing potential candidates.  He said the 
Village could maintain a nomination committee to relieve the burden on the 
Village President to solely interview and appoint commissioners.  He said 
this committee could also make public the recommendation while the sole 
authority of making the actual appointment would continue to rest with the 
Village President.  This process would provide Wilmette residents the 
opportunity for input through the Administration Committee’s public meeting 
when the staff reports on the status of the Talent Pool and the appointment 
process will have more transparency when the nominating committee 
provides its recommendation at the public forum of a Village Board meeting.  
He went on to say that absent these changes, the widely held perception of 
the selection process being perfunctory will continue and sadly the authority 
and credibility of these commissions will be weakened.  He said given these 
difficult times when all levels of government are viewed with suspicion, it is 
of utmost importance for Wilmette to take a strong active step to help dispel 
these perceptions.   

  
 Van Gilmer said he has been following the discussions and actions for the 

re-establishment of the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  He 
said he believes both commissions will play an important role in making 
Wilmette more inclusive to African Americans and other people of color.  He 
said Wilmette is overwhelmingly white and economically advantaged, which 
should have raised flags long ago.  He said it’s not only the Village of 
Wilmette, it’s the entire North Shore.  He said he feels it would be totally 
insensitive for Wilmette to not take important and drastic steps to begin the 
process of providing an alternative to all-white, exclusive neighborhoods.  
He said that while affordable housing is a part of the overall solution to 
providing racial inclusion, it can be misunderstood without sensitive 
development.  He said this must be considered by both new commissions.  
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He said that while Wilmette already has affordable housing, it is vastly 
occupied by white residents, so this makes this a deep problem to 
“intellectually” resolve.  He said he chose to live in Wilmette for the last 13 
years with no other persons of color.  He said several houses have been 
bought and sold on his block, all by white people, which has been the 
pattern for years.  He said it’s a pattern he fears will take years to overcome.  
He said in the past he has been silent about his concerns, but given the 
change in our nation and communities with the re-awakening of racism, now 
is the time to seize the opportunity to galvanize the hearts and minds of all 
residents if we truly believe we live in the “land of the free and home of the 
brave.” 

 
 Thomas Canafax wrote to say it is unfortunate that during this time of social 

unrest, the Village of Wilmette is without its Human Relations Commission.  
He urged the Administration Committee and Board of Trustees to restore 
this important commission, which is a testament to Wilmette’s desire for a 
diverse community, one which will welcome people of all income levels, 
races, religions and cultures.  He said as a working body, the Commission’s 
touchstone was equity, a desire to ensure all residents were treated with 
fairness and equality.   

 
 Sherry Medwin emailed to express her hope that community involvement 

will extend to the appointment of members to the Human Relations 
Commission and Housing Commission.  She said these commissions 
should be staffed by those wishing to serve the needs of the entire 
community, not the Village President.  She said these Commissions should 
work to diversify housing options and uplift all who live and work here.  She 
said she would hope all are horrified by the hate crime committed in 
Winnetka at Tower Road Beach a few weeks ago whereby a Winnetka 
resident assumed a group of African Americans on a public pier were 
wishing to harm her and told them to go back to where they came from.  Ms. 
Medwin said this is a cautionary tale for the entire North Shore.  She said if 
Wilmette truly wants to become an inclusive community, it’s imperative to 
staff these commissions with representatives from all sectors of our 
demographics who have a progressive vision to create a welcoming culture 
to all law-abiding citizens.  She thanked the Administration Committee for 
their dedication to the ideal of improving the suburban culture and for 
encouraging community participation in the process.   

 
 Lorelei McClure thanked the Administration Committee for their commitment 

to recommend the reactivation of the Human Relations Commission.  She 
said this recommendation will allow for the Commission to be one that 
welcomes diversity on all levels, understands the value of diversity, nurtures 
the welfare of every single soul and assists in building true friendships 
among all groups and organizations in the community.  She said she has 
read the “Guidelines for Effective Human Relations Commissions,” as well 
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as reviewed the Committee’s deliberations and public comments.  She said 
the Committee has a wealth of good material to write guidelines for 
Wilmette’s Human Relations Commission.  She said she particularly 
appreciates the proposal of having a youth commission member as part of a 
very diversified group, which she feels is vital and foundational.  She said 
she hopes the policy and guidelines that will be set forth will be viewed as 
living documents to be adjusted and modified in the natural progression 
toward the realization of the goal to sustain and ever advance the notion of 
community in Wilmette. 

 
 There were two comments via YouTube Live that were submitted during the 

meeting.  Management Analyst Alex Arteaga read them aloud: 
 
 Leslie Weyhrich said these commissions have greatly languished in the past 

and appointments have not been made.  How will that be improved going 
forward? 

 
 Alan Hatchett said actively seeking applicants that have cultural and socio-

economic backgrounds which are not the majority would be helpful.   
 
 Trustee Dodd called for public comment from listeners/participants in the 

remote meeting. 
 
 Laurie Elkin said she echoes the sentiment that the membership of the 

commission be diverse.  To that end, she said she worries a bit that 
replacing the word “shall” with language such as “it’s our goal” or “should” 
could result in a commission membership that is less diverse.  One idea 
would be use “we will use our best efforts to ensure that it’s diverse and has 
different constituencies represented.”  She said she urges some careful 
thought around how to make it most likely the membership will be diverse 
through the language used.   

   
 Van Gilmer said he wonders what relationship the Housing and Human 

Relations Commissions will have with each other.  He said on the North 
Shore when diversification is discussed, affordable housing is one of the 
things brought up.  He said people will want to know where to reach out; is it 
Housing Commission or the Human Relations Commission?  What kind of 
relationship will this be?  He asked if some type of housing is available, who 
will advertise that and who will welcome people?  He said he assumes 
Wilmette is looking for diverse membership.  He told a story of his 
participation in a march where he met an African American woman who also 
lives in Wilmette.  He said they were mad that they have lived in Wilmette 
for 10-13 years and have never met.  He said a Human Relations 
Commission could create more of a community feel and the Housing 
Commission could attract a more diverse population.   
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 Cindy Fey experienced technical difficulties while trying to make comments.  
Mr. Braiman said staff would reach out via email to receive her comment 
and get it relayed to the Committee members.  He said this would also be 
added to the minutes.  He also said they would work with her on the 
technical issue so that if she wished to comment live at the next meeting, 
she will be able to do so.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said there was some feedback regarding President Bielinski’s 

selection process.  She said somewhere in the memo he wrote, there was 
information on whether he knew some of his selections prior to their 
appointments.  She asked Mr. Braiman to bring up a table from President 
Bielinski’s memorandum that addressed this point. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he brought this point up earlier in the meeting, as this 

was an open comment at a public meeting.  Since that statement, he has 
spoken with several commission members who were offended by the 
statement.  He said several said they felt like it was implied they only got 
their selection because of their relationship with President Bielinski, who 
many said they didn’t know until he reached out to them.  He said this is in 
fairness to all the volunteers who filled out a TBQ and went through the 
process as laid out by President Bielinski.  He doesn’t want these people to 
feel slighted.   

 
 Mr. Braiman pulled up the portion of President Bielinski’s memo where he 

illustrated his appointments and previous relationships.  He said per the 
memo submitted by the Village President, during President Bielinski’s 
tenure as President (2013 to present), he has made a total of 127 
appointments over that time period.  When the reappointments and state 
statute mandated appointees were removed, there are 47 new 
appointments that he has made.  He said of that 47, 36 (77%) were TBQ 
submissions from people he had not known previously, and 2 that were a 
direct outreach to him personally by individuals known to him, which 
equates to 81% of the total number of new appointees.  Mr. Braiman said of 
the remaining 9, 6 were from introductions to him by someone else and 3 
were a direct outreach by President Bielinski, usually individuals he has 
identified for a specific land use position in terms of expertise, such as 
architecture. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she appreciates Trustee Sullivan’s perspective in that we 

need to be sensitive because we have many talented volunteers on our 
commissions who volunteer their time.  She said she wants to be sure these 
members know they were not selected based on a prior relationship with 
President Bielinski.    

 
 Trustee Dodd said based on comments received, she would like staff to 

review the questions about the Talent Bank Questionnaire to evaluate the 
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process and outreach protocols.  She said she would also like to have staff 
think about providing a regular report to the Board on upcoming vacancies 
and what kind of skill sets and backgrounds would be required.  She said 
this would be an opportunity for the community to see and for the Board to 
review the current state of commissions.  She said having a regular report 
would feature the issue more predominantly where the Board can address 
it.  She said it could be addressed like one of the more regular consent 
agenda items similar to the financial reports.  She then asked if there were 
other suggestions for staff to move everything forward.    

 
 Trustee Barrow said both of Trustee Dodd’s suggestions were on point and 

that there is much that can be done to improve the process of transparency 
for the Talent Bank Questionnaires.  He said more understanding on the 
Board and public’s part can only be a good thing.  He said this could go a 
long way to dispel the perception that you must know someone to get 
appointed.  He went on to say that was not his experience when he was 
appointed to serve on two boards, as the President who appointed him 
never met him prior to his appointment.    

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he appreciated Trustee Barrow’s comments and said 

that he had never met the President that appointed him either until he was 
interviewed.  He suggested a report format of creating a dashboard showing 
all the commissions, their vacancies and a forecast of what might be open in 
each period.  He said he wasn’t sure what kind of format would be involved 
but trusted that Assistant Village Manager Erik Hallgren could create a solid 
forecasting model.     

 
 Mr. Braiman said this is all helpful feedback. He clarified for the public that it 

is absolutely the Village’s intent, once the changes are made to the Housing 
and Human Relations Commissions, to fill those vacancies as quickly as 
possible to get them working for the community. 

 
 Trustee Dodd reminded everyone these are volunteers in the community 

and most have full-time jobs or families.  She said the Village is not looking 
to institute a rigorous interview process.  She said we need volunteers to 
step up and provide their time.  She also said she was appreciative to all 
residents on the call providing feedback.   

 
 There was no further comment or discussion on this topic.  
  
IV. NEW BUSINESS 
 
 There was no new business. 

 
V. PUBLIC COMMENT 
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There was no public comment. 

 
VI.  ADJOURNMENT 
 At 9:00 p.m., Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion 

was seconded by Trustee Barrow.  No further discussion occurred on the 
motion.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow and Chair Trustee Dodd. 
Voting no: none. The Motion carried. The meeting was thereafter 
adjourned. 

 
       
    Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
    Karen Norwood 
    Deputy Village Clerk 
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SUBJECT: COVID-19 Emergency Declaration 
 
MEETING DATE:  October 13, 2020 (updated from March 24, 2020, April 14, 2020, April 

28, 2020, May 12, 2020, May 26, 2020, June 9, 2020, June 23, 2020, 
July 14, 2020, July 28, 2020, August 25, 2020, September 8, 2020, 
September 22, 2020) 

      
FROM: Michael Braiman, Village Manager  
 Jeffrey Stein, Assistant Village Manager/Corporation Counsel 
 
Budget Impact: See budget impact discussion below 
 
 

 
Recommended Motion 
 
Adoption of Resolution #2020-R-38 Extending the Declaration of an Emergency Affecting the 
Public Health and Wellbeing due to the Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus. 

Background & Discussion  

To date, the Village President has issued, and the Village Board approved and extended, 
multiple emergency declarations due to the COVID-19 pandemic as follows: 

1. March 17, 2020, the Village President issued a Declaration of Local Disaster and Public 
Health Emergency; 

2. March 24, 2020, the Village Board approved the Declaration when it adopted Resolution 
2020-R-17 (“Emergency Declaration”); 

3. April 7, 2020, the Village President issued an Amended Declaration of Local Disaster 
and Public Health Emergency Declaration; 

4. April 14, 2020, the Village Board approved the Amended Declaration when it adopted 
Resolution 2020-R-25 (“Amended Emergency Declaration”); 

5. April 17, 2020, the Village President issued a Second Amended Declaration of Local 
Disaster and Public Health Emergency Declaration; 

Village Manager’s Office  
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6. April 28, 2020, the Village Board approved the Second Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-27 (“Second Amended Emergency Declaration”); 

7. May 1, 2020, the Village President issued a Third Amended Declaration of Local 
Disaster and Public Health Emergency Declaration; 

8. May 12, 2020, the Village Board approved the Third Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-29 (“Third Amended Emergency Declaration”); 

9. May 26, 2020, the Village Board approved the Fourth Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-30 (“Fourth Amended Emergency Declaration”); 

10. June 4, 2020, the Village President issued a Fifth Amended Declaration of Local 
Disaster and Public Health Emergency Declaration; 

11. June 9, 2020, the Village Board approved the Fifth Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-31 (“Fifth Amended Emergency Declaration”); 

12. June 23, 2020, the Village Board approved the Sixth Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-32 (“Sixth Amended Emergency Declaration”); 

13. July 14, 2020, the Village Board extended the Sixth Amended Declaration to July 28, 
2020 when it adopted Resolution 2020-R-33; 

14. July 28, 2020, the Village Board approved the Seventh Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-34; 

15. August 25, 2020, the Village Board approved the Eighth Amended Declaration when it 
adopted Resolution 2020-R-35. 

16. September 8, 2020, the Village Board extended the Eighth Amended Declaration when 
it adopted Resolution 2020-R-36 

17. September 22, 2020, the Village Board extended the Eighth Amended Declaration when 
it adopted Resolution 2020-R-37 

The Village Board’s adoption of Resolution 2020-R-37 on September 22, 2020 is the current 
emergency declaration in effect (referred to as the “Current Emergency Declaration”).   

The Resolution submitted for approval will extend the Current Emergency Declaration to 
October 27, 2020.  There are no changes or amendments to the Current Emergency 
Declaration, so the only action needed by the Village Board is to extend the Current Emergency 
Declaration to its next meeting.     

The Current Emergency Declarations will expire on October 13, 2020, and in order to continue 
to be in effect, the Village Board must extend it to their next Village Board meeting which is set 
for October 27, 2020.  If for some unforeseen reason the Village Board cannot meet on October 
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27, the Current Emergency Declarations would extend to the date in which the Village Board 
does meet. 

Budget Impact 
 

The business assistance programs contained within the declaration will be funded by General 
Fund reserves. 
 
Documents Attached 
 

1.  Resolution #2020-R-38 Extending the Declaration of an Emergency Affecting the Public 
Health and Wellbeing due to the Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus. 



RESOLUTION NO. 2020-R-38 

A RESOLUTION EXTENDING THE DECLARATION OF AN EMERGENCY 
AFFECTING THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELLBEING DUE TO THE OUTBREAK 

OF COVID-19 VIRUS 
 
 

WHEREAS, the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois (the “Village”) is a home 

rule municipal corporation as provided in Article VII, Section 6 of the 1970 Constitution of the 

State of Illinois and, pursuant to said constitutional authority, may exercise any power and 

perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs for the protection of the public 

health, safety, morals and welfare; which includes declaring emergencies concerning the 

declaration of local disasters or public health emergencies and providing for the authority of 

local officials to take such actions as may be necessary to protect the public health, safety and 

welfare in the event of a disaster or other local emergency; and 

WHEREAS, State of Illinois Governor JB Pritzker issued a Gubernatorial Disaster 

Proclamation in response to the outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”); and 

WHEREAS, Governor Pritzker has issued multiple Executive Orders to help combat the 

spread of COVID-19; and 

WHEREAS, in order to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in the Village, and to protect 

the residents, business community members, employees and officials of the Village from disease 

and death, to help assist businesses in the short term to remain viable and open to the public, to 

provide the residents with the ability to obtain food items in the safest and most efficient way 

possible, and to provide the Village’s business community with the ability to continue to safely 

serve patrons as allowed by the Executive Orders, the Village President issued a Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency on March 17, 2020, pursuant to Illinois Municipal 

Code Section 5/11-1-6, the Illinois Emergency Management Agency Act Section 3305/11 and 

Chapter 2, Article XL of the Village Code; and 
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WHEREAS, on March 24, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-17, A 

Resolution Declaring an Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus (“Emergency Declaration”) which extended the Village 

President’s Declaration of Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency to April 14, 2020; and 

WHEREAS, On April 7, 2020, the Village President issued an Amended Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency Declaration which mirrored the existing 

Emergency, but also added provisions for the enforcement of social distancing requirements and 

prohibitions against gatherings of more than ten people.   

WHEREAS, on April 14, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-25, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which extended the Amended Declaration of Local Disaster and 

Public Health Emergency to April 28, 2020 or until the Village Board could legally and safely 

conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 

WHEREAS, on April 17, 2020 the Village President issued a Second Amended 

Declaration of Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency which mirrored the existing 

Amended Emergency Declaration, but also added provisions of requiring individuals to wear a 

face covering when inside, whether working or shopping, any business open to the public, or any 

time an individual is riding in public transportation; and 

WHEREAS, on April 28, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-27, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which extended the Second Amended Declaration of Local 

Disaster and Public Health Emergency to May 12, 2020 or until the Village Board could legally 

and safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 
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WHEREAS, on May 1, 2020, the Village President issued a Third Amended Declaration 

of Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency which mirrored the existing Amended 

Emergency Declaration, except it amended the provisions on the sale of alcoholic beverages by 

removing restrictions that the sale of alcohol be accompanied with the sale of food; and  

WHEREAS, on May 12, 2020 the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-29, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which extended the Third Amended Declaration of Local Disaster 

and Public Health Emergency to May 26, 2020 or until the Village Board could legally and 

safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 

WHEREAS, on May 26, 2020 the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-30, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which adopted and extended the Fourth Amended Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency to June 9, 2020 or until the Village Board could 

legally and safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 

WHEREAS, since the Fourth Amended Declaration was issued, Governor Pritzker 

issued a new Proclamation of Emergency and two new Executive Orders which permit 

businesses to reopen provided that businesses comply with all applicable guidance issued by the 

Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity (collectively “Phase 3 Orders”); and     

WHEREAS, the Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity has also 

issued guidance encouraging religious institutions to hold outdoor or drive thru services; and 

WHEREAS, on June 4, 2020, the Village President issued a Fifth Amended Declaration 

of Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency which amended the Fourth Amended Emergency 

Declaration to reflect the new Phase 3 authorizations and requirements for various operations 

and businesses; and  
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WHEREAS, on June 9, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-31, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which adopted and extended the Fifth Amended Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency to June 23, 2020 or until the Village Board could 

legally and safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 

WHEREAS, on June 23, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-32, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which adopted and extended the Sixth Amended Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency to July 14, 2020 or until the Village Board could 

legally and safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 

WHEREAS, on July 14, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-33 A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which extended the Sixth Amended Emergency Declaration to 

July 28, 2020; and  

WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-34, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which adopted and extended the Seventh Amended Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency to August 25, 2020 or until the Village Board could 

legally and safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 

WHEREAS, on August 25, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-35, A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which adopted and extended the Eighth Amended Declaration of 

Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency to September 8, 2020 or until the Village Board 

could legally and safely conduct its next Village Board Meeting; and 
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WHEREAS, on September 8, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-36 A 

Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which extended the Eighth Amended Emergency Declaration to 

September 22, 2020; and  

WHEREAS, on September 22, 2020, the Village Board adopted Resolution 2020-R-37 

A Resolution Extending the Emergency Affecting the Public Health and Wellbeing Due to the 

Outbreak of COVID-19 Virus which extended the Eighth Amended Emergency Declaration to 

October 13, 2020; and  

WHEREAS, the Village Board desires to further extend the Eighth Amended Emergency 

Declaration which shall be in effect until its next scheduled meeting.   

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the President and Board of Trustees of 

the Village of Wilmette as follows: 

SECTION ONE: Recitals Incorporation.  The above recitals are incorporated into 

this section one as if fully set forth. 

SECTION TWO:  Extension of Local Disaster and Public Health Emergency.   

The Eighth Amended Emergency Declaration as adopted, is hereby extended and shall remain in 

effect to October 27, 2020, which may be further extended by the Village President if the Village 

Board cannot lawfully and safely conduct its meeting.  Such an extension beyond October 27, 

2020 shall be made in writing and delivered to the Village Clerk and each Village Trustee and 

shall be in effect until the Village Board can legally and safely conduct a Village Board meeting.   

SECTION THREE: This Resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its 

passage as provided by law.   

ADOPTED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, on 

the 13th day of October 2020 according to the following roll call vote: 
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AYES: None.   
 

NAYS: None.   

ABSTAIN: None.   

ABSENT: None.   

 

_________________________ 
 
Village Clerk  
    

Approved on October 13, 2020          
        
      _____________________________   
              Village President 
 
Attest: 
 
 
_____________________________                                                                         
Village Clerk   
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 2020 
6:30 P.M. 

SECOND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM 
WILMETTE VILLAGE HALL 

1200 WILMETTE AVENUE, WILMETTE, IL 

Members Present: Trustee Dan Sullivan, Chair 
Trustee Gina Kennedy 
Trustee Joel Kurzman 

Staff Present: Michael Braiman, Assistant Village Manager 
Jeff Stein, Assistant Village Manager/Corporation Counsel 
Erik Hallgren, Assistant Village Manager 
Alex Arteaga, Management Analyst 
Melinda Molloy, Director of Finance 
Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 
Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 
Danielle Horn, P.E., Project Manager  
Georgia Mihalopoulos, P.E., Engineering Technician  

I. CALL TO ORDER. 

Trustee Dan Sullivan, Chair, called the meeting to order at 6:34 P.M. Committee 
members Trustees Gina Kennedy and Joel Kurzman were present.    

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING
OF DECEMBER 10, 2019.

Chair Sullivan directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the
Municipal Services Committee meeting of December 10, 2019.

Trustee Kennedy moved that the Committee approve the minutes. The motion
was seconded by Trustee Kurzman. No further discussion occurred on the
motion. The motion carried by a unanimous voice vote.

Agenda Item No. 3.11
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III. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION TO THE VILLAGE BOARD 
REGARDING STORMWATER UTILITY FEE CREDITS & INCENTIVES 

Michael Braiman, Assistant Village Manager, referenced the agenda materials, 
which included a supplemental memo with updated information on credits for 
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District (MWRD) compliant detention facilities.  
He then walked through a PowerPoint presentation outlining three credit options: 
educational credits for private schools, institutional use and 501(c)3 property 
credits, and detention credits.  

Mr. Braiman added if the maximum credits are provided, the Village would realize 
a revenue reduction of $1.37M through FY 2028.  Effectively, as the average 
resident bill increases over time to pay back the Village’s debt service, the 
average resident bills would increase by $18 less given these maximum credits.   

Mr. Braiman continued to explain in further detail the educational credit option.  
Educational credits were built on the concept that credits could be provided to 
educational institutions that provided a stormwater best management practice 
(BMP) curriculum, or to institutions that hosted educational events. The financial 
analysis included a credit value of $10 per enrolled student. The average 
resident annual impact would equate to an additional $3.82 per year. Village staff 
does not recommend this option as it is an administrative burden for the Village 
to manage, and there was no evidence supporting that such a program would 
have a positive impact on stormwater management.  

Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works, 
summarized the revised detention credit Option #2. This option would apply to all 
properties that have previously installed MWRD compliant detention and would 
also apply to future detention projects.  The purpose of this credit is to provide a 
credit value that is commensurate with the reduction in impact to the Village’s 
stormwater system. 

Ms. Berger-Raish presented three proposed categories, which correspond to the 
MWRD’s detention requirements: meets pre-2014 ordinance, meets 2014 
ordinance, and meets 2020 ordinance. The recommended corresponding credit 
percentages are 35%, 45%, and 50%, respectively.  

Mr. Braiman advised that this option, Option #2, is based upon sound 
engineering principles and reflects the impact these projects have on the system.  

Ms. Berger-Raish added that a maximum of 50% credit corresponds to 
Winnetka’s proposal. Furthermore, Downers Grove & Highland Park have similar 
credit options in line with the proposed credit amounts.  

Chair Sullivan asked if these neighboring communities have stormwater 
problems. 

Ms. Berger-Raish confirmed that they do. 
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Mr. Braiman explained that institutional uses when owned by a 501(c)3 
organization provide valuable services to the community and are not able to pass 
along the costs to customers in the same way other uses are able to.  He 
described the financial analysis of the various credit options, which range from 5-
50%. At the 50% level, the Village would realize a $504,000 loss in revenue 
reduction through FY 2028, which equates to an annual impact of $6.55 for each 
resident.   

Chair Sullivan opened the floor to questions from the Trustees. 

Trustee Kennedy asked to confirm if the average increase in resident fees are for 
Tier 2 residents. 

Mr. Braiman confirmed that the increases are based on an average for Tier 2 
residents. He added that Tier 2 residents comprise 50% of the residential base.  

Trustee Kennedy asked what the average percentage increase would equate to 
for these residents.  

Erik Hallgren, Assistant Village Manager, calculated the percentage and stated 
that resident impact of $6.55 is the average across 9 years which is based on the 
2020 fee. In 2028, the average impact would be 2% when the average fee could 
be $450.  

Mr. Braiman explained that staff will reevaluate the fees in 2021 with the Finance 
Committee. He added that the Village needs a full year to collect revenues and 
reassess the loss in collection factor. 

Chair Sullivan asked about a discrepancy of $600,000 in reserves when 
comparing two different pages within the agenda packet.  

Mr. Hallgren clarified that the difference in reserves is due to summarizing all 
three types of credit options instead of just the institutional credit option alone.  

Mr. Braiman added the Village’s final reserve amount would continue to be 
updated as we complete building out the stormwater billing database over the 
next year. If the reserves continue to be projected over the required amount, the 
Village would not raise stormwater utility fees as originally planned.  

Chair Sullivan asked what the typical recommended reserve amount is. 

Mr. Braiman explained that the sewer fund policy allows for a 20% reserve of 
revenue. As the Village begins to collect stormwater utility fees, the projected 
fees can be further reduced and the 8% estimated loss in collection factor would 
be adjusted accordingly. The estimate for all the stormwater improvement 
projects is $70 million. 

Chair Sullivan asked if the Village is committed to changing the reserve 
projections.  
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Mr. Braiman replied that the updated financial analysis would be brought to the 
Finance Committee.  

Melinda Molloy, Director of Finance, added that staff is continuing to clean the 
data. The first billing cycle was completed and there are still at least 300 
accounts that need to be analyzed for future billing cycles. The reserve number is 
decreasing and the 8% loss in collection was a way to provide the Village a 
cushion as staff obtains better data.  

Mr. Braiman explained that the Village understands there will be a percent loss in 
collection and that we will not increase rates until the data is refined.  

Ms. Molloy described the Village staff’s recent effort of cleaning over 8,000 
single-family home accounts, with 800 more accounts remaining.   

Mr. Braiman stated that the Village Board will have to approve the fees in 2021 
and this approach is different from the past. For example, the Village increased 
the fee for the West Park project for two years at once.    

Trustee Kurzman asked for staff to explain the spreadsheet in Attachment #2.  

Mr. Braiman explained the table shows various credit options for the institutional 
and the detention credits. Also included in the spreadsheet is a comparison on 
what each entity would pay if the fees were based on the sewer rate, not a 
stormwater utility fee. He noted that the value of the detention credit is only 
applied to the portion of the property impacted by the provided detention.  

Chair Sullivan asked who would determine which part of the property is affected 
by the detention.  

Ms. Berger-Raish explained that the entity would need a copy of the MWRD 
permit and which ordinance that permit is abiding by, as well as a certification 
from an engineer that the improvements were installed and working as designed.  

Ms. Braiman stated that the permit would identify which portion of the property is 
benefiting from the detention.  

Ms. Berger-Raish added that even though this discussion has focused on non-
single family properties, there is a single-family development, Wilmette Circle, 
which was designed to MWRD standards. These properties can also apply for 
the detention credit. 

Chair Sullivan opened the floor to public comment on this topic. 

Lali Watt, 811 Chilton, asked for clarification on why the Village would consider 
providing credits to entities without those entities mitigating any stormwater 
runoff. She added that if some entities could apply for this credit, then all voters 
should also be allowed to apply for this credit.  
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Elizabeth Seager, 400 17TH, expressed concerns regarding not providing the 
Village residents enough time to understand all the proposed credit options.  She 
is opposed to granting credits where there is no corresponding stormwater 
benefit unless all residents can apply for the same credit due to hardship.   

Chris Miehle, with Terra Engineering, represents Loyola Academy as their Civil 
Engineer, asked what the process would be to obtain approval for a detention 
credit.  

Ms. Berger-Raish replied that larger properties would be divided into areas that 
have MWRD compliant detention. A formula for the entire parcel would determine 
the overall credit based on the amount of the parcel that is served by compliant 
detention.  

Kate Gjaya, 325 Central, stated she is in favor of credits for entities controlling 
their stormwater runoff and that all properties should pay their appropriate fees.  

Chair Sullivan closed public comment on this topic. 

Mr. Braiman added that the educational credit is not recommended by staff since 
the impact is minimal and a burden for the entities and the Village to administer.  

Trustee Kennedy said the educational credit is well-intended yet not effective 
since children don’t make purchasing decisions on how to deal with stormwater 
on the properties on behalf of their family. 

Trustee Kurzman supports staff recommendation not to move forward with 
implementing an educational credit.  

Chair Sullivan added that there is a consensus for the Committee not to 
recommend the education credit to the Village Board.     

Mr. Braiman stated that the concept would be presented to the Village Board with 
the Committee not recommending it.  

Chair Sullivan initiated a discussion on MWRD compliance.  

Mr. Braiman recommended to move forward with the most updated analysis.  
Option #2 is based upon sound engineering principles and reflects more closely 
the benefit these properties have on the system.  

Ms. Berger-Raish stated that Option #2 is more realistic. 

Trustee Kurzman added that he is not in complete support of giving a credit for 
following the law, but he’s willing to bring the matter to the Village Board to 
discuss further.  

Trustee Kennedy said she would like to look at the numbers more closely and 
agrees that the detention credit makes sense since these types of improvements 
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do significantly benefit the stormwater system.  

Chair Sullivan asked if the Village Board should be presented with both Option 
#1 and Option #2.  

Mr. Braiman replied that Option #1 is not financially feasible since it requires 
entities to double the MWRD amounts. The Village Board should be presented 
with the latest update – Option #2.  

Trustee Kurzman agrees with presenting Option #2 to Village Board for 
discussion.  

Chair Sullivan agrees that Option #2 is directionally more accurate.  

Chair Sullivan began discussion of the institutional credits. He explained that our 
website advertises the wonderful community we have for residents, business, 
and organizations like private schools and religious organizations. Not all the 
institutions are able to make changes to the management of their stormwater. He 
is in support of an institutional credit because residents want these types of 
institutions to continue to exist in our Village.  

Trustee Kennedy asked if the credit options are cumulative where, for example, 
an entity can benefit from a 45% detention credit and a 50% institutional credit. 

Chair Sullivan said he would support a maximum credit up to 50%.  

Trustee Kennedy asked if an entity would then receive the higher of the two 
credits. 

Mr. Braiman confirmed that only the higher of the two credits would be allowed 
for one entity.  

Trustee Kennedy stated that she understands that the institutional entities are not 
bearing the predominant burden of the Village’s fees and that homeowners are 
bearing 70% of the total expense. She asked what the percentage is for 
commercial entities.  

Ms. Molloy responded that there is roughly a 75-25% distribution for single-family 
uses vs. non-single family. The Village does not yet have the information to 
distinguish the percentage for commercial and institutional uses.  

Chair Sullivan said he is concerned about commercial passing on the expense to 
tenants, which may result in an increase in vacancies. 

Trustee Kennedy agreed that is it difficult to justify making an exception for 
financial hardship for one group and not some kind of hardship for everybody.  

Chair Sullivan said that this is a fluid situation over the next couple of years and 
that we should get consensus among all members of the Village Board.  
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Trustee Kurzman added that this discussion warrants involving the Village Board. 
Hardship in certain neighborhoods exists and that we should evaluate the 
possibility of considering financial hardship for others. 

Mr. Braiman summarized the decisions of the MSC:  

The MSC does not recommend the Village implement an education credit as the 
credit creates an additional curriculum mandate upon schools, is an 
administrative burden for the Village to manage, and there was no evidence 
presented to demonstrate that such a program would have a positive impact on 
stormwater management. 

The MSC recommended the Village implement an MWRD detention credit; there 
was some concern expressed that properties would be receiving a financial 
benefit for simply meeting legal requirements, but a general consensus that 
building detention is beneficial to the public system.  The updated credit 
percentages (35%, 45% and 50%), depending on the MWRD ordinance used for 
the permit, would be utilized. 

The MSC did not make a recommendation for or against the Institutional/501(c)3 
credit. Additional discussion regarding the appropriateness and value of such a 
credit will be advanced to the full Village Board for consideration. 

Trustee Kennedy asked to confirm that there would be a 50% cap since certain 
entities may be eligible for multiple credit types.  

Mr. Braiman stated that when the financial analysis is updated, there will be a 
cap at 50% as the worst-case scenario.  

Jeff Stein, Assistant Village Manager/Corporation Counsel, added that a 
technical amendment to the stormwater utility fee ordinance will be brought to the 
February 11 Village Board meeting. The changes will provide the Village 
clarification on how to more accurately bill entities.  

Chair Sullivan asked why we need to bill the institutions this year rather than 
delaying these bills.  

Mr. Braiman replied that we are sending bills now to pay for a debt service due at 
the end of this year.  

Ms. Molloy explained that we need to explain to the market how we are collecting 
these funds.    

There were no further comments on this topic.  

IV. NEW BUSINESS 

 There was no new business. 
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V. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 There was no public comment. 

VI. ADJOURNMENT 

Chair Sullivan asked for a motion to adjourn. Trustee Kurzman moved to adjourn 
the meeting. The motion was seconded by Trustee Kennedy.  No further 
discussion occurred on the motion.  The motion carried by a unanimous voice 
vote. 

 The meeting was thereafter adjourned.  

 Minutes respectfully prepared by Georgia Mihalopoulos, P.E. 

 

  



 6/23/20              Approved 9/29/2020 

1 This meeting was held remotely by the Municipal Services Committee of the Village Board of Trustees. The meeting was broadcast 
live at https://www.youtube.com/user/villageofwilmette/live and on Channel 6 and then published on the Village’s website. Members 
of the public were able to make public comment in advance of the meeting by emailing their comments to 
publiccomment@wilmette.com or comments could be made during the meeting through YouTube live and provided to the Village 
Board. There was also the option to participate in the meeting via a PC, mobile device, or phone.  
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD 

TUESDAY, JUNE 23, 2020 
6:00 P.M. 

VILLAGE HALL – BROADCAST ONLY
(VILLAGE HALL IS CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE PRESIDENT’S DECLARATION 

OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY ORDER)1 

Members Present: Trustee Dan Sullivan, Chair 
Trustee Gina Kennedy 
Trustee Joel Kurzman 

Staff Present: Alex Arteaga, Management Analyst 
Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 
Nabil Quafisheh, Director of Water Management 
Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 
Matt Overeem, Water and Sewer Superintendent 
Ryan Kearney, P.E., Project Manager 

I. CALL TO ORDER. 

Trustee Dan Sullivan, Chair, called the meeting to order at 6:02 P.M. Committee 
members Trustees Gina Kennedy and Joel Kurzman were present.    

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE MEETING
OF JANUARY 28, 2020.

Chair Sullivan directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the
Municipal Services Committee meeting of January 28, 2020.

Trustee Kennedy moved that the Committee approve the minutes. The motion
was seconded by Trustee Kurzman. No further discussion occurred on the
motion. The motion carried by a unanimous voice vote.

Agenda Item No. 3.12
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III. CENTRAL AVENUE PRIVATE LEAD SERVICE LINE DISCUSSION 

Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works, 
summarized that the purpose of this discussion was to request Committee 
concurrence on providing water filters and lead sampling for homes affected by 
the Central Avenue Water Main Replacement Project. These actions would serve 
as an interim measure to protect residents from lead exposure and to provide the 
Village Board with more data for a future comprehensive Lead Service Water 
Policy discussion. Ms. Berger-Raish made it clear that Wilmette’s drinking water 
is safe and in compliance with all Federal, State, and Local regulations. The 
estimated cost to provide water pitchers and cartridges to Central Avenue 
residents is about $20,000; the pre- and post-construction lead sampling in this 
area will cost about $20,000. 

Chair Sullivan opened the floor to questions from the Trustees. 

Trustee Kennedy asked how staff determines the appropriate length of time to 
provide water filter cartridges. 

Matt Overeem, Water and Sewer Superintendent, explained that the filters 
should cover the service change out process, plus 30 to 45 days after. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish added that the filter cartridges last three to five months on 
average, and filters are not necessary if the testing shows lead levels lower than 
acceptable range.  

Trustee Kennedy asked if each home would be tested after construction to 
determine lead levels. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish replied that homes will be tested if the homeowner agrees 
to participate in the lead sampling program. 

Trustee Kurzman asked why this water filter and testing opportunity is only 
available now when the Village has had recent water main projects. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish replied that the opportunity is based on timing and lead 
services have not been a factor in recent water main improvements. The most 
recent replacement project, Locust Road, did not have any remaining lead 
services. The last project with lead services was Sheridan Road in 2008-2009.  

Trustee Kurzman asked why residents receive lead notice letters before water 
main work. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish explained that the lead notification letter, included with the 
meeting packet, is standard for any water main replacement or repair work. The 
purpose of the letter is to educate homeowners on the dangers of lead and to 
provide guidance on how to flush out the system after water main work is 
complete. 
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Nabil Quafisheh, Director of Water Management, added that the lead 
notifications developed over the last few years in response to the lead incident in 
Flint, Michigan. The letters ensure that water consumers are made aware of lead 
risks. 

Chair Sullivan is willing to support the filter and sampling initiative, noting that it 
would be part of the Village’s effort to provide good water, good distribution, and 
good education to residents. Chair Sullivan asked about the funding for the filters 
and lead testing, as both would be unbudgeted expenses. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish replied that the purchases would be authorized by the 
Village Manager and the funds would be sourced from reserves or savings from 
the water main improvements on Central Avenue. 

The MSC agreed that staff should move forward with the purchase of 
pitchers/cartridges and pre-/post-construction lead sampling on Central Avenue. 

Chair Sullivan opened the floor to public comment on this topic. 

Jason Morrison, 509 Central Avenue, asked about the application of the water 
filters; if the filters are just for drinking water or to filter the whole house. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish replied that the filters would be for drinking water; the filters 
would consist of a pitcher and cartridges. 

There was no further discussion on the topic.  

IV. NEIGHBORHOOD STORAGE PROJECT – PHASE 2 CONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACTOR 

Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works, 
summarized that staff is requesting guidance from the MSC on the contractor 
selection process for Phase 2 of the Neighborhood Storage Project (NSP). 
Brigitte Berger-Raish explained that staff is looking to waive the competitive bid 
requirement and negotiate pricing directly with the Phase 1 contractor, Berger 
Excavating Contractors, Inc. Brigitte Berger-Raish added that staff would only 
bring a formal recommendation to waive bids to the Board if the negotiated 
pricing for Phase 2 is in line with comparable bid pricing. If not, staff would 
proceed with a competitive bid process. 

Chair Sullivan noted that the Engineering team has done a terrific job with the 
NSP so far and is supportive of continuing the work with Berger Excavating if 
feasible.  

Chair Sullivan opened the floor to questions from the Trustees. 

Trustee Kennedy asked if the Village received a lot of competitive bids for Phase 
1 of the NSP. 
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Brigitte Berger-Raish replied that the Village received a total of five bids for 
Phase 1 and recalls that the bids were mostly competitive. 

Trustee Kennedy asked if Brigitte Berger-Raish is related to Berger Excavating. 

Brigitte Berger-Raish confirmed that she is not related to Berger Excavating. 

Trustee Kurzman agreed that staff should proceed with negotiations, adding that 
the Village needs to keep the NSP cohesive and moving forward in good hands. 

Trustee Kennedy agreed that staff should proceed with Berger Excavating if the 
pricing is reasonable, especially since the Phase 2 work is similar with Phase 1. 

The MSC supports the request for staff to negotiate pricing directly with Berger 
Excavating for the Phase 2 construction work. 

Chair Sullivan opened the floor to public comment on this topic. There were no 
public comments. 

There was no further discussion on the topic. 

V. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 There was no public comment. 

VI. OLD BUSINESS 

 There was no old business. 

VII. NEW BUSINESS 

 There was no new business. 

VIII. ADJOURNMENT 

Chair Sullivan asked for a motion to adjourn. Trustee Kennedy moved to adjourn 
the meeting. The motion was seconded by Trustee Kurzman. No further 
discussion occurred on the motion.  The motion carried by a unanimous voice 
vote. 

 The meeting was thereafter adjourned.  

  

 Minutes respectfully prepared by Ryan Kearney, P.E.  
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SUBJECT: Contract with StormTrap, LLC   
 
MEETING DATE:  October 13, 2020       
 
FROM:   Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E. Director of Engineering and Public Works 
   Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 

 
BUDGET IMPACT: See Budget Impact Section 
     
 
Recommended Motion 
 
Move to approve a contract in an amount not-to-exceed $1,636,852 with StormTrap, LLC, 
Romeoville, IL, for the pre-purchase of pre-cast concrete units for Phase 2 of the Neighborhood 
Storage Project at Hibbard Park.  
 
Background 
 
At the September 22 Village Board meeting, the Village Board approved a motion to waive the 
competitive bid process for the purpose of negotiating a contract with StormTrap, LLC 
(StormTrap) for the purchase of a pre-cast concrete underground storage system for Hibbard 
Park.  Construction is anticipated to begin in late January and be completed in June.  
 
After reviewing seven different detention systems, it was determined that StormTrap would be 
the most suitable vault design for all three storage locations at Community Playfield, Hibbard 
Park and Thornwood Park.  Benefits of the StormTrap vault system include: 

• Ability to provide the required storage in the smallest construction footprint;   
• Widely used in the Chicagoland area for similar underground storage projects; 
• Superior to the other vault systems in the areas of longevity and performance; and 
• Local contractor familiarity.  

Similar to the first phase of the project at Community Playfield, Village staff and the consultants 
recommend pre-purchasing the vault directly from StormTrap instead of including the product 
in the construction contract.  Pre-purchasing the material ensures the vault pieces will be 
available for construction in early 2021 and eliminates a contractor markup on the product.   

 

 

Engineering & Public Works 
Department 

mailto:bergerb@wilmette.com
mailto:manisd@wilmette.com
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Discussion 
 
StormTrap provided a price proposal to the Village to supply the concrete vault pieces for 
$1,586,852.00. The approval request also includes a contingency of $50,000 if there are 
surcharges related to delivery times exceeding the one-hour provision to unload the pieces on 
the jobsite. To control this exposure, the construction contract will include detailed 
specifications outlining the contractor’s obligation to unload the pieces as efficiently as 
possible.   
 
In order to ensure the Village received a competitive price for the vault pieces, Christopher B. 
Burke Engineering Ltd. (CBBEL) researched pricing for other StormTrap projects.  Of the last 
13 StormTrap projects CBBEL has been involved with, the average price was $307,000 per 
acre-ft of storage.  The current proposal for Hibbard Park is $158,000 per acre-ft.  This is 
significantly lower than the average because of the cost efficiencies of the deeper vault as well 
as competitive pricing from StormTrap.   
 
Budget Impact 
 
The pre-purchase of the StormTrap product will be paid through a bond issuance planned for 
2021.  
 
Documents Attached 
 
 

1.  Proposal Agreement from StormTrap, LLC  



PHONE   815 941 4549 
FAX     331 318 5347 

WEB   w w w .sto rm tra p .c o m  
EMAIL  in fo @sto rm tra p .c o m  

1287 Win d h a m  Pa rkw a y 
Ro m e o ville , IL 60446 

 

Proposal Agreement 
StormTrap, LLC 
1287 Windham Parkway 
Romeoville, IL 60446 
Phone: 815-941-4549 
Fax: 331-318-5347 

 

Customer P.O. Number: Date: 9/16/20 
Purchaser 
Company Name: Village of Wilmette, IL 
Contact:  Brigitte Berger 
Address: 711 Laramie 
City, ST, Zip:  Wilmette, IL 60091 
Phone:  847-853-7627 
Fax: 
Email: bergerb@wilmette.com 

StormTrap Contact 
Name:  Kyle McCready 

Email:  kmccready@stormtrap.com 

Phone: 815-546-9256 

Terms 
  
Per Village of Wilmette contract   

*Pending Credit Approval 

Project Name: Hibbard Park 
Contact: 
Address: 
City, ST, Zip:  Wilmette, IL 
Phone: 
Email: 

Shop Drawings 
This proposal is based upon and relied upon the 
attached StormTrap layout (and noted design 
criteria)  dated  8/29/20  .    Any   changes   to 
the layout or design criteria will affect the below 
quoted price. 

Delivery 
Pieces will be delivered by Common Carrier with the installing contractor responsible for unloading at the job 
site. 263 total loads allowed. One hour per load is allowed for unloading. $65.00 per hour for any time 
thereafter. The total loads quoted are based on all material being available at the time of delivery. The contractor 
is responsible for providing safe/adequate means of ingress and egress from the jobsite. 

Seller to Furnish the Following Materials* Specified Below: 
*Note: Prices include all necessary joint wrap and joint tape to complete the above stated  project. 

 

Description Pieces Max Pick Weight 

15' DoubleTrap 520 Pieces / 32 Panels 23,500# 

Prices  do  not  include   unloading,   setting,   or   installing   the   system.   Prices   do   
not  include  any  needed  riser  rings  or  frames,  covers/grates,   or   any   other   
material  including  geogrid   or   geoweb,   when   applicable.   The   purchasing   
contractor agrees to install or have the system installed by others in compliance with the 
installation specifications. Before any work begins, a preconstruction meeting must take place 
between StormTrap and the purchasing contractor. 

TOTAL ORDER: 
$1,586,852.00 

Taxes not included 

To Execute This Order Please Sign and Return Within 30 Days. Price Valid for 30 Days. 

 
Accepted by:   Acknowledged by: StormTrap, LLC 

Purchaser Seller 
 
 
 

Print Name/Title Print Name/Title 
 

Date: Date: 
Terms and Conditions: By signing this Proposal, the terms and conditions on the reverse side of this form apply to the foregoing Proposal, to any orders, quotations, proposals, sales   
or deliveries from StormTrap, LLC (“Seller”) to Purchaser and are hereby incorporated by reference into any StormTrap Proposal to Purchaser. Any different or additional terms in any 
documents from Purchaser, including by not limited to, order acknowledgements, are objected to and rejected, are deemed to materially adhere these terms, and will not become part  
of any contract. 



1287 Windham Pkwy 
Romeoville, IL 60446 

PHONE  815 941 4663 
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STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
 

Terms and Conditions. The following terms and conditions apply to the foregoing 
Proposal, to any orders, quotations, proposals, sales or deliveries from StormTrap, LLC 
(“Seller”) to Customer and are hereby incorporated by reference into any Seller Proposal to 
Customer. Any different or additional terms in any documents from Customer including but 
not limited to order acknowledgements are objected to and rejected, are deemed to 
materially alter these terms, and will not become part of any  contract. 

Purchase Price and Payment Terms. Payment for all material and goods purchased 
under this Proposal or any orders, quotations, proposals, sales or deliveries from Seller 
(the “Materials”), as well as for freight or other services purchased, is Net 30 Days from 
date of invoice. A finance charge of 2% per month (24% per annum) will be assessed 
beyond that time period. Seller may submit periodic invoices for progress payments for  
the value of materials produced or incorporated in the work or stored on site or at any 
precaster’s site, less previous invoice amounts paid. Customer will pay a deposit as shown 
on the Sales Quote before production will begin. Deposit will be applied to final invoice. 
Customer understands that payment obligation is unconditional – there are no pay- when-
paid or retainage provisions applicable, and there are to be no amounts withheld, retained, 
or deferred pending payment by any third  parties. 

Taxes.  Customer will  be  solely  responsible for  payment  directly to  taxing  authority 
or reimbursement to Seller, when paid by Seller, of all sales, use or similar taxes, and   
any duties or permits or any other fees imposed upon this transaction by any level of 
government whether due at the time of sale or later (excluding Seller’s income  taxes). 

Delivery. Unless otherwise specified above, all prices are F.O.B. Customer’s job site. 
Quoted lead times are subject to change at any time until order is placed by Customer 
and accepted by Seller. Shipping and delivery dates stated are approximate. If a Target 
Date for delivery is specified in the foregoing proposal, and Customer subsequently 
requests that Seller postpone, delay or defer shipment or delivery past the Target Date 
shall Seller may (a) invoice Customer (Net 30 Days)for materials as if the delivery had 
been made on the Target Date; (b) charge and periodically invoice Customer for storage, 
maintenance and security for the period between the Target Date and actual shipment  
and delivery; (c) charge and invoice Customer for extraordinary costs, production costs, 
charges or expenses incurred by Seller to meet the Target Date, and incurred by Seller   
as a consequence of the postponement, delay or deferral requested by Customer; and (d) 
adjust the schedule and defer production, shipment and delivery, without penalty, to allow 
Seller to meet its other pending manufacturing, shipment and delivery   commitments. 

Force Majeure. Seller  will  not  be  liable  for  any  delay  in  performing or  for  partial 
or complete failure to perform hereunder if such delay or failure is due to fire, flood, 
explosion, Act of God, force majeure, accident, war, intervention of governmental 
authorities, strikes, labor disputes, material shortages, transportation delays, any act or 
omission of Customer, its agents or employees or any party retained by, through or under 
any of them, or any other cause similar or dissimilar which is beyond Seller’s reasonable 
control. 

Change Orders. Customer and Seller may agree in writing at any  time  to  make 
additions, deletions or revisions in the Materials or services to be provided, and Seller 
shall not be obligated to make any such change without execution of a written change 
order signed on behalf of Seller by Seller’s authorized representative and by Customer.   
If Seller commences work to implement a change order at  Customer’s request before 
price and time adjustments are agreed to in writing, Seller shall be entitled to reasonable 
compensation including profit and reasonably necessary time extensions to the schedule. 
In the event of any increase in the cost or time required for Seller’s performance caused 
by conditions not reasonably foreseeable, force majeure events described above, any act 
or omission of Customer, its agents or employees or any party retained by, through or 
under any of them, or other causes not within Seller’s reasonable control, the Purchase 
Price and schedule shall be equitably adjusted. 

Acceptance. The Materials will be deemed accepted by Customer upon the earlier of (i) 
written acceptance, (ii) 5 days after delivery, unless Customer shall have notified Seller   
in writing of deficiency in the Materials, or (iii) commencement of beneficial use of the 
Materials. Upon such acceptance, payment of any unpaid balance of the purchase price  
will be due on the payment terms herein. Payment in full shall also constitute acceptance 
and waiver of all claims other than claims relating to the written warranty described 
below. 

Confidential Engineering Data. The drawings and specifications of any Seller proposal 
or any quotation are confidential engineering data, and represent Seller’s investment in 
engineering skill and development, all of which remain the property of Seller. Customer,  
its successors and assigns will neither use nor disclose any confidential information in any 
manner except as is required for the project or work contemplated by this Agreement. 
Seller maintains and reserves all copyrights,  patents  and  intellectual  property rights 
with respect to the Materials.  All  specifications and  dimensions  of proposal drawings  
are approximate, and are subject to changes during detailed engineering. Weights are 
approximate. Purchased materials and components referred to by trade-names or by 
manufacturer may be interchanged at the option of Seller with other materials and 
components of at least equal quality. All molds, dies, tools, special fixtures, jigs, patterns, 
plates and models used by Seller in manufacture or installation are and remain the 
property of Seller. After Seller receives an order from Customer, Seller will submit layout 
drawings to Customer, if required. Customer will check and verify such layout drawings 
reasonable promptness. 

Marketing Materials. Customer agrees that Seller may use in Seller’s website,  
brochures and other printed or electronic marketing materials, Customer’s name and 
logos, and photographs or renderings of the project site and related area, including 
Customer’s facility. 

Warranty. Seller’s standard written five year limited warranty will be provided  
separately on request, is available on our  website  at  http://stormtrap.com/warranty/ 
and is  incorporated  herein  by  reference.  SUCH  WRITTEN  LIMITED  WARRANTY 
IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WARRANTIES NOT EXPRESSLY SET 
FORTH THEREIN, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED BY OPERATION OF LAW OR 
OTHERWISE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 5. THE LIMITED 
WARRANTY IS THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR CUSTOMER WITH RESPECT TO  THE 
MATERIALS. Customer must give written notice to seller of any defects within 30 days 
from the date that such defects were discovered or should have been discovered and in 
any event within 30 days after the last day of the applicable warranty period. Failure by 
Customer to give such timely written notice to Seller waives, releases and discharges Seller 
from all warranty claims relating to such  defects. 

Limitation of Liability.  Customer agrees that in no event, whether as a result of  
a breach of contract or warranty, negligence, indemnity, statute or common law, 
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or any other cause, whatsoever, and regardless of the form of legal action or   
the theory of recovery, will Seller or its subcontractors or affiliates be liable   for 
(i) consequential, indirect, economic, special, incidental, exemplary or punitive 
damages including, but not limited to, loss of production, profits or revenues, loss 
of use of the materials or any other property, cost of capital, cost of substitute 
materials, facilities or services, downtime costs or claims of customer’s clients for 
such damages, even if Seller is advised of such risks, nor (ii) any losses, expenses 
or damages under any claim of any kind in excess of the Purchase Price to the 
extent actually paid to Seller for the Materials relating to the claim. 

Risk of Loss; Insurance Coverage.  If delivery is included in the Purchase Price, risk   
of  loss  passes to  Customer when  the  Materials are delivered  to  the  site.  If  delivery 
is not included in the Purchase Price, risk of loss passes to Customer upon delivery of   
any portion of the Materials to a carrier for shipment and Customer agrees to maintain 
insurance covering materials in transit. In addition, regardless of whether delivery is 
included in the Purchase Price, Customer agrees to maintain insurance, such as all-risk    
or builders risk insurance, covering Materials on site against loss by fire, theft or other 
hazard at least equal to the purchase price of the Materials (and other work and materials 
on site) until the purchase price is completely paid, and to provide Seller a certificate of 
insurance upon request. 

Compliance With Codes. As government and  industry codes, laws  and  standards  
may apply differently depending on Customer’s use of the Materials, compliance with 
government and industry codes, laws and standards is solely Customer’s  responsibility. 

Liens; Security Interest. Seller will protect Customer against any lien asserted against 
Customer’s property for materials or services furnished by others under contract with 
Seller, provided that Customer makes the payments required under this Contract and 
provides Seller timely notice of any claims for lien. Customer acknowledges that Seller 
reserves all rights and remedies available to secure Seller’s payment due Seller under this 
Agreement. Customer grants Seller a security interest in any and all Materials pursuant  
to this Agreement or any orders, quotations, proposals, sales or deliveries from Seller to 
Customer, until the purchase price is fully paid. Customer hereby authorizes filing of a 
financing statement evidencing the security interest. 

Termination; Cancellation. If Customer defaults in its obligations hereunder or 
materially breaches this Agreement, including but not limited to Customer’s failure to 
timely pay all amounts due hereunder, then, in addition to any other available remedies   
in equity or at law, Seller may terminate this Agreement upon notice and seek all other 
available remedies. If Seller agrees to permit Customer to return Materials purchased, 
Customer will pay a 25% restocking fee for returned Materials. If Customer cancels or 
repudiates this Agreement in whole or in part except as permitted hereunder, Seller shall, 
in addition to those remedies provided under applicable law including but not limited to  
the Uniform Commercial Code, be entitled to recover from Customer (1)  the portion of  
the purchase price chargeable for work completed in manufacturing or delivering the 
Materials as of the date of termination (2) any direct liabilities, obligations, damages, and/ 
or claims incurred by Seller in performing under this Agreement and (3) gross profit on  
the terminated portion of the order, equal to not less than fifteen percent (15%) of the 
unpaid portion of the purchase price.   Nothing herein shall be construed to waive, limit   
or otherwise deprive Seller of any remedy available at law or in equity for Customer’s 
cancellation or repudiation of this Agreement. Customer shall not have the right to reject 
specified, approved and delivered Materials unless the Materials are proven   defective. 

Costs of Collection; Indemnification. In the event Customer shall default in its 
obligations hereunder or materially breaches this Agreement, in addition to all other 
remedies, Customer shall be liable for Seller’s costs of collection, including reasonable 
attorneys’ fees, costs of collection, litigation costs, expert witness fees and any other 
costs associated with collection, whether or not suit is actually filed. Separately, to the 
fullest extent permitted by law, Customer also agrees to indemnify, defend and hold 
harmless Seller, its affiliates, successors and assigns from and against any liabilities, 
claims, demands, damages, losses and expenses (including attorney’s fees) arising from 
any act or omission of Customer or its employees or agents, any party under Customer’s 
direction or anyone acting on behalf of Customer, including but not limited to claims  
arising out of personal injury or death to any person (whether an employee of Customer  
or any other person) and damage to any property. Seller does not indemnify  Customer. 

Assignment; Waiver; Interpretation. Customer may not assign in whole or in part 
without written consent of Seller. Seller may assign its rights and/or obligations hereunder. 
Customer acknowledges that these terms and conditions, and Seller’s proposal if any, 
constitute the entire agreement between Seller and Customer and supersede any prior 
agreements and representations. Customer acknowledges and agrees that any prior or 
contemporaneous promises, agreements, or representations, whether  oral  or  written,  
or created through custom, usage, or course of dealing are also superseded by these 
terms and conditions. No waiver of any of these terms and conditions will be valid unless  
in writing and signed by an authorized representative of Seller. Waiver of any breach       
or default will not be deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach or default. Delivery of 
these terms and conditions constitutes either an offer or an acceptance by Seller. If these 
terms and conditions constitute an offer by Seller, Customer’s acceptance shall be limited 
to these terms and conditions. If Customer has made an offer and if these terms contain 
different or additional terms or conditions than the terms or conditions of Customer’s  
offer, then any acceptance of Customer’s offer by Seller is expressly made conditional on 
assent by Customer to the additional or different terms or conditions hereof. Customer 
shall be bound by these terms and conditions. Any terms and conditions which are not 
enforceable are deemed severed only to the extent of such  non-enforceability. 

Notice. Notice under this Agreement will be deemed given (i) when sent by fax or 
electronic mail with electronic or other confirmation of receipt, or (ii) one business day 
after being sent by reliable overnight courier, or (iii) three business days after being 
placed in a postage prepaid envelope, registered or certified mail, and deposited with the 
U.S. Post office, properly addressed. 

Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement and any dispute between the parties will be 
governed by the law of the State of Illinois and shall be litigated only in the Circuit Court   
of Grundy County, Morris, Illinois and Customer hereby consents to personal jurisdiction 
in said court. 

Electronic Commerce. Subject to applicable Illinois and federal law, any data digitally 
signed and electronically transmitted shall be as legally sufficient as a written, signed, 
paper document exchanged between the parties, notwithstanding any legal requirement 
that the data be in writing or signed. A signature hereto or to any amendment, modification 
or change order hereto sent or delivered by facsimile or other electronic transmission 
shall be as legally binding and enforceable as a signed original for all  purpose. 
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SUBJECT: 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation Program  
 
MEETING DATE:  October 13, 2020     
 
FROM:   Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 
   Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 
   Danielle Horn, P.E., Project Manager 

   
2020 Available Budget  $389,000 
Contract Award  $339,130 

Over/(Under) Budget ($49,870) 
 

 

Recommended Motions 

Move to approve a contract in an amount not-to-exceed $339,130 with Bolder Contractors of 
Cary, IL, for the 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation Program.   
 
Background 

On an annual basis, the Engineering and Public Works Department crews televise and inspect 
sewers on streets scheduled for resurfacing as part of an upcoming annual road program. 
Using this system, Village staff can identify potential issues with the sewer system and 
schedule repairs that require street openings prior to constructing new pavement. Additionally, 
the Engineering and Public Works Department performs sewer televising in sewers that 
surcharge during rain events. This investigation is necessary to ensure that the surcharging 
was not a result of pipe blockages or failures that could result in reduced flow.  
 
The televising results are used to determine segments of the sewer system that are in need of 
repair as part of the annual Sewer Repair Program. Some of the more common sewer defects 
which warrant repair are cracked and collapsed pipe, pipe with large holes and voids, poor 
service connections with voids, and pipe which has settled. In addition to increasing flow, many 
of the repairs also reduce inflow and infiltration which can contribute to sewer back-ups.  
 
The scope of work for this project includes sanitary sewer repairs, backfilling of excavations, 
and pavement patching. This contract also includes replacing broken shutoff valves on the 
water distribution system. Operational valves are an important component of a reliable and 
efficient water distribution system. The new valves will reduce the number of residents 
impacted by water main shut downs during maintenance or emergency repairs in the event of 
a water main break.  
 

Engineering & Public Works 
Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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Discussion 

The 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation Program was advertised for construction on the 
Village’s website and DemandStar.com on September 11, 2020. Project plans and 
specifications were developed by engineering staff. The project has six qualified bidders. Bids 
were opened on October 6, 2020 and are summarized below.  
 

Bidder Base Bid Alternate Bid1 

Bolder Contractors $252,115 $339,130 

A Lamp $264,820 $374,670 

Performance Construction & Engineering $382,995 $511,946 

Berger Excavating Contractors $439,655 $567,475 

Lenny Hoffman $491,068 $610,639 

Acqua Contractors $1,032,000 - 

Engineer’s Estimate $275,850 $394,085 
1 The alternate bid included items in the base bid plus four additional streets with sewer repairs and one additional 
valve installation.  
 
Bolder Contractors provided the lowest qualified base bid of $252,115 and alternate bid of 
$339,130. Staff recommends awarding the alternate bid to take advantage of competitive bid 
pricing and reduce the backlog of critical sewer and valve repairs. Bolder last worked in the 
Village in 2017 when they successfully performed an emergency sewer repair at the Lake and 
Laramie intersection.  Prior to that, they completed the 2005 East Side Relief Sewer work and 
performed well. In addition, Bolder’s references for more recent projects were checked, and all 
were favorable.  Based on their competitive bid and qualifications, the Engineering & Public 
Works Department recommends awarding the 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation 
Program to Bolder Contractors for the alternate bid amount of $339,130. 
 
The 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation Program will begin in late October and be 
completed by mid-December.   
 
Budget Impact 

The 2020 Sewer Repair and Valve Installation Program will be paid for as follows: 

 
Account Name Account 

2020 
Budget 

2020 
Available 
Budget1 

2020 
Estimated 
Expense 

Over/ 
(Under) 
Budget 

Sewer Main Repairs  40807090-470400-80707 $337,000 $317,000 $260,962 ($56,038) 

Valve Installations 41838090-470550-80900 $88,000 $72,000 $78,168 $6,1682  

Total Program $425,000 $389,000 $339,130 ($49,870) 
1 Portion of budget funds have been used for soil borings and environmental services. 
2 This overage will be covered by savings from Lake and Central projects in the water enterprise fund. 
 

Documents Attached 

1. Bid Tabulation for the 2020 Sewer Repair & Valve Installation Program 
2. CIP Detail Sheets 
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BASE BID                                                  

Bid No. 20067

NO. ITEM
TOTAL 

QUANTITY
UNIT UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL 

1  TRENCH BACKFILL 
350 CY

35 12,250.00$                50 17,500$                37 12,950$                75 26,250$                75 26,250$                75 26,250$                1 350$                     

2  PCC SIDEWALK R & R, 5" & 6", SPECIAL  
50 SF

22 1,100.00$                  20 1,000$                  45 2,250$                  18 900$                     36 1,800$                  35 1,750$                  42 2,100$                  

3

 COMBINATION CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER (B-4.12, B-6.12, B-6.18) 

R & R, SPECIAL  
25 LF

70 1,750.00$                  80 2,000$                  90 2,250$                  57 1,425$                  82 2,050$                  130 3,250$                  116 2,900$                  

4  CLASS D PATCH, 3-INCH, SPECIAL 
135 SY

130 17,550.00$                65 8,775$                  50 6,750$                  80 10,800$                85 11,475$                165 22,275$                67 9,045$                  

5  CLASS D PATCH, 4-INCH, SPECIAL 
18 SY

130 2,340.00$                  70 1,260$                  120 2,160$                  90 1,620$                  100 1,800$                  200 3,600$                  176 3,168$                  

6  CLASS D PATCH, 8-INCH, SPECIAL 
16 SY

140 2,240.00$                  120 1,920$                  160 2,560$                  200 3,200$                  300 4,800$                  300 4,800$                  205 3,280$                  

7

 PAVEMENT PATCHING, COMPOSITE (9" PCC WITH HMA OVERLAY), 

SPECIAL 
18 SY

200 3,600.00$                  170 3,060$                  200 3,600$                  275 4,950$                  400 7,200$                  500 9,000$                  244 4,392$                  

8

 SAN/STM/COM SEWER R & R,SPECIAL, 10" PVC, SDR-26 [ASTM D-3034] 

(REPAIR 5'-90' LENGTH) 
22 LF

410 9,020.00$                  350 7,700$                  475 10,450$                500 11,000$                900 19,800$                500 11,000$                498 10,956$                

9  INSERTA TEE, 8" DIAM., 18" MAIN 
15 EA

5,000 75,000.00$                5,000 75,000$                5,500 82,500$                9,000 135,000$              9,600 144,000$              10,100 151,500$              14,700 220,500$              

10  INSERTA TEE, 8" DIAM., 24" MAIN 
7 EA

7,000 49,000.00$                5,500 38,500$                5,500 38,500$                8,600 60,200$                10,400 72,800$                10,600 74,200$                14,700 102,900$              

11  SEWER SERVICE R & R 
1 EA

2,000 2,000.00$                  4,000 4,000$                  2,500 2,500$                  3,000 3,000$                  4,500 4,500$                  1,905 1,905$                  1,633 1,633$                  

12

 ADDITIONAL SAN/STM/COM SEWER PIPE R&R, 8" OR 10" OR 12" PVC, 

SPECIAL 
20 LF

65 1,300.00$                  100 2,000$                  450 9,000$                  400 8,000$                  800 16,000$                170 3,400$                  208 4,160$                  

13  NEW GATE 6" VALVE WITH 48" VAULT, SPECIAL 
4 EA

8,500 34,000.00$                8,000 32,000$                5,500 22,000$                7,200 28,800$                6,900 27,600$                10,500 42,000$                13,835 55,340$                

14  WATER MAIN LINE STOP, 6", SPECIAL 
1 EA

7,000 7,000.00$                  5,000 5,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  6,500 6,500$                  14,000 14,000$                11,000 11,000$                8,636 8,636$                  

15

 REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF REGULATED SUBSTANCES, NON-

SPECIAL WASTE, SPECIAL 
25 CY

80 2,000.00$                  100 2,500$                  50 1,250$                  100 2,500$                  65 1,625$                  95 2,375$                  80 2,000$                  

16  SOIL DISPOSAL ANALYSIS 
1 EA

2,700 2,700.00$                  500 500$                     2,500 2,500$                  1,000 1,000$                  1,500 1,500$                  2,500 2,500$                  1,900 1,900$                  

17  BYPASS PUMPING, SPECIAL 
1 LS

1,000 1,000.00$                  1,000 1,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  2,000 2,000$                  20,000 20,000$                7,250 7,250$                  1,125 1,125$                  

18  EXPLORATORY EXCAVATION, SPECIAL 
2 HR 

650 1,300.00$                  1,200 2,400$                  500 1,000$                  425 850$                     900 1,800$                  1,000 2,000$                  1,085 2,170$                  

19  STORM DRAIN INLET PROTECTION, SPECIAL 
1 LS

3,500 3,500.00$                  2,000 2,000$                  2,000 2,000$                  500 500$                     1,000 1,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  3,373 3,373$                  

20  TREE PROTECTION, SPECIAL 
1 LS

2,000 2,000.00$                  1,000 1,000$                  3,000 3,000$                  1,500 1,500$                  125 125$                     2,500 2,500$                  500 500$                     

21  SEEDING, SPECIAL 
20 SY

25 500.00$                     20 400$                     30 600$                     20 400$                     50 1,000$                  20 400$                     91 1,820$                  

22  SODDING, SPECIAL 
20 SY

60 1,200.00$                  30 600$                     50 1,000$                  30 600$                     50 1,000$                  35 700$                     91 1,820$                  

23  TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PROTECTION, SPECIAL 
1 LS

35,000 35,000.00$                32,000 32,000$                31,000 31,000$                60,000 60,000$                5,875 5,875$                  26,000 26,000$                25,000 25,000$                

24  PRE- AND POST SEWER VIDEO INSPECTION 1 LS
8,500 8,500.00$                  10,000 10,000$                15,000 15,000$                12,000 12,000$                32,000 32,000$                25,000 25,000$                22,000 22,000$                

 TOTAL BASE BID: 275,850.00$              252,115.00$              264,820.00$              382,995.00$              420,000.00$              439,655.00$              491,068.00$              

Engineer's Estimate Bolder Contractors A Lamp Performance Construction & Engineering Berger Excavating Contractors Lenny HoffmanAcqua Contractors
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ALTERNATE BID                                            

Bid No. 20067

NO. ITEM
TOTAL 

QUANTITY
UNIT UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL UNIT PRICE  TOTAL 

1  TRENCH BACKFILL 
475 CY

35 16,625.00$                50 23,750$                37 17,575$                75 35,625$                75 35,625$                75 35,625$                1 475$                     

2  PCC SIDEWALK R & R, 5" & 6", SPECIAL  
125 SF

22 2,750.00$                  20 2,500$                  45 5,625$                  18 2,250$                  32 4,000$                  35 4,375$                  31 3,875$                  

3

 COMBINATION CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER (B-4.12, B-6.12, B-6.18) 

R & R, SPECIAL  
38 LF

70 2,660.00$                  80 3,040$                  90 3,420$                  57 2,166$                  80 3,040$                  130 4,940$                  94 3,572$                  

4  BRICK DRIVEWAY, R & R  
25 SF

60 1,500.00$                  50 1,250$                  50 1,250$                  35 875$                     130 3,250$                  70 1,750$                  50 1,250$                  

5  CLASS D PATCH, 3-INCH, SPECIAL 
150 SY

130 19,500.00$                65 9,750$                  50 7,500$                  80 12,000$                80 12,000$                165 24,750$                70 10,500$                

6  CLASS D PATCH, 4-INCH, SPECIAL 
67 SY

130 8,710.00$                  70 4,690$                  120 8,040$                  90 6,030$                  100 6,700$                  200 13,400$                89 5,963$                  

7  CLASS D PATCH, 8-INCH, SPECIAL 
16 SY

140 2,240.00$                  100 1,600$                  160 2,560$                  200 3,200$                  300 4,800$                  300 4,800$                  205 3,280$                  

8

 PAVEMENT PATCHING, COMPOSITE (9" PCC WITH HMA OVERLAY), 

SPECIAL 
64 SY

200 12,800.00$                150 9,600$                  200 12,800$                275 17,600$                400 25,600$                500 32,000$                214 13,696$                

9

 SAN/STM/COM SEWER R & R,SPECIAL, 10" PVC, SDR-26 [ASTM D-3034] 

(Repair 5'-90' length) 
40 LF

410 16,400.00$                400 16,000$                475 19,000$                500 20,000$                900 36,000$                640 25,600$                639 25,560$                

10

 SAN/STM/COM SEWER R & R,SPECIAL, 12" PVC, SDR-26 [ASTM D-3034] 

(Repair 5'-90' length) 
69 LF

450 31,050.00$                300 20,700$                500 34,500$                550 37,950$                875 60,375$                350 24,150$                419 28,911$                

11

 SAN/STM/COM SEWER R & R,SPECIAL, 15" PVC, SDR-26 [ASTM D-3034] 

(Repair 5'-90' length) 
25 LF

500 12,500.00$                350 8,750$                  525 13,125$                600 15,000$                900 22,500$                335 8,375$                  348 8,700$                  

12  INSERTA TEE, 8" DIAM., 18" MAIN 
15 EA

5,000 75,000.00$                4,800 72,000$                5,500 82,500$                9,000 135,000$              9,600 144,000$              10,100 151,500$              14,700 220,500$              

13  INSERTA TEE, 8" DIAM., 24" MAIN 
7 EA

7,000 49,000.00$                4,800 33,600$                5,500 38,500$                8,600 60,200$                10,400 72,800$                10,600 74,200$                14,700 102,900$              

14  SEWER SERVICE R & R 
7 EA

2,000 14,000.00$                2,000 14,000$                2,500 17,500$                3,000 21,000$                4,500 31,500$                1,905 13,335$                1,633 11,431$                

15

 ADDITIONAL SAN/STM/COM SEWER PIPE R&R, 8" OR 10" OR 12" PVC, 

SPECIAL 
20 LF

65 1,300.00$                  100 2,000$                  450 9,000$                  400 8,000$                  800 16,000$                170 3,400$                  208 4,160$                  

16  NEW GATE 6" VALVE WITH 48" VAULT, SPECIAL 
5 EA

8,500 42,500.00$                8,000 40,000$                5,500 27,500$                7,200 36,000$                6,900 34,500$                10,500 52,500$                13,835 69,175$                

17  WATER MAIN LINE STOP, 6", SPECIAL 
1 EA

7,000 7,000.00$                  5,000 5,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  6,500 6,500$                  14,000 14,000$                11,000 11,000$                8,636 8,636$                  

18

 REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF REGULATED SUBSTANCES, NON-

SPECIAL WASTE, SPECIAL 
25 CY

80 2,000.00$                  100 2,500$                  75 1,875$                  100 2,500$                  65 1,625$                  95 2,375$                  80 2,000$                  

19  SOIL DISPOSAL ANALYSIS* 
1 EA

2,700 2,700.00$                  500 500$                     2,500 2,500$                  1,000 1,000$                  1,500 1,500$                  2,500 2,500$                  1,900 1,900$                  

20  BYPASS PUMPING, SPECIAL 
1 LS

1,000 1,000.00$                  1,000 1,000$                  5,500 5,500$                  3,000 3,000$                  20,000 20,000$                7,250 7,250$                  1,125 1,125$                  

21  EXPLORATORY EXCAVATION, SPECIAL 
2 HR 

650 1,300.00$                  1,200 2,400$                  500 1,000$                  425 850$                     800 1,600$                  1,000 2,000$                  1,085 2,170$                  

22  STORM DRAIN INLET PROTECTION, SPECIAL 
1 LS

3,500 3,500.00$                  3,000 3,000$                  2,000 2,000$                  500 500$                     1,000 1,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  7,300 7,300$                  

23  TREE PROTECTION, SPECIAL 
1 LS

2,000 2,000.00$                  1,000 1,000$                  3,000 3,000$                  2,500 2,500$                  125 125$                     2,500 2,500$                  600 600$                     

24  SEEDING, SPECIAL 
30 SY

25 750.00$                     20 600$                     30 900$                     15 450$                     50 1,500$                  20 600$                     91 2,730$                  

25  SODDING, SPECIAL 
30 SY

60 1,800.00$                  30 900$                     50 1,500$                  25 750$                     50 1,500$                  35 1,050$                  91 2,730$                  

26  LANDSCAPING ALLOWANCE  
1 LS

5,000 5,000.00$                  5,000 5,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  5,000 5,000$                  7,500 7,500$                  2,500 2,500$                  

27  TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PROTECTION, SPECIAL 
1 LS

50,000 50,000.00$                42,000 42,000$                31,000 31,000$                60,000 60,000$                5,460 5,460$                  26,000 26,000$                30,000 30,000$                

28  PRE- AND POST SEWER VIDEO INSPECTION 1 LS
8,500 8,500.00$                  12,000 12,000$                15,000 15,000$                16,000 16,000$                46,000 46,000$                25,000 25,000$                35,000 35,000$                

 TOTAL BASE BID: 394,085.00$              339,130.00$              374,670.00$              511,946.00$              612,000.00$              567,475.00$              610,639.00$              

Berger Excavating Contractors Lenny HoffmanAcqua ContractorsEngineer's Estimate Bolder Contractors A Lamp Performance Construction & Engineering
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Engineering		
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	
	

Sewer	Main	Repairs 2020 $    337,000   Operating 

Sewer Fund-Sewer Improvements-Sewer  2021 $    346,000 
Collection System  2022 $    355,500 
 2023 $    367,000 
 2024 $    378,000  
X           Critical  
- Recommended  
- Contingent on Funding 
	
	
	
	
	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
Original	Purchase	Date	&	Cost	 		
N/A   
  
Funding	History	 	  
2019 $327,500 Operating 
2018 $421,270 Operating 
2017 $309,000 Operating    
2016 $197,305 Operating    
2015 $280,483 Operating    
2014 $275,298  Operating    
2013   $202,785  Operating    
2012 $366,486  Bond 
	
Project	Description	&	Justification	
 
The sewer repair program includes excavating and replacing portions of the sewer system, 
including addressing defective manholes and sewer service connections as necessary.  Deteriorated 
sewer mains and service connections are identified by the annual sewer televising program, while 
the operations side of Engineering and Public Works identifies defective structures in need of 
replacement. It has been the Engineering & Public Works Department’s practice to televise, review, 
and repair all sewers beneath the streets selected for the annual road program to minimize future 
disruptions to the new pavement.  In addition, with the prevalence of rain events the past several 
years, many additional sewers were televised because of poor system performance.   
 

Failed Sewer Failed Sewer Sewer in Good Condition 
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This project focuses on repairing sewers which show signs of collapse, excessive cracking, voids or 
gaps between pipes, and faulty service connections which may prove problematic to the functioning 
of the sewer main and have to be repaired before the sewers can be eligible for sewer lining.  In 
addition, this annual expenditure will address the deterioration of the sewer system by increasing 
sewer capacity, reducing sewer backups, improving the pipe’s structural integrity, and protecting 
the investment in the newly paved streets.  
 
Project	Update	
 
Funding projections for FY 2024 have been added. 
 
Project	Alternative		
	
The alternative to the sewer replacement program is to repair sewers on an emergency basis.  
Reacting to sewers that have already collapsed will result in sewer backups and street sinkholes 
and cost the Village more than through a proactive main repair program. 
  
Operating	Budget	Impact	
 
Is this purchase __X___ routine	or ____non‐routine?	
 

ROUTINE 
Department Budget Sewer Capital 
Account Number Description Sewer Main Repairs 
Account Number 40807090-470400-80707 
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Engineering	&	Public	Works	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	
	

Distribution	System	Valve	Improvements	 2020 $ 88,000  Operating 
Water Fund- Distribution Improvements	 2021 $ 90,500 
 2022 $ 93,000  
 2023 $ 95,500  
 2024 $ 97,500  
X Critical      
- Recommended  
- Contingent on Funding 

 
Original	Purchase	Date	&	Cost	 	
N/A	
	
Funding	History   
2019 $67,600 Operating 
2018 $67,600 Operating 
2017 $62,500  Operating 	
2016 $62,500 Operating  
2015 $62,500   
2014  $123,000 
2013  $122,000 
2012  $71,000 
2011 $61,800  
2010 $60,000  
  
Project	Description	&	Justification	

This project is for the installation of new gate valves and the replacement of broken existing valves 
on the water distribution system as selected by Public Works.  The new valves are installed to 
comply with Village Code (18-1.1).   

The Village had been installing approximately four or five new valves each year at locations 
determined by the Public Works Department, however, only three valves were installed in 2016 
due to both pricing increase and larger valve sizes, and only 3 valves were installed in 2017 due to 
pricing increases. Additionally, approximately 30 inoperable valves were identified by the valve 
exercise program in 2017, which is nearly 60% complete.  It is anticipated a total of 60 inoperable 
valves will need to be addressed as the valve exercise program continues.  Staff recommends 
replacing 4-5 valves annually.   

Project	Update	

The 2020-2023 budgets have been changed to reflect a 4-5 valve annual replacement program. 
Budget projections for FY 2024 have been added.   
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Project	Alternative		

The alternative is to fund the program at the previous level of $67,600 and complete three or four 
valves per year.   
	
Operating	Budget	Impact	

Is this purchase routine	__X__	or ______non‐routine?		

ROUTINE 

Account Number/Description 41838090-470550-80900 
Valve Installations 

Maintenance Costs Public Works/ Water Fund 

Personnel Costs Valve Installations 

Training Costs 41838090-470550 
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SUBJECT: Bulk Rock Salt Purchase  
  
MEETING DATE:  October 13, 2020       
 
FROM:   Brigitte Ann Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 

Guy Lam, Deputy Director of Public Works 
Tony Muzik, Street Superintendent 

     

2021 Contract Cost with Cargill (This Contract) $49,383 
2021 Contract Cost with Morton (Approved 5-26-20) $84,492 

Total Contract (not-to-exceed) $133,875 
 
 

 
Recommended Motion 

Move to approve contract in an amount not-to-exceed $49,383 with Cargill, Inc., North 
Olmstead, Ohio, for the purchase of up to 960 tons of bulk rock salt at a unit rate of $51.44 per 
ton (2020-2021 winter season) under State of Illinois Joint Purchase Master Contract (21-
416CMS-BOSS4-B-16193). 
 
Background 

This request fulfills the remaining portion of the total salt order for the 2020-2021 winter season, 
to be procured under the State of Illinois Central Management Services (CMS) joint purchase 
agreement. On May 26, 2020, the Village Board approved a contract to secure the initial portion 
which was in the amount not-to-exceed $84,492 with Morton Salt for the purchase of up to 
1,200 tons ($69.41 per ton) under a joint bid administered through Lake County, Illinois.  
 
The Village has purchased bulk rock salt through joint purchasing agreements since 1972 and 
participation in these types of programs has resulted in considerable cost savings each year. 
For the 2020-21 winter season, the Village had the option of participating in two joint bids 
through the State of Illinois (CMS) and Lake County, Illinois.  
 
After review, staff decided to participate in both joint bid opportunities, dividing the base order 
in half (or 800 tons each, 100% amount), as a hedging measure against higher unit pricing. 
There is added benefit in having two suppliers furnish rock salt if the upcoming winter produces 
high demand in the Midwest region resulting in delays or difficulty for sourcing product. 
 
Both bids require minimum and maximum purchase amounts. The Lake County, Illinois bid 
document includes an 80% minimum and 150% maximum. The State of Illinois (CMS) includes 

Engineering and Public Works 
Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

mailto:bergerb@wilmette.com
mailto:lamg@wilmette.com
mailto:muzika@wilmette.com
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an 80% minimum and 120% maximum. The below table provides a breakdown of the total salt 
order under each joint purchase agreement for the 2020-21 winter season. The Village will take 
advantage of the lower unit pricing quantities above the minimum purchase amount.  
 

Joint Bid 
Minimum 

(80%) 
Order Amount 

(100%) 
Maximum 

(120%-150%) 

Lake County, IL 640 800  1,200 

State of Illinois (CMS) 640 800  960 

Subtotals 1,280 1,600  2,160 

 
Entering the 2020-21 winter season, the Village’s on-hand bulk rock salt inventory is 
approximately 900 tons. Therefore, the Village has a total of 3,060 tons available to provide 
snow and ice control which equates to a severe winter. Likewise, the of use of 1,280 tons (or 
minimum purchase) reflects a milder winter season. The table below is a review of historical 
salt usage which staff reviews to finalize salt order quantities for the upcoming winter season. 
 

Historical Rock Salt Usage 

Winter Season Tons Used Unit Cost (per ton) Total Cost 

2019-20 1,016 $79.54 $80,813 

2018-19 1,707 $72.31 $123,434 

2017-18 1,360 $65.80 $89,488 

2016-17 701 $65.80  $46,126 

2015-16 1,175 $68.19 $80,123 

2014-15 2,129 $110.79 $235,872 

2013-14 3,121 $51.49 $160,700 

2012-13 2,389 $51.49 $123,010 

2011-12 1,133 $59.36 $67,255 

2010-11 3,068 $57.35 $175,950 

2009-10 1,975 $57.35 $113,266 

2008-09 2,044 $63.84 $130,489 

2007-08 2,853 $42.67 $121,738 

2006-07 2,059 $42.68 $87,878 

2005-06 1,230 $33.04 $40,639 

2004-05 1,534 $30.08 $46,143 

2003-04 1,517 $29.33 $44,494 

2002-03 1,963 $30.46 $59,793 

2001-02 1,216 $30.46 $37,039 

2000-01 2,418 $24.41 $59,023 

Average (20-yr)    1,830  $53.32 $97,576 
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Discussion 

Prospective bidders were asked to furnish and deliver bulk rock salt material in accordance 
with specification M143, sodium chloride type 1, grade 1 as designated by the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). 
 
Bid results from the State of Illinois (CMS) joint purchase (i.e. bulk rock salt) were released on 
September 29, 2020. A total of four bids were received and the results are in the table below.  
 

State of Illinois (CMS) Joint Bid Results (B-16193), Bulk Rock Salt, 20-21 Winter Season 

Bidder 
Unit Rate 
(80-100%) 

(640-800 tons) 

Unit Rate 
(100-120%) 

(800-960 tons) 

Subtotal -80% 
Minimum Purchase 

(640 tons)  

Subtotal -120% 
Maximum Purchase 

(960 tons) 

Cargill $51.44 $51.44 $32,922 $49,383 

Morton Salt $57.32 $57.32 $36,685 $55,028 

Compass  $58.36 $58.36 $37,351 $56,026 

Detroit Salt $61.20 $61.20 $39,168 $58,752 

 
Cargill, Inc., North Olmstead, OH was the lowest responsive bidder. Cargill has furnished bulk 
rock salt to the Village in the past and demonstrated to be a competent and capable supplier. 
The base unit pricing of $51.44 per ton is significantly lower than the previous year’s pricing of 
$79.54 per ton. The projected savings are $28.10 per ton over last year’s pricing (or $17,984 
for minimum purchase and $26,976 for maximum purchase quantities). Therefore, staff 
recommends award of contract to the lowest bidder, Cargill, Inc., North Olmstead, OH. 
 

Budget Impact 

Bulk Rock Salt is allocated to the below account within the General Fund. The proposed 
contract with be expensed in 2021. The 2021 budget has been reduced from the 2020 budget 
of $133,160 to $118,830.  
 

Description Account Number 

General Fund – Materials (Salt) 11233030-430420 

 
Documents Attached 

1. Bid Results from State of Illinois (CMS) Joint Purchase Master Contract (21-416CMS-
BOSS4-B-16193) for Bulk Rock Salt 2020-21 Winter Season (Cook County 
Communities Listed, see line 81 for the Village of Wilmette, IL). 
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SUBJECT: Intergovernmental Agreement Between the Village of Wilmette and The 
Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services   

 
MEETING DATE:        Introduction & Adoption – October 13th, 2020  
 
FROM:               Benjamin Wozney, Fire Chief  
            Melinda Molly, Finance Director  

  
Potential net increase of $80,000 in revenues   
 

 

 

Recommended Motion 

Move to introduce and approve Resolution 2020-R-23 authorizing the Village of Wilmette to 
enter into an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) with the Illinois Department of Healthcare 
and Family Services.  
 
Background 

The fire department operates two full time Advanced Life Support (ALS) ambulances that 
provide treatment and transportation of patients to area hospitals. Patients that are transported 
to any local emergency room are charged a fee for service based on the level of care that is 
provided. The village has a contract with Andres Medical Billing to process all payments 
associated with these services. In 2019, the Illinois General Assembly passed a bill that would 
allow public and private Ground Emergency Medical Transport entities to participate in the 
federally funded program know as (GEMT). The program allows municipalities an opportunity 
to collect additional Medicaid reimbursement for ambulance service, above and beyond what 
the state reimburses the village for Medicaid claims. Each year, the fire department transports 
approximately 100 Medicaid patients.    
 
Discussion  

The total reimbursement amount is determined by the actual cost associated with each 
ambulance call. The fire and finance departments are working with Andres Medical Billing to 
help determine that final cost based on a detailed formula provided by the GEMT program. By 
participating in this program, the village will be eligible to receive increased quarterly payments 
for providing care to Medicaid patients. Patients are not charged any additional fees if this 
program is approved. In addition, the village is not charged any additional fees from our EMS 
billing vendor to provide the required documentation. Village Corporation council has reviewed 
and approved the IGA.  

Fire  Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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Budget Impact 

If approved, the Village will receive quarterly reimbursement payments for the transport of 
Medicaid patients. Based on analysis conducted by our EMS billing vendor the initial total 
revenue estimates are anticipated to be $160,000 of which 50% will remitted to the State of 
Illinois. The estimate net revenue is anticipated to be $80,000.   

Documents Attached 

1. Resolution 2020-R-23
2. IGA Document

Agenda Item No. 3.16



RESOLUTION NO. 2020-R-23 

A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE AND THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF 

HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES ENROLLING THE VILLAGE IN THE 

GROUND EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM.  

WHEREAS, the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois (the “Village”) is a home rule 

municipal corporation as provided in Article VII, Section 6 of the 1970 Constitution of the State 

of Illinois and, pursuant to said constitutional authority, may exercise any power and perform any 

function pertaining to its government and affairs for the protection of the public health, safety, 

morals and welfare; and 

WHEREAS, the Illinois Ground Emergency Medical Transportation (“GEMT”)  Program 

was created to provide supplemental payments on a prospective basis for emergency ground 

ambulance transportation of Medicaid Fee-for-Service (“FFS”) and Medicaid managed care 

(“MCO”) members under Title XIX of the Federal Social Security Act (“SSA”) and the Affordable 

Care Act (“ACA”) only; and 

WHEREAS, by enrolling in the Illinois GEMT program there is a potential for the Village 

to receive supplemental funds from Medicaid to help maintain and support the current level of 

emergency services provided to Wilmette residents. 

WHEREAS, the Village Board finds that it is necessary, convenient and in the best 

interests of the residents of the Village of Wilmette to enter into an Intergovernmental Agreement 

by and between the Village of Wilmette and the Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family 

Services and thereby enroll the Village into the GEMT Program; a copy of which is attached hereto 

as Exhibit A; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the President and Board of Trustees 

of the Village of Wilmette as follows: 
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SECTION ONE:  The above recitals are incorporated into this section one as if fully set 

forth. 

SECTION TWO:  The Intergovernmental Agreement attached as Exhibit A is hereby 

approved. 

SECTION THREE:  The Village Manager is authorized to execute the agreement. 

Prior to executing the agreement, the Village Manager is authorized to make changes to the form 

of the agreement in his discretion. 

SECTION FOUR:  The Village Manager is authorized to take any action necessary to 

carry out the purpose of this Resolution and this Resolution shall be in full force and effect from 

and after its passage. 

SECTION FIVE:  This Resolution shall be in full force and effect from and after its 

passage. 
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ADOPTED on October 13, 2020, pursuant to the following roll call vote: 

AYES: None.__________________________________________ 

 

NAYS: None.______________________________________________________  

 

ABSTAIN: None.______________________________________________________ 

  

ABSENT: None.______________________________________________________ 

 

      ____________________________________ 

      Village Clerk  

 

Approved on October 13, 2020. 

      ____________________________________ 

      Village President 

 

Attest: 

____________________________________ 

Village Clerk 
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EXHIBIT A 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT  

 

 

 



 452345_1 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 

THE ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES 
AND 

THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE 

 
The Illinois Department of Healthcare and Family Services (the “Department” or “HFS”) and THE VILLAGE 

OF WILMETTE, (Local Government) pursuant to the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 5 ILCS 220/1 et 
seq. (the “IGA Act”), hereby enter into this Intergovernmental Agreement (the “Agreement”) in 
connection with supplemental ambulance rates.  HFS and the Local Government are collectively referred 
to herein as “Parties” or individually as a “Party.” 
 

ARTICLE I 
INTRODUCTION 

 
1.01 Background.  Article XII of the Illinois Public Aid Code, 305 ILCS 5/5 et seq. (the “Public Aid 
Code”), authorizes the Department to make use of, aid and co-operate with State and local 
governmental agencies, and the IGA Act provides for cooperation between units of government.  Local 
Government operates an emergency ambulance service (Provider) that is enrolled in the Medical 
Programs (as defined below) and provides Covered Ambulance Services (as defined below) to individuals 
eligible for benefits under the Medical Programs (as defined below); however, the costs of providing the 
referenced services is not covered by the fee schedule pursuant to which the Department and its agents 
pay for such services. 
 
1.02 Purpose.  In order to provide greater cost coverage to Provider for Covered Ambulance Services, 
the Parties enter into this Agreement. 
 
1.03 Definitions 
 

(a) Agent means Managed Care Organizations and Administrative Services Organizations. 
(b) ALS means Advanced Life Support billed under CPT Code A0427. 
(c) BLS means Basic Life Support billed under CPT Code A0429. 
(d) Base Rate means the fee-schedule rate for Provider on the Department’s rate sheet for the 

Provider as of September 30, 2019. 
(e) Covered Ambulance Services or Services means all ALS and BLS emergency ground ambulance 

services trips reimbursable under the Illinois Medicaid state plan, provided to beneficiaries of 
Medical Programs, and does not include mileage or oxygen. 

(f) Interim Rate means the payments to Provider for Covered Ambulance Services in addition to the 
Base Rate and calculated pursuant to Article III. 

(g) Medical Programs means programs administered by the Department under the Public Aid Code, 
the Children’s Health Insurance Program Act (215 ILCS 106/1 et seq.) and the Covering All Kids 
Health Insurance Act (215 ILCS 170/1 et seq.). 

(h) Quarterly Invoice means an itemized statement provided to the Local Government by the 
Department regarding the agreed upon transfer amount pursuant to Article II.  

(i) Rate Year means calendar year. 
 
 

ARTICLE II 
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 INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFER 
 
2.01 Local Government will transfer to the Department on a quarterly basis an amount equal to 50% 
of the total Interim Rates, as described in Article III, received by Provider from the Department and its 
agents for the prior quarter. 
2.02 The Department will send a Quarterly Invoice to Local Government for the transfer of 50% of 
the supplemental payments described in Article III and transfer shall be made within 30 days after the 
receipt of the Quarterly Invoice by the Local Government.  

 
ARTICLE III 

INTERIM RATES FOR SERVICES 
 
3.01 Calculation. The Interim Rate will be determined as follows:  

(a) Department will calculate, using data from each Provider’s most recent timely filed approved 
cost report, Provider’s total costs for Covered Ambulance Services. 

(b) Using data from the cost report and the Department’s data on Medicaid paid claims for covered 
ambulance services and provider’s charges for those services, the Department will calculate an 
interim rate for ALS and BLS services that covers the cost above the Base rate for those services.   

3.02 Reimbursement. The Department shall pay or cause it agents to pay Interim Rates to Provider 
for Covered Ambulance Services pursuant to this Article III in addition to payments made at the 
Provider’s Base Rate. The Interim and Base Rates will be added together during claims processing and 
paid as a single rate. 
3.03 Cost Reports. The Department will annually notify Provider of the cost report template to be 
used and provide instructions and a due date for submission in order for Provider to be eligible for an 
Interim Rate the next Rate Year. 
3.04 Reconciliation.  Once the Department has a cost report covering a Rate Year in which Provider 
received an Interim Rate, it will calculate the actual cost per trip during the Rate Year and determine 
whether the Interim Rate underpaid or overpaid Provider for the cost of the Services.  If Provider was 
underpaid, the Department will make a further payment to cover costs.  If Provider was overpaid, the 
Department will notify Provider of the net amount due to the Department, taking into account amounts 
already transferred to the Department pursuant to Article II. 
 

ARTICLE IV 
TERM 

 
4.01 Term.  This Agreement shall commence January 1, 2021, provided Provider’s Cost Report was 
received by the Department on or before October 15, 2020, and shall continue in subsequent years 
provided all program requirements are met until otherwise terminated by the Parties.  
 

ARTICLE V 
TERMINATION 

 
5.01 Termination on Notice.  This Agreement may be terminated by either Party for any or no reason 
upon thirty (30) days’ prior written notice to the other Party. 
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5.02 Termination for Cause.  In the event either Party breaches this Agreement and fails to cure such 
breach within ten (10) days’ written notice thereof from the non-breaching Party, the non-breaching 
Party may terminate this Agreement upon written notice to the breaching Party. 

 
5.03 Availability of Appropriation; Sufficiency of Funds. This Agreement is contingent upon and 
subject to the availability of sufficient funds. The Department may terminate or suspend this 
Agreement, in whole or in part, without advance notice and without penalty or further payment being 
required, if (i) sufficient funds for this Agreement have not been appropriated or otherwise made 
available to the Department by the State or the Federal funding source, (ii) the Governor or the 
Department reserves funds, or (iii) the Governor or the Department determines that funds will not or 
may not be available for payment.  The Department shall provide notice, in writing, to Provider of any 
such funding failure and its election to terminate or suspend this Agreement as soon as practicable. Any 
suspension or termination pursuant to this Section will be effective upon the date of the written notice 
unless otherwise indicated. 
 

ARTICLE VI 
MISCELLANEOUS 

 
6.01 Renewal. This Agreement may be renewed for additional periods by mutual consent of the 
Parties, expressed in writing and signed by the Parties. 
 
6.02 Amendments. This Agreement may be modified or amended at any time during its term by 
mutual consent of the Parties, expressed in writing and signed by the Parties. 
 
6.03 Applicable Law and Severability. This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the laws of 
the State of Illinois. If any provision of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or shall in fact be 
inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or jurisdictions or in all 
cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or any constitution, statute, 
ordinance, rule of law or public policy, or for any reason, such circumstance shall not have the effect of 
rendering any other provision or provisions contained herein invalid, inoperative or unenforceable to 
any extent whatsoever. The invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections 
contained in this Agreement shall not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part 
thereof. In the event that this Agreement is determined to be invalid by a court of competent 
jurisdiction, it shall be terminated immediately. 

 
6.04 Records Retention. The Parties shall maintain for a minimum of six (6) years from the later of 
the date of final payment under this Agreement, or the expiration of this Agreement, adequate books, 
records and supporting documents to comply with the Illinois State Records Act. If an audit, litigation or 
other action involving the records is begun before the end of the six-year period, the records shall be 
retained until all issues arising out of the action are resolved. 
 
6.05 No Personal Liability. No member, official, director, employee or agent of either Party shall be 
individually or personally liable in connection with this Agreement. 
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6.06 Assignment; Binding Effect. This Agreement, or any portion thereof, shall not be assigned by any 
of the Parties without the prior written consent of the other Parties. This Agreement shall inure to the 
benefit of and shall be binding upon the Parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns. 
 
6.07 Precedence. In the event there is a conflict between this Agreement and any of the exhibits 
hereto, this Agreement shall control. In the event there is a conflict between this Agreement and 
relevant statute(s) or Administrative Rule(s), the relevant statute(s) or rule(s) shall control. 
 
6.08 Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties; no 
promises, terms, or conditions not recited, incorporated or referenced herein, including prior 
agreements or oral discussions, shall be binding upon either Party. 
 
6.09 Notices. All written notices, requests and communications may be made by electronic mail to 
the e-mail addresses set forth below. 
 
  To HFS:   Mary.Doran@illinois.gov 
     Kiran.Mehta@illinois.gov    
 
  To Village of Wilmette: WozneyB@wilmette.com 
     SteinJ@wilmette.com 
     HallgrenE@wilmette.com 
  
6.10 Headings. Section and other headings contained in this Agreement are for reference purposes 
only and are not intended to describe, interpret, define or limit the scope, extent or intent of this 
Agreement or any provision hereof. 

 
6.11 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which 
shall be considered to be one and the same agreement, binding on all Parties hereto, notwithstanding 
that all Parties are not signatories to the same counterpart.  Duplicated signatures, signatures 
transmitted via facsimile, or signatures contained in a Portable Document Format (PDF) document shall 
be deemed original for all purposes. 

mailto:Mary.Doran@illinois.gov
mailto:Kiran.Mehta@illinois.gov
mailto:WozneyB@wilmette.com
mailto:SteinJ@wilmette.com
mailto:HallgrenE@wilmette.com
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly 
authorized representatives. 
 
 

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTHCARE 
AND FAMILY SERVICES  
 
 
_________________________________ 
By: Theresa Eagleson 
Its: Director 
 
 

VILLAGE OF WILMETTE 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
By: Robert Bielinski  
Its: Village President 

      
 



Agenda Item No. 4.1



REPORT TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
FROM THE 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

Recommendation: The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends denying a 
request for a 0.02’ side yard setback variation and a variation 
from the requirement that a single-family dwelling with two 
or more enclosed parking spaces maintain at least two 
enclosed parking spaces to permit the subdivision of the 
property and retention of the existing home at 2133 
Greenwood Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 

Case Number: 2020-Z-25 

Property: 2133 Greenwood Avenue 

Zoning District: R1-C, Single-Family Detached Residence 

Applicant: Michael Murdock 

Nature of Application: Request for a 0.02’ side yard setback variation and a 
variation from the requirement that a single-family dwelling 
with two or more enclosed parking spaces maintain at least 
two enclosed parking spaces to permit the subdivision of the 
property and retention of the existing home 

Applicable Provisions of 
the Zoning Ordinance: Section 5.4 

Section 8.3 
Section 14.4.A.2 

Hearing Date: September 16, 2020 

Date of Application: August 5, 2020 

Zoning Board Vote: Chairman Reinhard Schneider No 
Brad Falkof  Yes 
John Kolleng  No 
Christine Norrick Not Present 
Ryrie Pellaton  Yes 
Bob Surman  Yes 
Maria Choca Urban  No 

Notices: Notice of public hearing to the applicant, August 25, 2020. 
Notice of public hearing published in The Wilmette Beacon, 
August 27, 2020. Posted on the property, August 28, 2020.  
Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements dated 
September 3, 2020. 

6.11 
10-13-20 
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STAFF INFORMATION AS PRESENTED TO THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
Description of Property 
 
The Subject Property is located on the south side of Greenwood Avenue approximately 370’ west 
from 21st Street. The Subject Property currently has 100.0’ of frontage on Greenwood Avenue 
and is 121.95’ in depth. The property is 12,195 square feet in area. The property is improved with 
a two-story house and attached two-car garage. 
 
The property is surrounded by properties zoned R1-C, Single-Family Detached Residence, and 
improved with single-family homes. 
 
Proposal 
 
The petitioner is proposing to subdivide the property into two lots and retain the existing home 
on the west lot. The new lot will measure 50’ by 121.95’ and have an area of 6,097.5 square feet. 
The lot width and lot area conform to the requirements of the R1-C zoning district. 
 
The existing two-car garage and enclosed porch will be removed and the home remodeled to 
provide a one-car garage within the existing footprint on the west side of the house. A new curb 
cut and driveway will provide access to the garage.  
 
The existing home maintains a 4.98’ west side yard setback at the closest point. Because the 
Zoning Ordinance requires a 5.0’ minimum side yard setback and the existing west side yard 
setback is 4.98’, a 0.02’ side yard setback is required. 
 
The petitioner proposes to remodel the interior of the home to create an attached one-car garage 
space on the west side of the home to replace the existing two-car garage that is on the proposed 
new east lot. Because the Zoning Ordinance requires that a single-family dwelling with two or 
more enclosed parking spaces maintain at least two enclosed parking spaces, a variation from 
this requirement is necessary. 
 
The subdivision of the property was recommended for approval by the Plan Commission and 
tentative approval granted by the Village Board on September 25, 2018. This approval however has 
expired since final plat approval must be granted within a year of tentative approval and final 
approval was never sought. Therefore, the Plan Commission is scheduled to hear the subdivision 
request on October 6, 2020. 
 
Other Similar Setback for Subdivision Requests 
 
4015 Fairway Drive Case 2006-Z-02 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 0.1’ side yard setback variation and a lot separation variation to permit the separation 
of ownership of two legally subdivided lots resulting in a lot 60.0’ by 190.0’, 11,400.0 s.f. and a 
lot 59.7’ by 190.0’, 11,343.0 s.f. 
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Other Side Yard Setback Variation Requests 
 
735 Leamington Avenue Case 2019-Z-44 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request a 2.6’ side yard setback, a 3.48’ combined side yard setback, and a 6.15’ rear yard setback 
to permit the construction of a one-story addition for a garage 
 
321 Wilshire Drive West Case 2017-Z-41 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted  
Request for a 6.5’ front yard setback variation, a 0.03’ minimum side yard setback variation, a 
2.27’ combined side yard setback variation, and a 90.95 square foot (4.49%) front yard impervious 
surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a garage addition 
 
617 Linden Avenue  Case 2017-Z-07 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 299.03 square foot (5.36%) total floor area variation, a 1.56’ west side yard setback 
variation, and a 6.49’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction of a second-
story addition on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
1307 Ashland Avenue Case 2017-Z-04 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 188.26 square foot (2.14%) total floor area variation, a 0.15’ minimum side yard 
setback variation, and a 3.37’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction of 
one-story addition on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
3533 Illinois Road Case 2016-Z-44 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Revised request for a 3.87’ side yard setback variation, a 2.87’ side yard eave setback variation, 
and a 3.0’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction of a one-story addition 
on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
3219 Illinois Road  Case 2016-Z-20 ZBA: Deny VB: Revised, Granted 
Revised request for a 6.08’ front yard setback variation, a 2.12’ side yard setback variation, a 
1.62’ combined side yard setback variation, a 39.62 square foot (1.51%) front yard impervious 
surface coverage variation, and a variation to permit parking spaces in a required front yard to 
permit the construction of one-story additions, a front porch, and a front yard parking space 
 
930 Pontiac Road Case 2015-Z-35 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 47.68 square foot (0.62%) total floor area variation, a 0.29’ minimum side yard 
setback variation, and a 0.64’ combined side yard setback variation to permit the construction of a 
second-story addition on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
700 Forest Avenue Case 2015-Z-18  ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.68’ side yard setback variation to permit modifications to an existing non-
conforming wall 
 
500 Lake Avenue Case 2014-Z-48 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 165.36 square foot (1.41%) total floor area variation, a 2.01’ side yard setback 
variation, and a 2.17’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation to permit a one-story addition 
on the legal non-conforming structure 
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1935 Thornwood Avenue Case 2014-Z-47 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 0.13’ side yard setback variation and a 0.87’ combined side yard setback variation 
to permit the replacement of the existing attached garage with a two-story addition on the legal 
non-conforming structure 
 
122 Dupee Place Case 2014-Z-35 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 3.44’ minimum side yard setback and a 0.74’ side yard porch setback variation to 
permit the construction of a front porch addition and a second-floor addition on the legal non-
conforming structure 
 
116 Central Park Avenue Case 2014-Z18 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Revised request for a 4.11’ front yard setback variation, a 0.36’ minimum side yard setback 
variation, a 2.21’ combined side yard setback variation, a 2.11’ front yard porch setback 
variation, a 0.36’ north side yard eave setback variation, a 0.35’ south side yard eave setback 
variation, a 29.36 square foot (4.35%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, and a 
10.34 square foot (1.53%) front yard porch coverage variation on the legal nonconforming 
structure 
 
1240 Maple Avenue Case 2014-Z-03 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 1.37’ side yard setback variation, a 1.71’ front yard porch setback variation, a 4.71’ 
front yard stair setback variation, and a 205.29 square foot (2.46%) total floor area variation to 
permit the construction of a second floor and two-story addition and front porch on a legal 
nonconforming property 
 
910 Shabona Lane Case 2014-Z-01 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a front yard setback variation to permit the retention of a parking space in the required 
front yard and a 2.81’ side yard setback variation and a 7.69’ combined side yard setback 
variation to permit the construction of a two-car garage addition 
 
424 Wilshire Drive East  Case 2013-Z-34 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 19.23’ front yard setback variation, a 0.24’ minimum side yard setback variation, 
and a 68.0 square foot (3.7%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the 
construction of an attached two-car garage on the legal nonconforming structure 
 
1023 Ashland Avenue  Case 2013-Z-29 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ side yard setback variation, a 1.02’ front yard porch stair setback variation, 
and a 0.5’ side yard deck setback variation to permit the construction of a front porch and two-
story addition to the legal nonconforming structure 
 
2238 Elmwood Avenue  Case 2012-Z-20  ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 0.05’ side yard setback variation, a 0.03’ combined side yard setback variation, and 
a 217.30 square foot (2.64%) lot coverage variation to permit the construction of a one-story 
addition on a legal nonconforming structure 
 
419 9th Street Case 2012-Z-06 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.22’ side yard setback variation, a 1.16’ side yard setback variation, a 1.72’ side 
yard eave setback variation, and a 0.66’ side yard eave setback variation to permit a first floor 
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addition on the legal nonconforming structure 
 
1118 Mohawk Road  Case 2011-Z-39 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 5.87’ minimum side yard setback variation, a 2.87’ combined side yard setback 
variation, a 4.87’ side yard eave setback variation, and a 2.87’ side yard dormer setback variation 
to permit the construction a two-story addition 
 
1018 Cherokee Road Case 2011-Z-38 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 318.62 square foot (3.88%) total floor area variation and a 0.29’ minimum side 
yard setback variation to permit the construction of one-story addition on a legal nonconforming 
structure 
 
Other Enclosed Parking Variation Requests – New Homes 
 
106 16th Street Case 2018-Z-26 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 24.5 square foot (0.78%) total floor area variation, 1.69’ combined side yard 
setback variation, a 0.41’ combined side yard eave setback variation, a 3.43 square foot (0.55%) 
rear yard structure impervious surface coverage variation, a 5.0’ side yard air conditioner 
condenser setback variation, a variation to allow the expansion and relocation of windows in a 
non-conforming wall, and a variation to the requirement that a new home provide two enclosed 
parking spaces to permit the construction of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified 
as a new home and the retention of an existing one-car detached garage 
 
431 9th Street Case 2017-Z-62 ZBA: Deny VB: Withdrawn 
Request for a 1,268.22 square foot (31.71%) total floor area variation, a 248.14 square foot 
(6.2%) lot coverage variation, a variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 17.79’ front yard 
setback variation, a 1.45’ side yard setback variation, an 11.51’ front yard porch setback 
variation, a 13.5’ front yard porch step setback variation, a 0.62’ combined side yard stoop and 
step setback variation, a 0.25’ accessory structure separation variation, a 0.42’ detached garage 
side yard setback variation, a 44.51 square foot (3.18%) front yard impervious surface coverage 
variation, and a variation to the requirement that a new home provide two enclosed parking 
spaces, to permit the construction of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new 
home and the retention of an existing detached garage 
 
2108 Washington Avenue Case 2015-Z-19 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Revised request for a 0.17’ combined side yard setback variation, a 4.55’ rear yard setback 
variation, a 1.33’ first floor height variation, a 2.15’ side yard parking space setback variation, a 
variation from the requirement that a front-loaded attached garage must be a minimum of 5.0’ 
behind the main front façade of a house, and a variation from the requirement to have two 
enclosed parking spaces to permit the construction of a new home 
 
433 8th Street Case 2014-Z-39 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a 252.64 square foot (4.59%) lot coverage variation, a 1,596.07 square foot (29.02%) 
total floor area variation, a 3.23’ minimum side yard setback variation, a 0.58’ combined side 
yard setback variation, a 6.01’ rear yard setback variation, a 3.23’ side yard eave setback 
variation, a 4.01’ rear yard eave setback variation, an 11.67’ rear yard deck setback variation, a 
4.01’ rear yard stair setback variation, a 1.0’ first floor height variation, a 2.0’ rear yard detached 
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garage setback variation, a 1.0’ rear yard garage eave setback variation, a 3.5’ accessory structure 
separation variation, a 208.06 square foot (15.13%) rear yard structure impervious surface 
coverage variation, and a variation from the requirement to provide two enclosed parking spaces 
to permit the construction of a new home and one-car detached garage 
 
Other Enclosed Parking Variation Requests – Existing Homes 
 
828 Leamington Avenue Case 2011-Z-50 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a 226.54 s.f. (3.01% ) lot coverage variation, an 8.52’ front yard setback variation, a 
261.21 s.f. (12.01%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, a variation to eliminate a 
required enclosed parking space, and a variation to retain two parking spaces in a required front 
yard to permit the construction of a one-story addition on the legal nonconforming structure and 
to allow the loss of one enclosed parking space 
 
Zoning Ordinance Provisions Involved 
 
Section 5.4 outlines the variation procedures. 
 
Section 8.3 references Table 8-2, which establishes a 5.0’ side yard setback on the Subject Property. 
 
Section 14.4.A.2 requires that single-family dwellings existing as of the date of the Zoning 
Ordinance (4/1.2014) with two or more enclosed parking spaces must maintain at least two enclosed 
parking spaces. 
 
Action Required 
 
Move to recommend granting a request for a 0.02’ side yard setback variation and a variation from 
the requirement that a single-family dwelling with two or more enclosed parking spaces maintain 
at least two enclosed parking spaces to permit the subdivision of the property and retention of 
the existing home at 2133 Greenwood Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
 
(After the vote on the request) 
Move to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and recommendation for the Zoning Board 
of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-25 
 
 
CASE FILE DOCUMENTS 
 
  Doc. No.     Documents  
 
 Location Maps And Plans 
 
  1.0 Zoning Map 
  1.1 GIS Map 
  1.2 Sidwell Tax Map 
  1.3 Existing Plat of Survey 
  1.4 Proposed Plat of Survey 
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  1.5 Site Plan 
  1.6 Plat of Subdivision 
 
 Written Correspondence and Documentation 
 
  2.0 Completed application form 
  2.1 Letter of application 
  2.2 Proof of ownership 
  2.3 Notice of Public Hearing as prepared for the petitioner, dated 

August 25, 2020 
  2.4 Notice of Public Hearing as published in the Wilmette Life, August 

27, 2020 
  2.5 Certificate of publication 
  2.6 Certificate of posting, dated August 28, 2020 
  2.7 Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements, filed by 

applicant September 3, 2020 
 
3.0 COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Mike Murdock, applicant 
   939 Romona Road 
 
  3.12 Mr. Robert Garrison, owner 
   2133 Greenwood Avenue 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 0.02’ side yard setback variation and 

a variation from the requirement that a single-family dwelling with two or more 
enclosed parking spaces maintain at least two enclosed parking spaces to permit 
the subdivision of the property and retention of the existing home. The Village 
Board will hear this case on October 13, 2020.  

 
3.22 Mr. Murdock said he is seeking zoning relief in two ways. He is looking for a 

0.02-foot side yard setback variation. In n practical terms, that's less than a quarter 
of an inch. He is seeking that variation for an existing structure that they do not 
intend to alter. The house was built that way and there is no plan to extend it 
farther into the side yard setback.  

 
 In addition, he needs a variation to allow for a single attached garage space as 

opposed to two enclosed spaces as required by the code. When this house was 
built, it was built with a single attached garage as is common throughout 
Kenilworth Gardens. At some point in the 1950s, a garage addition was built and 
the original garage was remodeled into interior space. He is seeking to revert the 
house back to its original form, which is keeping with the character of the 
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neighborhood. The house is very similar to one located down the street at 2201 
Greenwood. He intends to subdivide the two lots. It's 100’ wide in total, there are 
two separate PINs, and there are two separate tax bills. The village approved a 
subdivision in the past, but that approval has expired. They will be back in front 
of the plan commission next month to complete that as well. The request tonight 
allows them to preserve the house on the one lot, where it was originally sited. 
 
When the house was built, no thought was given to how the house would be able 
to provide a two-car garage on the standard 50’ wide lot that is standard in 
Kenilworth Gardens. There's no practical way to create a two-car garage on the 
50’ wide lot. That's why they're seeking the variation. He is happy to go through 
the seven standards and to answer questions. 

 
 3.23 Chairman Schneider said that the applicant said it’s not possible to put a two-car 

garage on a 50’ wide lot but he sees that all over.  
 

Mr. Murdock said of course it can be done if they were to demolish the home and 
build a new one. Throughout Kenilworth Gardens, there are some homes with 
two-car attached or detached garages, but there are many homes in the 
neighborhood with a single attached garage. The way this house is sited, it's not 
possible to put a garage in a less than 5’ wide space on the west side. On the east 
side, they also don't have sufficient space to get around to the rear of the house. 
The distance from the property line is less than eight feet and there is something 
that encroaches into that space and then there's a window wall behind it as well. 
There's not a practical way to get back to the back of the property, given how the 
house was originally built, because it was built with a one-car garage, one that 
was a permitted use. Now the houses throughout Kenilworth Gardens that have a 
single car garage are legal non-conforming uses. If this had not had the lot next 
door, it would have existed as it continued to exist as a legal non-conforming use 
with the one-car garage. 
 

3.24 Chairman Schneider asked where he intends to put the one-car garage. On the 
west side of the house? 

 
Mr. Murdock said yes. He provided a plat of survey that shows where the 
driveway would go. The curb cut would be moved to the west side of the property. 
As you look at the house from the street, on the right side, there is a family room 
that has been enclosed that originally was a garage, and they would put the garage 
back where it was when the house was built. 
 

3.25 Chairman Schneider asked if there was always a second floor on that portion 
above the garage. 

 
Mr. Murdock said he believed there was but that predates his specific knowledge 
about the house. He is very familiar with 2201 Greenwood, which is similar, and 
he believes that house had a second floor above it at the time it was built. 
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3.26 Chairman Schneider said if this were a new house, just like what the applicant 
intends to build on the other lot, it will require a two-car garage, is that correct? 
 
Mr. Murdock said absolutely. Any development on the open lot will fully comply. 
 

3.27 Chairman Schneider asked the applicant why, to his understanding, does this 
situation need a variation. 
 
Mr. Murdock said the six standards of review deal with the questions of whether 
the variation will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood and will be 
consistent with the goals, objectives, and policies set forth in a comprehensive 
plan. The comprehensive plan does seek a variety of different types of housing 
and seeks to preserve existing housing stock. He believes the variations are 
necessary in order to preserve the house. He is not aware of any way that the house 
could be preserved in an economical manner and have a two-car garage. The rest 
of the space, facing the front of the house, does have a basement under it. As the 
architects on the board know, anything can be done when money is no object, but 
from a practical standpoint, to try to reconfigure the front of the house to allow 
for a two-car attached garage is just not practical. It wouldn’t make sense to 
preserve the house. His goal is to preserve the house and he requires this zoning 
relief in order to do so. 
 

3.28 Mr. Kolleng asked if the applicant had purchased the property.  
 

Mr. Murdock said he has not. He has a contract and a zoning contingency with 
the owner. 
 

3.29 Mr. Kolleng said when you drive up Greenwood, there are a lot of cars on 
Greenwood. When somebody has a one-car garage and wants to convert to a two-
car garage and they need variances, the board works with them as much as they 
can. The applicant is going in reverse, potentially putting another car on what's 
already a very crowded street. Two cars can't pass each other. What the applicant 
is asking to do seems to fly in the face of what the village is trying to achieve. 
 
Mr. Murdock said he thinks that’s a fair point. He thinks there are competing 
goals. He thinks the village does seek to preserve the existing housing stock. 
Granting the variation would do that but Mr. Kolleng is correct. If you had a one-
car attached garage, you could put another car off the street in the driveway, as is 
commonly done in Kenilworth Gardens, but the car in the garage cannot be 
accessed without moving the other car. That creates the situation where there's a 
possibility that you would need additional street parking, that's correct. 
 

3.30 Mr. Pellaton asked the applicant if he considered the possibility of removing the 
family-room-come-garage entirely and using that space for a driveway to access 
a two-car garage in the rear of the lot, as the nextdoor neighbor has. 

 
Mr. Murdock said unfortunately, there is more house behind the family 
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room/garage and the only bathroom on the first floor is immediately behind it. He 
doesn’t believe it’s practical to have a house without a bathroom on the first floor. 
Is it possible that there could be another configuration where you could run new 
plumbing in a new stack and find another spot? It may be possible, but again, 
you’re getting into a situation of diminishing returns.  
 
He said he has seen homes where there’s a two-car tandem garage where one spot 
is in front of the other. He doesn’t believe that's practical for this house because 
of the bathroom behind it. But they did look at that possibility. 
 

3.31 Chairman Schneider said he is looking at the standards of review. One b says that 
the plight of the property owner was not created by the owner and is due to unique 
circumstances. You are clearly creating this situation by subdividing the lots. 
 
The next standard is, the difficulty or hardship is peculiar to the property in 
question and is not generally shared by other properties classified in the same 
zoning district, used for the same purposes. The difficulty or hardship resulting 
from the application would prevent the owners from making a reasonable use of 
the property. However, the fact that the property could be utilized more profitably 
with the variation than without the variation is not to be considered grounds for 
granting the variation. He thinks the application meets the other standards of 
review, but he has some problem with those three. 
 
Mr. Murdock said the plight of the property owner was not created by the owner; 
it is due to unique circumstances. The plight is that the house was originally 
designed with a one-car garage and it was a legal conforming structure when it 
was built. When the zoning law changed, it became a legal non-conforming 
structure. There are no other houses in Kenilworth Gardens that have an adjacent 
lot next to them where the garage could be sited. The fact that a prior owner built 
a garage, not knowing the zoning law would change at some point in the future 
and not allowing them to revert back, I don't believe that created the plight in that 
sense.  
 
Secondly, the difficulty or hardship is peculiar to the property in question and is 
not generally shared by other properties classified in the same zoning district and 
used for the same purpose. This is the only home in Kenilworth Gardens that has 
a 100’ wide lot where the garage can be placed on a second lot.  
 
Standard four, the difficulty or hardship resulting from application of the zoning 
ordinance would prevent the owner from making reasonable use of the property. 
However, the fact that the property could be used more profitably with the 
variation than without the variation shall not be considered grounds for granting 
the variation. Over the years, the applicant has been before the Zoning Board a 
number of different times and he has made a statement similar to the one he is 
about to make. He doesn’t want to be perceived as saying, "well, if you don't do 
this, I'm going to do that.” The likelihood is, whether it's the applicant or the 
current owner or another owner, will demolish the home if the variation is not 
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granted because that's the most profitable use for the property. In current market 
conditions, the highest and best use of the property is two new construction, 
single-family homes. That can be done by right. But again, it's his understanding 
that the village seeks to preserve existing housing stock. He personally believes 
the only way that the existing housing stock on this property can be preserved is 
by allowing the property to revert back to its original form, when it was built, 
similar to many other properties throughout Kenilworth Gardens, and allowing 
for the one-car attached garage. Speaking to profitability, he doesn’t believe this 
is the most profitable use of the parcel. Two new single-family homes is what's 
most profitable. 
 

3.32 Mr. Surman said he understands what the applicant is trying to do here. The 
difficulty he has is from past requests in that area. People have requested to make 
their driveway wider to accommodate two cars because they can't use their garage. 
The difficulty he has is, this request goes against what the village is asking, but at 
the same time, there are plenty of homes that have a single car garage. The 
driveway here is probably sufficient to fit two cars. It's not one of those houses 
where the garage is so close to the street that you can only fit one car and the 
second one has to be in the street. It appears you have room to get two in the 
driveway.  

 
 He asked the applicant to confirm that the attached garage would be all the way 

to the west and the house entrance would probably be right in the corner there 
next to it. Is that correct? 
 
Mr. Murdock said that’s correct.  
 
He thanked Mr. Surman for the point he made about the driveway. The entrance 
to the garage is set over 40 feet back from the sidewalk. A standard size parking 
space is 8.5 feet by 18 feet. There's enough room for two cars to be parked in the 
driveway. If one car is closer to the house, that car is sort of blocking access to 
the garage; there won't be space to go around it. People would have to move the 
cars, but, to the earlier point, he believes it would be possible to have two parking 
spaces off the street. 
 

3.33 Chairman Schneider said practically speaking, he thinks tandem parking, two cars 
one behind the other, rarely works very well. You have to shuttle cars back and 
forth. People tend to want to widen the driveway in order to be able to park two 
cars next to each other. 
 
Mr. Murdock said he has not done the calculation with respect to the front yard 
impervious surface coverage. The front entrance to the house is next to the garage. 
The diagram sort of shows an arch of concrete going into the side of the house; 
the front door is there and not at the part furthest to north. Parking two cars side 
by side, you would still have to get around those cars in order to access the house. 
 

3.34 Mr. Surman asked the square footage of the house. The difficulty he is having is 
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it's difficult to grant variances when you know that the project is being done by a 
developer and not for an individual. When the applicant talks about maintaining 
the existing housing stock, if you could build 3,500 square feet and this house is 
and will remain 2,800 square feet, that's a positive in terms of maintaining the 
housing stock. 
 
Mr. Murdock said the permitted floor area is 3,429.36 square feet. He said he did 
the floor area calculations of the home but did not have them with him. He asked 
Ms. Roberts if she had those numbers handy. 

 
Ms. Roberts said the house, with the breezeway and garage removed, is 2,749.52 
square feet.  
 

3.35 Mr. Surman asked if the applicant intended to add onto the house.  
 
Mr. Murdock said no. It’s not obvious to him how it would be productive to add 
to the house. Of course you could always do an addition in the back, but no, his 
intent is not to add to the house, to leave the house at 2,750 square feet, 
approximately 700 square feet less than what's permitted under the zoning 
ordinance. 
 

3.36 Ms. Choca Urban asked how much rehab the applicant plans to do to the house. 
A lot of cases that come before the Zoning Board are such extensive rehabs that 
they're considered to be brand new construction. What is the intention here? 
 
Mr. Murdock said he has found the housing stock in Kenilworth Gardens to be in 
excellent condition. He plans to make some updates, but not a wholesale 
redevelopment of the floor plan.  A four bedroom, two-and-a-half bath house is 
what people are looking for right now. He plans to invest in the property and 
update it, but not a complete gut of the structure.  
 

3.37 Mr. Falkof asked if the current residents would be vacating the house. 
 
 Mr. Murdock said yes. 
 
3.38 Mr. Falkof asked if the house would no longer have a family room. 
 

Mr. Murdock said that’s correct, it will be a house with no family room. The house 
has a large dry basement. It also has a very large living room which is effectively 
going to be the family room. It has large windows on the front of the house. He 
would argue the house is really not going to have a living room, but it will have a 
family room. 
 

3.39 Mr. Falkof asked the purpose of taking down a tree that was exactly where the 
driveway would now be for that one car garage. Was that taken down in order to 
prepare for the Zoning Board meeting so that there would not be a tree in the 
middle of the driveway? 
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Mr. Murdock said he can’t speak to that. He was not aware that a tree had been 
removed. The owner is also in the meeting and perhaps he can speak to that. 
 
Mr. Garrison said he has a contract to sell the property to Mike Murdock. The tree 
they removed earlier this year had nothing to do with this request. His discussions 
with Mr. Murdock came after the tree was already gone. The issue came up with 
the neighbor immediately to the west. The tree was very close to the property line 
and the branches hung over their driveway. The tree was dripping sap on their 
cars so the neighbor asked him to trim that side of the tree. At first he thought that 
would look pretty ugly. He never really liked the tree anyway so they decided just 
to take the tree down. It was a month or more later, something like that, when they 
had their first discussion with Mr. Murdock about buying the property.  
 
Mr. Murdock said this was the first he had heard about the tree and apologized for 
not being aware. In past Zoning Board cases that he has been involved with, 
sometimes conditions are imposed. He is more than happy to commit to planting 
one or more trees. 
 

3.40 Chairman Schneider asked Ms. Roberts is there was any other comment on the 
case. 

 
Ms. Roberts said there was one else on in the meeting. 
 
Ms. McManus said there were no comments in the YouTube chat.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Kolleng said the variation for 0.02’ is not an issue. In his mind, the elimination 

of a two-car garage is an issue. The highest and best use for this property may be 
tearing it down and putting up two houses. Mr. Murdock kept saying the village 
wants to the housing stock but you drive around the village and there are houses 
being torn down all over the place. There's no guarantee that whoever buys this 
house after it's renovated won’t come before the Zoning Board asking to do a 700 
square foot addition to the house. He has a hard time with this request given the 
amount of parking that's already on Greenwood and neighboring streets. He is 
leaning against the request but wants to hear what everybody else has to say. 

 
 5.2 Mr. Surman said he concurs with Mr. Kolleng. Mr. Garrison could sell the house 

to somebody else and they could tear it down. Given the value of the house, you 
could see that happening very easily. He is struggling with this one and he’d like 
to hear what others have to say. It does go against what the village prefers to see 
regarding off-street parking. 
 

5.3 Mr. Kolleng said they are going to have a vacant lot and they're going to be able 
to build the full FAR that's allowed on that second lot. Maybe building a home on 
this lot, with the greater FAR and a two-car garage and everything and that utilizes 
the space better, maybe that’s a better alternative than what is proposed. 
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5.4 Mr. Surman said it's a hardship that's been brought on by the applicant. He would 
like to hear what other board members have to say. 

 
5.5 Ms. Choca Urban said she agrees with both Mr. Kolleng and Mr. Surman. She is 

particularly persuaded by Chairman Schneider’s recitation of the standards of 
review. In two of the cases, the plight is being created by the applicant. In the 
third, it works against the policy regarding parking. She is leaning against 
supporting this motion. 

 
5.6 Mr. Falkof said he shares the same concerns that other people have mentioned. 

He lives just four doors down so he will have to deal with the temporary 
inconvenience of construction on the street at some point in time. At his first 
meeting on the Zoning Board, Mr. Kolleng reminded him that the village is trying 
to get people to stop parking on the street. There's value to having two-car garages. 
They are losing a two-car garage here, but as has been pointed out, this driveway 
will accommodate two cars in tandem. He has one of those one-car garages and 
the house mentioned at 2201 is another one. They use their garages for storing 
bicycles and other paraphernalia. They could never on the best day put a car in 
the garage. What they have done is gotten their cars off the street by having either 
tandem or side by side. I don't think there's room here for side-by-side, but there 
is room to have the two cars. So he’s torn. He hears what the other members are 
saying about losing garage parking but he is leaning towards voting in favor of 
the applicant's request. 

 
5.7 Mr. Pellaton said in this case, the fact that the applicant is looking to subdivide 

the property is what's causing the hardship. On the other hand, he agrees with 
what Mr. Falkof said about being able to get the cars off the street and onto the 
driveway. He is mindful of the fact that, if this request is denied, the house gets 
demolished and a new one gets put in its place. There is some value to maintaining 
that house in a somewhat altered or perhaps altered back to its original state. He 
is leaning towards voting in favor of this request, but it is certainly not a simple 
or clear cut kind of thing. Everyone else has made some very valid points about 
the fact that a two-car garage is the standard. If this remodeling project were to 
qualify as new construction, they would be required to provide a two-car garage. 

 
It’s a balancing act between trying to preserve the house or is having a two-car 
garage more important? 
 

5.8 Chairman Schneider recalled a redevelopment on the southwest corner of X and 
21st Street. That was a historic home from the 1933 World Exposition. They were 
able to disassemble and save at least some parts of it and two new homes with 
two-car garages were built in its place. It’s not clear if the house tonight has any 
historic significance. The plight here is being created by the potential buyer. He 
has difficulty supporting this request. 
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6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to recommend granting a request for a 0.02’ side yard setback 

variation and a variation from the requirement that a single-family dwelling with 
two or more enclosed parking spaces maintain at least two enclosed parking 
spaces to permit the subdivision of the property and retention of the existing home 
at 2133 Greenwood Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider No 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    No 
   Christine Norrick   Not Present 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   No 
 
   Motion carried.  
 
 6.2 Mr. Surman moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for case number 2020-Z-25.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Not Present 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried. 

 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 

 
Three members of the Zoning Board of Appeals find that the request meets the variation 
standards of Section 5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The particular physical conditions of 
the property, the siting of the home on the lot and the design of the home, impose upon 
the owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was not created by the owner and 
is due to the unique development of the lot. The difficulty is not peculiar to the property 
in question; the lot was developed like most if not all other lots in Kenilworth Gardens. 
What the applicant is asking to do is to restore the house and lot to its original layout. The 
difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property without having 
to do an extensive renovation to remove the existing living room and bathroom to 
accommodate a new detached garage or to demolish the home and build a new one. The 
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proposed variations will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent 
properties or otherwise injure other property and its use. The side yard setback variation 
is negligible. The applicant is able to park two cars on the new driveway in tandem 
fashion if not side by side, providing off-street parking in a way many other homes in the 
area are not able to. The variations, if granted, will restore the home and lot to its original 
layout, which is more consistent with the neighborhood, and therefore will not negatively 
impact the neighborhood character. 
 
Three members of the Zoning Board of Appeals find that the request does not meet the 
variation standards of Section 5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. Specifically, the plight of 
the owner is being created by the owner by his choice to seek to subdivide the property 
and remove the existing two-car garage, which is located on what would be another lot. 
The difficulty is not peculiar to the property in question; the home was originally built 
like all others in Kenilworth Gardens. There are no unique circumstances supporting 
granting a variation in this case. The applicant is seeking the variation in an effort to make 
the property more profitable, that is, by subdividing the lot and sell the east lot as a new 
home. This is not a basis for a hardship. 
 

8.0  RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 0.02’ side yard 
setback variation and a variation from the requirement that a single-family dwelling with 
two or more enclosed parking spaces maintain at least two enclosed parking spaces to 
permit the subdivision of the property and retention of the existing home at 2133 
Greenwood Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 

 
 























                                  
 

1200 WILMETTE AVENUE  
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

 
 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (847) 853-7550 
DEPARTMENT FAX (847) 853-7701 

TDD (847) 853-7634 
EMAIL comdev@wilmette.com 

Date: October 9, 2020 
 
To: Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
 
From: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
 
Subject: 2020-Z-25 2133 Greenwood Avenue – Additional Correspondence 
 

 
Attached are additional letters received after the Zoning Board heard the case on 
September 16, 2020. 
 
1.0 Letter from Rob Garrison, 2133 Greenwood Avenue, dated October 8, 2020 
2.0 Letter from Tim Boudos, 2201 Greenwood Avenue, dated October 8, 2020 

6.11 
10-13-20 

mailto:comdev@wilmette.com
mailto:robertsl@wilmette.com
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2.0



REPORT TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
FROM THE 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

Recommendation: The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends denying a 
request for a 2.0’ fence height variation to permit the 
construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front 
yard at 33 Canterbury Court in accordance with the plans 
submitted. 

Case Number: 2020-Z-27 

Property: 33 Canterbury Court 

Zoning District: R, Single-Family Detached Residence 

Applicant: David Crown 

Nature of Application: Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation to permit the 
construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front 
yard 

Applicable Provisions of 
the Zoning Ordinance: Section 5.4 

Section 5.4.F.1.h 
Section 8.3 
Section 13.4.H.2.a.i. 

Hearing Date: September 16, 2020 

Date of Application: August 19, 2020 

Zoning Board Vote: Chairman Reinhard Schneider No 
Brad Falkof  Yes 
John Kolleng  No 
Christine Norrick Not Present 
Ryrie Pellaton  Yes 
Bob Surman  No 
Maria Choca Urban  No 

Notices: Notice of public hearing to the applicant, August 25, 2020. 
Notice of public hearing published in the Wilmette Life, 
August 27, 2020. Posted on the property, August 28, 2020.  
Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements dated 
August 31, 2020. 

Report Prepared By: Lisa Roberts, AICP 
Assistant Director of Community Development 
Minutes transcribed by Lisa Roberts and Rev.com 

6.12 
10-13-20 
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STAFF INFORMATION AS PRESENTED TO THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
Description of Property 
 
The Subject Property is located on the southeast corner of Canterbury Court and Sheridan Road. 
The Subject Property has 165.22’ of frontage on Sheridan Road, with 111.72’ of frontage located 
in Wilmette and 53’ of frontage in the City of Evanston. The property has 304.18’ of frontage on 
Canterbury Court. The property is approximately 30,700 square feet. The property is improved 
with a two-story house and detached one-and-one-half-story brick garage with quarters. 
 
To the north and east are properties zoned R, Single-Family Detached Residence, and improved 
with single-family homes. To the west are properties zoned R1-H, Single-Family Detached 
Residence, and improved with single-family homes. To the south are properties zoned R1, 
Single-Family Residential, located within the corporate limits of the City of Evanston. 
 
Proposal 
 
The petitioner is proposing to replace an existing 6’ tall stockade fence with a 6’ tall open wire 
fence in the front yard along Sheridan Road. A fence height variation request was previously 
granted for the fence in 1998 but the work was not done. 
 
Because the Zoning Ordinance limits fences in the front yard to 4.0’ in height, a 2.0’ fence height 
variation is required. The fence conforms to the requirement that it be a minimum of 50% open 
and that the wire gauge is heavier than 11. The fence is required to remain on private property. 
 
Other Requests at the Subject Property 
 
33 Canterbury Court Case 1998-Z-09 ZBA: Grant VB: Revised/Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ fence height and openness variation to permit replacement of an existing 6’ high 
solid fence in the required front yard 
 
Other Fence Variation Requests 
 
437 Highcrest Drive Case 2019-Z-33 ZBA: Deny VB: Withdrawn 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and fence openness variation to permit the installation 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the side yard adjoining a street 
 
1913 Thornwood Avenue Case 2019-Z-13 ZBA: Deny VB: Denied 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and fence openness variation to permit the installation 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the side yard adjoining a street 
 
500 Sheridan Road Case 2019-Z-07 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.43’ fence height variation to permit the installation of two 6.43’ tall gates in the 
front yard 
 
221 10th Street Case 2018-Z-31 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 196.21 square foot (13.6%) rear yard pavement impervious surface coverage 
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variation to permit the construction of a new rear walk and a 2.0’ fence height variation and a 
fence openness variation to permit the installation of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the rear yard of a 
double frontage lot 
 
1163 Romona Road Case 2018-Z-19 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted  
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the installation 
of 6.0’ tall solid fence in a front yard 
 
405 Vista Drive Case 2018-Z-15 ZBA: Deny VB: Withdrawn 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the retention 
of a 6’ tall solid fence in a front yard 
 
2441 Iroquois Road Case 2017-Z-58 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of 6.0’ tall solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
1 Indian Hill Road Case 2017-Z-52 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of 6.5’ tall solid fence in a front yard 
 
1006 Michigan Avenue Case 2017-Z-39 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ fence height variation to permit the construction of a 6.5’ tall fence in the front 
yard 
 
447 Sandy Lane Case 2017-Z-29 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit a 6.0’ tall solid 
fence in a side yard adjoining a street (Wilmette Avenue) 
 
446 Sandy Lane Case 2016-Z-46 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the repair and 
replacement of a 6.0’ tall stockade fence in the side yard adjoining Wilmette Avenue 
 
233 Lockerbie Lane Case 2016-Z-32 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the front yard and side yard adjoining a street 
 
226 Woodbine Avenue Case 2016-Z-28 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the rear yard of a double-frontage lot 
 
2920 Wilmette Avenue Case 2016-Z-16 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the front yard and side yard adjoining a street 
 
3023 Central Avenue Case 2015-Z-42 ZBA: Deny VB: Revised/Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the retention 
of a 6.0’ high solid fence in a front yard and side yard adjoining a street 
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733 Chilton Lane Case 2015-Z-25 ZBA: Deny VB: Deny 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the retention 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
1149 New Trier Court Case 2015-Z-21 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.5’ tall solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
531 Lake Avenue Case 2013-Z-32 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
a 6.0’ high solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
215 Millbrook Lane Case 2013-Z-31 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
a 6.0’ high solid fence in a required front yard 
 
3037 Barclay Lane Case 2012-Z-16 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
and new installation of a 6.0’ high solid fence in the rear yard of a double-frontage lot 
 
Zoning Ordinance Provisions Involved 
 
Section 5.4 outlines the variation procedures. 
 
Section 5.4.F.1.h establishes additional variation standards for fence requests. 
 
Section 8.3 references Table 8-2, which establishes a 40.0’ front yard setback on the Subject 
Property. 
 
Section 13.4.H.2.a.i permits fences in a required front yard, side yard adjoining a street, and rear yard 
of a double-frontage lot provided the fence is limited to a maximum height of 4 feet. 
 
Action Required 
 
Move to recommend granting a request for Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation to permit the 
construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front yard at 33 Canterbury Court in 
accordance with the plans submitted. 
 
(After the vote on the request) 
Move to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and recommendation for the Zoning Board 
of Appeals for case number 2020-Z-27 
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CASE FILE DOCUMENTS 
 
  Doc. No.     Documents  
 
 Location Maps And Plans 
 
  1.0 Zoning Map 
  1.1 GIS Map 
  1.2 Sidwell Tax Map 
  1.3 Plat of Survey 
  1.4 Plat of Survey with Fence Plan 
  1.5 Photograph of Proposed Fence Style 
 
 Written Correspondence and Documentation 
 
  2.0 Completed application form 
  2.1 Letter of application 
  2.2 Proof of ownership 
  2.3 Notice of Public Hearing as prepared for the petitioner, dated 

August 25, 2020 
  2.4 Notice of Public Hearing as published in the Wilmette Life, August 

27, 2020 
  2.5 Certificate of publication 
  2.6 Certificate of posting, dated August 28, 2020 
  2.7 Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements, filed by 

applicant August 31, 2020 
  2.8 Case 1998-Z-09 33 Canterbury Court 
  2.9 Village Board meeting minutes from February 24, 1998 
  2.10 Ordinance 1998-O-15 
 
3.0 COMMENTS, AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANT 
 

 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. David Crown, applicant 
   33 Canterbury Court 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 2.0’ fence height variation to permit 

the construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front yard. The Village 
Board will hear this case on October 13, 2020.  

 
 3.22 Mr. Crown thanked the board for the opportunity to present. He is requesting a 2’ 

height variance on a fence along the edge of the property on Sheridan Road that 
was damaged in a wind storm earlier this summer. The 6’ height is desired for 
security and privacy from the heavy traffic on Sheridan Road, and also matches 
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the 6’ height of the fence along the property line in the Evanston portion of the 
property. That's the basic request.  

 
  His family moved to Canterbury Court in 1954. The original wood stockade fence 

was built in the 1950s, that was a 6’ high fence. In 1998, his mother filed a height 
and openness variance request to replace the wood fence with a like fence. The 
result of that petition was approval of the height variance, but not the openness 
variance. The record of that earlier petition is in the documents presented to the 
board. 

 
In response to that outcome, his mother planted bushes behind the original 
stockade fence and did not replace it. She passed away in 2015 and in that year, 
they replaced the Evanston portion of the stockade fence with a wood stockade 
fence. Evanston has different regulations. His current request is to have 
consistency with what the finding was in 1998 and allow them to keep the fence 
height at six feet along that edge of the property. The justification for the height 
is the high pedestrian, bike, car, and ambulance traffic along Sheridan Road. 
There's quite a bit of noise that the fence helps buffer. Also, the topography of the 
property is such that it slopes down away from Sheridan Road. Someone walking 
at Sheridan Road is almost at the second floor level of the house. This was all 
documented in the 1998 case. He said he was happy to answer questions or 
provide more details. 
 

3.23 Mr. Kolleng asked what the security issues are. 
 
 Mr. Crown said it's the line of sight into that side of the property. 

 
3.24 Mr. Kolleng clarified that the proposed fence is an open fence. 

 
Mr. Crown said the request is for an open fence. They planted bushes inside of 
the fence shortly after the 1998 petition. The idea with the proposed fence is to 
grow vines and do other landscaping that will help buffer the noise and also the 
line of sight. 
 

3.25 Mr. Falkof said he was assuming it would be something like a wrought iron fence. 
 
Mr. Crown said it’s going to be metal wire fence. Selecting that style facilitates 
the growth of vines on it. 
 

3.26 Mr. Falkof clarified that the fence itself doesn't provide anything other than a base 
for foliage, which is made up of the bushes that are there along with vines that the 
applicant intends to plant. 

 
Mr. Crown said someone is going to have a harder time if they're trying to climb 
up a 6’ fence verses a shorter one. 
 

3.27 Mr. Falkof said at the top of the street, there is a stone entrance pillar. Will the 
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proposed fence be connected to that stone pillar? 
 

Mr. Crown said the current fence is six foot in height along the property line and 
then it slopes down toward that stone monument. The idea is to replace with the 
6’ high fence to the margin of the monument. 
 

3.28 Mr. Falkof asked if the applicant was going to leave all of the current foliage that's 
there. 

 
 Mr. Crown said yes, the current foliage is all on the inside of the fence. 

 
3.29 Mr. Falkof asked if all of that foliage is to remain. 
 

Mr. Crown said yes. Some of it has not done all that well but the idea is not to 
change that at this time. 
 

3.30 Mr. Falkof said if you're driving down Sheridan Road, you can actually see the 
back of the log cabin. Is there a fence to the west of the log cabin or is that right 
now fenceless? 

 
Mr. Crown said that’s the section that fell down in the storm. There were two 
panels of the old fence that fell down in the storm earlier this summer. That was 
the impetus for putting in the request. That part of the fence in Wilmette is 60 plus 
years old and it's time to replace it. 
 

3.31 Mr. Pellaton asked the applicant if he could get a solid fence stockade to match 
what he has currently and what they replaced in the Evanston portion of the 
property, is that what he would prefer? 
 
Mr. Crown said he thought they would prefer that. When he started this process, 
he didn’t realize that they would have to re-apply and they were just trying to 
follow the findings of the previous approval. 
 

3.32 Mr. Pellaton said based on the applicant’s mother’s success in 1998 with applying 
for a six foot fence, but an open one, he thinks it’s reasonable that the applicant 
as the property owner would expect that there shouldn't be too much problem in 
getting the same thing approved once again.  

 
 In this case, the applicant is requesting an open fence because that is what is 

required. The purpose is mostly to screen his property. He thinks that a green 
screen in the end may even be an improvement over a solid fence. One of the 
reasons he asked is because from a security standpoint, you walk to the end of the 
fence and walk around it into the front yard and you're on the property. The 
security aspect is very minimal but screening the property from the road he can 
certainly understand. 
 
Mr. Crown said part of the security would also be just the line of sight. People can 
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see if there's somebody in the yard and what they're doing. If you have little kids 
out there, you'd rather have it as secure as possible. 
 

3.33 Mr. Surman said he is trying to figure out what the hardship is here. The 
topography is some of it. He said he is on the fence on this one.  
 

3.34 Ms. Choca Urban said she is also wondering what the hardship is. In the 22 years 
since Mrs. Crown applied for a variance, the shrubbery has grown quite tall and 
provides, I would say, exceptional privacy and noise reduction, without a fence. I 
can understand the desire for a fence in terms of keeping children corralled in a 
backyard and keeping outsiders out. She thinks a 4’ fence accomplishes that 
admirably. She is having a hard time understanding the need for the 6’ fence. The 
proposed fence will not match the portion of the fence that's in Evanston so there’s 
no hardship there. The shrubs are so tall, it’s impossible to see into the second 
floor if you're a pedestrian on Sheridan Road. When she visited the site earlier, 
she could barely see the house except for going through the bushes where the 
fence has fallen. 
 

3.35 Chairman Schneider asked the applicant if he could point to another property 
along Sheridan Road in a similar situation that has a 6’ fence. 
 
Mr. Crown said he did not have that information. He agrees with Mr. Pellaton that 
they would have preferred a solid fence that matches what they’ve always had. 
They didn’t ask for that because they didn't know if that would be successful based 
on what his mother tried to do. He thought this request would be straightforward 
to kind of renew what she had been approved for. He likes the idea of growing 
vines and having the fence really fade into the background. Having it at 6’, they 
could also grow vines on the Evanston portion of the fence. The height would 
match and it would look better. He is just looking to establish a noise buffer and 
sight buffer. 
 

3.36 Chairman Schneider asked if the applicant had any final word on his request. 
 

Mr. Crown said they think the 6’ fence is something they strongly would like. The 
noise from Sheridan Road is substantial. The taller the fence, the more growth of 
vegetation will be facilitated. The family has been there for 60 plus years. They 
would like to maintain that property line in a way that allows them to use that part 
of the yard. 

 
3.37 Chairman Schneider asked Ms. Roberts is there was any other comment on the 

case. 
 

Ms. Roberts said there was one unidentified caller in the meeting but no one 
indicated a desire to speak. 
 
Ms. McManus said there were no comments in the YouTube chat.  
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(After 6.0)  
3.38 Mr. Crown said he was very disappointed and quite surprised. The property is a 

gateway to Wilmette, with the Wilmette sign there and the monuments. He is 
wondering if there's a way to have a 6’ fence that then steps down into that 
monument so they can have some portion of the requested 6’ fence, but it also 
blends in with the monuments. 

 
3.39 Mr. Peloton asked Ms. Roberts what the applicant’s options are for coming back 

with the revised plan. 
 

Ms. Roberts said the board has voted so the request is officially on its way to the 
Village Board. The Village Board can review a revised request if he'd like to 
modify his plans. The board can choose to act on it, or they can choose to send it 
back to the Zoning Board for review. She and the applicant can talk about 
alternatives and how he wants to proceed. 

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Kolleng said he is torn on this one. On the one hand, the fence is going to be 

an open fence. There will be all the shrubbery behind it. It may not even be 
obvious that it's 6’ tall. On the other hand, he doesn’t see a hardship here at all. 
He agrees with all the comments that there's plenty of foliage there. You could 
put up arbor vitae or something else that could be 10 or 12 feet tall if that's what 
you're looking to accomplish. He understands that they would like to have it. 
They’re not going to be able to match the Evanston side. He doesn’t see the 
hardship. He would like to hear what everybody else has to say, but he is leaning 
against it. 
 

5.2 Mr. Pellaton said he came into this thinking that it was approved once and the 
existing fence is opaque and 6’ tall. It didn't seem to him like there was much of 
an issue in terms of precedent. On the other hand, he does understand those who 
have spoken about the fact that the hardship is difficult to see. He is leaning 
towards approving it because there has been a fence there that is 6’ tall and 
opaque, and that this was previously approved, but he also wants to hear what 
other board members have to say. 
 

5.3 Mr. Falkof said he is a little bit torn, but there are a couple of things that are 
causing him to lean towards approving the application. One thing that’s not been 
talked about is, the ordinance is designed to keep fences in front yards at a certain 
height. This area is defined as a front yard, but quite honestly, if you were to ask 
the average person on the street whether this is the front yard or the side, they 
would say this is the side. This yard is on Sheridan Road, which is a busy road.  

 
Second, the proposed fence is really an improvement over the wood fence. The 
family could just as easily put back the fence that fell down and it would be an 
eyesore and there’s not much that we could say about it.  
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Finally, the fence does define a foundation for putting in foliage and vines, which 
will increase the security and reduce noise to some extent from Sheridan Road. 
He thinks the applicant would be well advised to make those vines as thick as 
possible in order to make this really work in the manner that Mr. Crown has 
suggested. For these reasons, he comes down on the side of saying that this is an 
application that he thinks he will support. 
 

5.4 Mr. Surman said it's a difficult position for Mr. Crown. He came here with the 
intent of doing his best to put back what was there or do better. His (Mr. Surman’s) 
hesitation with this request is whether this sets some sort of precedent. He knows 
that each request is individual. In the past, they’ve had cases like this, even one 
on Ridge Road, where they have discussed that if the fence really isn't providing 
full security to a yard and it's really more of a barrier, could it be set back from a 
lot line? He thinks this would be an attractive fence if it was set back from the 
sidewalk. You would still have foliage right on the sidewalk. That's what you see 
if you drive further down Sheridan Road and at least in other towns, you'll see 
foliage with the fence behind it. He likes the openness for vines. He said he would 
like to hear from others. It’s a difficult case. 
 

5.5 Ms. Choca Urban said she thinks a lot has changed in the 22 years since Mrs. 
Crown applied for her variance. The applicant has basically just submitted what 
his mother did 22 years ago, and has, as a result, not demonstrated the need or the 
hardship related to a 4’ fence. I think a 4’ fence would handle vines or any other 
plantings quite well. It will provide the security that is desired for the backyard. 
The existing landscaping, which has grown tremendously over 22 years, provides 
more than adequate privacy and a noise reduction barrier, in her opinion. She will 
be voting against this unless she hears something far more persuasive. 
 

5.6 Chairman Schneider said things have changed over the past 22 years, and in the 
zoning code to reduce these kinds of fences. The one that exists now, which will 
not be replicated obviously, but it was still 6’ tall. He drove up and down Sheridan 
and couldn't find another example in a similar situated lot, where the side yard 
fronts on Sheridan. Secondly, the board had a case up the street where the 
applicant wanted to install a 4’ cast iron fence, very nicely done, but he had two 
gates. If you recall, the two gates had small sections that were higher than 4’. The 
board approved it, but the board was still very concerned about the increased 
height, even though it was just a small portion of the fencing.  
 
Looking at the variation standards for fences: 2) the extent to which fences of this 
same type by the applicant already exist in the immediate area and have been 
granted variations. There are none that he can think of. 3) the orientation and 
proximity of the neighboring dwelling units and other structures to the proposed 
fence. That obviously is not an issue. 6) the extent to which a fence of the same 
type sought by the applicant is for the replacement or repair of a previously or 
presently existing fence. This one is met. 7) The length of time that a non-
conforming fence has existed on the property. This one is met. 8) Whether a fence 
permit was issued at the time the fence was constructed. At the time this fence 
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was originally constructed, there may have been a permit posted but he didn’t 
think the current zoning code applied.  
 
He said he thinks it would be setting a terrible precedent in approving this request. 
As a side comment, he questioned the type of fence chosen. It almost looks like a 
chain link fence. 
 
He asked if there were any more comments from the board. 
 

5.7 Mr. Pellaton said he thought Mr. Falkof’s comment about the fact that this is in 
effect the side yard and not a front yard, and it should be treated as such, is one 
that very much rang true with him. The fact that it's the front yard is not at all 
persuasive to him in terms of a standard that would cause the board to deny this. 

 
5.8 Ms. Choca Urban said that the board has in fact denied other applications, similar 

situated. She referenced a case on Illinois Road last year. It was the very same 
situation. The board denied it because they felt landscaping and a 4’ fence would 
be more than adequate. 
 

5.9 Mr. Pellaton said he recalled that request. That was installing a new fence; it 
wasn't replacing an existing 6’ one and they hadn't received prior approvals for a 
6’ fence. 
 

5.10 Ms. Choca Urban said those points are true. 
 
5.11 Mr. Pellaton said he does see similarities. He was trying to recall; there might be 

a house or two, those Spanish colonials on Central right where they meet 
Sheridan, which have tall fences, possibly made of brick and wrought iron. But 
most of the other fences, he believes are probably 4’ fences as Chairman 
Schneider noted. 

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to recommend granting a request for a 2.0’ fence height 

variation to permit the construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front 
yard at 33 Canterbury Court in accordance with the plans submitted. 

 
  6.11 Mr. Pellaton seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider No 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    No 
   Christine Norrick   Not Present 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    No 
   Maria Choca Urban   No 
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   Motion carried.  
 
 6.2 Mr. Surman moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for case number 2020-Z-27.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Reinhard Schneider Yes 
   Brad Falkof    Yes 
   John Kolleng    Yes 
   Christine Norrick   Not Present 
   Ryrie Pellaton    Yes 
   Bob Surman    Yes 
   Maria Choca Urban   Yes 
 
   Motion carried. 

 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 

 
A majority of the Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request does not meet the 
variation standards of Section 5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h 
of the Zoning Ordinance. Specifically, there is no hardship preventing the owner from 
making reasonable use of the property. There is existing landscaping that has been in 
place for at least 22 years that provides screening. This in combination with a conforming 
fence, and if necessary additional landscaping, would provide all of the screening and 
security that the applicant is seeking. There is nothing peculiar about the lot; many homes 
front on Sheridan Road. The essential character of the neighborhood would be altered in 
that there are no other tall fences within Wilmette in the vicinity of the proposed fence. 
 
The fence is oriented toward Sheridan Road, which is a busy street. However, there are s 
No other variations have been granted for fences in the front yard on Sheridan Road. A 
recent request approved a height variation for two gates, but that was a relatively limited 
frontage and was still subject to much scrutiny by the Zoning Board. There are no other 
fences of this height or style within Wilmette in the vicinity of the proposed fence. The 
fence is not proposed to be set back so that landscaping can grow in front of it, though 
the applicant has indicated that the style will support the growth of vines.  
 
A minority of the Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation 
standards of Section 5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h of the 
Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the orientation and siting of 
the house on the lot with the side yard backyard along Sheridan Road and the sloping of 
the lot down to the east, impose upon the owner a practical difficulty. The difficulty is 
not generally shared by others in that there are few properties along Sheridan Road where 
the house is oriented such that the side and backyard face Sheridan Road. For zoning 
purposes, the yard is the front yard, but most properties on Sheridan Road are oriented 
with the house facing the street and the backyard more private. The plight of the owner 
was not created by the owner and is due to the unique circumstances of the lot orientation 
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and topography. The difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the 
property with privacy for the backyard and for the home, which because of the slope of 
the property, allows some view from the street into the second floor. The proposed 
variation will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property. The 
proposed fence is very open and faces the street, not another property. The variation, if 
granted, will improve the essential character of the neighborhood by allowing the removal 
of a solid, very old fence along a prominent street and village entry point. 
 
The proposed fence faces Sheridan Road, which is identified as an arterial roadway. 
While there are no tall fences within front yards in the immediate area that have been 
granted variations, the applicant was previously granted a variation for a similarly open 
and tall fence in 1998. There are no properties that would be impacted by the proposed 
fence. While the fence is not proposed to have screening on the street side, the applicant 
has said that the fence style will support the growing of vines over it. It’s also possible 
that existing landscaping behind the fence may grow through, further screening the fence 
itself. The property is among the very largest in the immediate neighborhood and the 
proposed fence will have no impact on neighboring properties. The applicant is seeking 
to replace a fence of the same height that has existed for approximately 60 years. The 
proposed fence is very open and will be an improvement upon the appearance of the 
fencing. The applicant was previously granted a fence height variation for a replacement 
fence. The previous fence has been in place for approximately 60 years. It is unknown 
whether a fence permit was required at the time it was originally installed. 
 

8.0  RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends denying a request for a 2.0’ fence height 
variation to permit the construction of a 6.0’ tall open replacement fence in a front yard 
at 33 Canterbury Court in accordance with the plans submitted. 
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SUBJECT:  Presentation of the FY 2021 Proposed Budget 
 
MEETING DATE:  October 13, 2020     
 
FROM:   Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
   Melinda Molloy, Finance Director   
   Erik Hallgren, Assistant Village Manager  
   
 

 
 

Background  

The FY 2021 Village of Wilmette Annual Operating Budget is the result of months of 
preparation, evaluation, and efforts by Village staff to bring forth a document that provides 
sound fiscal management and meets the service needs of our community. 
 
Discussion 

At the October 13, 2020 Village Board meeting, staff will present the FY 2021 Annual Operating 
Budget document and provide a short presentation highlighting the key component of the budget. 
A more in-depth budget review will take place at the October 28, 2020 Village Board Committee 
of the Whole Meeting.  
 

Village Manager’s Office  



REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION AGENDA ITEM: 6.31

Page 1 of 1 

SUBJECT: Administration Committee Recommendations Concerning Boards & 
Commissions 

MEETING DATE: October 13, 2020- Introduction of Ordinance 
October 27, 2020- Adoption of Ordinance 

FROM: Michael Braiman, Village Manager 

None 

Recommended Motions 

Move to adopt Ordinance #2020-O-44 amending the Wilmette Village Code concerning boards 
and commissions. 

Background & Discussion 

A detailed report from the Administration Committee is attached. 

Budget Impact 

There is no budget impact. 

Documents Attached 

1. Presentation for October 13, 2020 Village Board meeting
2. Report from the Administration Committee

BUDGET IMPACT: 

Village Manager’s Office

mailto:braimanm@wilmette.com


Boards & Commissions Report
Administration Committee Recommendations

October 13, 2020



Summary of Committee’s Review
• The Committee held 4 meetings on boards and commissions:

• July 6, 2020
• July 30, 2020
• September 3, 2020
• September 17, 2020

• A cornerstone of the review was public engagement which helped to 
inform the Committee’s recommendations

• Agenda materials posted to website as far in advance of meetings as possible
• Regular email communications to residents who expressed an interest 
• Thorough review and consideration of resident suggestions



Scope of Review & Summary of Recommendations

• Statement of goal to fill boards and commissions with a diverse mix of 
residents 

• New functions for the Housing Commission 
• New mission, purpose and initial task for the Human Relations 

Commission 
• Membership Changes

• Term limits and lengths, consolidations, number of members, qualifications

• Adjustments to the appointment and selection process
• Miscellaneous changes

• Training and orientation, annual reports, enhanced recognition



Membership Diversity Goals

Include the following statement on the Village website and Talent Bank 
Questionnaire (TBQ) form:

The Village is committed to seeking to fill its boards and commissions 
with a diverse mix of residents which includes but is not limited to 
different races, ethnicities, religions, genders, sexual orientations, ages, 
and socio-economic differences.



Housing Commission- Mission

The Committee reviewed the current mission of the Housing 
Commission and does not recommend any changes:

To present to the President and Board of Trustees recommendations
for the alleviation of the shortage of decent, safe and reasonably
affordable housing for the elderly and low and moderate income
persons, including, but not limited to, the study and development
of housing alternatives and housing requirements in the village.
Thereafter, the commission shall periodically review and update its
recommendations with respect to any recommendations made to the
President and Board of Trustees.



Housing Commission- New Functions
• Assist in the review of the Housing Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan and subsequent 

review of the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan as directed by the Village Board
• Work with and monitor community land trusts (ex. Optima/CPAH)
• Conduct public education regarding the fair housing regulations
• Conduct a housing needs assessment as directed by the Village Board
• Receive an annual presentation from Village Staff regarding Housing Our Own-

Wilmette’s housing assistance rental and property tax subsidy programs
• Monitor sales at the Village Green Atrium to ensure units remain affordable; make 

recommendations to the Village Board should units sell at prices deemed not affordable
• Research methods to preserve existing affordable housing units and how to increase the 

number of affordable housing units 
• Research to encourage developers to include affordable units in new multi-family 

buildings in concert with the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan
• Review with Village staff the Illinois Housing Development Authority’s publication of 

updated affordable housing statistics in Wilmette



Human Relations Commission- Mission
Mission (New narrative statement)
The Human Relations Commission shall be an advisory body to the Village Board and its 
Boards and Commissions, and its mission shall be to foster and promote an inclusive 
community where all racial, ethnic, gender, religious, sexual orientation and cultural 
backgrounds feel safe and welcomed. The Human Relations Commission shall also promote 
increased participation in all aspects of community life and a sense of shared community 
among all residents.

Initial Task
Conduct community engagement initiatives and community discussions on racism, social 
equity and community building to identify the needs of Wilmette and create a proposed 
two-year work plan. The work plan may then be presented to the Village Board 
Administration Committee for review and discussion.



Human Relations Commission- Purpose
To make recommendations to the Village Board regarding the following:
• To promote the well-being of all members of the community;

• To support all segments of the population including, but not limited to, youth, seniors, persons with 
disabilities, minorities black, indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC), lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and 
queer or questioning (LGBTQ), and low income groups ;

• To support, address and make recommendations concerning emerging community needs;
• To serve as an advocate, educator, communicator, and a point of contact for all segments of the population in 

the community;

• To promote justice and equity equality;
• To encourage and facilitate solutions to social issues;
• To promote the arts and multi-cultural events;

• To plan or support community events and programs that bring together and support diverse members of the 
community; 

• To provide recommendations to the Village Board on matters pertaining to community welfare; and
• To develop ways of anticipating, preparing for and relieving community tensions arising from intergroup 

conflict.



Membership Changes
Term limits & term lengths
• No changes; continue to apply terms limits to nearly all boards/commissions and 

terms lengths are consistent with nearby communities

Consolidations
• No consolidations recommended

Number of members
• Housing- Increase membership from 5 to 7
• Human Relations- Include 2 students as part of the 9 members
• Historic Preservation- Reduce membership from 9 to 7

Stagger terms for initial Housing and Human Relations appointments
• 1 member appointed to a 4-year term
• 3 members appointed to a 3-year term
• 3 members appointed to a 2-year term



Membership Changes- Preferred Qualifications
Recommended Backgrounds/Experience 

Board of Fire & Police Human resources, diversity, public safety, legal

Housing Affordable housing expertise, real estate,
development/construction, financing, legal, urban planning

Historic Preservation Historic preservation, architecture, history, landscape
architecture, urban planning

Fire/Police Pension Financial investments, human resources

Transportation Transportation-related industries including, civil engineering,
site plan development, traffic and parking studies, public
transportation systems, bike and pedestrian studies

Plan Commission Architectural, real estate, legal, finance, landscape, urban
planning, development, construction, housing

Zoning Board of Appeals Architecture, real estate, legal, finance, urban planning,
construction



Membership Changes- Preferred Qualifications

Human Relations Commission
Preference may be given to candidates that will foster a Commission 
consisting of a diverse mix of residents encompassing different races, 
ethnicities, religions, genders, sexual orientations, ages, and socio-economic 
differences.

In addition, preference may be given to candidates that are:

• disabled (or have an immediate family member that is disabled), 
• experienced or trained to promote diversity and cultural understanding,
• experienced or trained in youth-oriented services,
• a Veteran, or experienced or trained in promoting Veteran affairs.



Appointment & Selection
• Enhanced recruitment/outreach efforts to fill vacancies

• Implement a robust recruitment program for all upcoming vacancies
• Improvements to the Village website to enhance transparency and make it easier to navigate
• Streamline the TBQ submittal process to provide for online submittals through the Village website

• Improved communication with residents who submit Talent Bank Questionnaires 

• Ensure a Village representative personally follows-up with each resident who submits a TBQ
• Develop a summary of the appointment and selection process to be provided to new applicants
• Complete an annual review of TBQs on file to update candidate areas of interest and qualifications

• Regular report from staff to the Village Board (in a public meeting) which may include:

• Current board and commission membership with term expirations identified
• Appointments made in past six months
• Current and upcoming vacancies 
• Status of TBQs on file



Appointment & Selection- Recurring Appts.
• Proactively communicate upcoming vacancies to the community

• Village President and staff review of upcoming vacancies and TBQs

• Village President discuss needs of the board or commission with staff and ensure the 
board or commission chair is also consulted

• Village President interview of candidate(s)

• Submit recommended candidate to the Village Board in advance of placing the 
recommendation of appointment on the public agenda

• Introduce the candidate at a public meeting off of the consent agenda (candidate to 
briefly address the Village Board)

• Request that the Village President include a written memorandum in the Board’s public 
agenda material describing the candidate’s qualifications when they are recommended 
for appointment



Appointment & Selection- Housing & Human 
Relations Commissions

Additional recommendations given the number of appointments to be 
made at the same time:

• Village President to determine who will be appointed as the commission chairs and 
collaborate with the chairs to gather feedback on candidates under consideration 

• Submit a memorandum to the Village Board describing the candidates’ 
qualifications in advance of placing the recommendations of appointment on the 
public agenda

• Place the memorandum in the Village Board’s public agenda materials describing 
the candidates’ qualifications to the community when the recommendations of 
appointment are made and prior to a vote by the Village Board



Miscellaneous Changes
• Training and orientation

• Open Meetings Act
• Freedom of Information Act and Village email policy
• Roles and responsibilities of a board or commission member
• Land use policy documents

• Annual reports and goals submitted to the Administration Committee from the 
Housing, Human Relations, Historic Preservation, and Environment & Energy 
Commissions

• Enhance board and commission member recognition

• Acknowledgment at a Board meeting following completion of a volunteer’s term
• Provide a Wilmette-related keepsake following completion of a volunteer’s term
• Highlight specific boards and commissions, and their members, in the Village’s social media



Next Steps

• If there is consensus on the Housing and Human Relations 
Commission recommendations, immediately begin public 
recruitment efforts to fill vacancies as quickly as possible

• Adopt ordinance #2020-O-44 to codify the recommended 
changes

• Finalize updates to Village website, TBQ form, etc.
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Meeting Date: October 13, 2020 
 
To:      President Bielinski and Village Board of Trustees 
 
From:   Village Board Administration Committee 
    Trustee Kathy Dodd, Chair 
    Trustee Peter Barrow 
    Trustee Dan Sullivan 
    
Subject:  Final Report- Boards and Commissions Review 
 
Background 
On June 23, 2020, the Village Board referred to the Administration Committee a 
comprehensive review of the Village’s boards and commissions. Subsequently, the 
Committee held four public meetings (conducted remotely due to the Governor’s ongoing 
disaster declaration) and solicited public feedback at each step of the review process to help 
inform the Committee’s final recommendations. 
 
The Committee is making a number of recommendations which are listed below and 
discussed in greater detail in this memorandum. Items marked with an asterisk will require 
an amendment to the Village Code: 
 

• Create a broad statement which applies to all boards and commissions that 
articulates the Village Board’s objective to have boards and commissions that 
represent a diverse mix of residents (page 2) 

• New functions of the Housing Commission* (page 3) 

• New mission and purpose of the Human Relations Commission (HRC)* (page 3) 

• Membership changes*(page 5) 
o Increase membership on the Housing Commission from five to seven 
o Decrease membership on the Historic Preservation Commission from nine to 

seven 
o Include two students on the Human Relations Commission as part of the nine 

members 
o Stagger the initial term lengths for new appointments to the Housing and 

Human Relations Commissions so the terms do not expire at the same time 
o Adopt preferred backgrounds/experience for all boards and commissions 

• Conduct training and orientation for board and commission members (page 9) 
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• Adjustments to the appointment and selection process of new members to improve 
transparency and enhance communications with the community (page 9) 

o Additional recommendation of one-time process for fulfillment of Housing and 
Human Relations vacancies 

• Miscellaneous changes which include (page 11): 
o Prepare annual reports, including goals for the next year, developed by the 

Housing, Human Relations, Historic Preservation, and Environment & Energy 
Commissions* 

o Enhance recognition efforts for board and commission members 
 

Diversity Statement 
An important component of the Committee’s discussions and resident comments were 
focused on ensuring, to the greatest extent possible, a well-qualified and diverse pool of 
board and commission members which reflects the diversity of the community. To that end, 
the Committee felt it important that the Village Board craft a statement to demonstrate its 
commitment to diversity and inclusivity in regards to boards and commissions. Such a 
statement would be posted to the boards and commissions page of the Village website and 
on the Talent Bank Questionnaire (TBQ) form and help guide the selection process. A draft 
statement is below for the Board’s consideration: 
  

• The Village is committed to seeking to fill its boards and commissions with a 
diverse mix of residents which includes but is not limited to different races, 
ethnicities, religions, genders, sexual orientation, ages, and socio-economic 
differences.  

  
Housing Commission 
The Committee reviewed the purpose of the Housing Commission as provided in the Village 
Code: 
 

to present to the President and Board of Trustees recommendations for the 
alleviation of the shortage of decent, safe and reasonably 
affordable housing for the elderly and low and moderate income persons, 
including, but not limited to, the study and development 
of housing alternatives and housing requirements in the village. Thereafter, 
the commission shall periodically review and update its recommendations 
with respect to any recommendations made to the President and Board of 
Trustees. 

 
In reviewing the purposes of Housing Commissions in nearby communities (see Attachment 
#1), the Village’s existing purpose is generally consistent with those such as Highland Park 
and Evanston and the Committee determined that the purpose as currently drafted is 
appropriate.  
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To ensure a Housing Commission that supports the Village’s ongoing efforts related to 
affordable housing and provides continuous value to the Village Board’s deliberations and 
to the community at-large, the Committee is recommending that new responsibilities be 
assigned to the Commission. Recognizing that there are limits in how much work the 
Housing Commission and Village staff can manage at any given time, it should be 
understood that not all of the functions listed below can be taken up by the Commission 
immediately. The functions below are generally listed in the order the Committee believes 
the Commission should begin its work with the caveat that the Commission may 
recommend advancing or deferring items upon the approval of the Village Board: 
 

• Assist in the review of the Housing Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan and 
subsequent review of the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan as directed by the Village 
Board 

• Work with and monitor Community Partners for Affordable Housing’s (CPAH) 
community land trust related to the Optima development (and any future land trust 
related projects) 

• Conduct public education regarding the fair housing regulations 

• Conduct a housing needs assessment as directed by the Village Board 

• Receive an annual presentation from Village Staff regarding Housing Our Own- 
Wilmette’s housing assistance rental and property tax subsidy programs 

• Monitor sales at the Village Green Atrium to ensure units remain affordable; make 
recommendations to the Village Board should units sell at prices deemed not 
affordable 

• Research methods to preserve existing affordable housing units 

• Research methods on how to increase the number of affordable housing units in 
concert with the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan 

• Research methods and policies to encourage developers to include affordable units 
in new multi-family buildings in concert with the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan 

• Review with Village staff the Illinois Housing Development Authority’s publication of 
updated affordable housing statistics in Wilmette 

• Submit an annual report to the Village Board Administration Committee regarding the 
Commissions goals, accomplishments, activities, etc. 

 
Human Relations Commission 
The Administration Committee conducted a comprehensive review of the Human 
Relations Commission purpose which included reviewing similar commissions in nearby 
communities, U.S. Department of Justice guidelines for human relations commissions 
and recommendations from residents and staff. Ultimately, the Commission is 
recommending a new mission statement as follows: 
 

The Human Relations Commission shall be an advisory body to the Village 
Board and its Boards and Commissions, and its mission shall be to foster 
and promote an inclusive community where all racial, ethnic, gender, 
religious, sexual orientation and cultural backgrounds feel safe and 
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welcomed.  The Human Relations Commission shall also promote increased 
participation in all aspects of community life and a sense of shared 
community among all residents. 
 

There was discussion amongst the Committee as to whether the above mission 
should identify the HRC’s work as an ‘advisory’ or ‘recommending’ body to the Village 
Board. While the Committee ultimately is recommending the above language which 
is consistent with the Environment and Energy Commission’s mission as stated in the 
Village Code, Trustee Sullivan expressed concern that the boards and commissions 
work at the direction of the Village Board and as such, the HRC should be presenting 
its recommendations to the Village Board for consideration prior to moving forward 
with specific initiatives. Alternative language the Village Board could consider would 
be: 
 

The Human Relations Commission shall present to the Village Board and 
Village staff recommendations to foster and promote an inclusive community 
where all racial, ethnic, gender, religious, sexual orientation and cultural 
backgrounds feel safe and welcomed.  The Human Relations Commission 
shall also recommend ways to promote increased participation in all aspects 
of community life and a sense of shared community among all residents. 

 
The Committee is also recommending changes to the Commission’s existing purpose to 
ensure consistency with DOJ guidelines on human relations commissions. In addition, 
based on a resident suggestion, staff reviewed the purpose with the Equity Specialist for 
the Northern Illinois University’s Public Administration Program who recommended 
replacing the terms ‘minority’ and ‘equality’ to be more inclusive. Changes to the purpose  
are below with additions underlined and deletions struck through: 
 
To make recommendations to the Village Board regarding the following: 
 

• To promote the well-being of all members of the community; 

• To support all segments of the population including, but not limited to, youth, 
seniors, persons with disabilities, minorities black, indigenous, and people of 
color (BIPOC), lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer or questioning 
(LGBTQ), and low income groups; 

• To support, address and make recommendations concerning emerging 
community needs; 

• To serve as an advocate, educator, communicator, and a point of contact for 
all segments of the population in the community; 

• To promote justice and equity equality; 

• To encourage and facilitate solutions to social issues; 

• To promote the arts and multi-cultural events; 

• To plan or support community events and programs that bring together and 
support diverse members of the community;  
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• To provide recommendations to the Village Board on matters pertaining to 
community welfare; and 

• To develop ways of anticipating, preparing for and relieving community 
tensions arising from intergroup conflict. 

 
As part of the Committee’s review, it is recommended that the Commission initially 
conduct community engagement initiatives and community discussions on racism, social 
equity and community building to identify the needs of Wilmette and create a proposed two-
year work plan. The work plan may then be presented to the Village Board Administration 
Committee for review and discussion. 
 
Membership Changes 
The Committee comprehensively reviewed board and commission membership including: 

• Term limits 

• Term lengths 

• Number of members on each board or commission 

• Stagger the initial terms for the Housing and Human Relations Commission 

• Preferred qualifications for membership 
 
Term Limits and Lengths 
In comparing term limits and lengths of terms to those in nearby communities, the 
Committee determined that the Village’s existing requirements were in line with other 
similar boards and commissions and no changes are recommended. The table below 
summarizes the length of terms and term limits in the Village compared to nearby 
communities. In our review of nearby communities, some had term limits and others did not. 
For those with term limits, they were generally consistent with those already established by 
the Village (see Attachment #2 for more detail).  
 

Board/Commission Length 
of Term- 
Wilmette 

Length of 
Term- Avg. 
of Comps. 

Term 
Limits- 
Wilmette 

Fire/Police Pension  3/2 years * None 

Board of Fire & Police 3 years * 3 terms 

Environment & Energy 3 years 3.0 years 2 terms 

Housing 3 years 3.5 years 2 terms 

Human Relations 3 years 3.0 years 2 terms 

Electrical 4 years * None 

Historic Preservation 4 years 3.6 years 2 terms 

Plan 4 years 3.4 years 2 terms 

Transportation 4 years 2.5 years 2 terms 

Appearance Review 5 years 3.2 years 2 terms 

Bldg. Code Bd. Appeals 5 years * None 

Zoning 5 years 4.25 years 2 terms 

*Staff did not review these bodies in other communities. 
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Number of Members 
The Committee reviewed the number of members on each of the Village’s boards 
and commissions and compared that to similar bodies in nearby communities. This 
analysis found the following: 
 

Board/Commission Number of Members- 
Wilmette 

Number of Members - 
Avg. of  Comps. 

Fire/Police Pension Boards 2/2 * 

Board of Fire & Police 3 * 

Bldg. Code Bd. of Appeals 5 * 

Electrical 5 * 

Housing 5 6.3 

Plan 7 7 

Transportation 7 7 

Zoning 7 8 

Appearance Review 7 7 

Environment & Energy (EEC) 9 8.8 

Historic Preservation 9 7.3 

Human Relations 9 8.5 

*Staff did not review these bodies in other communities. 
 
Based on the above analysis, staff recommendations, and the Committee’s discussions, 
the Committee is recommending the following membership changes: 
 

• Increase Housing Commission membership from five to seven 
 

o This change is consistent with Housing Commissions in nearby 
communities and reflective of the amount of substantive work that will be 
required of the Commission as described on page two above 
 

• Include two students on the Human Relations Commission (seven adult and two 
student members for a total of nine) 
 

o The students would add a perspective that is currently lacking on the 
Village’s boards and commissions and would be consistent with the 
Village’s former Youth Commission as well as Highland Park’s Human 
Relations Advisory Group 
 

o The students are proposed to be full members with voting rights serving two 
year terms 
 

• Reduce Historic Preservation Commission membership from nine to seven 
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o In December 2018, the Historic Preservation Commission discussed and 
supported a reduction in the number of members from nine to seven. Given 
the HPC’s position, the comparable analysis to nearby communities, the fact 
that historic preservation is a highly specialized field, and for consistency with 
other Village land use bodies, the Committee recommends reducing the HPC 
membership from nine to seven.  
 

Stagger Initial Terms for Housing and Human Relations Commission Members 
Given that there will be 14 new appointments made to the Housing and Human Relations 
Commissions all at once, the Committee felt it would be appropriate to stagger the initial 
term lengths so the terms do not all expire at the same time. The Committee is 
recommending the following for both commissions: 
 

• 1 member appointed to a 4-year term 

• 3 members appointed to a 3-year term 
• 3 members appointed to a 2-year term 

 
All members would be eligible to serve a full second term which would be a 3-year term. 
 
Preferred Qualifications for Membership 
While some of the Village’s boards and commissions have required or desired qualifications 
for members, others do not. The following table identifies boards and commissions with such 
requirements or preferences as currently provided in the Village Code: 
 

Board/Commission Requirements/Qualifications per Village Code 

Appearance Review Preferred education or experience in architecture, landscape 
architecture, graphic design, interior design, urban planning, 
real estate development and transactions, construction, 
engineering 

Building Code Board of 
Appeals  

Required: Structural engineer, civil engineer, architects (2), 
builder/construction superintendent 

Electrical Required: Professional engineer, electrical contractor, 
journeyman electrician, Fire Chief, representative of electric 
supply company (ComEd) 

Human Relations *See revised qualifications below 

Environment & Energy Preferred training or experience in environmental matters, 
energy conservation, transportation, pollution control, 
engineering, science and public health, environmental 
health/medical field, and cycling as a green mode of 
transportation 

 
The following boards and commissions do not have any such requirements or qualifications, 
and the Committee determined it would be beneficial to by identify desired qualifications 
(note that such qualifications would not be mandatory nor are the lists necessarily all 
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encompassing): 
 

Board/Commission Examples of Desired Qualifications 

Board of Fire & Police  Human resources, diversity, public safety, legal 

Housing Affordable housing expertise, real estate, 
development/construction, financing, legal, urban planning 

Historic Preservation Historic preservation, architecture, history, landscape 
architecture, urban planning 

Human Relations *See revised qualifications below 

Fire/Police Pension Financial investments, human resources 

Transportation Transportation-related industries including, civil engineering, 
site plan development, traffic and parking studies, public 
transportation systems, bike and pedestrian studies 

Plan Commission Architectural, real estate, legal, finance, landscape, urban 
planning, development, construction, housing   

Zoning Board of Appeals Architecture, real estate, legal, finance, urban planning, 
construction 

 
In regards to the Human Relations Commission, the Village Code currently provides for 
the following: 
 

In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give 
preference to candidates based on the following factors: 
 

- Training or expertise in public health or be a medical professional; 
- A person with a disability or an immediate family member of a person with a 

disability; 
- Training or expertise in the creation or promotion of the arts; 
- Training or expertise in the promotion of diversity and cultural understanding; or 
- Training or expertise in fostering a comprehensive program of youth oriented 

services. 
 

The Committee is recommending replacing the above with the following: 
 

In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give 
preference to candidates that will foster a Commission consisting of a diverse mix 
of residents encompassing different races, ethnicities, religions, genders, sexual 
orientation, ages, and socio-economic differences.   
 
In addition, the Village President may give preference to candidates that are: 
 

- disabled (or have an immediate family member that is disabled),  
- experienced or trained to promote diversity and cultural understanding, 
- experienced or trained in youth-oriented services, 
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- a Veteran, or experienced or trained in promoting Veteran affairs. 
 
Training and Orientation 
While newly elected Village Trustees receive a detailed orientation training, our volunteer 
board and commission members do not receive similar training. The Committee is 
recommending implementation of an orientation program so all newly (and recently) 
appointed volunteers receive the training and information they need to be successful in their 
roles. In addition to creating a new orientation program moving forward, the Committee 
recommends the following trainings to take place for all board and commission members: 
 

1. Open Meetings Act 
2. Freedom of Information Act and Village email policy 
3. Roles and responsibilities of a board or commission member 

 
In addition to legal compliance training, the Village has numerous land use documents and 
guidelines that interact with and complement one another. Our land use related boards and 
commissions would benefit from having a more macro-level understanding of the Village’s 
policies and strategic goals. As such, the Committee recommends the following overview 
for land use boards and commissions: 
 

4. Comprehensive Plan, Village Center Master Plan, Affordable Housing Plan, 
Environmental Efforts, Zoning Ordinance and the like  
 

Appointment and Selection Process 
The Committee spent considerable time reviewing and considering the Village’s 
appointment and selection process including: 
 

• A memorandum and presentation from the Corporation Counsel in regards to 
appointment authority (Attachment #3) 

• Review of the Village’s current selection process, including a memorandum from 
President Bielinski (Attachment #4) 

• Review of processes in nearby communities (Attachment #5) 
 

As the Corporation Counsel’s memorandum indicates, the appointment of board and 
commission members is the purview of the Village President (or Mayor in other 
communities). Accordingly, of the communities surveyed regarding their processes, all 
indicated that the Village President makes the appointment with the advice and consent of 
the Village Board. The majority of these communities follow a similar process to Wilmette’s, 
with the Village President reviewing applications and making recommendations for 
appointment.  
 
Given the above discussion, the Committee is recommending the following: 
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• Enhanced recruitment/outreach efforts to fill vacancies 
 

o Work with the Village’s communications team to implement a robust 
recruitment program for all upcoming vacancies; publicize upcoming 
vacancies several months in advance and communicate the desired 
qualifications 

o Improvements to the Village website to enhance transparency and make it 
easier for a resident to find information regarding boards and commissions, 
including information on vacancies, the appointment process, board and 
commission membership (such as names, dates of appointment and term 
expiration), and add staff liaison contact information for residents who may 
have questions about serving on a specific board or commission 

o Streamline the TBQ submittal process to provide for online submittals through 
the Village website 
 

• Improved communication with residents who submit Talent Bank Questionnaires 
(TBQs) 
 

o Ensure a Village representative personally follows-up with each resident who 
submits a TBQ; follow-up may include but is not limited to summarizing the 
appointment process, identifying upcoming vacancies, discussing current 
projects of specific boards and commissions 

o Work with the Village’s communications team to develop a summary of the 
appointment and selection process to be provided to new applicants 

o Complete an annual review of TBQs on file to update candidate areas of 
interest and qualifications 
 

• Regular report from staff to the Village Board (in a public meeting) which may include 
but is not limited to: 
 

o Current board and commission membership with term expirations identified 
o Appointments made in past six months 
o Current and upcoming vacancies  
o Status of TBQs on file 

 

• The selection process  
 

o The Committee reviewed the selection process for ongoing appointments and 
for the 14 appointments to be made to the Housing and Human Relations 
Commissions; both of which are described in greater detail below 

 
Selection Process- Ongoing Appointments 
In reviewing the selection processes in nearby communities, the Village’s existing process 
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is generally consistent with those in most of our neighboring communities. Communities 
such as Deerfield and Park Ridge have a robust public process which includes a committee 
that interviews candidates and deliberates their qualifications in public meetings. The 
Administration Committee felt that it would not be appropriate to subject residents to such 
public scrutiny, however, the Committee acknowledged a need for more transparency in the 
Village’s process and as such is recommending the following (changes to the process are 
underlined): 
 

• Proactively communicate upcoming vacancies to the community 

• Village President and staff review of upcoming vacancies and TBQs 

• Village President discuss needs of the board or commission with staff and ensure 
the board or commission chair is also consulted 

• Village President interview of candidate(s) 

• Submit recommended candidate to the Village Board in advance of placing the 
recommendation of appointment on the public agenda 

• Introduce the candidate at a public meeting off of the consent agenda (candidate to 
briefly address the Village Board) 

• Request that the Village President include a written memorandum in the Board’s 
public agenda material describing the candidate’s qualifications when they are 
recommended for appointment 

 
Housing and Human Relations Commission Appointments 
Recognizing the unique circumstances of making 14 appointments to the Housing and 
Human Relations Commissions all at once, which equals the number of appointments made 
to all boards and commissions in an average year, the Committee is recommending the 
following additional steps: 
 

• Village President to determine who will be appointed as the commission chairs and 
collaborate with the chairs to gather feedback on candidates under consideration  

• Submit a memorandum to the Village Board describing the candidates’ qualifications 
in advance of placing the recommendations of appointment on the public agenda 

• Place the above, or similar, memorandum in the Village Board’s public agenda 
materials describing the candidates’ qualifications to the community when the 
recommendations of appointment are made and prior to a vote by the Village Board 

 
Miscellaneous Changes 
As part of its comprehensive review of boards and commissions the Committee is 
recommending: 
 

• Annual reports and goals submitted to the Village Board and/or Administration 
Committee from the Housing, Human Relations, Historic Preservation, and 
Environment & Energy Commissions 
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• Enhance efforts to recognize residents who have served on boards and commissions 
to include: 
 

o Resolution / acknowledgment at a Village Board meeting following completion 
of a volunteer’s term 

o Provide a Wilmette-related keepsake/gift following completion of a volunteer’s 
term 

o Highlight specific boards and commissions, and their members, in the 
Village’s social media 

 
 
Next Steps 
A number of the items discussed above require amendments to the Village Code and 
Ordinance #2020-O-44 is attached for the Village Board’s review. Recommendations that 
do not require Code changes will be implemented by staff upon direction from the Village 
Board. 
 
If there is consensus amongst the Village Board at its October 13 meeting regarding the 
proposed qualifications for Housing and Human Relations Commission members, staff can 
initiate the public recruitment process for TBQs to facilitate filling of vacancies as quickly as 
possible. 
 
Additional Background 
The Committee reviewed a significant amount of material and received presentations at 
each of its meetings. For the Village Board’s reference, below are links to each of the 
Administration Committee’s agenda packets: 
 

• July 6, 2020 

• July 30, 2020 

• September 3, 2020 

• September 17, 2020 
 
Documents Attached 
1. Ordinance #2020-O-44 
2. Neighboring community membership comparison 
3. Memorandum from Corporation Counsel on the appointment and selection process 
4. Memorandum from the Village President on the appointment and selection process 
5. Summary of selection processes in nearby communities 
6. Minutes of Administration Committee meetings 
 a. July 6, 2020 
 b. July 30, 2020 
 c. September 3, 2020 
 d. September 17, 2020 (draft minutes) 

 

https://www.wilmette.com/download/agendas_and_minutes/administration_committee/packets/2020_2/07-06-20-Administration-Committee-Packet.pdf
https://www.wilmette.com/download/agendas_and_minutes/administration_committee/packets/2020_2/07-30-20-Administration-Committee-Packet.pdf
https://www.wilmette.com/download/agendas_and_minutes/administration_committee/packets/2020_2/09-03-20-Administration-Committee-Packet.pdf
https://www.wilmette.com/download/agendas_and_minutes/administration_committee/packets/2020_2/09-17-20-Administration-Committee-Packet.pdf
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ORDINANCE NO. 2020-O-44 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE WILMETTE VILLAGE CODE CONCERNING 
BOARD AND COMMISSIONS 

(Chapter 2)  

WHEREAS, the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois, (hereinafter the “Village”) 

is a home rule municipal corporation as provided in Article VII, Section 6 of the 1970 

Constitution of the State of Illinois and, pursuant to said constitutional authority, may exercise 

any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and   

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees (collectively “Village Board”) 

finds that, pursuant to said authority, it creates and appoints members to various subsidiary 

boards and commissions in order to fulfill various public purposes; and, 

WHEREAS, the Administration Committee of the Village Board met to discuss and 

recommend amendments to the functions and make up of various boards and commission of the 

Village; and 

WHEREAS, the Village Board finds that the recommendations of the Administration 

Committee should be incorporated into the policies and laws of the Village.  

WHEREAS, the Human Relations Commission and the Housing Commission had a 

membership of appointed members below the required quorum and have not met or conducted 

any business in 2020; and  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF 

TRUSTEES of the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois: 

SECTION 1: Each of the foregoing recitals and findings are hereby made a part of this 

Ordinance and are incorporated by reference as if set forth verbatim herein. 

Attachment #1
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SECTION 2: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXVIII, Plan Commission, Section 2-766 by inserting such new text in 

the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXVIII, Section 

2-766 shall hereafter provide as follows: 

ARTICLE XXVIII. - PLAN COMMISSION  

Sec. 2-766. - Membership, appointment, tenure and compensation.  

(a)  The Plan Commission shall consist of seven members, and as ex officio member, the Director 
of Community Development. All such members shall be appointed by the President of the village 
by and with the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees. To be qualified for appointment, an 
appointee shall be a resident of and an elector in the village.  

(b)  All members shall be appointed for a term of four years. All subsequent appointments shall be 
for a term of four years. No member shall serve for more than two consecutive terms.  

(c)  The appointment of a member to fill a vacancy shall be made for the remainder of the 
unexpired term.  

(d)  When a member of the Plan Commission has been unable or has failed to attend four 
consecutive meetings of the commission for health, business or other reasons, such absence shall be 
construed as resignation from the commission and the member shall be so notified in writing. A 
vacancy thus created shall be filled as any other vacancy. 

(e)  In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give preference 
to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1)  architecture; 
(2) real estate;  
(3)  the law; 
(4)  finance; 
(5) landscape architecture; 
(6) urban planning; 
(7) development; 
(8) construction; 
(9) housing. 

SECTION 3: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXIX, Fire and Police Commission, Section 2-792 by inserting such new 

text in the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXIX, 

Section 2-792 shall hereafter provide as follows: 
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Sec. 2-792. - Qualifications.  

The members of the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners shall have such qualifications as 
are now, or may hereafter be, required of them by law. In making appointments to the 
commission, the Village President may give preference to candidates that are experienced 
or trained in: 
 

(1)  human resources;  
(2) diversity and inclusion practices;  
(3) public safety; 
(4) the law. 

 
SECTION 3: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXX, Human Relations Commission by deleting the text of said Chapter 

2, Article XXX in the manner shown in strikethrough type below and inserting such new text in the 

manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXX shall hereafter 

provide as follows: 

ARTICLE XXX. - HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION  

Sec. 2-825. - Creation.  

There is hereby established a Human Relations Commission which shall consist of nine 
members.  Two of the nine members shall be high school students.  Except in the case of a 
member who is also an employee of a school district in the village, members shall be citizens and 
residents of the village.  

Sec. 2-826. – Mission and Purpose.  

The Human Relations Commission shall be an advisory body to the Village Board and its 
Boards and Commissions, and its mission shall be to foster and promote an inclusive 
community where all racial, ethnic, gender, religious, sexual orientation, and cultural 
backgrounds feel safe and welcomed.  The Human Relations Commission shall also 
promote increased participation in all aspects of community life and a sense of shared 
community among all residents. 

The purpose of the Human Relations Commission is to make recommendations to the Village 
Board regarding the following:  

(1)  To promote the well-being of all members of the community;  

(2)  To support all segments of the population including, but not limited to, youth, 
seniors, persons with disabilities, black, indigenous, and people of color (BIPOC), 
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lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer or questioning (LGBTQ) and low 
income groups;  

(3)  To support, address and make recommendations concerning emerging community 
needs;  

(4)  To serve as an advocate, educator, communicator, and a point of contact for all 
segments of the population in the community;  

(5)  To promote justice and equity;  

(6)  To encourage and facilitate solutions to social issues;  

(7)  To promote the arts and multi-cultural events;  

(7)(8)  To plan or support community events and programs that bring together and 
support diverse members of the community; and  

(8)(9)  To provide recommendations to the Village Board on matters pertaining to 
community welfare.; and  

(9) To develop ways of anticipating, preparing for and relieving community 
tensions arising from intergroup conflict.   

Sec. 2-827. - Duties and functions.  

The Human Relations Commission shall have the authority to adopt a meeting schedule 
consistent with its allocated staff time under section 2-809, adopt rules of procedure for the 
conduct of its business which are consistent with the Village Code, make recommendations to 
the Village President and Board of Trustees for the adoption of ordinances or resolutions, and to 
perform such other duties or functions as assigned to it by the Village President and Board of 
Trustees. The Human Relations Commission may make recommendations for the expenditure of 
funds but shall have no authority to enter into contracts or to expend funds.  

Sec. 2-828. - Appointment, term of office; composition.  

(a)  The nine members shall be appointed by the Village President with the advice and consent 
of the Board of Trustees for a term of three years. So that terms shall be staggered, upon the 
initial appointment of members after formation of this commission,:   

1. The initial appointment for seven non-student appointees shall be made by 
the Village President as follows: shall appoint five  

i. three members for an initial term of three years;  

ii. three members for an initial term of two years;  

iii. and one member for an initial term of one four years.  
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Subsequent appointments shall be for three-year terms. However, the term of a member 
appointed to fill a vacancy shall include the remainder of the unexpired term of his predecessor 
plus the next full term following such initial appointment. To be qualified for appointment, 
non-student appointees shall be a resident of the village.    

2. The initial appointment for the two student appointees shall be made by the 
Village President for an initial term of two years.   

Subsequent student appointments shall be for two-year terms. However, the term of a 
member appointed to fill a vacancy shall include the remainder of the unexpired term of 
his predecessor plus the next full term following such initial appointment. To be qualified 
for appointment, student appointees shall be a student in a high school and a resident of the 
village.    

(b)  No member so appointed shall serve more than two consecutive terms. All appointees shall 
hold office until their successors are appointed and qualified.  

(c)  The Village President shall designate one of the members as Chairperson of the 
Commission.  

(d)  Any member may be removed by the Village President from the commission for any 
reason at any time. as provided for in Section 2-741 of this Article.  

(e)  If a vacancy occurs on the commission, then a successor member shall be appointed by the 
Village President with the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees, to serve the unexpired 
term of the vacated member.  

(f)  In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give preference to 
candidates that will foster a Commission consisting of a diverse mix of residents 
encompassing different races, ethnicities, religions, genders, sexual orientation, ages, and 
socio-economic differences. 

In addition, the Village President may give preference to candidates that are: 

(1) disabled (or have an immediate family that is disabled); 
(2) experienced or trained to promote diversity and cultural understanding; 
(3) experienced or trained in youth-oriented services; 
(4) a Veteran, or experienced or trained in promoting Veteran affairs. based on the 

following factors:  
(1)  Training or expertise in public health or be a medical professional;  

(2)  A person with a disability or an immediate family member of a person with a disability;  

(3)  Training or expertise in the creation or promotion of the arts;  

(4)  Training or expertise in the promotion of diversity and cultural understanding; or  

(5)  Training or expertise in fostering a comprehensive program of youth oriented services.  
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Sec. 2-829. - Quorum.  

Five members of the commission shall constitute a quorum, and any action or recommendation 
shall require the affirmative vote of at least five members.  

Sec. 2-830. - Goals and performance measurement.  

(a)  The Human Relations Commission shall submit to the Village Board Administration 
Committee, on or before June 30 of each year annually, its goals for the following fiscal year. 
Whenever possible, such goals shall be measurable and defined quantitatively.  

(b)  The Human Relations Commission shall submit a report to the Village Board 
Administration Committee, on or before March 1 of each year annually, detailing the past year's 
activities and accomplishments, including performance measures and an analysis of the prior 
year's goals and their completion.  

Secs. 2-831—2-853. - Reserved.   

SECTION 3: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXXII, Housing Commission, by deleting the text of said Chapter 2, 

Article XXXII in the manner shown in strikethrough type below and inserting such new text in the 

manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXXII shall hereafter 

provide as follows: 

ARTICLE XXXII. - HOUSING COMMISSION  

Sec. 2-878. - Creation.  

There is hereby established a Housing Commission which shall consist of five seven members, who 
shall be citizens and residents of the village.  

Sec. 2-879. – Mission and Purpose.  

The purpose of the Housing Commission The mission of the Housing Commission is to present to 
the President and Board of Trustees recommendations for the alleviation of the shortage of decent, 
safe and reasonably affordable housing for the elderly and low and moderate income persons, 
including, but not limited to, the study and development of housing alternatives and housing 
requirements in the village. Thereafter, the commission shall periodically review and update its 
recommendations with respect to any recommendations made to the President and Board of 
Trustees.  

The purpose of the Housing Commission in order to effectuate its mission is  

(1) To assist in the review of the Housing Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan and to 
review the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan when directed by the Village Board; 
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(2) To work with and monitor land trust programs aimed at increasing affordable 
housing within the Village; 

(3) To conduct public education regarding fair housing; 

(4) To conduct a housing needs assessment when directed by the Village Board; 

(5) To receive information from the Housing Our Own - Wilmette’s housing assistance 
rental and property tax subsidy programs;  

(6) To monitor the sale of and to make recommends to the Village Board to invoke its 
right of first refusal that the Village has to purchase affordable units should such 
units be offered for sale at prices deemed not affordable; 

(7) To research methods to preserve existing affordable housing units and to further 
expand the number of affordable housing units within the Village as recommended 
by the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan; 

(8) To research methods to encourage developers to include affordable units in new 
multi-family buildings as recommended by the Village’s Affordable Housing Plan; 

(9) To receive information about the Illinois Housing Development Authority’s 
affordable housing statistics for Wilmette. 

Sec. 2-880. - Duties and functions.  

The Housing Commission shall have the authority to adopt a meeting schedule, adopt rules 
of procedure for the conduct of its business which are consistent with the Village Code, 
make recommendations to the Village President and Board of Trustees for the adoption of 
ordinances or resolutions, and to perform such duties and functions as assigned to it by the 
Village President and Board of Trustees. The Housing Commission may make 
recommendations for the expenditure of funds but shall have no authority to enter into 
contracts or to expend funds.  

The Housing Commission shall perform the duties assigned to it by this section and shall have the 
power to carry out such other duties or functions as assigned to it by the Village President or Board 
of Trustees.  

Sec. 2-881. - Appointment; term of office; composition.  

(a)  The five seven members shall be appointed by the Village President with the advice and 
consent of the Board of Trustees for a term of three years. So that terms shall be staggered, upon 
the initial appointment of members after formation of this commission. 

The initial appointment for seven appointees shall be made by the Village President as 
follows: shall appoint five  

(1) three members for an initial term of three years;  
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(2) three members for an initial term of two years;  

(3) and one member for an initial term of one four years.  

Subsequent appointments shall be for three-year terms. However, the term of a member 
appointed to fill a vacancy shall include the remainder of the unexpired term of his predecessor 
plus the next full term following such initial appointment. To be qualified for appointment, 
appointees shall be a resident of the village.    

(b)  No member so appointed shall serve more than two consecutive terms. All appointees shall 
hold office until their successors are appointed, except those commissioners appointed to unexpired 
terms may serve for two full terms following such initial appointments.  

(c)  The Village President shall designate one of the members as Chairperson of the Commission.  

(d)   Any member may be removed by the Village President from the commission as 
provided for in Section 2-741 of this Article.  

(de)  If a vacancy occurs on the commission, then a successor member shall be appointed by the 
Village President on the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees, to serve the unexpired term of 
the vacated member.  

(f)  In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give preference 
to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1) affordable housing;  
(2) real estate development/construction;  
(3) financing;  
(4) the law;  
(5) urban planning.  
 

Sec. 2-882. - Quorum; rules; qualifications.  

(a)  Any member may be removed by the Village President for failure to attend three 
consecutive meetings of the commission.  

(b)  Three Four regular members of the commission shall constitute a quorum, and any 
action or recommendation shall require the affirmative vote of at least three four members.  

(c)  The commission may adopt rules of order and procedures for the conduct of business.  

Sec. 2-883. - Goals and performance measurement.  

(a)  The Housing Commission shall submit to the Village Board Administration 
Committee, annually, its goals for the following fiscal year. Whenever possible, such goals 
shall be measurable and defined quantitatively.  
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(b)  The Housing Commission shall submit a report to the Village Board Administration 
Committee, annually, detailing the past year's activities and accomplishments, including 
performance measures and an analysis of the prior year's goals and their completion.  

Technical assistance.  

The Housing Commission may obtain technical assistance in the performance of its powers 
and duties upon authority from, and within the appropriations made by, the Board of Trustees.  

Secs. 2-884—2-914. - Reserved. 

SECTION 4: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXXIII, Transportation Commission, Section 2-915 by deleting the text 

of said Chapter 2, Article XXXIII, Section 2-915 in the manner shown in strikethrough type below 

and inserting such new text in the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said 

Chapter 2, Article XXXIII, Section 2-915 shall hereafter provide as follows: 

Sec. 2-915. - Creation; composition; term; meetings.  

(a)  There is hereby established a Transportation Commission which shall consist of seven 
members, who shall be citizens and residents of the village. The seven members shall be appointed 
by the Village President with the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees for a term of four 
years.  

(b)   At the expiration of the term of each member or of each succeeding member, or in the event 
of a vacancy, the President, with the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees, shall appoint a 
member to hold office for the unexpired term, or in the case of expiration, for a term of four years, 
or until his successor shall have been appointed and qualified. No member may serve for more than 
eight consecutive years.  

(c)   The President shall designate one of the members as Chairperson of the Commission.  

(d)   Any member may be removed by the Village President from the commission as 
provided for in Section 2-741 of this Article. A member may be removed from office by the 
Village President for failure to attend four consecutive meetings. A vacancy so created shall be 
filled for the remaining portion of the member's unexpired term in the same manner as other 
vacancies.  

(e)   The Transportation Commission shall meet as necessity requires and convenience allows. 

(f) In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give 
preference to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1)  transportation related industries;  
(2) civil engineering;  
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(3) site plan development;  
(4) the creation of traffic and parking studies;  
(5) public transportation systems;  
(6) the creation of bike and pedestrian studies. 
 

SECTION 5: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXXV, Environmental and Energy Commission by deleting the text of 

said Chapter 2, Article XXXV in the manner shown in strikethrough type below and inserting such 

new text in the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXXV 

shall hereafter provide as follows: 

ARTICLE XXXV. - ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY COMMISSION  

Sec. 2-967. - Creation.  

There is hereby established an Environmental and Energy Commission which shall consist of nine 
members, who shall be citizens and residents of the village.  

Sec. 2-968. - Purpose.  

The Environmental and Energy Commission shall be an advisory body to the Village Board and its 
Boards and Commissions, and its purpose shall be to provide advice and education on 
environmental issues, environmental health, bicycle and other green modes of transportation and 
energy-related issues.  

Sec. 2-969. - Duties and functions.  

The Environmental and Energy Commission shall have the authority to adopt a meeting schedule 
consistent with its allocated staff time under section 2-944, adopt rules of procedure for the conduct 
of its business which are consistent with the Village Code, make recommendations to the Village 
President and Board of Trustees for the adoption of ordinances or resolutions, and to perform such 
other duties or functions as assigned to it by the Village President and Board of Trustees. The 
Environmental and Energy Commission may make recommendations for the expenditure of funds 
but shall have no authority to enter into contracts or to expend funds.  

Sec. 2-970. - Appointment, term of office; composition.  

(a)  The nine members shall be appointed by the Village President with the advice and consent 
of the Board of Trustees for a term of three years. However, the term of a member appointed to fill a 
vacancy shall include the remainder of the unexpired term of his predecessor plus the next full term 
following such initial appointment. To be qualified for appointment, appointees shall be a 
resident of the village.   

(b)   No member so appointed shall serve more than two consecutive terms. All appointees shall 
hold office until their successors are appointed and qualified.  
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(c)   The Village President shall designate one of the members as Chairperson of the 
Commission.  

(d)   Any member may be removed by the Village President from the commission for any reason 
at any time. as provided for in Section 2-741 of this Article.  

(e)   If a vacancy occurs on the commission, then a successor member shall be appointed by the 
Village President on the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees, to serve the unexpired term of 
the vacated member.  

(f)  In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give 
preference to candidates that are experienced or trained in Each of the Environmental and 
Energy Commission members appointed shall have training or experience in areas such as 
environmental matters, energy conservation, education, transportation, pollution control, 
engineering, science and public health. At all times possible one member of the Environmental and 
Energy Commission shall have training or expertise in environmental health, or in the alternative, 
training and expertise in the health and medical field. At all times possible one member of the 
Environmental and Energy Commission should have training or expertise in cycling as a green 
mode of transportation.  

Sec. 2-971. - Quorum, rules; qualifications.  

(a)   Any member may be removed by the Village President for failure to attend three 
consecutive meetings of the commission.  

(b) Five regular members of the commission shall constitute a quorum, and any action or 
recommendation shall require the affirmative vote of at least five members.  

(c)   The commission may adopt rules of order and procedures for the conduct of business.  

(d)   Each of the Environmental and Energy Commission members appointed shall have training 
or experience in areas such as environmental matters, energy conservation, education, pollution 
control, engineering, science and public health.  

Sec. 2-972. - Goals and performance measurement.  

(a) The Environmental and Energy Commission shall submit to the Village Board 
Administration Committee, on or before June 30 of each year annually, its goals for the following 
fiscal year. Whenever possible, such goals shall be measurable and defined quantitatively.  

(b)   The Environmental and Energy Commission shall submit a report to the Village Board 
Administration Committee, on or before March 1 of each year annually, detailing the past year's 
activities and accomplishments, including performance measures and an analysis of the prior year's 
goals and their completion.  

Secs. 2-973—2-1002. - Reserved.   
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SECTION 6: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXXVI, Historic Preservation Commission, by deleting the text of said 

Chapter 2, Article XXXVI in the manner shown in strikethrough type below and inserting such new 

text in the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXXV 

shall hereafter provide as follows: 

ARTICLE XXXVI. - HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION  

Sec. 2-1003. - Creation.  

There is hereby established a Historic Preservation Commission which shall consist of nine seven 
members, who shall be citizens and residents of the village.  

Sec. 2-1004. - Appointments, term of office; composition.  

(a)  The nine seven members shall be appointed by the Village President with the advice and 
consent of the Board of Trustees for a term of four years. To be qualified for appointment, 
appointees shall be a resident of the village.   

(b)  No member so appointed shall serve more than two consecutive terms. All appointees shall 
hold office until their successors are appointed, except those commissioners appointed to unexpired 
terms may serve for two full terms following such initial appointments.  

(c)  The Village President shall designate one of the members as Chairperson of the Commission.  

(d)  If a vacancy occurs on the commission, then a successor member shall be appointed by the 
Village President on the advice and consent of the Board of Trustees, to serve the unexpired term of 
the vacated member. 

(e)  In making appointments to the commission, the Village President may give 
preference to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1)  historic preservation;  
(2) architecture;  
(3) history;  
(4) landscape architecture; 
(5) urban planning.  

 
Sec. 2-1005. - Quorum; rules; qualifications.  

(a)  Any member may be removed by the Village President for failure to attend three consecutive 
meetings of the commission. from the commission as provided for in Section 2-741 of this 
Article.  
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(b)  Four Five regular members of the commission shall constitute a quorum, and any action or 
recommendation shall require the affirmative vote of at least four five members.  

(c)  The commission may adopt rules of order and procedures for the conduct of business.  

Sec. 2-1006. - Meetings.  

The Historic Preservation Commission shall have an initial budget to meet six times per year. Such 
meetings shall be open to the public and public notice shall be given for such meetings as provided 
by law. Additional meetings may be budgeted pursuant to section 2-1007(b).  

Sec. 2-1007. – Funding Goals and performance measurement.  

(a)  The Historic Preservation Commission shall submit to the Board of Trustees an annual 
request for appropriations for anticipated expenditures. Expenditures in excess of the amount 
appropriated are subject to prior approval by the Board of Trustees.  

(b)  The Historic Preservation Commission shall also submit to the Board of Trustees an annual 
request for the allocation, in hours, of the anticipated amount of village staff time required for the 
functioning of the Historic Preservation Commission. Use of staff time in excess of the amount 
allocated is subject to prior approval by the Village Manager or the Board of Trustees. 

(a)  The Historic Preservation Commission shall submit to the Village Board 
Administration Committee, annually, its goals for the following fiscal year. Whenever 
possible, such goals shall be measurable and defined quantitatively.  

(b)  The Historic Preservation Commission shall submit a report to the Village Board 
Administration Committee, annually, detailing the past year's activities and 
accomplishments, including performance measures and an analysis of the prior year's goals 
and their completion.  

Sec. 2-1008. - Purpose.  

The purpose of the Wilmette Historic Preservation Commission is to preserve the character of 
community life by recognizing, preserving and acknowledging the significance of those structures, 
sites, geographic features, and trees which exemplify or reflect the cultural, social, economic, 
political or architectural history of the village in accordance with the provisions of this division.  

Sec. 2-1009. - Duties and functions.  

The Historic Preservation Commission shall perform the duties assigned to it by section 2-1008 and 
article XXIX of chapter 8 and shall have the power to carry out such other duties or functions as 
assigned to it by the Village President or Board of Trustees.  

Sec. 2-1010. - Definitions.  

The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this division, shall have the meanings 
ascribed to them in this section, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:  
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Alteration means a change in the exterior appearance of a Wilmette Landmark that requires a permit 
or as specified in the designation ordinance.  

Certificate of appropriateness means a certificate recommended by the commission indicating 
review and authorization of plans for alteration, construction, demolition or relocation of a Wilmette 
Landmark, or property, structure or site within a Wilmette Historic District.  

Certificate of Economic Hardship means a certificate issued by the Village Board after a 
determination by the commission that the previous denial of a certificate of appropriateness has 
resulted in a denial of all reasonable use or return from the property.  

Contributing means a classification, by the commission, applied to an area, property, structure or 
site within a Wilmette Historic District signifying that it contributes generally to the qualities that 
give the Wilmette Historic District historic, cultural, architectural or archaeological significance as 
embodied in the criteria for designating a Wilmette Historic District. The classification also includes 
a property, structure or site designated significant or contributing in the Wilmette Historical and 
Architectural Surveys.  

Demolition means as used in this section, shall mean the destruction or removal of a Wilmette 
Landmark that requires a permit.  

Exterior architectural appearance means the architectural character and general composition of the 
exterior of a property or structure visible from a public street, including, but not limited to, the kind 
and textures of the building material and the type, design and character of all architectural details 
and elements, including, but not limited to, windows, doors, light fixtures, trim and signs.  

Geographic feature means a land formation, whether naturally occurring or manmade.  

Non-contributing means any property, structure or site which has not been classified as contributing 
or significant by the commission.  

Place of worship means a church, synagogue, mosque, temple, or other building, structure, or place 
used primarily for religious worship and includes the grounds of a place of worship and accessory 
structures located thereon.  

Relocation means any reposition of a structure on its site or to another site.  

Rules and procedures means the rules and procedures of the Wilmette Historic Preservation 
Commission.  

Site means any geographic location associated with an event, person or structure.  

Structure means any improvement to real property.  

Wilmette Historic District means an identifiable area with definable boundaries designated as a 
"Wilmette Historic District" by the Village Board of Trustees and in which a significant number of 
the properties, structures or sites have a high degree of historic, cultural, architectural, or 
archaeological significance and integrity. Many of the properties, structures or sites included in the 
Wilmette Historic District may qualify as Wilmette Landmarks or be contributing and may or may 
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not be contiguous. For the purposes of this chapter and unless otherwise expressly provided by the 
Village Board of Trustees in the ordinance for designation, all designations shall presumptively 
include the lots of record associated with structures located in the district.  

Wilmette Landmark means an artifact, structure, site, geographic feature or tree that has been 
designated, by village ordinance, as being a paragon for the cultural, social, economic, political or 
architectural values of the nation, state or village.    

Sec. 2-1011. - Actions affecting a Wilmette Landmark or within a Wilmette Historic District.  

(a)  No designated Wilmette Landmark or contributing structure within a Wilmette Historic 
District shall be altered or demolished and no new construction on a vacant lot in a Wilmette 
Historic District may be undertaken, except in accordance with the provisions of section 2-1014 and 
2-1016.  

(b)  The requirements of section 2-1014 and 2-1016, and all its further subsections, shall not be 
applicable to, and no certificate of appropriateness shall be required for, the alteration, demolition or 
construction of a place of worship or the property on which a place of worship is, or will be, 
situated.  

(c)  Owners of places of worship may, on a voluntary basis, request to meet with and consult with 
the Historic Preservation Commission prior to the alteration, demolition, or construction of a place 
of worship, so that Historic Preservation Commission may provide the owners of the place of 
worship with the benefit of its expertise and advice regarding the project under consideration.  

Sec. 2-1012. - Application; required contents.  

Any person or entity proposing the alteration or demolition of a designated Wilmette Landmark, a 
contributing structure within a Wilmette Historic District or new construction on a vacant lot in a 
Wilmette Historic District, shall submit a written application for a certificate of appropriateness to 
the Historic Preservation Commission, through the Department of Community Development. The 
application shall include detailed plans showing the proposed appearance of the Wilmette Landmark 
visible from a public right-of-way or plans regarding the proposed action within a Wilmette Historic 
District.  

Sec. 2-1013. - Public hearing; report.  

(a)  Upon receipt of the application, the Historic Commission shall hold a public hearing on the 
application and allow the applicant and other interested parties to present testimony. Such hearings 
shall be held in accordance with the rules and procedures adopted by the commission.  

(b)  Following the conclusion of the hearing, the commission shall submit a report to the Village 
Board of Trustees either recommending that the application be granted in its original form or as 
amended, or that the application be denied.    

Sec. 2-1014. - Criteria for review of certificates of appropriateness.  
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(a)  Criteria for the approval of a certificate of appropriateness shall give due consideration to the 
rights of property owners, the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and the standards of review 
adopted by the commission and shall require that:  

(1)  The alteration does not materially impair the historical significance of the Wilmette 
Landmark.  

(2)  The alteration does not materially impair the architectural integrity of the Wilmette 
Landmark or Wilmette Historic District.  

(3)  The alteration is carried out in a manner consistent with the historical/architectural 
character of the Wilmette Landmark.  

(4)  It is not economically practical to preserve the Wilmette Landmark or contributing 
structure within a Wilmette Historic District without alteration or demolition.  

(b)  Any new construction shall be visually compatible with the historical/architectural character 
of the Wilmette Historic District.  

(c)  If the proposal does not meet any of the above-stated criteria, the Historic Commission shall 
recommend that the application be denied.    

Sec. 2-1015. - Appeal of denials.  

Any applicant, following a final negative recommendation of the commission for a certificate of 
appropriateness, may, within 30 days of the negative recommendation, make application for a 
Certificate of Economic Hardship.  

Sec. 2-1016. - Criteria for a Certificate of Economic Hardship.  

The commission shall only recommend an application for a Certificate of Economic Hardship upon 
a determination that the negative recommendation of the certificate of appropriateness has resulted 
in the denial of all reasonable use or return from the property, in accordance with the commission's 
rules and procedures.  

Sec. 2-1017. - Consideration by the Village Board of Trustees.  

(a)  Upon receipt of the Historic Preservation Commission's recommendation for designation of a 
Wilmette Landmark or action on an application for a certificate of appropriateness, the Village 
Board of Trustees shall approve or disapprove the recommendation by majority vote. Upon the 
receipt of the commission's recommendation for designation of a Wilmette Historic District and 
which designation is accompanied by the written consent of 75 percent or more of the owners of 
record of those properties within the proposed district, the Village Board of Trustees shall approve 
or disapprove the proposed Wilmette Historic District by a majority vote. If alteration or demolition 
is approved, the village shall issue, upon proper application and satisfaction of all other 
requirements of the Village Code, the appropriate Building Permit or Demolition Permit.  
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(b)  Notice of the Village Board of Trustee's approval of the designation shall be provided by 
regular mail to the nominator and all property owners of record of the landmark or properties within 
the district.  

(c)  Notwithstanding the foregoing, no place of worship or property on which a place of worship 
is located shall be designated as a Wilmette Landmark without the written consent of the religious 
entity that is the owner of such place of worship.  

SECTION 7: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXXVII, Zoning Board of Appeals, Section 2-1049 by inserting such 

new text in the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article 

XXXVII, Section 2-1049 shall hereafter provide as follows: 

Sec. 2-1049. - Members.  

(a)  All members of the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be residents of the village.  

(b)  The Zoning Board of Appeals shall consist of seven members appointed by the 
President and confirmed by the Board of Trustees. Each member so appointed shall serve for a 
term of five years. No member shall serve for more than two consecutive full terms.  

(c)  One of the members so appointed shall be named as the Chairperson of the Zoning 
Board of Appeals by the President and confirmed by the Board of Trustees.  

(d)  The President and the Board of Trustees shall have the power, after a public 
hearing, to remove any member of the Zoning Board of Appeals for good cause shown.  

(e)  Vacancies on the Zoning Board of Appeals shall be filled for the unexpired term of 
the member whose place has become vacant in the manner herein provided for the appointment 
of such member. When a member of the Zoning Board of Appeals has been unable or has failed 
to attend three consecutive meetings of the Zoning Board of Appeals, such absence shall be 
construed as resignation from the Zoning Board of Appeals and the member shall be so notified 
in writing by the President. A vacancy thus created shall be filled in the same manner as any 
other vacancy.  

(f)  In making appointments to the board, the Village President may give 
preference to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1)  architecture;  
(2) real estate; 
(3)  the law;  
(4)  finance; 
(5) urban planning; 
(6) construction and development. 
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SECTION 8: The Wilmette Village Code, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 2, 

Administration, Article XXXVIII, Police and Firefighters’ Pension Fund, by inserting such new 

text in the manner shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Chapter 2, Article XXXVIII, 

shall hereafter provide as follows: 

ARTICLE XXXVIII. - POLICE AND FIREFIGHTERS' PENSION FUNDS  

Sec. 2-1067. - Board of Trustees of the Police Pension Fund; creation; composition; term.  

(a)  Pursuant to article 3, section 3-128 of the Illinois Pension Code (ILCS ch. 40, act 5, § 3-128), 
there is hereby established a Board of Trustees of the Police Pension Fund.  

(b)  The Board of Trustees of the Police Pension Fund shall be composed of five members. Two 
members of said Board shall be appointed by the President of the village for two-year terms of 
office. Three members of said Board shall be elected by active and retired members of the Police 
Department in the manner provided in article 3, section 3-128 of the Illinois Pension Code (ILCS 
ch. 40, act 5, § 3-128), now or hereafter amended.  

(c) In making appointments to the Board of Trustees of the Police Pension Fund, the 
Village President may give preference to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1)  human resources;  
(2) financial investments.  

 
Sec. 2-1068. - Board of Trustees of the Firefighters' Pension Fund; creation; composition; term.  
(a)  Pursuant to article 4, section 4-121 of the Illinois Pension Code (ILCS ch. 40, act 5, § 4-121), 
there is hereby established a Board of Trustees of the Firefighters' Pension Fund.  

(b)  The Board of Trustees of the Firefighters' Pension Fund shall be composed of five members. 
Two members of said Board shall be appointed by the President of the village for three-year terms 
of office. Three members of said Board shall be elected by active and retired members of the Fire 
Department in the manner provided in article 4, section 4-121 of the Illinois Pension Code (40 ILCS 
ch. 40, act 5, § 4-121), now or hereafter amended.  

(c) In making appointments to the Board of Trustees of the Firefighters’ Pension Fund, 
the Village President may give preference to candidates that are experienced or trained in: 

(1)  human resources;  
(2) financial investments.  

 
Secs. 2-1069—2-1089. - Reserved. 
 

SECTION 9: The terms of office for the first appointed members after the passage of this 

ordinance to the Housing Commission and the Human Relations Commission shall be the same 
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term as the initial term of office for the respective commission.  The Village President, when 

making such an appointment, shall designate which initial term is being filled when making such 

appointment. 

SECTION 10:  Codifier’s Authority.  The Village’s codifier is authorized and hereby 

directed, to adjust section and paragraph numbering as may be necessary to render this ordinance 

consistent with the numbering of the Village Code. 

SECTION 11:  This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage 

and approval as required by law. 

PASSED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, on the 

27th day of October 2020 according to the following roll call vote: 

AYES:   None._____________________________________________________________ 

NAYS:        None._____________________________________________________________ 

ABSTAIN: None._____________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT:    None._____________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
            
     Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 

APPROVED by the President of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, this 27th day of October 

2020.     

     President of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 
 

Published in Pamphlet Form on October 28, 2020 



Number of Members
Appearance Review Environmental Historic Preservation Housing Human Relations Plan Transportation Zoning

Deerfield 7 9 N/A N/A 9 7 N/A 7
Evanston N/A1 11 11 9 N/A2 9 7 7
Glencoe N/A3 12 5 N/A 9 10 N/A4 7
Glenview 7 7 7 N/A N/A 7 N/A 7
Highland Park N/A3 10 7 7 7 7 7 7
Lake Bluff 7 7 7 N/A N/A 7 N/A N/A5

Lake Forest 7 46 7 3 N/A 7 N/A 7
Northbrook 7 7 N/A N/A 9 9 N/A7 7
Winnetka 7 7 7 N/A N/A 9 N/A 7
Average 7.0 8.8 7.3 6.3 8.5 8.0 7.0 7.0
Wilmette 7 9 9 5 9 7 7 7

Term Limits
Appearance Review Environmental Historic Preservation Housing Human Relations Plan Transportation Zoning

Deerfield None None N/A N/A None None N/A None
Evanston N/A 2 2 2 N/A2 2 2 2
Glencoe N/A None None N/A 2 None N/A None
Glenview None None None N/A None None N/A None
Highland Park N/A None 2 2 3 2 None 2
Lake Bluff None None None N/A N/A None N/A None
Lake Forest 3 N/A 3 N/A N/A 3 N/A 2
Northbrook None None N/A N/A None None N/A None
Winnetka None None None N/A N/A None N/A None
Average 3.0 2.0 2.3 2.0 2.5 2.3 2.0 2.0
Wilmette 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Years per Term
Appearance Review Environmental Historic Preservation Housing Human Relations Plan Transportation Zoning

Deerfield 3 3 N/A N/A 3 3 N/A 5
Evanston N/A 3 3 3 N/A 3 3 5
Glencoe N/A 3 5 N/A 4 5 N/A 5
Glenview 4 4 4 N/A N/A 4 N/A 4
Highland Park N/A 2 4 4 2 4 2 4
Lake Bluff 2 N/A 4 N/A N/A 3 N/A N/A
Lake Forest 2 N/A 2 N/A N/A 2 N/A 2
Northbrook 3 3 N/A N/A 3 4 N/A 4
Winnetka 5 3 3 N/A N/A 3 N/A 5
Average 3.2 3.0 3.6 3.5 3.0 3.4 2.5 4.3
Wilmette 5 3 4 3 3 4 4 5

Footnotes:

3:  Glencoe and Highland Park handle the ARC functions through Plan Commission.
4:  Glencoe has certain transportation activities performed through the Sustainability Commission
5:  Lake Bluff has a combined Plan Commission and ZBA
6:  Lake Forest utilizes an internal Environmental Sustainable Committee for this function.
7:  Northbrook utilizes a Transportation Advisory Committee, no membership information available.

1:  Evanston has an internal Design and Project Review Committee who handles this function.
2:  Evanston consolidated the Human Relations and Housing Commissions into the Housing & Homelessness Commission, membership info under "Housing" above.

Comparable Analysis- Boards and Commissions
Attachment #2



MEETING DATE: September 3, 2020 

TO: Village Board Administration Committee 

SUBJECTS: Appointment Powers  

FROM: Jeffrey M. Stein, Corporation Counsel 

Background and Executive Summary 

At the July 6, 2020 Administration Committee (“Committee”) meeting, the Committee 
requested a memorandum from the Corporation Counsel as to the law in regard to the 
appointments of individuals to the Village’s various Boards and Commissions (“Appointed 
Officials”).    

In the Managerial Form of Municipal Government, the form of government that Wilmette has 
elected via referendum, the Village President has the power to submit the individual for an 
appointment to Boards and Commissions and the Board of Trustees has the power to 
approve or deny that appointment. As with all laws, there are some exceptions to this 
general rule, which are discussed more thoroughly below.  

The general rule that the Village President submits to the Board of Trustees the individual 
for appointment, and the Board of Trustees either affirm or deny such an appointment is 
derived from state statute and has been affirmed as the rule by the Illinois Supreme Court 
as well as the Illinois Attorney General (“AG”). Based upon the foregoing, the Village 
President has clear and direct appointment power over those Boards and Commissions that 
are expressly provided for in state statutes (listed below).  It is equally as clear that where 
state statutes provide for some other appointment process (also listed below), the Village 
President may have no such authority to make that appointment.  Finally, where the state 
statutes are silent as to such appointment authority, the language of the statutes defining 
the roles of the executive and legislative branches of the government as well as the 
reasoning provided in the citations below, makes it probable such authority must rest with 
the Village President to submit the individual for appointment and the Board of Trustees to 
affirm or deny such an appointment.    

Appointment Procedures of each of the Specific Boards and Commissions. 

Appointment procedures for many of the Village’s Boards and Commissions are specifically 
provided throughout the various Illinois statutory provisions.  Specifically, various sections of 
the Illinois Municipal Code provide that the Village President makes such appointments of 

Administration Committee 
Memorandum

Attachment #3

mailto:steinj@wilmette.com
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the membership of the following Boards and Commissions (collectively referred to as 
“Statutorily Created Boards and Commissions”): 

• Zoning Board of Appeals  

• Plan Commission  

• Fire Pension Board (two of the five members) 

• Police Pension Board (two of the five members) 

• Board of Fire and Police Commissioners  

• Electrical Commission 

There are several boards and commissions for which state statute explicitly identifies what 
Village official makes such an appointment or rather that a specific individual is 
automatically appointed per state statute giving no discretion to the Village President or the 
Board of Trustees to make such an appoint. Per state statute these Boards and 
Commissions are appointed as follows: 

•   Emergency Telephone System Board (“ETSB”) – Appointments are made in the 
manner determined by the Board of Trustees (as opposed to the Village President), 
which has then been codified through the Village Code provision for this board.  The 
qualifications for such appointments to the ETSB are specifically provided in the 
statute.   

•   Foreign Fire Insurance Board – Statutorily mandated to be comprised of the Chief of 
the Fire Department and 6 members of the department that are elected by the 
membership of the Fire Department.   

•   Local Electoral Board – The statutes automatically appoint specific elected Village 
Officials to the Local Electoral Board.   

The state statutes do not address the creation and/or the appointment procedures to the 
following Boards and Commissions.   However, pursuant to the roles of the executive and 
the legislature provided for in the Managerial Form of Municipal Government, the general 
rule is that the appointment power rests with the Village President and the Board of 
Trustees shall advise and consent on such an appointment: 

• Housing Commission 

• Human Relations Commission  

• Transportation Commission 

• Environmental and Energy Commission 

• Building Code Board of Appeals 
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• Historic Preservation Commission  

Below is the review and analysis of the relevant state statutes and the caselaw and AG 
Opinion on the subject.   

Form of Government Statutes Relevant to Appointment Process. 

The Village of Wilmette operates under the Managerial Form of Municipal Government 
pursuant to Article 5 of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/5-1-1 et. seq.).  While this 
memorandum is not intended to provide a detailed description of the Managerial Form of 
Municipal Government, the roles of the Village President and the Board of Trustees is briefly 
discussed in the context of appointment powers. 

Specific to appointment powers of the Village President, Section 5-3-1 of the Illinois 
Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/5-3-1) in relevant part states: 

If any other Acts or any Article of this Code, other than Article 3 or Article 4, 
provides for the appointment of a board, commission, or other agency by the 
mayor or president, such appointments shall be made in manner so provided. 

This provision applies to those statutorily created boards and commissions that already 
provide for the specific appointment powers vesting in a municipal official.  For example, 
Section 5/ 11-12-4 of the Illinois Municipal Code is the statute that is not part of Article 3 or 
Article 4 and specifically provides that the appointment power for the Plan Commission rests 
with the Village President.  That specific language is “[a] plan commission shall be 
appointed by a mayor of a city or president of a village board subject to confirmation by the 
corporate authorities.”  65 ILCS 5/11-12-4.  Similar language is found in the statutes creating 
the other Statutorily Created Boards and Commissions. 

The two provisions below (Section 5-3-6 and Section 5-3-1) are relevant because they 
describe the functions of the different branches of municipal government.  This is directly 
relevant to the situations where the statutes are silent as to a board and commission itself or 
the appointment powers for such a board and commission.    

Pursuant to Section 5-3-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/5-3-6): 

The powers of the council or board shall be purely legislative except as may be 
otherwise provided by any other act or by any article of this Code other than 
Articles 3 or 4 [65 ILCS 5/3-1-1 et seq. or 65 ILCS 5/4-1-1 et seq.]. The 
executive and administrative powers conferred on the commissioners by Article 
4 shall only be exercised when delegated to the appointive officers provided in 
this Article 5. 

Section 5-3-1, in relevant part, states that “the mayor and president shall be recognized as 
the official head of the city or village by the courts for the purpose of serving civil process 
and by the Governor for all legal purposes.”  65 ILCS 5/5-3-1.   

These statutory provisions provide the guidance that the appointment power for the board 
and commissions not otherwise specifically provided for in another statute, rests with the 
Village President.  These provisions and other constitutional provisions were analyzed by 
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the courts and the AG in the cases and opinion below in regard to a home rule unit of 
government providing contradictory provisions for appointment powers.   

The Village cannot use its Home Rule Powers to Change the Appointment Process for its 
Boards and Commissions. 

There is guidance, in the form of caselaw from the Illinois  Supreme Court as well as an 
opinion from the AG that clearly determined that a Village, even a home rule unit of 
government, does not have the authority to change the appointment powers of the 
otherwise responsible Village official or officials to make such an appointment.   

It is important to note that the limitation to the home rule powers expressed in those 
opinions comes from the Illinois Constitution itself.  Specifically, Article VII, Section 6(f) of 
the 1970 Illinois Constitution provides in part: 

(f) A home rule unit shall have the power subject to approval by referendum to 
adopt, alter or repeal a form of government provided by law, except that the 
form of government of Cook County shall be subject to the provisions of Section 
3 of this Article. A home rule municipality shall have the power to provide for its 
officers, their manner of selection and terms of office only as approved by 
referendum or as otherwise authorized by law.  

Illinois Courts have ruled that when the Constitution states that a change to the "form of 
government" is allowed, it is only through the use of a referendum.  When “form of 
government” is used, the Constitution is referring to the election of municipal governing 
bodies and the relationship between the legislative and executive branches of government. 
Peters v. City of Springfield, 57 Ill. 2d 142, 149. (1974); Kotte v. Normal Bd. of Fire & Police 
Comm'rs, 269 Ill. App. 3d 517, 521, (1995); Jaros v. Vill. of Downers Grove, 2017 IL App 
(2d) 170758, ¶ 25 (2017). 

Pechous v. Slawko 

When reviewing the relationship between the legislative and executive branches, the Illinois 
Supreme Court provided guidance in the case of Pechous v. Slawko.  Pechous v. Slawko, 
64 Ill. 2d 576, 583 (1976).  This case was a consolidated case involving similar sets of facts 
for actions taken by two separate municipalities. The legal questions to be answered related 
to the scope of the power of legislative bodies in home rule municipalities, including the 
removal of the appointment powers from the municipal officer statutorily designated to make 
such an appointment.  In each circumstance, the legislative body of the municipality enacted 
ordinances designed to transfer to itself the power to appoint certain municipal officials.  
Pechous, 64 Ill. 2d at 579.  This case primarily used two sets of facts in determining its 
ruling.  

The first set of facts involved the City of Berwyn.  In addition to its elected mayor, city clerk, 
city treasurer, and eight aldermen, the applicable statutes provide for the appointment by 
the mayor, with the approval of the council, of certain other officers, including the city 
collector, superintendent of streets and commissioner of public works. Pechous, 64 Ill. 2d at 
580.  The aldermen of the City of Berwyn, under the theory of using home rule powers, 
enacted ordinances removing from office the incumbent superintendent of streets, 
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commissioner of public works, and city collector, and appointing replacements for them. 
Pechous, 64 Ill. 2d at 580 - 581. 

The second set of facts involved the Village of Oak Lawn, a Managerial Form of Municipal 
Government (like Wilmette).  The Oak Lawn Board of Trustees passed an ordinance, over 
the Village President’s veto, that the president and board of trustees, "voting jointly, may 
employ an attorney or attorneys as an independent contractor or as independent 
contractors.” Pechous, 64 Ill. 2d at 586.   

In reviewing both sets of facts, the Court reviewed the differing forms of government a 
municipality may ultimately decide to undertake.  A municipality may be organized as a city 
or as a village having the form of government provided in Article 31, and it may by 
referendum change its form of government to either the Commission Form of Municipal 
Government provided in Article 4 or the Managerial Form of Municipal Government provided 
in Article 5. Different relationships between the legislative and executive branches of 
municipal government are provided in these different forms of government. Under the 
Commission Form of Municipal Government, for example, the statute provides that "[t]he 
council and its members shall possess and exercise all executive, administrative, and 
legislative powers and duties now possessed and exercised by the executive, legislative, 
and administrative officers" in other municipalities. Pechous, 64 Ill. 2d at 584. The most 
significant characteristic of the Managerial Form of Municipal Government is that the 
municipal manager (Village Manager) shall be the administrative head of the municipal 
government. The Board of Trustees have no powers with respect to administration. The 
statute for the Managerial Form of Municipal Government provides that powers of the 
council or board shall be purely legislative except as may be otherwise provided by any 
other act or by any article of this Code other than Articles 3 or 4. Pechous, 64 Ill. 2d at  586-
587.    

The Court examined what a transfer of appointment power to the legislative branch would 
entail.  The Court stated that regardless of home rule powers, no municipality can change its 
form of government without a referendum. The Court continued that the only form of 
municipal government provided by law which authorizes a city council or the board of 
trustees of a village to exercise powers of appointment and removal is the Commission 
Form of Municipal Government provided for in Article 4 of the Municipal Code.  Pechous, 64 
Ill. 2d at 584-585.  

Therefore, the Court concluded that the City of Berwyn and the Village of Oak Lawn could 
not transfer the appointment powers from the Mayor and Village President/Village Manager 
to their respective legislative bodies without first changing or altering the form of government 
via referendum as neither municipality was a Commission Form of Government.   

Illinois Attorney General Opinion 97-028 

While the above case dealt solely with the appointment of employees and officers, Illinois 
Attorney General Opinion 97-028 expanded the prohibitions provided for by the Pechous 

 
1 Since the time of this opinion, Article 3 has been repealed and replaced with Article 3.1 which is the Aldermanic – 
Mayor; Trustee – President form of government.  Article 3.1 form of government is the default form of government and 
can be changed through the referendum process.     
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Court to appointed members of boards and commissions (some of which are considered 
“officers” of the Village).  The AG was asked to weigh in on a home rule city, operating 
under the managerial form of government, being lawfully empowered to abolish various 
boards and commissions established pursuant to statutes which prescribed mayoral 
appointment of their members and to recreate similar bodies by ordinances providing for the 
appointment of their membership by that city council. Attorney General Opinion 97-028 
pg.1-2.  Citing to the various constitutional provisions and statutory sections (all of which are 
referenced above), the AG opined that “under these provisions, it is clear that in the 
managerial form of government, the executive appointment authority reposes in the 
manager, with respect to most officers and employees, and in the mayor, with respect to 
boards and commissions designated as being so appointed.”  Attorney General Opinion 97-
028 pg.3.  

Board of Trustees “Purely Legislative” Except Otherwise Provided. 

The above cited statutes, cases, and AG opinion clearly provide the guidance that the 
Village President or another Village official must make the appointment when that office is 
given the power to do so in the state statutes.  The Village may not remove or alter such 
power, because doing so would be a change in government that is impermissible without 
first bringing a binding referendum to the electorate and having that referendum receive a 
favorable vote.    

However, there remains the issue of when the appointment power to a Board or 
Commission is not addressed in a specific statute.  While there is no direct caselaw or 
opinion on such a specific set of facts, taking into account the reasoning from the cases and 
opinion cited above, along with the statutory language that limits the Board of Trustees’ role 
as “purely legislative” except when a non-legislative function is conferred upon the Village 
Board by statute, the appointment power must still rest with the executive or administrative 
head (depending upon the office being appointed) of the government.      

To remove the power from either the Village President or the Village Manager as the case 
may be, would alter the Village’s form of government from a Managerial Form of Municipal 
Government and make it more akin to a Commission Form of Government established 
under Article 4 of the Illinois Municipal Code.  Specifically, a provision found in Article 4, the 
Commission Form of Government, states that "[t]he council and its members shall possess 
and exercise all executive, administrative, and legislative powers and duties now possessed 
and exercised by the executive, legislative, and administrative officers in other 
municipalities.”  65 ILCS 5/4-5-2.  For the Board of Trustees to obtain the executive (or 
administrative) power would be the type of authority granted by the statute above that is 
only applicable to a Commission Form of Government and would be clearly contrary to the 
Managerial Form of Municipal Government.    

Therefore, as the Village President is the executive head of the Village, the executive power 
of appointment must rest with that office (unless specified in the state statutes as being with 
someone other Village official or officials). Furthermore, since the Board of Trustees’ 
specific role in a Managerial Form of Municipal Government is “purely legislative,” the Board 
of Trustees cannot possess the appointment power, only the power to advise and consent, 
unless specifically given such power by state statute or approved through a binding 
referendum. 
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The Board of Trustees Powers regarding Boards and Commissions. 

The Board of Trustees does have a role when it comes to Boards and Commissions.  Most 
appointments by the Village President are not absolute and are done with the “advice and 
consent” of the Board of Trustees.  As such, while the Village President, in most cases, is 
the only office that can submit a name for appointment, the Board of Trustees may either 
approve or deny such appointments.   

Furthermore, as the legislative body of the Village, the Board of Trustees can potentially 
shape Boards and Commissions.  A few powers that the Board of Trustees have when 
regulating the Village’s Boards and Commissions (when not contrary to state statute) are as 
follows: 

1. Create or abolish a Board or Commission 

2. Increase or decrease the number of appointed members to a Board or Commission 

3. Set forth qualifications for members of a Board or Commission 

4. Assign the duties and/or purview of a Board or Commission 

5. Create an appointment process or procedure to assist the appointing power in 
making the ultimate decision of appointing or submitting the individual for 
confirmation 

6. Provide for a budget for a Board or Commission 

7. Require meeting schedules or minimum number of meetings for a Board or 
Commission 

a. Plan Commission is currently scheduled to meet the first Tuesday of the 
month 

b. Zoning Board is currently scheduled to meet the first and third Wednesday of 
the month 

c. Appearance Review Commission is currently scheduled to meet the first 
Monday of the month 

d. Other Boards and Commissions are currently scheduled to meet as needed or 
as state statute requires2.  

Conclusion 

Based upon the above reasoning, the appointment powers, when conferred upon by state 
statute to a specific Village official, must be retained by that official.  In addition, it is likely 
that a court would conclude, that unless expressly stated otherwise in a state statute, the 
appointment powers to a board or commission are an executive function and ultimately the 

 
2 The Police Pension Fund Board must meet quarterly per state statute.  
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responsibility of the Village President with the legislative power to advise and consent 
resting with the Board of Trustees. 
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TO: Administration Committee of the Village Board 

FROM: Village President Bob Bielinski 

DATE: August 31, 2020 

RE: Appointment Process for Village’s Boards and Commissions 

Introduction 

The Village President’s responsibility of recommending individuals for appointment to boards and 
commissions is an important and time consuming process, and I take the responsibility very seriously.  
The Village’s boards and commissions are part of Village government, and their members are 
government officials. 

Since I took office on May 14, 2013, I have submitted 127 recommendations for appointments and 
reappointments to the Village Board for its approval, as shown in the table below.     

Recommendations for Reappointment to Current Board or Commission 62 

Recommendations for Appointment to New Board or Commission 65 

Total Recommendations 127 

As the Administration Committee continues its review of the Village’s boards and commissions, I 
thought it would be helpful to summarize the process I undertake when recommending appointments 
and the results of the process over the past seven years.  I hope the members of the Committee find this 
information useful to their review. 

Recommendation Process 

When making a decision on a recommendation, I look for a match between an individual’s experience 
and interests with the current needs of the Village’s boards and commissions.  Finding the right mix of 
experience and subject matter expertise for each board or commission is important for a board or 
commission to function well and best serve the residents of Wilmette.  When the Village Code specifies 
desired types of experience for members of a particular board or commission, that guidance is 
informative to the process. 

Generally when there is an upcoming vacancy on a board or commission, I consult with the Village Staff 
to seek their input regarding the current needs of the board or commission and what experience or 
expertise would help ensure a well-rounded body.  Subsequent to that discussion, I review Talent Bank 
Questionnaires (TBQs) which have been submitted to the Village for that board or commission to 
identify candidates with an interest and relevant experience.  Since there isn’t always a good match for 
each individual at the time a TBQ is submitted, the Village retains TBQs for future vacancies.   

Prior to making a recommendation, I schedule a conversation (almost always in-person) with a potential 
candidate to discuss the individual’s experience and interests and to explore how their experience and 
interests match up with the current needs of the various boards and commissions.  Often, we discuss 
boards and commissions which may not have been indicated as an individual’s preference because there 
is a current need or because I see another good fit for the individual’s experience and interests.  For 
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example, direct transportation engineering experience is rare, but individuals with an analytical 
background are also well suited for the Transportation Commission given the data driven decision 
making which the Commission undertakes. 

Several of the Village’s boards and commissions are land use related, and specific experience/expertise 
is very helpful to the proper functioning of these groups.  There is not an overabundance of well 
qualified applicants with both experience in architecture, real estate development, construction, urban 
planning or engineering, and the time and willingness to volunteer for a Village board or commission.   

When a vacancy is upcoming on a land use related board or commission, Staff often asks the existing 
members of the board or commission for suggestions of potential new board members.  Tapping into 
the professional networks of these land use practitioners is an important part of the process for 
identifying new members with relevant experience.  In addition, because there is a natural progression 
in terms of the learning curve on boards and commissions (especially land use related ones), I have 
asked existing members of a board or commission to move to a more time intensive board or 
commission (almost always to the Zoning Board of Appeals or the Plan Commission). 

In general, I take a patient approach to filling vacancies to try to find individuals with relevant 
experience for each board or commission, and there are not always available volunteers with the 
appropriate technical expertise at the time of a vacancy.  After a period of time when efforts to find the 
best qualified candidates are unsuccessful, I look for individuals who have previously expressed an 
interest in serving on a board or commission and would be a good fit.   

Collaboration between the Village’s boards and commissions and the Village Board is also important 
because the boards and commissions are not policy setting bodies, but only advisory bodies.  Boards and 
commissions can play an important role supporting the Village Board in their policy making duties, and 
it’s important to find individuals who are interested in working collaboratively and constructively inside 
of Village government to serve on boards and commissions.  

 

Appointments, May 2013 to July 2020 

As I mentioned above, over the past seven years, I’ve made 127 recommendations for appointments 
and reappointments to a board or commission.  These recommendations include three members of the 
Village Staff, our liaison from Commonwealth Edison, two former Village Trustees, and two unsuccessful 
candidates for Village Trustee.  

Excluding reappointments, transfers of individuals from one board to another, and the individuals 
mentioned in the paragraph above, I have made 47 recommendations for new appointments to boards 
or commissions.  The table below shows how each of these candidates came to my attention. 

TBQ submission / direct outreach to me from 
individual previously not known to me 

36 77% 

TBQ submission / direct outreach to me from 
individual known to me 

2 4% 

Introduction to me 6 13% 

Direct outreach by me 3 6% 

Total recommendations for new appointments 47 100% 
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It should also be noted that I have reached out unsuccessfully to many other residents (especially 
architects, real estate developers and others with land use expertise) to encourage them to consider 
joining one of the Village’s boards or commissions.  Encouraging qualified candidates to join the Village’s 
boards and commissions is a responsibility of the Village President. 

Because I have been patient in my approach to filling vacancies, our boards and commissions are 
comprised of individuals with diverse and relevant experience and expertise.  For example, the 
Environmental and Energy Commission has an amazing mix of valuable real world experience among its 
members because I’ve consciously waited for individuals with relevant technical expertise.  The Police 
and Fire Pension Boards include individuals with investing and legal expertise, and the performance of 
our pension funds have benefited from their guidance.  And, of course, the land use related bodies 
include many experienced land use practitioners among their members. 

Given my approach of matching resident experience and expertise with the needs of each board or 
commission, I have refrained from recommending appointments to the Housing Commission and 
Human Relations Commission while their responsibilities have not been clearly defined.  I understand 
the Administration Committee has made significant progress in refining the roles of these commissions, 
and I look forward to recommending well qualified individuals to fill these vacancies after the 
Committee’s and Village Board’s review is complete. 

 

Conclusion 

The Village President’s responsibility of recommending individuals for appointment to boards and 
commissions is an important and time consuming process, and I take the responsibility very seriously.   

There are multiple sources of candidates for the Village’s boards and commissions, but the vast majority 
of new appointments come from Talent Bank Questionnaires submitted to the Village.   

Finding the right mix of experience and expertise for each board or commission is important for a board 
or commission to function well and best serve the community.  Being patient and waiting for individuals 
with relevant technical expertise has allowed for the creation of boards and commissions with a great 
mix of talented professionals. 

We are lucky to live in a village where so many talented residents have a desire to volunteer to serve the 
community.  Service on a board or commission can be a significant time commitment, and we should all 
appreciate the contributions made by the Village’s board and commission members. 

Recognizing the importance of the Administration Committee’s review, I will refrain from making any 
recommendations of appointments, other than reappointments of existing members, to any of the 
Village’s boards and commissions until completion of the review. 



Summary of Selection Process in Nearby Communities 

Of the communities surveyed below, all indicated that the Village President makes the 
appointment with the advice and consent of the Village Board.  

The majority of communities surveyed follow a similar process to Wilmette’s, with the Village 
President reviewing applications and making recommendations for appointment. The 
following summarizes each community’s process: 

Municipality Appointment Process 

Northbrook Same as Wilmette 

Highland Park Same as Wilmette 

Winnetka Same as Wilmette 

Glenview Same as Wilmette 

Kenilworth Same as Wilmette 

Northfield Same as Wilmette 

Bannockburn Same as Wilmette 

Lincolnwood Same as Wilmette 

Glencoe Same as Wilmette + Commission chair and staff liaison interview the 
candidate 

Lincolnshire Same as Wilmette + Commission chair provides feedback on the 
candidate 

Lake Forest Caucus Committee reviews applications and makes 
recommendations to the Mayor 

Deerfield Volunteer Engagement Commission interviews candidates and 
makes recommendations to the Mayor 

Park Ridge Mayor’s Advisory Board composed of four Alderpersons interviews 
candidates and makes recommendations to the Mayor 

In Deerfield, the Volunteer Engagement Commission (VEC) is comprised of five members 
who are appointed by the Village President. Per the Deerfield Municipal Code, the duties 
and functions of the VEC are: 

The Volunteer Engagement Commission shall make a study of the personnel needs 
of the various boards and commissions of the Village government and at the 
request of the President shall make recommendations of qualified persons to fill any 
vacancy existing on any such board or commission. 

The Deerfield VEC, in open public meetings, interviews prospective board and commission 
candidates to learn more about their talents and experience, deliberates the candidates’ 
qualifications and makes recommendations to the Mayor who then appoints candidates at 
a Village Board meeting.  

The Park Ridge Mayor’s Advisory Board operates in a similar fashion to the Deerfield VEC, 
with the primary difference being that members of the advisory board are elected 
Alderpersons who are appointed by the Mayor. 
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In Lake Forest, the Caucus Committee is independent from the Village. The Caucus recruits 
and interviews candidates for Lake Forest Mayor, City Council, volunteer boards and 
commissions as well as for the school, park and library boards. For the City of Lake Forest 
boards and commissions, the Caucus makes recommendations to the Mayor who then 
appoints candidates at a City Council meeting.  
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1200 Wilmette Avenue
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040

MEETING MINUTES

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD

BROADCAST ONLY (VILLAGE HALL CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE
PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH

EMERGENCY ORDER) ON MONDAY, JULY 6, 2020 AT 2 P.M.
________________________________________________________________

Members Present: Trustee Kathy Dodd, Chair
Trustee Peter Barrow
Trustee Daniel Sullivan

Staff Present: Michael Braiman, Village Manager
John Adler, Director of Community Development

Guests:

I. CALL TO ORDER
Chair Kathy Dodd called the meeting to order at 2:01 p.m.  Committee
members Daniel Sullivan and Peter Barrow were present.

Trustee Dodd explained the remote meeting procedures and options to
participate.

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE MEETING
FEBRUARY 13, 2018.
Trustee Dodd directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of
the Administration Committee meeting of February 13, 2018.

Trustee Barrow moved that the Committee approve the minutes as
presented. The motion was seconded by Trustee Sullivan.  No further
discussion occurred on the motion. Voting yes: Trustees Dodd, Barrow
and Sullivan.  Voting no:  none.  The motion carried.
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III. DISCUSSION OF BOARDS & COMMISSIONS 
 Trustee Dodd said she was excited about starting the process of reviewing 

the Boards and Commissions, particularly the Housing Commission and 
Human Relations Commission.  She thanked the residents for all their 
feedback and staff for their hard work in preparing for the meeting.  She 
went on to say in light of current events, the attention and focus has been 
on racial and social inequity and what the community can do to address 
these issues.  She apologized for not addressing the issues sooner and 
said she hopes the Board and community members can work together to 
reinvigorate the Housing and Human Relations Commissions and to 
review the selection and appointment process for all Boards and 
Commissions.   

 
 Trustee Dodd then gave an overview of the process the Administration 

Committee will follow in preparing their recommendations to the Village 
Board who will then make the final decision on how to proceed.   

 
 Village Manager Mike Braiman gave a presentation (PowerPoint attached) 

on the Boards and Commissions review that was conducted by staff.  He 
said the scope was determined by feedback from the Board, community 
members and staff.  He said the main focus of the review is based around 
the Housing and Human Relations Commissions and defining their roles 
going forward.  He said staff also has looked at the training, orientation, 
recruitment and recognition of all commission members as well as the 
composition of board and commission membership.   

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the training component of commission members.  

He said that the current process can be improved upon to include on the 
Open Meetings Act, the Freedom of Information Act, the Village email 
policy and training in the roles and responsibilities of a commissioner.  He 
said that training and overviews of existing policy documents would also 
be helpful for the land use commissions. 

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed consolidation opportunities.  He said in 2010 

some consolidations were made where the Community Relations 
Commission, Youth Commission, Fine Arts Commission, Board of Health 
and the Commission for Persons with Disabilities were consolidated into 
the Human Relations Commission.  He said the Bicycle Task Force was 
also combined with the Environmental & Energy Commission. He said the 
Human Relations Commission in particular never quite took off and this is 
a good opportunity to review that commission.  He said at this point, no 
further consolidations are advised.   

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed the roles and responsibilities of the Housing 

and Human Relations Commissions.  He said the primary focus of the 
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Housing Commission was to administer the now privately funded Housing 
Assistance Program (HAP).  He said the Emergency Assistance program 
continues to be funded by the Village and administered through the 
Community Development Department.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said the primary focus of the Human Relations Commission 

has historically been to administer the Black History Month poster contest 
and the Wilmette Person of the Year award.  He said other than that, after 
the consolidations, the commission struggled to find a path forward once 
the youth grant program funds were depleted. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said staff will be reviewing boards and commissions in 

nearby communities to help inform the Committee’s process. Trustee 
Dodd said that looking at some of the projects those commissions 
(Housing and Human Relations) have worked on and the corresponding 
results would be helpful.  Mr. Braiman said they would review agenda 
packets and minutes and reach out to the staff liaisons as well to get some 
good feedback for what they are doing and report back at a future 
committee meeting.  Trustee Dodd then asked if the communities with no 
Housing Commission have an affordable housing plan.  She also asked 
where the work that needs to be done for an affordable housing plan was 
being done in those communities. 

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed reviewing the appropriate numbers for commission 

membership and term limits.  Mr. Braiman went through how many 
members each Commission or Board maintains.  He also discussed term 
limits and maximum number of terms. 

 
 Trustee Barrow asked about quorum issues for the Zoning Board, 

specifically if they were related to 2017.  Community Development 
Director John Adler said that those quorum issues are not recent but will 
verify the exact time period.  Trustee Dodd said for the Zoning Board there 
is a difference between having a quorum and full membership.  She asked 
if it would be helpful to know how often all members are present, as when 
not all are present, it can be an issue for the applicants who are applying 
for a variance.  Mr. Braiman said it’s appropriate to answer the question 
and research would be done and staff would come back to the committee 
for direction.  Trustee Sullivan said even if there isn’t a quorum in a Zoning 
Board meeting, it’s the job of the commissioners to do the leg work for the 
Village Board and it only becomes a problem when there are five Board 
members at a meeting. 

 
 Mr. Braiman talked about recruitment and selection of new members.  He 

said Corporation Counsel Stein will prepare a memo on the appointment 
process for review a future Committee meeting.  Trustee Dodd said she 
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thought President Bielinski was preparing a memo regarding his process 
to appoint members as well.   

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed recommendations on increasing the number of 

residents volunteering to serve.  He said that staff is going to create an 
online form to submit Talent Bank Questionnaires (TBQ) in order to 
update the current PDF process.  He said it may be helpful to refresh the 
Talent Bank each year by reaching out to applicants to review their 
interest and keep the Talent Bank up-to-date.  Mr. Braiman also said a 
more robust communication strategy is under review with Metro Strategies 
to encourage more residents to volunteer. 

 
 Trustee Barrow asked when someone submits a TBQ, what is the 

response the person receives and from whom.  Mr. Braiman said the TBQ 
is shared with the Village Board and a letter is sent on behalf of the Village 
President acknowledging the receipt and follow-up as appropriate.  
Trustee Barrow said there is a perception in the community that there is a 
lack of communication from the Village when a TBQ is submitted.  He said 
he wanted to be sure there was a process in place to acknowledge the 
receipt of TBQs. 

 
 Trustee Dodd asked how the vacancies are communicated.  Mr. Braiman 

said he doesn’t believe that the communication of open vacancies has 
been very effective to date.  He said focusing on this component would be 
prudent to provide the opportunity for more residents to apply, and this 
would be reviewed. 

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the selection process and showed some tables 

with information on the total number of TBQs received, appointments, 
reappointments and outstanding TBQs.  Trustee Dodd asked how 
reappointments are handled.  Mr. Braiman said anytime a commissioner’s 
term is expiring and they are eligible for reappointment, President Bielinski 
asks the staff liaison to reach out to see if the commissioner wishes to be 
reappointed.  If they are interested, their recommendation for 
reappointment is placed on the Village Board agenda.  At the next 
meeting, the reappointment is placed on the agenda.  Mr. Braiman said in 
his time in Wilmette, he cannot recall a time when a commissioner 
interested in serving another term did not get reappointed.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said using the ZBA as an example, if someone serves 

their initial appointment of five years and wishes to serve another term, 
that’s the reappointment.  Mr. Braiman concurred.  Trustee Sullivan said if 
a commissioner’s two terms are up, President Bielinski does not have the 
power to reappoint them if they have no waiting applicants.  Mr. Braiman 
concurred.  Trustee Sullivan then said once they fulfill all their terms, they 
cannot go back a year later and serve another term.  Mr. Braiman said he 
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believes the Code says “consecutive terms” but would clarify this point.  
He said he does believe that if there becomes a vacancy with no one to 
appoint, that person may continue to serve until an appointment can be 
made in order to continue the commission’s business at hand.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked if there is anything that the Administration Committee 

would need to look at for the reappointment process.  She asked if a 
person is done serving their allowable terms, are they eligible to serve on 
another commission.  Mr. Braiman said yes.  She then asked if that 
happens very often.  Mr. Braiman said that usually happens with someone 
with specialized training such as someone with an architectural or 
engineering background who can provide value on more than one 
commission such as the Appearance Review Commission and Plan 
Commission.  He said finding volunteers with those specialized 
backgrounds proved difficult in the past. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said that speaks to the need to identify vacancies to allow 

as many members of the community to serve on the commissions as 
possible.   

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the importance of recognizing members who 

devote significant time and energy to serving.   
 
 Trustee Dodd talked about the next steps in the process.  She said a 

review of the Housing and Human Relations Commission in other 
communities will take place.  She also said the memos from Mr. Stein and 
President Bielinski on the process for recruitment would also be 
forthcoming.  She went on to say looking at other communities and their 
term limits and membership guidelines would also be reviewed. 

 
 Trustee Barrow asked for a sense of surrounding communities and how 

their Housing and Human Relations Commissions are composed.  He said 
he would like to see what types of backgrounds are being utilized.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he agreed and said the key is see what similar 

commissions are established in neighboring communities.  He said he 
thinks it’s important to determine where the commissions help the Board 
and staff.  He said the purpose of the commissions is to aid in the Board’s 
decision making responsibilities.   

 
 Trustee Dodd concurred and said in addition to looking at the Housing and 

Human Relations Commissions in surrounding communities, a review of 
those communities’ recruitment and selection process would also be 
helpful.   
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 Trustee Sullivan said he thinks that more than seven members on most 
commissions is too many.  He said exploring membership numbers and 
the mixed use of term limits would be helpful.  He said that he 
understands the long terms (five years) for ZBA makes sense, as there is 
much information to sift through and it takes a while to learn. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said at the next meeting, she thinks the focus should be the 

Housing and Human Relations Commissions to determine their mission 
and objectives.  She said discussing the selection/appointment process 
should take place at the following meeting.  She said a fourth meeting 
could be convened to prepare the recommendation for the Village Board.  
Trustees Sullivan and Barrow concurred with the timeline.  Trustee 
Sullivan said good information has been presented and the time should be 
taken to investigate and review it.  Trustee Dodd said she hoped to get a 
second meeting scheduled at the end of July, another meeting in August 
and then wrapping up sometime after that.  Mr. Braiman said he believes 
having a meeting in late July will allow enough time for staff to review and 
prepare recommendations.   

 
 There was no further discussion on the topic.   
 
VI. NEW BUSINESS 
 There was no new business. 
 
VII. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 There were public comments emailed prior to the Administration 

Committee meeting and Mr. Braiman read them aloud: 
 
 Dan O’Brien wrote to request the Board re-establish the Housing and 

Human Relations Commissions.  He said recent protests and marches 
have demonstrated the community’s desire for change and a need to 
promote a welcoming, inclusive and livable community.  He said we need 
a robust and active Housing Commission to assess housing needs and to 
develop an affordable housing plan.  He said this commission must 
represent the diverse interests and expertise of our residents and must be 
accountable to the Trustees and community at large for setting and 
attaining growth targets for affordable housing in the Village.  He said it’s 
been disappointing to see vacancies go unfilled despite talented members 
of the community submitting applications to volunteer their time, and he 
would like an explanation as to why they haven’t been filled.  He also said 
there needs to be a transparent process for how the Village makes 
appointments.  He thanked the Board and staff for their work on behalf of 
the community and requested the Board take the necessary steps to 
ensure the commissions fulfill their mandates. 
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 Paul Traynor said he strongly supports the immediate staffing of the 
Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  He said the lack of racial 
diversity in Wilmette is due in part to federally-sanctioned programs that 
barred black Americans from purchasing homes in Wilmette for decades.  
He said while those laws have been rescinded, the rise in property values 
now restricts entry into the community from an economic perspective, 
which by and large affects minority populations.  He said he knows 
Trustees have much on their plates and deserve our thanks and 
assistance, but broader involvement from community members can assist 
in addressing these issues and challenges.  He said he hopes the Board 
will delegate responsibility and oversight of this work to other members of 
the community and asked the Board to utilize the Talent Bank to find 
potential appointees. 

 
 Gail Schnitzer Eisenberg said she and her family moved to Wilmette five 

years ago, and she immediately wanted to get involved.  She said she 
submitted a TBQ for the Human Services and Housing Commissions, but 
did not receive a response.  She said she has gone on to become a New 
Trier Township Trustee, which has given her an opportunity to see the 
process to which committee vacancies are filled.  She said they advertise 
for openings and present all the applications to their Board for 
consideration.  She said through this process, they have maintained 
active, passionate full committees.  She also said she hopes Wilmette will 
rejuvenate their committee program.  She went on to say she is lucky to 
live in an engaged community, but it’s a shame not to take advantage of 
its expertise to better the Village. 

 
 Lorelei McClure said she believes the Housing Commission and the 

Human Relations Commission are essential to the effectiveness and 
success of putting an affordable housing plan into action.  She asked the 
Board to reactivate these commissions.  She said while she is 
appreciative of all the work the Board does, she feels there is more to do 
to be more inviting and inclusive.  She said we need the Housing 
Commission to promote housing for low and moderate income families, 
people with disabilities, low income seniors, a rental and mortgage 
subsidy program and periodic studies of needs.  She said now more than 
ever we need the Housing Commission to develop an affordable housing 
plan based on resulting evidence and broad-based community input.  She 
said the Human Relations Commission stands as the welcoming hosts to 
the community and should actively engage in carrying out their mandate of 
supporting all segments of the population, planning and supporting 
community events, promoting the arts and multi-cultural events, promoting 
justice and equality and encouraging and facilitating solutions to social 
issues, as well as addressing emergent community needs and serving as 
an advocate educator, communicator and point of contact for all Wilmette 
residents. 
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 Gail Schechter wrote that she is mystified as to how the Human Relations 

Commission’s role was reduced to merely recognizing various cultures 
and the Black History Month poster contest.  She said Human Relations 
Commissions have a specific purpose in supporting diverse and inclusive 
communities, education and conflict resolution and is the central 
government body overseeing race relations in policy and practice.  She 
referenced the U.S. Department of Justice’s Community Relations 
Service, “Guidelines for Effective Human Relations Commissions,” which 
she said should be Wilmette’s road map.   She said that too many African 
American residents and low-income residents and people with disabilities 
have left Wilmette because they felt unwelcome.  She said having a 
Human Relations Commission ensures Wilmette is paying attention. 

 
 Ms. Schechter followed up with an additional email that stated she is in full 

support of re-establishing the Housing Commission to promote housing for 
low- and moderate-income families and people with disabilities.  She said 
Wilmette needs this commission to promote equity and growth. 

 
 Laura Smith said she appreciates the Board’s commitment to providing 

affordable housing and their June 4 message of fostering an inclusive 
environment where people of all racial, ethnic, religious and cultural 
backgrounds feel safe and welcomed.  She said she feels the Village can 
continue to work toward the collective responsibility to be more inclusive 
and diverse by fully staffing and empowering both the Housing 
Commission and Human Relations Commission.  

 
 Gina Speckman and John Boex requested the Board to reinstate the 

Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  Ms. Speckman said if we 
are a tolerant and caring community, lets act like it.  She said allowing 
these commissions to dissolve is unacceptable and Wilmette is better than 
this.  She asked for the commissions to be reinstated and for involved 
citizens to work on actionable results in a timely manner. 

 
 Lisa Braganca said the African American population in Wilmette is less 

than 1%, which she feels is due to affordability and systemic racism in 
federal mortgage lending.  She said in order to be inclusive and 
welcoming, Wilmette must make room for African American residents who 
may not have been able to accumulate the wealth necessary to pay 
market rates for housing.  She said limiting our welcome to only wealthy 
African Americans fails to address centuries of slavery and Jim Crow laws 
and restrictive covenants, redlining and discriminatory federal home loan 
practices.  Ms. Braganca went on to say that Wilmette needs a robust 
active Housing Commission, to which there are many residents who have 
applied to serve to no avail. She said that eliminating the Housing 
Commission would be a mistake.  She said the Administration Committee 
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must reform the process of appointments and eliminate the long standing 
practice of having the Village President hold complete discretion in 
appointments.  She also said the Board should ensure the Housing 
Commission is authorized and encouraged to recommend ways Wilmette 
can become an inclusive and welcoming community, including mandating 
all developers include affordable units in their buildings and affirmatively 
reaching out to encourage African Americans to move to Wilmette.   

 
 Eve Williams, who said she served two terms on the Village’s Youth 

Commission, implored the Board to reactivate the Human Relations 
Commission and Housing Commission.  She said she thinks those 
commissions should be filled with interested citizens, including high school 
students.  She said that nationally we have seen that these students have 
interest in many topics, including human rights and the environment.  She 
said in light of the events following the death of George Floyd, it makes 
sense to devote attention to this topic and re-energize the Human 
Relations Commission.  She said similarly given Wilmette’s commitment to 
affordable housing and making Wilmette an inclusive and welcoming 
community, the Housing Commission should reconvene.  She discussed 
the process to which she was appointed to the Youth Commission saying 
that it was not very organized or intentional.  She said she thinks a 
process where applications of all people, including black, brown, white, 
young, old, gay, and straight would ensure equally diverse representation 
on every commission.   

 
 Van Gilmer wrote that he is African American and has been a resident for 

13 years.  He said there was not enough paper or time to express what he 
internally has felt through the years he has made Wilmette his home.  He 
said that during these unusual times, it seems strange to have to request 
to re-establish a commission to actually deal with Wilmette becoming 
more inclusive instead of remaining as exclusive as many of its residents 
have enjoyed for so long.  He said that making affordable housing is not 
enough; the Village needs to make people of color feel welcome beyond 
smiles and patronizing behavior.  He said a well-thought out strategy for 
stepping up inclusion over exclusive behavior and signs of welcome over 
threats of exclusion must become the watchword of the Village of 
Wilmette.  He said he looks forward to hearing great things about the 
plans for reviving both the House and Human Relations Commissions. 

 
 Caryn Summer, a 28-year resident and 2-term member of the Appearance 

Review Commission, urged the Board to activate the Housing and Human 
Relations Commissions in order to ensure the Board’s stated commitment 
to fairness and justice is more than a statement of words.  She said she 
believes the public sentiment within the community is to support the 
activation of these commissions and it is incumbent upon the Village 
government to represent the diversities of all Wilmette residents.  She said 
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she also recommended the Talent Bank be utilized in a fair and 
democratic way.  She thanked the Board for their service to the Village. 

 
 Mr. Braiman then read comments that were received via YouTube Chat: 
 
 Jon Marshall referenced the mandates for the Housing and Human 

Relations Commissions and questioned what happened to those and why 
they weren’t used anymore.  He said he hopes Wilmette will not just look 
to neighboring communities for examples but will also try to be a leader in 
the realms of housing and human relations.  He asked how many people 
who applied to the Talent Bank in the last two years have actually been 
appointed. 

 
 Stefanie Boles thanked the committee and urged them to reactivate the 

Housing and Human Relations Commission, which are very important to 
her and her family.  She said considering neither commission has been 
active since 2016, the appointment process is obviously flawed. 

 
 Jessie Dienstag said thank you in advance for rejuvenating the Housing 

and Human Relations Commissions.  He begged the Village Board to fast 
track the process.  He said we need immediate, transparent, intentional 
and accountable action.   

 
 Cindy Fey said she had a question from Malaika Myers.  She asked if all 

appointments are made from individuals that have submitted TBQs.  
 
 Trustee Dodd asked if there were any citizens on the call and Microsoft 

Teams meeting that would like to speak. 
 
 Peter Sung Ohr thanked the Trustees for their hard work.  He said he 

supported all the comments about revitalizing the Human Relations and 
Housing Commissions.  He said that it’s important to expand the review of 
neighboring communities to a statewide and countrywide review.  He said 
while he appreciates the current discussion, the topic is something that 
should be discussed regularly to keep relevant with the times.   

 
 Isaac Hatchett said he has lived in Wilmette since he was five.  He said he 

is a member of HEROES, Healing Everyday Racism in our Schools, which 
is a working group of students, parents and community members who 
organized in 2018.  He said the group feels affordable housing is 
necessary to eradicate the long-term structural racism that feeds the 
everyday racism that exists in our schools.  He said going in school in 
Wilmette has had damaging effects on him and his schoolmates.  He said 
this mainly because of the racism they see daily.  He said while he was 
not the victim of racism, he was damaged because he has been corrupted 
by the bias and racism he sees daily.  He said when you only meet 12 kids 
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of color after nine years of school, you create damaging biases and instant 
thoughts.  He said this is not okay or normal.  It damages you to never 
interact with people of color or lower incomes.  He said in a society that 
systematically pushes down people of color, making it harder for them to 
buy houses in rich areas or feel welcome to do so, it’s our job to stand up 
against injustice and break down these barriers to equality.  If we truly 
believe everyone is truly equal and that our school systems are good, then 
you should be able to attend them, no matter what color or socio-
economic background  you come from. 

 
 Van Gilmer said that after seven decades he is surprised there can be 

nothing that will make us any better. He said we need to start thinking 
about something we can do that is extraordinary; not just building 
affordable housing that looks like crap or making a place for a few people 
to live so that we can say we are integrated.  He said we need a 
commission that by heart thinks about how to begin including people.  He 
said it is not right for people in this day and age to just be meeting a black 
person for the first time or making their first friend that is black.  He said it 
is damaging to us all to live a lifetime separated but act as though we are 
together.  He said Wilmette needs to think about how to attract people 
who are missing.  He said he goes a lot of places around the North Shore 
and he is usually the only black person.  He said it’s not easy. He said he 
doesn’t want children to graduate and just be meeting people of color for 
the first time. He said he is happy the Board is thinking about housing and 
human relations. 

 
 Cindy Fey said she just wanted to applaud the previous speakers. 
 
 Trustee Dodd asked Mr. Braiman if there was anyone else waiting.  Mr. 

Braiman said there was one more YouTube chat comment from Leslie 
Rayrich that simply said, “Yes, Isaac.” 

 
 Laurie Goldstein thanked the Trustees for their service to the community.  

She said she is an enthusiastic supporter of a well utilized Talent Bank, a 
fully functioning Housing Commission charged with creating a substantial 
affordable housing plan and a full functioning Human Relations 
Commission.  She said in the June 4 letter to the community, the Board 
stated their wish to become a welcoming community, which is a lovely and 
no doubt authentic sentiment; however, she asked what it means when in 
the past Wilmette sadly was not welcoming to all.  She said historically 
Wilmette residents have a widespread history of excluding black people 
and other people of color residing in our Village.  She said she feels it’s 
difficult to describe ourselves as a welcoming community until we uncover 
this painful history and grapple with it in some way.  She used an analogy, 
of imagining a member of our community who hosted large parties and all 
were invited except you.  It was known to all, including you, that you were 
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intentionally excluded from these terrific gatherings.  This went on for 
many years with residents participating in your exclusion.  One day out of 
the blue, the host decided they wanted you to come and gave no 
explanation for their earlier exclusion.  Would you want to go to the party?  
Probably  not.  She said I’m sure you understand the gist of the analogy.  
An understanding and acknowledgement of our past is the ground work 
that must be laid to in order to truly create a welcoming Wilmette.  The 
Human Relations Commission seems to be the appropriate body to 
compile this history, research ideas for acknowledgement and make 
recommendations on that basis.  She said that former Village President 
John Jacoby wrote two articles for the Wilmette Beacon related to this 
topic.  Ms. Goldstein said Mr. Jacoby made a fine start, and she hopes the 
Human Relations Commission can build upon this.  She said she knows 
Wilmette is not unique in this history of racial exclusion; neighboring towns 
also have histories of exclusion based on race, as do other parts of our 
country.  She said she doesn’t single Wilmette out.  She said she agrees 
this era of racial residential exclusion is long past and no one currently 
living in Wilmette participated.  That merely means the responsibility has 
been handed down to our generation.  She said she hopes this 
responsibility is not left to the next generation.  She said we have the 
opportunity to take the lead and become a leader to other communities.   

 
 Trustee Dodd thanked everyone for their comments and said the 

information will be utilized in staff’s review of the Housing and Human 
Relations Commissions.  There was no further public comment.   

 
VII.  ADJOURNMENT 

At 3:40 p.m., Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion 
was seconded by Trustee Barrow.  No further discussion occurred on the 
motion.  Voting yes:  Trustees Barrow, Sullivan and Chair Trustee Dodd. 
Voting no: none. The Motion carried. The meeting was thereafter 
adjourned. 

 
       
    Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
    Karen Norwood 
    Deputy Village Clerk 
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           1200 Wilmette Avenue 

          WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 
            
 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD 
 

BROADCAST ONLY (VILLAGE HALL CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE 
PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH 

EMERGENCY ORDER) ON MONDAY, JULY 30, 2020 AT 2 P.M. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Members Present:  Trustee Kathy Dodd, Chair 
    Trustee Peter Barrow 
    Trustee Daniel Sullivan 
 
Staff Present:  Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
    John Adler, Director of Community Development 
    Alexander Arteaga, Management Analyst 
   
I. CALL TO ORDER 
 Chair Kathy Dodd called the meeting to order at 2:01 p.m.  Committee 

members Daniel Sullivan and Peter Barrow were present. 
 
 Trustee Dodd explained the remote meeting procedures and options to 

participate.   
 
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE MEETING 

JULY 6, 2020. 
 Trustee Dodd directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the 

Administration Committee meeting of July 6, 2020. 
 
 Trustee Barrow moved that the Committee approve the minutes as 

presented. The motion was seconded by Trustee Sullivan.  No further 
discussion occurred on the motion. Voting yes: Trustees Dodd, Barrow and 
Sullivan.  Voting no:  none.  The motion carried. 
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 Trustee Dodd gave an overview of the scope of the meeting regarding 
discussions on the Housing and Human Relations Commissions and their 
roles, responsibilities and membership.  She said this is a working meeting 
for the Committee so she was going to change the order of the agenda and 
address public comment first so that the Committee could hear the input 
and use that information in their discussions and decision process.  She 
asked for feedback on the roles and responsibilities of the two commissions 
and for feedback on term length and term limits.   

 
V. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 There were public comments emailed prior to the Administration Committee 

meeting and Management Analyst Alex Arteaga read them aloud: 
 
 Karen Glennemeier wrote in support of growing Wilmette into a more 

racially and economically diverse welcoming community.  She said there 
must be policies in place to actively promote this.  She said the proposed 
reinstatements of the Housing and Human Relations Commissions would be 
an important step in the right direction.  She closed by saying these 
commissions should be responsible for developing policies and programs to 
improve economic and racial diversity as well as examining and removing 
any policies that discourage such diversity. 

 
 Elizabeth Bennett said she is in full support of reinstating both the Housing 

and Human Relations Commissions to tackle the pressing issues of 
affordable housing to make Wilmette a more welcoming and inclusive 
community.  She said while Wilmette has been a wonderful community to 
live in for 33 years, she doesn’t feel like the community has served 
themselves or the children by having almost no people of color as 
neighbors.  She said that housing costs are certainly a major factor in 
lessening the diversity, both racially and economically.  She said we all 
need to interact with people who are different than us to become better and 
more tolerant human beings.   

 
 Maya Crystal requested appropriately chartering the Housing and Human 

Relations Commissions to tackle the pressing issues of affordable housing 
to make Wilmette a more welcoming and inclusive community.  She said to 
date, Wilmette has done an inadequate job to create affordable housing, as 
they have not met the Illinois percentage requirements for affordable 
housing.  She also said she doesn’t feel giving priority to current residents 
should be considered, as this perpetuates racist housing discrimination and 
attempts to keep Wilmette as white as possible. 

 
 Kim Sterling wrote in to request the Board reinstate the Housing and Human 

Relations Commissions. 
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 Colleen Shinners wrote in support of reinstating the Housing and Human 
Relations Commissions.  She said she is hopeful that a revitalized housing 
plan will target more families and not just low income and elderly individuals.  
She said that she is also hopeful that the many ideas regarding the function 
of the Housing Commission will lead to actionable outcomes in Wilmette.  
She went on to say she is excited to see the proposed functions of the 
Human Relations Commission and said if the goals can be attained, 
Wilmette will be better for it.  She concluded by saying that both 
commissions need to be filled with members who have the experience 
and/or expertise and diverse perspective to advocate for the best interests 
of everyone in Wilmette. 

 
 Amanda Hoffmeister encouraged the Board to reinstate the Housing and 

Human Relations Commissions in order to address the important issues of 
affordable housing and making Wilmette a more inclusive community. 

 
 Amanda Doblin wrote to express her approval in favor of reinstating the 

Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  She said both these 
commissions will address the pressing issues of affordable housing and 
make Wilmette a more welcoming and inclusive community.  She also said 
Wilmette needs to address issues of systemic racism and inequality, which 
she believes both commissions will play a critical role in.   

 
 Lisa Acker said the Housing and Human Relations Commissions have a 

critical role to play in the community in providing affordable housing and 
making Wilmette a more welcoming and inclusive community.  She thanked 
the Village for putting together the July 14 report on the history and status of 
affordable housing in Wilmette saying it was helpful to understand where 
we’ve been, the roadblocks experienced in the past and the current 
successes.  She said she looks forward to hearing more about how the new 
Comprehensive Plan will evaluate and address all these issues, leading to 
more inclusive goals and policies when it comes to housing. 

 
 Nancy Maldonado said she is a Latina/Puerto Rican mother of African 

American children who moved into Wilmette five years ago because of the 
schools and the proximity to the city where she commutes.  She said the 
lack of diversity and inclusion has been a huge negative that has affected 
her children.  She said it is not just economics/lack of affordable housing 
that keeps families of color out of Wilmette, it is the homogenous 
demographic (historically supported by redlining and restrictive covenants) 
and that Wilmette lags behind in inclusion efforts.  She said families of color 
choose to go elsewhere.  She said reinstatement of these commissions is a 
step in the right direction and that the members should be diverse in race, 
ethnicity, gender, age and ability to represent different perspectives.   
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 Nicole Zamir wrote to request the Board take immediate action to increase 
affordable housing and work towards ending segregation, which came about 
through racist policies of redlining.  She said we have a moral imperative to 
make proactive policies to reverse decades of discrimination.  She said 
whites hold 7 times the wealth of blacks due to those racist policies.  She 
said for the Village to take no action or little action is not acting neutrally and 
this continues racist policy.  Ms. Zamir went on to say that she knew of a 
black family living in Wilmette whose son was stopped by police asking what 
he was doing when he was just riding his bike.  She said she has spoken to 
black people from Evanston who will not visit the Baha’i Temple because 
they are afraid of what might happen to them in Wilmette.  She implored the 
Board to ignore spoken and unspoken voices of racist fear and opposition 
and do what is right. 

 
 Louella Levey said she strongly supports the reinstatement of the Housing 

and Human Relations Commissions saying they should have never been 
discontinued.  She said she also supports more development of affordable 
housing.  She said it’s unfortunate that Wilmette has not been a welcoming 
community as she hopes it will become.   

 
 Gail Schechter said she is heartened to hear the Village is paving the way to 

re-establishing the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  She said 
she has extensive experience fostering diverse and inclusive communities 
through fair and affordable housing practices and policies.  She said she 
has also been a Wilmette resident and has family that still resides here.  
She said it is essential for a municipality to have a public body charged with 
ensuring and monitoring the Village’s housing stock as well as another to 
build understanding and appreciation for diversity of all kinds.  She said her 
comments were more for the Human Relations Commission in that the 
commission needs to be more than just a black or Asian history month 
organizer.  She said it should be the Village’s advisory body and facilitator 
for all matters pertaining to human rights, conflict resolution and making 
democracy function for all.  She said such a commission ensures no one is 
marginalized or left behind.  She suggested the Board follow the 
Department of Justice guidelines for effective Human Relations 
Commissions, to which she provided a link.  Ms. Schechter reminded the 
Board it was the Village of Wilmette’s Community Relations Commission in 
1999 that facilitated a whole set of programs to fight white supremacy when 
local followers of a hate group spread leaflets throughout the Village and 
were responsible for shootings throughout the North Shore, including the 
murder of the black coach Ricky Byrdsong.  She said at that time, the 
Committee along with religious leaders, hand-delivered a letter denouncing 
racism and bigotry and committing the Village to eradicating hate.  She said 
that was a proud moment for Wilmette.  She said the Human Relations 
Commission is the proper tool to accomplish tasks like this and why 
Wilmette has languished since the Community Relations Commission 
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disappeared.  She thanked the Board in advance for reinstating the Housing 
and Human Relations Commissions. 

  
 Catherine Buntin said she fully endorses the letter from Gail Schechter and 

said it embodies all the reasons the Human Relations Commission should 
be re-established.  She cited the Department of Justice’s interpretation of 
what a Human Relations Commission’s purpose should be, “to promote 
ways in which people in communities learn to get along and to safeguard 
equal opportunity for all by using the tools of fact finding, staff training, 
information sharing, community education, education, cultural literacy, hate 
crime response and conflict management.”  She said she agrees there is no 
other body in Wilmette that accomplishes these tasks and that Village 
leadership needs to remedy this issue. 

 
 John Jacoby wrote that Nancy Canafax shared her email with him, and he 

agrees wholeheartedly with her recommendation to re-establish a Housing 
Commission as well as the re-establishment of the Human Relations 
Commission.  He said the Village’s affordable housing plan would be an 
obvious subject for the Housing Commission to deliberate.  He said he looks 
at these commissions as bodies of citizens with broad authority within their 
purview to initiate projects, study issues, listen to residents and make 
recommendations.  He said if they veer off course, the Village Board can 
guide them back or say “no” and explain.  He said their active existence 
contributes to transparency and citizen participation.   

 
 Eve Williams thanked the Board for all their work.  She said she is a 23-year 

resident and served on the Wilmette Youth Commission for six years.  She 
said she is strongly in favor of re-establishing the Housing and Human 
Relations Commissions. She said the Human Relations Commission could 
serve as an advisor to the Village Board on issues revolving human rights, 
race relations, civil rights and conflict resolution.  She said the Housing 
Commission could evaluate housing inventory and update the Village’s 
affordable housing plan to further the Village’s goals of becoming more 
welcoming and inclusive.  She said she also encourages welcoming youth 
members, perhaps non-voting, to be on each of these Commissions, as she 
believes they can share invaluable information, and the experience is 
beneficial to them as well to learn about local government.   

 
 Lali Watt shared her thoughts on what would make future Housing and 

Human Rights Commissions meaningful and effective.  She said the 
commissions must have robust, meaningful charters to advise and advocate 
and should be committed to a diverse, inclusive, equitable community where 
people of all ages, income levels, ethnicities and races are able to live, work 
and thrive.  She said this would require not just the creation of affordable 
housing but also the assurance that all cultures of people are truly 
celebrated and valued.  She went on to say that a diverse group of people 
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should have a seat at the table, and commission members should include 
young professionals, those with deep roots in Wilmette and recent arrivals.  
She also said foreign born residents should have a voice as should those 
with disabilities and special needs.  She said that people who do not identify 
as white should be able to look at Village boards and commissions and see 
people who look like them.  She said the processes for appointment should 
be transparent and based on what one knows and not who they know.  She 
said voters, not businesses, should have the strongest voice.  She said if 
the commissions are set up this way, Wilmette can truly be transformed and 
set up as a shining example of what a small, successful suburban town can 
be, which everyone would benefit from.   

 
 Annabel Miller, a junior at New Trier High School, wrote that she thinks 

affordable housing would be beneficial to Wilmette and should be a priority.  
She said this is the only way our community will become diverse and 
inclusive.  She said it doesn’t seem like anyone is taking charge to make 
progress on that front.  She said she doesn’t want to live in a community 
where people stand by idly and look at the lack of affordable housing while 
continuing to perpetuate the idea that living with people that are extremely 
similar to you is for some reason better than the opposite.  She said creating 
more affordable housing would only serve to improve the community and 
she would like to see the Village working on doing just that.  She said it’s 
crucial that the Housing and Human Relations Commissions be reinstated 
and given priority. 

 
 Sherry Medwin said she is encouraged by the work being done to 

reinvigorate the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  She said that 
while we have been living in isolation for months, we don’t live in a vacuum, 
and she hopes Wilmette will take a firm stand against the segregationist 
ideology being spewed out of the White House.  She referenced statements 
made by President Trump regarding affordable housing being “hell” and 
“burdensome” for suburbia and said do not allow Wilmette to be tainted by 
these words.  She said these words should not define our community, and 
both the Housing and Human Relations Commissions should focus their 
efforts on combating that hideous portrait of suburbanites.  She said she 
hopes that while procedural details are necessary and appreciated, she 
hopes the Board will not lose sight of the overarching goals of these 
commissions.  She said she entrusts the character of the community to the 
Board and trusts it will be represented honorably. 

 
 Monica Rodriguez wrote in strong support of creating a Housing 

Commission and Human Rights Commission.  She said she urges the 
Human Rights Commission to study the racial history of Wilmette in order to 
provide context and further actions necessary to create further actions.  She 
said the commission should also be charged with identifying values and 
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principles of governance and business that provide a context of racial justice 
and social-economic equity. 

 
 Village Manager Mike Braiman said there was one more comment from 

Leslie Weyhrich via YouTube Live.  She wrote that in addition to the 
composition of these commissions, she said she hopes the Administration 
Committee will discuss the selection process that has been of strong 
concern and hopes a new and improved selection process will be part of the 
Board proposal.  

 
 Trustee Dodd asked if there were any people on the Teams app that wished 

to comment. 
 
 Mr. Peter Sung Ohr thanked the committee members for their work.  He 

said he wanted to add that in his conversations with residents of Wilmette 
and in view of all the comments received, there has been very strong 
support for the reinstatement of these two commissions with real authority 
and a real mission statement.  He said the unfortunate thing is that at 2 p.m. 
on a Thursday, many people wanted to be present live, but they were 
unable to.  He said he doesn’t know how it could be done and that he knows 
the Trustees are doing this in addition to their regular jobs, but the 
proceedings would be increased if they were held at a time that more 
people could participate.  He said he encourages thinking about that going 
forward.  

 
 Mr. Van Gilmer wished to make a comment; however, due to technical 

issues, he was unable to be heard.  Mr. Braiman said that staff would reach 
out to Mr. Gilmer after the meeting to get his comments to be shared with 
the Committee and public posting.   

 
 Trustee Dodd thanked everyone for their comments and said the selection 

process mentioned in some of the comments would be addressed at the 
next Administration Committee meeting.  She then turned the meeting over 
to Village Manager Mike Braiman, who gave a presentation (PowerPoint 
attached). 

 
III. CONTINUED DISCUSSION OF BOARDS & COMMISSIONS 
 
  Roles and Responsibilities of the Housing Commission 
  Mr. Braiman displayed a slide with the Housing Commission’s purpose 

and said today’s discussion would focus on determining the functions 
and responsibilities of the Housing Commission moving forward.  He 
said in the past the main function of the Housing Commission was to 
facilitate the Housing Assistance Program, which is now being handled 
by a private not-for-profit corporation.  He said he has worked with the 
Community Development Director John Adler and his staff to come up 
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with what he believes are appropriate functions for the Housing 
Commission.  He said if there is consensus by the Committee, the 
recommendation would be to forward these to the Village Board, which 
would be adopted into Village Code. He said the functions are all 
encompassing and quite significant, which the Commission is not 
expected to  be able to tackle all of them right off the bat. The listed 
functions are in order of priority as determined by staff.  He said the first 
is to work with Community Partners for Affordable Housing (CPAH) on 
the community land trust related to the Optima Development, ensuring 
it’s implemented as envisioned.  He said the next priority is the Housing 
Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan.  He said that would start this fall 
working with staff and reviewing the housing portion of the Request for 
Proposal (RFP), which will be used to hire a consultant to work on the 
plan.  He said a housing needs assessment would also come through 
the Housing Commission to determine if that should go before or after 
the Comprehensive Plan or work in conjunction with the re-write. He 
said the Board will rely on the expertise of the individuals appointed to 
determine when that housing needs assessment should start.  Mr. 
Braiman identified coordinating with Housing Our Own – Wilmette as a 
function that would begin early on as well.  He said the rest of the 
functions will come in time especially after the Comprehensive Plan, the 
housing needs assessment and affordable housing plan are all 
reviewed. 

 
  Trustee Dodd thanked staff for the functions list and said it shows there 

is a lot of work that can be done by the Housing Commission.  She said 
it clearly shows there is much that can be done with affordable housing.  
She said she has a few tweaks but feels the list is comprehensive.    

 
  Trustee Barrow concurred that the list is comprehensive and a valuable 

list of functions that the Commission can work on.  He asked Mr. 
Braiman about the timing of the first function to work with and monitor 
the CPAH community land trust related to Optima.  Mr. Braiman said 
the first step will be a final approval on the PUD, which is anticipated for 
August or September; then the plans would need to be submitted for 
permitting and that would require Optima to make their $1.6 million 
contribution.  He said in discussions with Optima, their time frame is 
early spring 2021 to do that.  He said it’s likely the Comprehensive Plan 
could be moved ahead in priority depending on timing but that remains 
to be seen.  Trustee Barrow said he is pleased with the list of functions 
and feels there is a chance for real contribution to be made. 

 
  Trustee Sullivan concurred and said the list is good.  He asked Mr. 

Braiman how we see the Commission coordinating with Housing our 
Own and what the influence will be.  He asked if Housing Our Own will 
be directed by the Commission or if they will remain independent to 
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make decisions and allocations of funds. Mr. Braiman said Housing Our 
Own would remain an independent not-for-profit body and thinks it’s 
appropriate for Housing Our Own to make an annual report to the 
community. He also said once a housing needs assessment is 
completed and if those needs are different than how the housing 
assistance program is currently structured, the Housing Commission 
could provide suggestions on potential changes to the program.   
Trustee Sullivan said he feels it is necessary to be crystal clear on the 
roles and overlaps of the two entities.  Mr. Braiman concurred and said 
when these items come to the Village Board, the language will be clear.    

 
  Trustee Dodd said given that it’s most likely that the Optima project will 

get started in Spring 2021, she recommends editing the priority of the 
functions so that the Housing Commission isn’t waiting until Spring 
2021 to do some work.  Mr. Braiman said that would be done and that 
once the Commission is filled with members, staff will schedule a 
meeting to talk about what’s coming up and the Comprehensive Plan 
draft, which should be done by then.  Mr. Braiman also said that the 
Commission will be providing an annual report to the Administration 
Commission and that other similar commissions will be doing this as 
well.   

 
  Mr. Braiman pulled up a summary of comments from the community.  

He said that when the agenda materials went out, they asked residents 
to participate and provide their recommendations and suggestions on 
what the roles and responsibilities should be of the Housing 
Commission.  He said they received great feedback and incorporated 
many of the suggestions into the list of functions discussed earlier.   

 
  Trustee Dodd addressed one suggestion regarding clear language for 

involvement in the Comprehensive Plan.  She said the actual mission of 
the Housing Commission is very clear that it’s their mission to make 
recommendations on affordable housing, so the language is already 
strong and clear, and she doesn’t think it needs to be changed. 

 
  Trustee Dodd asked Mr. Braiman where the responsibility lies to 

monitor affordable housing once it’s in place.  Mr. Braiman said as staff 
was preparing the list of functions for the Housing Commission, the 
Village Green Atrium was specifically called out as a function to monitor 
and report back, as the condo declarations for that property states the 
Village has a specific role to play in purchasing units, if necessary, to 
keep it affordable.   

 
  Trustee Sullivan asked if the monitoring is a responsibility of the 

Commission or Village staff.  Mr. Braiman said it’s a responsibility of 
Village staff to monitor and report to the Housing Commission.  He said 
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language in the official list of functions could be tweaked a little to 
reflect that.  Trustee Sullivan said using the word “monitor” sounds like 
authority is being given that the Commission may not have.   

 
  Trustee Dodd said she agreed it’s more of a staff responsibility and it 

may be prudent to remove it from the list of functions of the Housing 
Commission.  Mr. Braiman agreed and said with the Village Green 
Atrium, because the Village’s role is clearly stated, action can be taken 
if necessary; whereas other affordable housing does not have a clearly 
stated role for the Village.   

 
  Trustee Sullivan asked what is the point of the Commission monitoring 

affordable housing if that’s already being done at the staff level.  
Trustee Dodd agreed and said if there is a new development, staff will 
have to monitor that and if the development deviates, staff will be 
notified.   

 
  Trustee Barrow agreed there is no monitoring function but there may be 

statistical information the Commission can analyze or review but it’s not 
monitoring.   

 
  Trustee Dodd said this could be handled under a function already listed 

of researching methods to preserve affordable housing units.  She went 
on to say there was a recommendation to do some public education of 
fair housing laws and history.  She said she agreed that could be 
important and wondered if making that a higher priority should be done.  
Trustee Barrow and Trustee Sullivan agreed that it needs to be a higher 
priority.       

  
  Mr. Arteaga read Mr. Van Gilmer’s email (comment delayed from earlier 

in the meeting due to technical difficulties) which said he feels both the 
Housing Commission and Human Relations Commission are important 
and should be reinstated.   

 
  Mr. Braiman said staff would update the list of functions based on the 

discussions and that will become part of the final report to the Village 
Board.   

 
 2. Roles and Responsibilities of the Human Relations Commission 
  Mr. Braiman displayed a slide with the Human Relations Commission’s 

purpose, which reflected the consolidation of the Human Relations 
Commission, Board of Health, Persons with Disabilities Commission 
and Fine Arts Commission.  He said in the Village and other 
communities, the Human Relations Commission has struggled in 
keeping their work going forward and identifying tasks and functions.  
He said staff looked through agendas and minutes of Human Relations 
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Commissions in other communities to provide examples of the type of 
projects they are working on.  He said staff feels that once the Human 
Relations Commission is filled, the members should look at the 
responsibilities and the needs of the community and report back with a 
work plan to the Administration Committee.   

 
  Trustee Dodd said before discussing specific functions of the Human 

Relations Commission, she said she thinks the Commission needs a 
broad mission statement.  She gave a suggestion of what she thinks the 
mission statement should say, “The Human Relations Commission is 
established to foster and promote an inclusive community where all 
racial, ethnic, religious, gender, sexual orientation and cultural 
backgrounds feel welcome.  The Human Relations Commission is also 
here to promote increased participation from all residents in our 
community life as well as community service.”  She asked Trustees 
Barrow and Sullivan their thoughts. 

 
  Trustee Sullivan said the statement is well put and a good start.  

Trustee Barrow said he supports the idea of a broad mission statement 
followed by the responsibilities. 

 
  Trustee Dodd said what’s listed on the purpose is a nice consolidated 

list but in a suggestion through public comment, someone said to utilize 
the Department of Justice guidelines for a successful Human Relations 
Commission. Mr. Braiman discussed some of the points in those 
guidelines and said that staff would look at the guidelines and see if it’s 
a more appropriate framework.   

 
  Trustee Barrow said that is a good idea.  He said he likes what the 

Village has done but perhaps staff should do a comparison to be sure 
nothing has been missed.  Trustee Sullivan agreed.  Trustee Dodd said 
if it ends up that we end up using our original list, that’s fine, but she 
wants to be sure every measure was taken to ensure all the feedback 
has been considered.  Mr. Braiman said that comparison and analysis 
would be done before the next Administration Committee meeting.   

 
  Trustee Dodd said she had a brief conversation with Mr. Braiman about 

asking the Human Relations Commission to start out with doing some 
community engagement on racism and social equity and community 
building.  She said it will be a good way to listen, gain understanding 
how the community feels and then to use that information for some 
recommendations going forward.  She said the focus for the first year 
could be on community engagement.   

 
  Trustee Sullivan agreed and said with these two commissions, as we 

lay out these priorities, there are also going to be a couple that continue 
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to evolve as we form groups and appoint residents.  He said as those 
commissions refine their focus, we will need to be adaptable.    

 
  Trustee Barrow said we really have a blank slate and need to prioritize, 

but this may evolve in ways we don’t anticipate.   
 
  Trustee Sullivan said it will be important to remain focused in order to 

avoid sidetracking and becoming something we didn’t intend.  He asked 
if the commissions would report to the Administration Committee.  Mr. 
Braiman said they would.     

 
  Mr. Braiman pulled up a slide with suggestions from the community, 

which he said was very comprehensive and the commission can utilize 
this feedback for their review and prioritization so they can come back 
to the Committee with their recommendations.   

 
  Trustee Dodd agreed and said marketing the Village to target 

audiences who are currently under-represented in Wilmette is an issue 
important to the community members that she has talked to.  She asked 
if this is something the Human Relations Commission could look at that 
as well in tandem with these proposed community sessions.  She said 
we want people to come to our community and feel welcome.  She 
wants to market the community to increase diversity.   

 
  Wilmette resident Van Gilmer said when he looks up affordable housing 

in Wilmette, he sees the examples of people they’re talking about are 
white elderly people, giving the impression that no other people can live 
there.  He said when he thinks about Human Relations, there needs to 
be concentration on how to even make people know that there is a 
possibility they can move here.  He said currently, everything you see 
about affordable housing in Wilmette is “white.”  He said there are two 
places listed for seniors.  He said nothing is out there that would draw 
himself or anyone else to Wilmette without using specific words to 
speak to all populations.  He said he likes the term “under-represented.”  
Mr. Braiman said that Mr. Gilmer’s comments would be added to the 
public record. 

 
  Trustee Dodd asked Trustees Sullivan and Barrow what they felt the 

first priority for the Human Relations Commission should be beside the 
community engagement component and discussions of racism.  She 
asked if they felt this is enough to start with or should they consider the 
marketing of the Village to under-represented populations.   

 
  Trustee Barrow suggested getting the Commission formed and working 

before we seek it out for marketing.  He said the marketing piece is 
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important and difficult.  He said he feels the Commission should get up 
and running before trying to market.  Trustee Sullivan agreed.  

 
  Trustee Dodd said there is clarity that the first function should be 

community engagement, to which Mr. Braiman concurred.    
 
 3. Composition of Boards and Commissions    
 Trustee Dodd said this is a broader topic than just for the Housing and 

Human Relations Commissions.  She said this covers all the 
commissions. 

 
 Mr. Braiman showed a slide of the current composition of each 

commission, saying that certain boards and commissions require 
specific education and background requirements for membership.  He 
said going forward staff recommends having set specific education and 
background preferences for all boards and commissions.  He went 
through the ones that already have that preferences and said the 
Human Relations Commission does have requirements, but they may 
need additions to capture senior citizens or veterans.  He said these are 
suggestions to help provide a framework to the Village President while 
making appointments to the boards and commissions. 

 
 Mr. Braiman showed a list of commissions which do not have 

preferences for membership; suggested areas for 
background/experience.  The commissions listed were the Board of Fire 
& Police, Housing Commission, Historic Preservation Commission, 
Fire/Police Pension Board, Transportation Commission, Plan 
Commission and Zoning Board of Appeals.   He said that for the 
Housing Commission, the suggestions are broad-based to facilitate a 
broad level of expertise in deliberations.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked Trustees Barrow and Sullivan if they had any 

feedback on the suggested requirements. 
 
 Trustee Sullivan said it’s good directionally but that just because 

someone may not have the suggested experience, it shouldn’t 
necessarily eliminate them if there are residents with a passion to be on 
a commission.  He said we want a diverse group that represents all 
voices and that will be the challenge to staff it appropriately.  He said he 
liked the suggestion from the community feedback to include younger 
voices.  He said why not open these commissions to one or two 
members of the student bodies from Loyola or New Trier.  He said it 
could be a very good learning experience for Wilmette residents.  Mr. 
Braiman said the Youth Commission, when it was in existence, did have 
student representatives.  He said from what he understands, it was a 
good experience to have students participate in local government.   
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 Trustee Barrow said Trustee Sullivan’s suggestions are on point that we 

do want a variety of voices and expertise on these commissions.  He 
said a place for a high school student would be a very interesting and 
valuable voice for all of us older people to hear.   He said while 
background and expertise are important, the desire to be engaged is 
important, and we can’t lose track of that. 

 
 Trustee Dodd concurred with those comments and said it would be nice 

to have an overarching statement that says we look for our 
commissions to have a broad mix of residents within our community 
and that broad mix is age-based, family-based, senior citizens, racially 
and religiously diverse to capture a good representation of our 
community.  She said she thinks what we have currently shows 
diversity of membership as it relates to background but not addressing 
other diversity.  She said a broad statement that says we are looking to 
select members to these commissions should also add we are looking 
for diversity. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said that is a fine idea consistent with what we have 

been trying to do with the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  
Trustee Sullivan agreed. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she is struggling with the Human Relations 

Commission in terms of the professional background in what we are 
looking for on this commission.  She asked are we looking for more 
racial, religious, gender diversity, etc.  She asked if this should be 
specifically laid out for this commission because she feels the current 
selection process focuses too much on the professional background.  
She said people who experience bias might be the best people to help 
tackle these problems.  She proposed having staff add some language 
to this to reflect the diversity we are looking for.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said at the next meeting, staff will come up with a 

suggestion for that.   
 
 Mr. Braiman said as part of the Administration Committee’s 

recommendation to the Village Board for additions to Village Code, the 
suggested amendments to each board or commission would include 
language that the backgrounds and experiences are suggested or 
preferred but not required.   

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed term lengths and limits and showed a 

comparison of Wilmette and the surrounding communities.  He said that 
we are consistent in term limits with other municipalities.  He noted that 
the Board of Fire & Police Commissioners is set by state statute for the 
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number of members and length of term.  He said the term limits were a 
local decision.  He said as Trustee Sullivan said in an earlier meeting, it 
is beneficial to have different lengths of term so that there is overlap 
with new village boards and presidents. He said he feels comfortable 
where Wilmette is on their term lengths and limits and doesn’t 
recommend any changes at this time. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan asked why there are no limits on the pension boards.  

Mr. Braiman said those boards are subject to state statute.  He said 
those boards consist of 5 members; 3 that are elected by pension 
beneficiaries and 2 appointed by the Village.  He said the state has no 
term limits for the 3 that are appointed by the pension beneficiaries so 
there is consistency in that regard.  He said one of the functions of 
these boards is to review disability applications and those take years, 
so it’s important to have that consistency when you are hearing those 
type of cases.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked for an explanation on why we feel 5-year term 

lengths for Zoning Board of Appeals, Building Code Board of Appeals 
and Appearance Review Commission is so important.  Mr. Braiman said 
the Zoning Board of Appeals and Appearance Review Commission are 
very detailed reviewing bodies and there is a steep learning curve, so it 
takes several years before a member is fully up and running so the 5 
years makes sense.  He said this is consistent with our comparable 
communities. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said it takes a period of time to adjust, especially if you 

are not in the architectural or zoning field, because it takes time to get 
up to speed.  He said Wilmette is lucky in that they have staff liaisons 
for those Boards who are very helpful in educating members; however, 
that is not the norm for most communities. 

 
 Trustee Barrow agreed that the term of years is appropriate.  He said it 

takes a while to learn and appreciate what’s been done in the past.  He 
said anything less than the number of years currently for our terms is 
not a good direction.  He said although it may create more turnover, 
there is a level of expertise that serves the Village and Board well.  

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed the composition and number of members 

for the Village commissions/boards saying that we are in line with 
neighboring communities.  He said staff had one recommendation for 
the Historic Preservation Commission’s membership to go from 9 to 7.  \  
He said the difference between Historic Preservation Commission and 
the Environmental & Energy Commission, is that Environmental & 
Energy Commission is a working commission where all members are 
working on creating the greenest region compact.  He said Historic 
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Preservation Commission is more a land use commission where they 
are reviewing applications, so you don’t need those extra members to 
do legwork.  He said historically Historic Preservation Commission was 
a 7-member commission, but they petitioned to add 2 more members 
with media relations experience to help publicize their activities.  He 
said the Village now has a more robust communications team in place 
that can help boards and commissions if need be.  He said the decision 
will need to be made about the 9-member Human Relations 
Commission as well.  He said if we add student members, we need to 
look at how it’s going to be done.  He said there could be 7 adult 
members and 2 students or 9 adult members and 2 additional student 
members.   

 
 Trustee Barrow said he read that when you go beyond 7 members, you 

can lose efficiency.  He asked given the increased role of the Housing 
Commission, perhaps the membership should be 7 rather than 5.  He 
said Human Relations should possibly be 7 and not 9.  He said 5 for the 
Housing Commission, given what’s on their plate, may be a little small.   

 Trustee Barrow said he is not married to any given number but to speak 
to a broad group of people with expertise advising us on housing 
matters, an additional 2 people would be all for the better.  He said he 
felt that 5 members was not enough.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said she tends to agree with Trustee Barrow in that the 

Housing Commission has much work to do, and the commission is very 
important to the community.  She said in looking at the average counts 
in other communities, she would be inclined to go up to 7 for the 
Housing Commission.  She said in terms of Human Relations, she is in 
support of going with 7 adult members and 2 youth members so the 
total number of members would be 9.  She also said if we want to 
empower youth to get involved, they should be able to vote.   

 
 Trustee Barrow said he thinks that is a cool idea and Trustee Sullivan 

said allowing the youth members to vote may keep them more 
engaged.  Trustee Dodd said she doesn’t want to give the impression 
that the commission doesn’t care about their opinion. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he understands why there are 7 for planning and 

zoning, as what zoning does for us is gives a binding direction for what 
the Board needs to do so he understands why that number is at 7.  He 
said he agrees it’s harder to corral a large membership, but 
commissions like the Environmental & Energy Commission don’t bring 
items to the Board that require a vote.  He said the membership is how 
many volunteers bring ideas to the Board and provide the resources to 
work on things.  He used the example of coal tar saying the 
Environmental & Energy Commission brought it to the Board with 
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recommendations on what direction to go.  He said he doesn’t see a big 
difference for these types of commissions whether the membership is 7 
or 9.   

  
 Trustee Dodd asked if this means Trustee Sullivan wants 5 for Housing 

Commission.  Trustee Sullivan said he is in favor of larger groups for 
the types of commissions like Environmental & Energy Commission 
since when you only have seven, you may only get 3 to 4 people at a 
meeting whereas, if you have nine, you may get 7 to come.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked Mr. Braiman how he felt about the Environmental 

& Energy Commission membership.  Mr. Braiman said Environmental & 
Energy Commission didn’t review their membership because staff didn’t 
feel a change was needed.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked Trustees Sullivan and Barrow if they were in favor 

of making the Housing Commission 7 members.  Trustee Barrow said 
he is strongly in favor and Trustee Sullivan agreed.  She said she 
agreed to reduce the Historic Preservation Commission to 7 members 
to which Trustees Sullivan and Barrow agreed.  She said for now, she 
thinks leaving the Human Relations Commission at 9 is good.   Mr. 
Braiman asked if part of the 9 included the 2 youth members.  Trustee 
Dodd said yes.  She then added that the 2 youth members were to be 
voting members.  Trustees Sullivan and Barrow agreed.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said this will be included in the final report to the Board.  

He said the next steps will be to continue discussions on the mission 
and purpose of the Human Relations Commissions and to schedule a 
meeting to review the appointment and selection process.  He said as 
part of that meeting, there will be a memo from Corporation Counsel 
regarding the appointment process.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said that the feedback on the time of day the meetings 

have been taking place has been considered and she said that the 
amount of public feedback that has been received demonstrates that 
people have had a chance to speak.  She said it might be nice for the 
next meeting to occur in the evening to address the feedback received.     

 
IV. NEW BUSINESS 
 There was no new business. 
 
 Trustee Dodd opened the floor to public comment on anything that was not 

on the agenda.  There were no further comments or discussion.   
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 Mr. Braiman said for those following this topic and submitting feedback, they 
will be notified via email when the next meeting has been scheduled and 
when the agenda materials are available. 

 
VI.  ADJOURNMENT 
 At 3:52 p.m., Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion 

was seconded by Trustee Barrow.  No further discussion occurred on the 
motion.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow and Chair Trustee Dodd. 
Voting no: none. The Motion carried. The meeting was thereafter 
adjourned. 

 
       
    Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
    Karen Norwood 
    Deputy Village Clerk 
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           1200 Wilmette Avenue 

          WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 
            
 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD 
 

BROADCAST ONLY (VILLAGE HALL CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE 
PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH 
EMERGENCY ORDER) ON THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 2020 AT 6:30 P.M. 

________________________________________________________________ 
 
Members Present:  Trustee Kathy Dodd, Chair 
    Trustee Peter Barrow 
    Trustee Daniel Sullivan 
 
Staff Present:  Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
    Jeffrey Stein, Corporation Counsel 
    Alexander Arteaga, Management Analyst 
   
I. CALL TO ORDER 
 Chair Kathy Dodd called the meeting to order at 6:31 p.m.  Committee 

members Daniel Sullivan and Peter Barrow were present. 
 
 Trustee Dodd explained the remote meeting procedures and options to 

participate.   
 
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE MEETING 

JULY 30, 2020. 
 Trustee Dodd directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the 

Administration Committee meeting of July 30, 2020. 
 
 Trustee Barrow moved that the Committee approve the minutes as 

presented. The motion was seconded by Trustee Sullivan.  No further 
discussion occurred on the motion. Voting yes: Trustees Dodd, Barrow and 
Sullivan.  Voting no:  none.  The motion carried. 
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III. DISCUSSION OF BOARDS & COMMISSIONS 
 Trustee Dodd gave an overview of the scope of the meeting and gave a 

status on where the Committee is at on the Housing and Human Relations 
Commissions.  She thanked everyone for their input, which she said has 
moved the Committee forward in the process.  She said the purpose and 
functions of the Housing Commission have been finalized, and the goals of 
the Human Relations Commission have been reviewed.  She said the 
number of members for each commission, term limits and qualifications for 
each Commission have also been updated.  She went on to say that she 
expected the functions and purpose of the Human Relations Commission to 
be finalized at today’s meeting.  She said at this stage, the Administration 
Committee will be preparing a recommendation to the Village Board 
outlining the goals of the Housing and Human Relations Commissions and 
hoped the Board would move forward quickly to support those 
recommendations.    

 
 Human Relations Commission Mission & Purpose 
 Village Manager Michael Braiman displayed a slide which showed the 

Human Relations Commission’s mission statement proposed by Trustee 
Dodd.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he thinks the statement is well-written and 

encompasses everything the Committee has talked about; however, he said 
it’s important to note this Commission does work in conjunction and is 
accountable to both Village Board and staff.  He said he wants to be sure 
the language is clear in what the Commission’s role is.   Mr. Braiman said 
staff would work on getting that incorporated.  He said that Trustee Dodd’s 
earlier suggestion that commissions like the Human Relations Commission 
and others will prepare an annual report for the Board would be 
implemented.  He said this way these commissions will provide their goals 
for the year to the Village Board to ensure there is Board support for the 
agenda items coming from those commissions moving forward.  He said 
staff will work on this as part of the final report to the Board at the next 
meeting. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said he feels Trustee Sullivan’s point would fit very well into 

one of the bulleted functions of the Commission.   
 
 Mr. Braiman then showed a slide with the Human Relations Commission’s 

itemized purpose.  He said they would be removing the purpose of 
supporting the arts, which was a carryover from the old 2010 consolidation 
of boards and commissions, as it’s no longer relevant to the direction the 
Commission is taking moving forward.  He then said in comparing the 
original list with the Department of Justice’s suggested guidelines, they were 
very similar, leaving staff with the feeling they were headed in the right 
direction with the existing purpose.  He said they would be adding a new 
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bullet point to the list of developing ways of anticipating, preparing for and 
relieving community tensions arising from intergroup conflict.  He said this 
was in line with the Department of Justice’s guidelines on forming an 
effective Human Relations Commission.  He said this will help broaden the 
Human Relations Commission’s role to resolve conflict and allow them to 
more quickly respond to community tensions.  He went on to say that this 
would bring the Commission’s purpose more closely in line with the 
Department of Justice’s suggestions and lay a good foundation for the 
Commission to begin their work.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said regarding Trustee Sullivan’s comment, she suggested 

adding the verbiage about reporting back to the Village Board on an annual 
basis.  Mr. Braiman said he would review the verbiage and roll it into the 
final recommendations to the Village Board.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan requested to add some verbiage that says the Commission 

will provide a report to the Village Board about developing ways of 
anticipating, preparing for and relieving community tensions arising from 
intergroup conflict.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said Trustee Sullivan brought up a good point and said that 

when presenting to the Village Board the final recommendations, there 
should be some plan in writing that demonstrates how these commissions 
will come before the Board to present their goals and accomplishments for 
each year.  She said she thinks this will help the Board understand each 
commission’s focus and allow for the Board to provide direction, if 
necessary.  She said this can apply to other commissions as well besides 
the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said when he was reading and preparing for this meeting, 

he said he was thinking the EEC does a terrific job of researching and 
bringing ideas to the Board that they want to explore and they work with 
other groups to make their recommendations.  He said that is how he sees 
these two commissions operating as well. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said that was helpful feedback, and the adjustments would be 

made as staff moves forward. 
 
 Mr. Braiman moved on to discuss the membership of the Human Relations 

Commission.  He said at the last meeting, the preferred background and 
expertise requirements were discussed.  He said the current code calls for 
experienced persons in the public health/medical profession; 
creation/promotion of the arts; promotion of diversity and cultural 
understanding; fostering youth-oriented services; persons with a disability or 
an immediate family member of a person with a disability.  He said based on 
discussions, the following was recommended:  The HRC shall consist of a 
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diverse mix of residents in regards to race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, age, income levels; as well as persons with a disability; those 
with training or experience in promotion of diversity and cultural 
understanding; fostering youth oriented services and veterans affairs.  He 
said this is more in line with the Department of Justice’s guidelines and what 
the Human Relations Commission will be doing going forward.  He said this 
would be a code change at the Village Board level. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said he is grappling with the phrase “those with training or 

experience,” and asked if the Board is implying that the training and 
experience is a requirement or simply a desired background for people 
serving on this commission.  He said he is concerned the language is 
narrowing.  Mr. Braiman said it’s not a requirement and that the idea was if 
we have individuals with these types of experience and backgrounds, that 
would be helpful to the Human Relations Commission’s work.  He said it 
would be a good thing to have but certainly not necessary.  Trustee Barrow 
agreed and said it’s all the better if in fact you have one or more of these 
backgrounds or experiences.  Trustee Barrow suggested adding the word 
“including” before “those.” 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he is wrestling with the word “shall,” saying it may be 

too definitive versus giving enough flexibility.  He said maybe adding that 
“it’s a goal to consist” or “preferred to consist” would be more in line with 
what we are trying to accomplish.  He said he wants to make sure it’s not 
too boxed-in or too restrictive.  Mr. Braiman said staff will review the 
language and make the change to address this point.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said those changes sounded good and said she thinks it 

might be helpful to have that as a goal for all our commissions to ensure a 
diverse mix of residents as members.  She said it would be good to have on 
the Talent Bank Questionnaire and website pages a broad statement saying 
it is the goal for all our board and commissions to have a diverse mix of 
residents.  Trustee Barrow concurred.  Trustee Dodd said this is specific to 
the Human Relations Commission in the Village Code, but it can also be a 
broad goal going forward for all boards and commissions. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan concurred saying that the Human Relations Commission 

could allow a broader experience level than the other commissions, which 
are more technical.  Trustee Dodd concurred.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said he feels good progress has been made on the Housing 

and Human Relations Commission, and he will take this direction from the 
Committee and wrap it into a final report for the Village Board.     
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 Appointment & Selection Process for Members 
 Corporation Counsel Jeffrey Stein gave a presentation on the appointment 

powers and legal considerations of appointing members to boards and 
commissions.  He discussed the base law for the different forms of 
government as provided for in the Illinois State Statutes.  He said in general 
most of the appointment powers rest with the Village President and are 
affirmed by the Village Board.  Mr. Stein said the Village operates under the 
Managerial Form of Government, (Article 5 of the Illinois State Statute) 
which can only be changed by referendum.  He said essentially, this means 
Mr. Braiman is the administrative head of the government and has certain 
appointment powers such as the appointing of employees essential to the 
operation of government.  He said there is specific language in the Illinois 
State Statutes as to who makes other appointments.  He says the statute 
says that the Mayor/President makes appointments to a commission, board 
or other agency.  That is the default function here as well.   He said the role 
of the Board of Trustees is purely legislative unless given powers 
somewhere else in the state statute.  He said the role of the Trustees is to 
advice and consent.  He said the executive power (Mayor or, in some 
cases, Village Manager) has the power to appoint. 

 
 He went on to explain the Commission Form of Government (Article 4) is 

where the Village Board has administrative, legislative and executive 
powers.  He said they can make appointments for employment or to other 
boards and commissions.  He said we are not an Article 4, and it’s important 
to recognize that.   

 
 He said under Article 5 (Managerial Form of Government), the Village 

President will make appointments with the advice and consent of the Board 
of Trustees.  He said of the 15 boards and commissions within the Village of 
Wilmette, 9 of these are provided for specifically in state statutes.  The first 
6; ZBA, Plan Commission, Fire Pension, Police Pension, Board of Fire & 
Police Commissioners and the Electrical Commission are all provided for in 
the state statutes and all have the language that states the Village President 
shall make the appointment.  He said most of them also contain the 
language that the Village Board of Trustees or City Council has the role to 
advice and consent, resulting in the approval or rejection of an appointee.   

 
 Mr. Stein then discussed the other three boards.  He said the Emergency 

Telephone System Board is appointed by the entire Board of Trustees, like 
how Mr. Braiman’s appointment was made.  He said the Board of Foreign 
Fire Insurance statutorily requires the Fire Chief to be a member and that 6 
members of the Fire Department be elected among their own membership 
to serve.  He said there are local electoral boards that come around possibly 
every 2 years, and the statute appoints specific officers to that.   
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 Mr. Stein said the language is clear in the statute and law that those nine 
boards have very clear powers and appointment processes. He said this 
leads us to six other commissions, which the Village has created for its own 
purposes.  He said these are not in the state statutes. He listed these 
commissions as Housing, Human Relations, Transportation, Environmental 
& Energy, Building Code Board of Appeals and the Historic Preservation 
Commission.  He said these are silent in the statutes which means they are 
silent as to who makes the appointments; however, going back to the 
language in the state statutes regarding the definition of the separation of 
powers, the executive still has the appointment powers and the legislature is 
there to advice and consent.  He said there is a court opinion as well as an 
expanded opinion from the Attorney General regarding cases where a 
municipality wanted the power to go to someone other than the 
Mayor/President.  The court said if the appointment power was changed, 
you are essentially changing the role of the executive and the role of the 
legislative body, effectively changing the form of government.  He said that 
the Village of Wilmette could change their form of government, but it would 
need to be done by referendum not via Board action.  He said the 
constitution of the state provides for this.  When municipalities have 
challenged this in court, the courts have responded that this is a change in 
the form of government.  They ruled even home rule municipalities cannot 
go through the ordinance process to shift executive powers to the 
legislature; the only way to change a form of government is via referendum, 
as stated in the Illinois Constitution.  He said by looking at these cases, he 
concluded that the Village President is the appointing power in most cases, 
and the legislative role is to reject or approve.  The only way to change the 
process is via referendum. 

 
 Mr. Stein discussed the legislative powers of the Board of Trustees.  He 

displayed a slide listing all the powers.  He said the legislative body can 
create/abolish a board or commission; increase/decrease the membership; 
set qualifications; assign duties; create an appointment process/procedure 
for appointments; provide a budget; set meeting schedules and 
requirements; and allow members of certain boards to continue to serve 
past their expired term until a replacement is appointed.  Mr. Stein then said 
the only power the Board of Trustees lacks in the appointment process is 
the actual submission of the name of a respective candidate to a board or 
commission.   

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the appointment and selection process in the 

Village.  He showed a slide demonstrating Wilmette’s process, which 
includes the submission of a Talent Bank Questionnaire (TBQ) that is then 
shared with the entire Village Board.  He said TBQs are held on file, and 
when commission openings occur, the Village President reviews the 
available TBQs.  He said the President will look at skills and experience in 
order to find the best fit and consults with Village Staff to identify the needs 
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of the board or commission. He said the President usually meets with a 
respective candidate in person as well.  He said the Village President and 
staff regularly review upcoming term expirations in order to keep the boards 
and commissions consistently staffed.  He said once a candidate is 
identified, the President will place the candidate’s name on a Village Board 
agenda as a “Recommendation of Appointment,” and the candidate’s TBQ 
or resume is included in the agenda materials.  The candidate usually 
attends the meeting and presents their qualifications. 

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed the process neighboring communities utilize for 

their appointment and selection process.  He said Northbrook, Highland 
Park, Winnetka, Glenview, Kenilworth, Northfield, Bannockburn and 
Lincolnwood follow the same process as Wilmette.  He said Glencoe has 
the same process except a commission chair and staff liaison interview the 
candidate.  In Lincolnshire, it’s the same process except a commission chair 
provides feedback on the candidate.  Lake Forest has a caucus committee 
that reviews the applications and makes recommendations to the Mayor.   
Deerfield has a Volunteer Engagement Commission that reviews candidates 
in public meetings and makes the recommendations to the Mayor.  Park 
Ridge has a Mayor’s Advisory Board that interviews candidates in public 
meetings and makes the recommendations to the Mayor.  He said all these 
processes lead to a recommendation to the Mayor who is ultimately 
responsible for submitting the candidate for appointment.   

 
 Trustee Barrow asked in Deerfield, how the Volunteer Engagement 

Commission is formed.  Mr. Braiman said the members are appointed by 
the Mayor.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan asked on the communities who make recommendations to 

the Mayor for appointment if the Mayor accepted 100% of those 
recommendations.  Mr. Braiman said based on his discussion with staff in 
Deerfield, they have had the Engagement Commission for approximately 35 
years, and there is a long history of the Mayor respecting the process and 
nominating the recommended candidate.  Trustee Sullivan asked of the 127 
recommendations President Bielinski has made, did any of those get 
rejected.  Mr. Braiman said in his 10 years in Wilmette, he cannot recall any 
time a recommended candidate was rejected.  He said in the other 
communities he spoke with, there were a few instances where a candidate 
was discussed in Executive Session if there were concerns.  However, he 
said, generally, these candidates were accepted.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan then asked how staff intends to present material to the 

Board to ensure cronyism is not occurring in the selection process.    He 
said he wanted to be sure this was addressed to avoid this perception going 
forward.  He went on to say that he feels the committee has done a very 
thorough job in their review.  He said that he wants to be sure the concern 
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that the commissions were full of friends of the current or past presidents is 
addressed.   

 
 Trustee Barrow and Trustee Dodd said President Bielinski’s memo speaks 

to that issue. Trustee Dodd said she feels the Committee needs to review 
feedback on how the Board can improve transparency on the TBQs, 
commission openings and the status of filling vacancies.  She said this 
meeting is more about fact finding. She said the Committee would need to 
work together at the next meeting to improve how the message is conveyed 
to the community that the process for appointment is fair and equitable.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked what ideas anyone had for addressing the concern.   
 
 Trustee Sullivan said he would be interested in seeing past presidents’ 

process for appointing commission members.  He said all these candidates 
get presented at the Board level and feels to date the process has been fair. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said in previous agenda materials, there was a list of current 

commission members and who they were appointed/reappointed by.  
Trustee Sullivan said the list can seem skewed if a President served two 
terms in light of turnover due to term limits.  He said there have only been 
two Presidents in the last 16 years.  Trustee Dodd concurred. 

 
 Mr. Braiman then discussed the next steps the Committee would be taking, 

saying the next meeting would be September 17.  He said that agenda 
would include continued discussion on the appointment process.  He 
encouraged residents to email their feedback prior to the next meeting to aid 
the Committee in forming their recommendations to the Village Board.  He 
said additional meetings would be scheduled if necessary. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she thinks it would be helpful if anyone attending the 

meeting has public comment, to speak up before the end of the meeting.  
Mr. Braiman said if Committee members had nothing further, he would 
suggest opening the floor to public comment. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said the written comments received prior to the meeting 

would be read first and then participating audience members would be 
heard from. 

  
 Management Analyst Alex Arteaga read the public comments received prior 

to the meeting: 
 
 Peter Sung Ohr said he has attended the Administration Committee 

meetings over the last few weeks and appreciates the Committee’s work 
and willingness to accommodate its audience by holding the last few 
meetings in the evening.  He said he recommends the Housing 
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Commission’s purpose list be a suggested list instead of mandated.  He 
said while the list can highlight areas of importance, he feels the 
commission members are in the best position to determine the priorities.  He 
said on the topic of the Human Relations Commission, he fully supports the 
proposed list of functions, but emphasized the need for the commission to 
coordinate with other commissions to ensure the functions of the Human 
Relations Commission are truly achieved.  He said based on comments and 
conversations with other residents, the appointment process is broken.  He 
said when the Village solicits responses for the commission openings, many 
people submit their TBQ but do not receive any feedback other than a form 
letter with no follow-up.  He said many of these commissions remain un- or 
under-staffed.  He said without a referendum, the Village President has the 
sole appointment authority, and while he doesn’t advocate changing the 
law, he said the process could be modified within the current legal structure 
to allow for public input and transparency.  He requested the Administration 
Committee require staff to provide reports about the Talent Pool and the 
status of each application.  He suggested the Village President invite the 
Board of Trustees to assist in interviewing potential candidates.  He said the 
Village could maintain a nomination committee to relieve the burden on the 
Village President to solely interview and appoint commissioners.  He said 
this committee could also make public the recommendation while the sole 
authority of making the actual appointment would continue to rest with the 
Village President.  This process would provide Wilmette residents the 
opportunity for input through the Administration Committee’s public meeting 
when the staff reports on the status of the Talent Pool and the appointment 
process will have more transparency when the nominating committee 
provides its recommendation at the public forum of a Village Board meeting.  
He went on to say that absent these changes, the widely held perception of 
the selection process being perfunctory will continue and sadly the authority 
and credibility of these commissions will be weakened.  He said given these 
difficult times when all levels of government are viewed with suspicion, it is 
of utmost importance for Wilmette to take a strong active step to help dispel 
these perceptions.   

  
 Van Gilmer said he has been following the discussions and actions for the 

re-establishment of the Housing and Human Relations Commissions.  He 
said he believes both commissions will play an important role in making 
Wilmette more inclusive to African Americans and other people of color.  He 
said Wilmette is overwhelmingly white and economically advantaged, which 
should have raised flags long ago.  He said it’s not only the Village of 
Wilmette, it’s the entire North Shore.  He said he feels it would be totally 
insensitive for Wilmette to not take important and drastic steps to begin the 
process of providing an alternative to all-white, exclusive neighborhoods.  
He said that while affordable housing is a part of the overall solution to 
providing racial inclusion, it can be misunderstood without sensitive 
development.  He said this must be considered by both new commissions.  
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He said that while Wilmette already has affordable housing, it is vastly 
occupied by white residents, so this makes this a deep problem to 
“intellectually” resolve.  He said he chose to live in Wilmette for the last 13 
years with no other persons of color.  He said several houses have been 
bought and sold on his block, all by white people, which has been the 
pattern for years.  He said it’s a pattern he fears will take years to overcome.  
He said in the past he has been silent about his concerns, but given the 
change in our nation and communities with the re-awakening of racism, now 
is the time to seize the opportunity to galvanize the hearts and minds of all 
residents if we truly believe we live in the “land of the free and home of the 
brave.” 

 
 Thomas Canafax wrote to say it is unfortunate that during this time of social 

unrest, the Village of Wilmette is without its Human Relations Commission.  
He urged the Administration Committee and Board of Trustees to restore 
this important commission, which is a testament to Wilmette’s desire for a 
diverse community, one which will welcome people of all income levels, 
races, religions and cultures.  He said as a working body, the Commission’s 
touchstone was equity, a desire to ensure all residents were treated with 
fairness and equality.   

 
 Sherry Medwin emailed to express her hope that community involvement 

will extend to the appointment of members to the Human Relations 
Commission and Housing Commission.  She said these commissions 
should be staffed by those wishing to serve the needs of the entire 
community, not the Village President.  She said these Commissions should 
work to diversify housing options and uplift all who live and work here.  She 
said she would hope all are horrified by the hate crime committed in 
Winnetka at Tower Road Beach a few weeks ago whereby a Winnetka 
resident assumed a group of African Americans on a public pier were 
wishing to harm her and told them to go back to where they came from.  Ms. 
Medwin said this is a cautionary tale for the entire North Shore.  She said if 
Wilmette truly wants to become an inclusive community, it’s imperative to 
staff these commissions with representatives from all sectors of our 
demographics who have a progressive vision to create a welcoming culture 
to all law-abiding citizens.  She thanked the Administration Committee for 
their dedication to the ideal of improving the suburban culture and for 
encouraging community participation in the process.   

 
 Lorelei McClure thanked the Administration Committee for their commitment 

to recommend the reactivation of the Human Relations Commission.  She 
said this recommendation will allow for the Commission to be one that 
welcomes diversity on all levels, understands the value of diversity, nurtures 
the welfare of every single soul and assists in building true friendships 
among all groups and organizations in the community.  She said she has 
read the “Guidelines for Effective Human Relations Commissions,” as well 
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as reviewed the Committee’s deliberations and public comments.  She said 
the Committee has a wealth of good material to write guidelines for 
Wilmette’s Human Relations Commission.  She said she particularly 
appreciates the proposal of having a youth commission member as part of a 
very diversified group, which she feels is vital and foundational.  She said 
she hopes the policy and guidelines that will be set forth will be viewed as 
living documents to be adjusted and modified in the natural progression 
toward the realization of the goal to sustain and ever advance the notion of 
community in Wilmette. 

 
 There were two comments via YouTube Live that were submitted during the 

meeting.  Management Analyst Alex Arteaga read them aloud: 
 
 Leslie Weyhrich said these commissions have greatly languished in the past 

and appointments have not been made.  How will that be improved going 
forward? 

 
 Alan Hatchett said actively seeking applicants that have cultural and socio-

economic backgrounds which are not the majority would be helpful.   
 
 Trustee Dodd called for public comment from listeners/participants in the 

remote meeting. 
 
 Laurie Elkin said she echoes the sentiment that the membership of the 

commission be diverse.  To that end, she said she worries a bit that 
replacing the word “shall” with language such as “it’s our goal” or “should” 
could result in a commission membership that is less diverse.  One idea 
would be use “we will use our best efforts to ensure that it’s diverse and has 
different constituencies represented.”  She said she urges some careful 
thought around how to make it most likely the membership will be diverse 
through the language used.   

   
 Van Gilmer said he wonders what relationship the Housing and Human 

Relations Commissions will have with each other.  He said on the North 
Shore when diversification is discussed, affordable housing is one of the 
things brought up.  He said people will want to know where to reach out; is it 
Housing Commission or the Human Relations Commission?  What kind of 
relationship will this be?  He asked if some type of housing is available, who 
will advertise that and who will welcome people?  He said he assumes 
Wilmette is looking for diverse membership.  He told a story of his 
participation in a march where he met an African American woman who also 
lives in Wilmette.  He said they were mad that they have lived in Wilmette 
for 10-13 years and have never met.  He said a Human Relations 
Commission could create more of a community feel and the Housing 
Commission could attract a more diverse population.   
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 Cindy Fey experienced technical difficulties while trying to make comments.  
Mr. Braiman said staff would reach out via email to receive her comment 
and get it relayed to the Committee members.  He said this would also be 
added to the minutes.  He also said they would work with her on the 
technical issue so that if she wished to comment live at the next meeting, 
she will be able to do so.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said there was some feedback regarding President Bielinski’s 

selection process.  She said somewhere in the memo he wrote, there was 
information on whether he knew some of his selections prior to their 
appointments.  She asked Mr. Braiman to bring up a table from President 
Bielinski’s memorandum that addressed this point. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he brought this point up earlier in the meeting, as this 

was an open comment at a public meeting.  Since that statement, he has 
spoken with several commission members who were offended by the 
statement.  He said several said they felt like it was implied they only got 
their selection because of their relationship with President Bielinski, who 
many said they didn’t know until he reached out to them.  He said this is in 
fairness to all the volunteers who filled out a TBQ and went through the 
process as laid out by President Bielinski.  He doesn’t want these people to 
feel slighted.   

 
 Mr. Braiman pulled up the portion of President Bielinski’s memo where he 

illustrated his appointments and previous relationships.  He said per the 
memo submitted by the Village President, during President Bielinski’s 
tenure as President (2013 to present), he has made a total of 127 
appointments over that time period.  When the reappointments and state 
statute mandated appointees were removed, there are 47 new 
appointments that he has made.  He said of that 47, 36 (77%) were TBQ 
submissions from people he had not known previously, and 2 that were a 
direct outreach to him personally by individuals known to him, which 
equates to 81% of the total number of new appointees.  Mr. Braiman said of 
the remaining 9, 6 were from introductions to him by someone else and 3 
were a direct outreach by President Bielinski, usually individuals he has 
identified for a specific land use position in terms of expertise, such as 
architecture. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she appreciates Trustee Sullivan’s perspective in that we 

need to be sensitive because we have many talented volunteers on our 
commissions who volunteer their time.  She said she wants to be sure these 
members know they were not selected based on a prior relationship with 
President Bielinski.    

 
 Trustee Dodd said based on comments received, she would like staff to 

review the questions about the Talent Bank Questionnaire to evaluate the 
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process and outreach protocols.  She said she would also like to have staff 
think about providing a regular report to the Board on upcoming vacancies 
and what kind of skill sets and backgrounds would be required.  She said 
this would be an opportunity for the community to see and for the Board to 
review the current state of commissions.  She said having a regular report 
would feature the issue more predominantly where the Board can address 
it.  She said it could be addressed like one of the more regular consent 
agenda items similar to the financial reports.  She then asked if there were 
other suggestions for staff to move everything forward.    

 
 Trustee Barrow said both of Trustee Dodd’s suggestions were on point and 

that there is much that can be done to improve the process of transparency 
for the Talent Bank Questionnaires.  He said more understanding on the 
Board and public’s part can only be a good thing.  He said this could go a 
long way to dispel the perception that you must know someone to get 
appointed.  He went on to say that was not his experience when he was 
appointed to serve on two boards, as the President who appointed him 
never met him prior to his appointment.    

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he appreciated Trustee Barrow’s comments and said 

that he had never met the President that appointed him either until he was 
interviewed.  He suggested a report format of creating a dashboard showing 
all the commissions, their vacancies and a forecast of what might be open in 
each period.  He said he wasn’t sure what kind of format would be involved 
but trusted that Assistant Village Manager Erik Hallgren could create a solid 
forecasting model.     

 
 Mr. Braiman said this is all helpful feedback. He clarified for the public that it 

is absolutely the Village’s intent, once the changes are made to the Housing 
and Human Relations Commissions, to fill those vacancies as quickly as 
possible to get them working for the community. 

 
 Trustee Dodd reminded everyone these are volunteers in the community 

and most have full-time jobs or families.  She said the Village is not looking 
to institute a rigorous interview process.  She said we need volunteers to 
step up and provide their time.  She also said she was appreciative to all 
residents on the call providing feedback.   

 
 There was no further comment or discussion on this topic.  
  
IV. NEW BUSINESS 
 
 There was no new business. 

 
V. PUBLIC COMMENT 
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There was no public comment. 

 
VI.  ADJOURNMENT 
 At 9:00 p.m., Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion 

was seconded by Trustee Barrow.  No further discussion occurred on the 
motion.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow and Chair Trustee Dodd. 
Voting no: none. The Motion carried. The meeting was thereafter 
adjourned. 

 
       
    Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
    Karen Norwood 
    Deputy Village Clerk 
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           1200 Wilmette Avenue 

          WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 
            
 
 

MEETING MINUTES 
 

ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE OF THE VILLAGE BOARD 
 

BROADCAST ONLY (VILLAGE HALL CLOSED DUE TO THE VILLAGE 
PRESIDENT’S DELCARATION OF LOCAL DISASTER AND PUBLIC HEALTH 
EMERGENCY ORDER) ON THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2020 AT 7:30 P.M. 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Members Present:  Trustee Kathy Dodd, Chair 
    Trustee Peter Barrow 
    Trustee Daniel Sullivan 
 
Staff Present:  Michael Braiman, Village Manager 
    Alexander Arteaga, Management Analyst 
   
I. CALL TO ORDER 
 Chair Kathy Dodd called the meeting to order at 7:31 p.m.  Committee 

members Daniel Sullivan and Peter Barrow were present. 
 
 Trustee Dodd explained the remote meeting procedures and options to 

participate.   
 
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE MEETING 

SEPTEMBER 3, 2020. 
 Trustee Dodd directed the Committee’s attention to the draft minutes of the 

Administration Committee meeting of September 3, 2020. 
 
 Trustee Barrow moved that the Committee approve the minutes as 

presented. The motion was seconded by Trustee Sullivan.  No further 
discussion occurred on the motion. Voting yes: Trustees Dodd, Barrow and 
Sullivan.  Voting no:  none.  The motion carried. 

 
 Trustee Dodd opened public comment regarding the boards and 

commissions agenda item. 
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 Peter Sung Ohr thanked the members of the Administration Committee and 

staff for their work on this topic over the last few months.  He also 
expressed appreciation to the members of the public who have participated 
in the discussions, stating that democracy works best when members of 
government operate in full transparency.  He said the Village should 
publicize the appointment process for members of the boards and 
commissions so that it’s understandable.  He said notices of vacancy, the 
status of vacancies, qualifications and steps for appointment and the 
process by which a candidate is chosen should all be public.  He said he 
has seen there has been discussion on this and he appreciates that.  He 
said for greater transparency, the selection process should involve more 
than just the Village President.  He said while the statistics showed 100% of 
the nominations by the Village President over the last ten years have been 
confirmed, it leaves the perception that such appointments may be unfair 
especially when other vacancies have gone unfilled for years.  He said to 
dispel these perceptions, the Village should adopt an interim recommending 
body like Deerfield, Park Ridge, Lake Forest and other municipalities.  He 
said the Village may want to consider a nominating committee of Trustees 
to make recommendations to the Village President or this duty could be a 
part of this Administration Committee’s responsibilities.  He said the Village 
President would still retain the authority to nominate candidates; however, if 
the candidates are contrary to the committee’s recommendations, the public 
will have the knowledge of that, providing accountability and greater 
transparency.  He went on to say that when residents volunteer on a board 
or commission, everything should be done so they feel that their offer to 
engage in the democratic process is being taken seriously.  He said this will 
not only add value and credibility to the appointments, but to the ultimate 
work of those commissions.  He said sometimes the perception of 
something is stronger than the reality, and right now he feels there is a 
perception problem.    

 
 Cindy Fey said she is a white resident in Wilmette and appreciates the 

careful consideration of the language of the mission statements and 
purposes of the Human Relations and Housing Commissions.  She said 
representation and language matter and urged the committee to reconsider 
the term “minority” when describing a segment of the population.  She said 
the word “minority” means less than and when used in terms of racial 
groups, it normalizes whiteness.  She said the whiteness of Wilmette is 
neither accidental nor benign; it’s a result of decades of racist policy and 
white supremacist culture, including anti-black parades, redlining policies 
that prevented black families from obtaining mortgages and insurance, and 
the deliberate real estate practices steering away black persons and people 
of color.  She said Wilmette’s exclusionary culture and policies has been 
chronicled, in part, by past Village President John Jacoby in the Wilmette 
Beacon.  She said she is very hopeful the Human Relations and Housing 
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Commissions can begin the work of equitable repair and healing.  She 
asked that the term “minority” be replaced with the term “BIPOC” an 
acronym for black indigenous and people of color,” which is more inclusive 
and acknowledges the disproportionate oppression our black and 
indigenous brothers and sisters of color have suffered.  She said for the 
proposed Human Relations Commission’s purpose to promote justice and 
equality, she asked to replace the term “equality” with “equity,” which 
recognizes that the decades of discrimination are not repaired with the 
same treatment for all.  She said equality is an end goal and the purposeful 
access and opportunities of equity is the means to get there.  She said she 
asks the committee to add the words “including, but not limited to” when 
listing the segments of our Village population in order to be as inclusive and 
welcoming as possible.  She thanked the committee for their consideration 
of the language changes and their implications.  She encouraged the 
committee to work toward fulfilling the sentiment of the June 4 letter to the 
community from the Board of Trustees.  She said we need to reject racism 
in all its forms.  She concluded by stating “black lives matter.” 

 
 Trustee Dodd addressed Ms. Fey, thanking her for her email and advising 

her the email has been submitted to the committee and members of the 
community in advance of the meeting.   

 
 Management Analyst Alex Arteaga read a comment that was submitted 

through YouTube Live from Karen Sommer.  Ms. Sommer wrote she would 
like to speak about additional actions for the recommendation process.  Mr. 
Arteaga asked if Ms. Sommer was on the call.   

 
 Village Manager Mike Braiman suggested moving forward with the agenda, 

as Ms. Sommer’s comments were related to the second half of the agenda’s 
discussions.  He said when the committee reached that part of the agenda, 
Ms. Sommer could then make her comment.   

 
III. DISCUSSION OF BOARDS & COMMISSIONS 
 Recommendations to the Village Board 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the summary of recommendations to date. He said 

there has been important progress made in the last three meetings, showing 
a slide with a list of the recommendations the committee will present to the 
Village Board.  He said the recommendation to add two student members to 
the Human Relations Commission requires some direction from the 
committee as to whether the student members will have full membership 
with voting rights.   

 
 Trustee Barrow said he envisioned the Human Relations Commission to 

have a total of 9 members; 7 of which would be full voting members and the 
2 student members.  He said he anticipates that the schools would be the 
determining body of who the student members would be, utilizing a different 
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process for them joining the commission.  He said likewise, they would have 
shorter terms so that a larger number of students could participate and 
contribute to the work of the commission. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said this is consistent with what he has been saying 

regarding this commission having a membership of 5 to 7.  He said he 
thinks this is a good plan.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said she thought having students as voting members on the 

commission makes them feel they have a true seat at the table and are part 
of the commission.  She said she also thinks it makes them more 
accountable to attending meetings and participating.  She said there is a lot 
to learn from the students and community so whatever can be done to 
reinforce the importance of their membership on the commission needs to 
be reinforced.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he believes it was Loyola and New Trier students who 

had come in and pushed for the research into the HODC affordable housing 
development at the former American Legion site.  He said Loyola and New 
Trier students did a phenomenal job advocating for their cause.  He said 
these student members could also include college kids who are going to 
school locally.  He said he would like to give them a seat at the table. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said those are good points, but that student members 

should have shorter terms.  Trustees Dodd and Sullivan agreed and said 
the schools can look for kids in their sophomore and junior years.  Trustee 
Barrow agreed and said that would maximize the number of students who 
get an opportunity to participate. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she is comfortable with a 2-year student term, especially 

to begin with due to the amount of work the commission is tasked with.  
Trustee Barrow said that would be fine with him.  Trustee Dodd asked 
Trustee Barrow to clarify what membership he was comfortable with; 9 total 
members/2 student members or 7 total/2 student members.  Trustee Barrow 
said he was thinking 7 non-student members and 2 student members.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said this information was helpful and the student membership 

can be altered down the line if the schools feel a 2-year term is too long.  He 
went on to say that the last time there was an entire commission filled at 
once was in 2010 with the consolidated Human Relations Commission.  He 
said the initial appointment terms at the time were staggered so they didn’t 
expire all at once.  He said he believes it was 3 members for 3-year terms, 3 
members for 2-year terms and 1 member for a 1-year term.  He said he 
thinks the committee should look at something similar for this situation.   
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 Trustee Dodd said she liked that suggestion.  Mr. Braiman said for the 
member getting the 1-year term, this should not count toward the term 
limits.  He said if they serve the one year and wish to be reappointed, they 
can go on to serve an additional two full terms, as one year is a very short 
time frame and is not fair to one member to only serve that long.  

 
 Trustee Barrow asked if other commissions were staggered.  Mr. Braiman 

said they are all staggered.  Trustee Dodd asked if a suggestion was going 
to be made of the 7 members to stagger the terms.  Mr. Braiman said he 
looked in the Village Code and his suggestion earlier to stagger with 3, 2 
and 1-year terms is consistent with what has been done in the past.  
Trustee Dodd asked if the 2-year terms would count as a full term.  Mr. 
Braiman said yes, but that could be revisited once the commission gets 
working, as they will spend 2 years building a work plan. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said it’s challenging to gain the knowledge and confidence 

to do this well and that after 2-years of someone learning, contributing and 
hitting their stride, their term will end.  Mr. Braiman said there is the 
expectation that those members would be reappointed so long as they are 
interested in serving.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said each boards and commission will have preferred 

backgrounds/experience identified in the Village Code and certain bodies 
will be required to prepare annual reports to include annual goals that are 
presented to the elected officials.  He said there will be training for all 
members on legal matters and Village policies and enhanced recognition for 
board and commission members who volunteer significant time to give back 
to the community.  He went on to say that there will be a broad statement on 
the website and the Talent Bank Questionnaire form that lays out the 
Village’s goals to seek to fill boards and commissions with a diverse mix of 
residents.   

 
 Mr. Braiman opened discussion on the Human Relations Commission’s 

mission statement.  He said a draft was presented at the September 3 
meeting and based on discussions, it was amended again to address the 
fact that the commission is presenting and making recommendations to the 
Board and staff before they move forward with their initiatives.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said she realizes all the commissions are there to support and 

make recommendations to the Board.  She said to her mind for the Human 
Relations Commission to present their recommendations to the Board puts 
the responsibility on the Board to be the ones fostering and promoting an 
inclusive community, while it should be the Human Relations Commission 
and all community members who are responsible.  She said she proposes 
changing the statement to say something to the effect that the  
Human Relations Commission will be leading the efforts of the Board.  She 
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said she would like the language to read something consistent with what is 
in the code for the Environment and Energy Commission such as “the 
Human Relations Commission shall be an advisory body to the Board and 
its purpose is to foster and promote an inclusive community.”  She said she 
suggests removing the line about reporting to the Village Board.  She said it 
is a minor change, but one that she feels is important.    

 
 Trustee Sullivan asked what happens when the Village Board doesn’t agree 

with the Human Relations Commission’s recommendations.  Trustee Dodd 
said the Village Board will come back and provide suggestions.  She said 
she doesn’t see that as an issue. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he doesn’t see the correlation to the Environmental & 

Energy Commission.  He said he feels they are on two different paths.  He 
said he was playing Devil’s Advocate and suggested that the board could 
open the community up to potential angst if the Board and commission do 
not agree.  He said this is a very emotional topic for the community and 
could be polarizing versus on the environmental side, where we can 
generally all agree on the issues.  He said this needs to be done carefully so 
as not to pit commissions against the Village Board.   

 
 Trustee Barrow said he doesn’t think the language change will necessarily 

cause any of Trustee Sullivan’s potential issues.  He said the language still 
reads that the Human Relations Commission will be advisory.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said it goes into the mandate.  He said the Board votes 

against the Zoning Board all the time, and they are advisory.  He said there 
is no emotion; you step out of it.  He said if the Board is going to charge the 
Human Relations Commission with setting social objectives to which the 
Board may not agree, then it’s up for debate.  He said the committee needs 
to be careful of what the role of this commission is and how it follows the 
strategy of the Village Board. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said the Board will ask the commission to do things in the 

community to foster a more inclusive environment.  She said we aren’t 
asking just for the recommendations but to also implement programs and 
policies.  She then asked Trustee Sullivan if he was opposed to her 
language change or if he was just raising a concern. 

  
 Trustee Sullivan said he believed they were all on the same page of what 

the commission should be, but it’s important to define the role to assist in 
research for the Board members.  He said it’s important this doesn’t become 
an advocacy group; rather a group to listen to the advocacy groups and 
make recommendations to the Village Board for discussion, review and 
approval.  This way the Board can decide what will be done. 
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 Trustee Dodd asked Mr. Braiman for background on other mission 
statements for the Village’s boards and commissions. 

 
 Mr. Braiman pulled up mission statements from other communities.  He said 

in Highland Park they provide advisory recommendations, and in 
Northbrook they serve in an advisory capacity.  He said the Wilmette 
Environmental & Energy Commission is working on the Greenest Region 
Compact currently and that was assigned to them by the Village Board via 
the Administration Committee.  He said the way the Human Relations 
Commission will operate is similar in they are putting together a plan to 
present to the Administration Committee and the Board for review and 
direction.  He said when he reviewed minutes from the Highland Park 
Human Relations Commission, there was verbiage in there about bringing 
their recommendations to City Council.  He said our practice has been that 
the Board is directing the overall policy and that the boards and 
commissions work within the policy.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan said he agrees with Mr. Braiman’s statement in that if the 

Village Board is giving the Human Relations Commission projects to work 
on, very similar to how Environmental & Energy Commission operates, he 
would agree.  However, he said if the Human Relations Commission were to 
work on something outside of the Board’s approval or knowledge and came 
to the Board to mandate actions, there would be an issue.    

 
 Trustee Dodd said the Board will not give the Human Relations Commission 

a list of things to do.  She said that is why the commission is being formed; 
to go out and determine what they believe are suitable projects for 
recommendation to the Board. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said using the Environmental & Energy Commission as an 

example, the Village Board gave them a project to work on.  He said what 
Trustee Dodd is suggesting is to give the Human Relations Commission 
permission to go out and find projects to work on, which gives them a lot of 
power that can go against what might be right for the Village or Village 
Board. 

 
 Trustee Dodd disagreed since the mission statement reads, they are an 

advisory board.  Trustee Sullivan disagreed and said it can create a political 
forum.   

 
 Mr. Braiman pulled up the Housing Commission in the current Village Code, 

and it states the commission’s mission is to present recommendations.  It 
also says the commission will periodically review and update their 
recommendations to the Board.  He said that’s slightly different than the 
Environmental & Energy Commission language, but the process is the same 
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in that goals for these commissions would come before the Board for 
oversight and direction.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked Trustee Barrow his thoughts.  Trustee Barrow said he 

agrees in that the Human Relations Commission will be at some time and to 
some extent operating a little differently than our other boards and 
commissions because this is new ground.  It’s a commission that has been 
inactive for a long time, and there is a lot of work to do.  He said he doesn’t 
know how it will all shake out over the next several years, but they may 
come back with variations on things they want to work on based upon 
communications with the community.  He said it will be the Board’s decision 
on whether to proceed.  He said that is why Trustees are elected; to make 
those difficult decisions.  He said he was comfortable with the change in 
language because at the end of the day, it will be the Board’s ultimate 
decision on whether to move forward with the recommendations of the 
commission. 

 
 Trustee Sullivan said we don’t have to agree.  He said in this case, 

especially the comparisons from today, this topic already has groups that 
have formed throughout the Village that have varying opinions.  He said this 
commission is going to be the one that takes all those different ideas, 
synthesize them and report to the Board.  He said it is not intended to be an 
extension of another’s political platform. 

 
 Trustee Dodd agreed and said she is not proposing that.  She said she 

would like the language to be changed.  She said the report to the Board 
can read there was opposing discussion among the committee members.  

 
 Mr. Braiman said he will do so and can also include the draft meeting 

minutes for the Village Board.  Mr. Braiman then showed a slide with the 
Human Relations Commission’s purpose.  

 
 Trustee Dodd proposed keeping the language about making 

recommendations to the Board as an additional reinforcement that the 
commission is advisory.  Trustee Barrow concurred. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said Ms. Fey’s suggestions of changing the language are well-

taken and requested time to review and work with staff and consult experts 
to review the statement.  He said any new language would be reviewed by 
the committee prior to the final report to the Board.  Trustee Dodd 
concurred. 

 
 Appointment & Selection Process 
 Mr. Arteaga read the public comment from Karen Sommer submitted via 

YouTube Live.   
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 Karen Sommer said the process which was outlined in the presentation is 
largely the same as the past.  She said she doesn’t feel the new 
suggestions address the concerns or lack of transparency and perception of 
cronyism that exists in the current process.  She said to achieve greater 
diversity and equity will require a significant effort to cast a wide net 
regarding recruitment, including advertising and announcing openings.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said the process is being evaluated in different ways.  He said 

the Village needs to do a better job promoting the open vacancies, so 
residents know what vacancies are coming months in advance and the skill 
sets that are preferred for the openings.  He said staff is working with their 
communications consultant, Metro Strategies, to put together a robust 
campaign to encourage applicants to apply.  He said they will make sure 
these vacancies are publicized in advance.  He said these outreach efforts 
will begin quickly after the Board reviews the committee’s recommendations 
because we know we need to move expeditiously to fill the spots on the 
Housing and Human Relations Commissions as quickly as we can.  He said 
it will take some time to accomplish this; however, there is a good plan in 
place to move forward as quickly as possible.    

 
 Trustee Barrow said a large problem currently is a lack of appreciation or 

understanding on the part of residents generally about what vacancies there 
are on our boards and commissions.  He said it would be very helpful if 
somewhere prominently under the Boards & Commissions tab to 
immediately open on some kind of listing, possibly by commission, that 
shows the membership, term lengths and when members were appointed.  
He said that way people can look at the commission they are interested in to 
see if there are potential openings in the near future.  He said this way they 
would have an understanding of the current state of membership.  He said 
this would be helpful information to include in the letter that an applicant 
receives after submitting a Talent Bank Questionnaire.  He said this will go a 
long way in improving transparency. 

 
 Mr. Braiman concurred and said this can be done going forward.  He said 

the current web pages could use a revamp to be consistent and more 
informative.  He said to Mr. Ohr’s point earlier, there should be an 
explanation section on the appointment and selection process so that 
interested parties know what to expect.  He said that will be updated as well.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said she agreed this is something that needs improvement.  

She said another thing to think about is how to encourage members of the 
community to encourage people they think are qualified and could well 
serve to apply.  She said there could be a section about wanting to 
nominate a friend or community member and where those people can get 
more information on going about that process.  She wants to be sure there 
is a mechanism to do this.   
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 Mr. Braiman said some other communities provide the staff liaison’s contact 

information so that might be a good point of contact for each of the 
commission pages.  He said interested parties could contact the liaison to 
get information on the commission and process to apply.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said that people can also reach out to the Village President, a 

Trustee or himself.   
 
 Trustee Barrow said that is exactly the kind of thing that should be 

communicated to people.  He said we all know how it operates because we 
are involved; however, people aren’t clear, so it needs to be clarified easily.  
Mr. Braiman said that is something staff can get working on. 

 
 Mr. Braiman said the Village can also do a better job of communicating with 

people who have submitted a TBQ, and we will in the future.  He said in the 
past a form letter was sent but that going forward a more personal message 
is more appropriate.  He said an individual representative from the Village 
will follow-up.  He said it’s a good opportunity to provide individuals with 
more information on our boards and commissions and current vacancy 
information.  He said there will also be an annual review with residents who 
have submitted TBQs to confirm their interest and determine if they want to 
expand or change their areas of interest.  They can also update their 
resume at that time.   

 
 He then discussed the appointment and selection process, reminding 

everyone the actual nomination powers solely rest with the Village President 
but that the Board can approve or deny an appointment.  He said last 
meeting the committee expressed interest in a regular report on the Village 
Board agenda to provide a status on all boards and commissions including 
membership information and vacancy status. 

 
 Trustee Barrow asked how frequently that report would be on the agenda.  

Mr. Braiman said he felt quarterly but that can be scaled up or down 
depending on need. He also said the contents of the report could be scaled 
up and down depending on needs.  He said he envisioned it being on the 
Consent Agenda, but it could certainly be off or be pulled off if discussion is 
required.   

 
 Trustee Barrow said he didn’t think it should be on consent. Trustee Dodd 

said if the report is quarterly, maybe it could be on consent unless there was 
a topic to discuss where it could be pulled.  She suggested it be off consent 
the first time and then see for future meetings.  She said in addition to the 
suggested information for the report, it would be good to see a summary of 
the TBQs submitted to date and for what commissions they are for, etc.  
She said she feels that having a discussion the first time it appears on the 
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agenda is prudent but that going forward, the Board could decide how often 
the report needs to be submitted and whether or not it needs to be off 
consent.  She said she thinks once these changes are in place, the entire 
process will be different within six months.  Trustee Barrow agreed that the 
process will be much better; however, he said he felt keeping the quarterly 
report off consent would be a good way to affect the kind of communication 
and transparency we are looking for.  He said the only way he would 
consider moving it to consent would be if it becomes rote.  He said initially, 
for the first year, he would like to see it as part of the formal agenda.   

 
 Mr. Braiman provided more framework on the selection process going 

forward.  He said at the last meeting, it was indicated by the committee that 
a more robust public interview and deliberation process regarding a 
candidate’s qualifications may not be appropriate.  He said the concern was 
that this type of process could have an opposite effect on the number of 
potential candidates and that we are looking for a sweet spot between the 
current process and the robust processes of some neighboring 
communities.  He said Glencoe and Lincolnshire don’t solely rely on the 
Village President to make the recommendations with input from others, but 
they don’t have a full-throated public deliberation forum and that is what is 
identified tonight for the committee’s consideration.  He said this can be 
utilized for all boards and commissions; however, having to fill 14 positions 
at once on the Housing and Human Relations Commissions may require a 
different approach. 

 
 He said for ongoing appointments, better communication of vacancies will 

take place so resident know of upcoming openings and have time to apply 
before an appointment is made. It is also suggested that the Village 
President consult with staff and the commission chairs as necessary as to 
the skillsets needed for the specific board or commission. As is currently the 
case, the President would continue to interview the candidates in person.  
Mr. Braiman said the Village President’s recommendation would then be 
presented to the Village Board prior to being placed on the public agenda so 
the Trustees can review the candidate and express concerns/reservations 
without potentially embarrassing a candidate publicly.  He said this is a 
significant change in our process, but it allows for more input and an 
additional level of vetting of candidates.  He said following this process, the 
candidate would be introduced at a Board meeting prior to approval of the 
appointment.   

 
 Mr. Braiman then said the process for appointing the members for the 

Housing and Human Relations Commission is unique in that the Board 
would be appointing 14 new members all at once.  He said that number 
equates to the average number of appointments the Village President would 
make in a full year.  For the committee’s consideration, it is suggested the 
Village President determine who he is going to select as a committee chairs 
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and then collaborate with the chairs on the remaining appointments, which 
will provide a second set of eyes to review the TBQs and talk with 
applicants.  He said staff would also be included at this level.  He said for 
the Housing Commission, it could be helpful for the President to reach out to 
organizations like CPAH or HODC who know many residents in our 
community who have affordable housing expertise or financing/development 
expertise in affordable housing projects.  He said once the President has 
determined who he is recommending, a memo could be submitted that 
summarizes the candidates and their backgrounds and qualifications to the 
Trustees for review and allow time for Trustees to express any concerns 
they may have with any of the candidates.  He said this memo or similar, 
could be made part of the public agenda materials so the public can 
understand the qualifications the individuals have at time of the candidates’ 
recommendation of appointment.  

 
 Trustee Dodd thanked Mr. Braiman for his hard work putting the information 

together.  She asked Trustees Barrow and Sullivan their feelings about the 
proposed ongoing appointment process.  She said the process needs to be 
positive in order to encourage people to get involved. 

 
 Trustee Barrow said putting aside the Housing and Human Relations 

Commissions in their current state because they are going to radically 
change, in thinking about the other boards and commissions, the process 
has generally worked very well.  It has created boards and commissions full 
of dedicated, hard-working and thoughtful people that serve as an initial 
touch point for Village residents when they have a zoning or transportation 
matter.  It has worked well in advising and making recommendations to the 
Board for its final decisions.  He said in terms of creating Village 
government, it has worked exceedingly well, so he is not in favor of large, 
global changes to it.  He said he does agree that we don’t want to make our 
volunteers enter the star chamber in order to serve on a board or 
commission.  We want to make it welcoming and encouraging.  He said he 
has served on two commissions and is familiar with the process and doesn’t 
want to make that onerous or embarrassing.  He said he thinks the Village 
President should always be in conversations with staff and commission 
chairs about possible candidates.  He said that should be something 
included at every turn whether it’s for a new commission or one of our 
existing ones.  He went on to say that what he finds attractive in the 
Housing and Human Relations Commissions is that we are building in more 
transparency and setting forth reasons why.  He said we don’t really do that 
for the ongoing appointments.  He said that information is perhaps being 
given to the Village Board, but it’s not really being communicated to the 
public.  He said better communication to our residents is something we are 
trying to achieve here.  He said he doesn’t know if the changes to the 
ongoing appointment process go far enough so that there is a fuller 
understanding of why someone was selected. 
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 Trustee Dodd asked if Trustee Barrow was asking if once someone is 

selected, does he want more communication to the community as to their 
qualifications and why they were selected, specifically to the ongoing 
process.  

 
 Trustee Barrow said he is suggesting that rather than saying the Village 

President discusses needs with staff and commission chairs as necessary, 
formal engagement by the Village President with staff and the commission 
chair should be part of every potential appointment.  Trustee Dodd said she 
agreed and suggested clarifying the proposed language.  Trustee Barrow 
said he would like to see in some form, perhaps at the time of the 
introduction of the candidate, that the Village President would set forth why 
that person was chosen in a more formal presentation.   

 
 Trustee Dodd asked Mr. Braiman to clarify the difference between the 

recommendation of appointment, which is on the consent agenda and the 
introduction of the candidate which is off consent.  Mr. Braiman said every 
candidate up for appointment is asked to come to a Board meeting to 
introduce themselves to the Board and community prior to their 
appointment.  He said they try to get the candidate to come on the date that 
their recommendation is on the agenda.  That way there is a two-week 
period until the next agenda before they are appointed so Trustees can 
consider that person’s qualifications before voting on it.  However, he said 
sometimes schedules don’t always work out that way. He said that is the 
usual and preferred way it is handled.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said Trustee Barrow’s suggestion to have the Village 

President do more than just recommend and introduce the candidate is a 
good one.  She said she thinks it would be good have the candidate be 
introduced by the Village President followed by a statement regarding the 
qualifications and rationale for the candidate’s selection.  She said then the 
candidate could speak for themselves. 

 
 Trustee Barrow concurred.  Trustee Dodd said there should be two separate 

steps in the process listed; having the Village President expound on the 
qualifications and skill set that he/she and the commission chair felt were 
important for selection and the candidate’s own statement to the public.   

   
 Mr. Braiman asked if Trustee Barrow was looking for a written memo or 

statement discussing a candidate’s qualifications and background.    
Trustee Barrow said a written memo, which does not have to be long, would 
go a long way to helping folks understand why a person was being 
nominated for the position.  He said as part of the introduction by the Village 
President, this summary could be included in the remarks.   
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 Trustee Sullivan said he thinks the current process is good, but that more 
disclosure and transparency is welcome.  He said it’s the job of Trustees to 
challenge the Village President on why there are vacancies.  He said the 
current two-step process does not have the Village President’s reasons for 
choosing a candidate in written form, but if the committee thinks that would 
be helpful, he is supportive of that. 

 
 Mr. Braiman discussed the difference in process for the Housing and 

Human Relations Commissions.  He said that the Village President will bring 
the TBQs of who he thinks are the best candidates to the individuals he 
intends to recommend as the commission chairs.  The commission chairs 
would then review them and can talk with the candidates in order to provide 
feedback to the Village President. 

 
 Trustee Dodd said she thinks that process is good.  Trustee Barrow 

concurred.  Trustee Dodd said she concurs with the comments made by 
Trustees Barrow and Sullivan that the commissions are currently filled with 
very talented and competent people.  She said she wanted to thank 
everyone who is currently serving on a board or commission.  She said what 
the committee is trying to do is improve the transparency of the process and 
give as many people as possible an opportunity to serve.  She said 
communicating vacancies better and introducing candidates at a public 
Board meeting could possibly make more people want to volunteer.  She 
said the community has asked for us to move a little bit more toward having 
an extra set of eyes on the candidate’s selection to provide another review.  
She said she thinks this accomplishes that.   

 
 Mr. Braiman said he has clear direction and that much has been 

accomplished over the last four meetings.  He said the goal is to present the 
committee’s report to the Village Board at the October 13 Board meeting.  
He said the ordinance amending the Village Code to reflect the changes 
discussed previously will also be introduced.  He said this gives notice to the 
Board and community how these changes will look.  He said he ordinance 
does not necessarily need to be adopted at the meeting thereafter.  He said 
if there are changes or further discussion required, the ordinance could be 
adopted at a meeting in November if necessary.  He said by introducing the 
ordinance on October 13, the process will continue to move forward as 
quickly as possible and the appointments to these commissions can be 
made as quickly as possible thereafter.  Mr. Braiman said this entire 
process will take a few months and the goal is to have the appointments by 
the end of this calendar year but that may not be possible.  He said if there 
is enough support from the Board to go ahead with recruitment on October 
13, we can do that right away.  He said allowing 3 weeks for TBQ 
submissions would mean recommendations for appointment could be 
brought to the Village Board in late November as there is only one meeting 
in December.  He said that would be a quick timeline given the new process 
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as such, the appointments may not be completely finished until early 
January, but he said we will do everything they can to move as quickly as 
possible.   

 
 Trustee Sullivan commended Chair Trustee Dodd and the rest of the 

committee for the time and hard work that was put into reviewing and 
improving the appointment process.   

 
 There was no further comment on this topic. 
   
IV. NEW BUSINESS 
 There was no new business. 
 
V. PUBLIC COMMENT 
 Van Gilmer said he has a concern that needs to be thought through.  He 

said he didn’t speak in the beginning of the meeting because he hasn’t been 
active in Wilmette on any of its boards or commissions other than affordable 
housing a few years ago and wasn’t familiar with the process.  He said he 
counted 6 or 7 mentions of the Village President’s involvement and 
wondered who is the selecting official on any of the things the Board does, 
particularly these commissions that are coming up.  He asked if a person is 
involved all the way through, who becomes responsible in the end?  He said 
when you think of transparency, there can be complaints if a person touches 
every piece of it. He said he is African American and wonders after living 
here 13 years and not feeing the need to be involved at all, he feels 
reluctant to speak or say how much he feels about these commissions.  He 
said he wishes to be on one of these commissions and has a lot to offer.  
He said he knows there are many people to be considered but wonders 
where they will find candidates of African descent.  He said all these years, I 
never see any in Wilmette.  He said there was a recent rally where he met 
an African woman who has lived here 10 years.  He said she was upset that 
they had never met previously.  He asked how the committee will identify 
people of color who may want to be involved.  He said he has lived here a 
long time but has never felt he could volunteer.  He said he is reluctant to 
say much because he feels he could be visible and qualified for a position 
but be lost in the selection process if he speaks out that Wilmette needs to 
change because it’s been this way forever, unless the Board does 
something extraordinary.   He said there could be others out there like him 
that feel like they just want to live in Wilmette and do their jobs.  He said he 
wants to do more than that.   

 
 Trustee Dodd said she appreciated Mr. Gilmer’s comments and would 

consider his remarks in the final recommendations to the Board.  She said 
she hoped to have further discussions with Mr. Gilmer.   

 
 There was no further public comment.   
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VI.  ADJOURNMENT 
 Trustee Dodd thanked the committee and community for their input and 

participation in the process.  She said all the feedback has been valuable 
and hopes the community feels they have been heard.  She thanked 
Trustees Barrow and Sullivan for their time.  She said much time goes into 
these meetings and she appreciates the dedication that has been shown.  
She also thanked Corporation Counsel Jeffrey Stein for his assistance and 
Village Manager Mike Braiman for his patience and thoughtfulness.  She 
said Mr. Braiman has helped the committee get to a better place, and she is 
very appreciative of that.  She said tonight may be the last meeting, but it 
doesn’t have to end here.  She said she sees this as a starting point.  She 
said there may be tweaks necessary down the road and that’s okay.  She 
said some of those tweaks may come after the presentation to the Board.  
She asked for patience as the process continues and invited anyone with 
questions or concerns to reach out to a committee member.  She said the 
committee can always reconvene if necessary.  She also said when the 
committee started, they had much work in front of them, but she is very 
satisfied with what has been accomplished.  She said they will be 
recommending to the Board to get the Housing and Human Relations 
Commissions up and running with a mission and purpose that she feels will 
allow these groups to do some great work.  She said she is very excited 
about it, as these are important times and important issues to the 
community.  Trustee Dodd said she hopes everyone else feels that.  She 
said the committee has received some good comments on increasing 
diversity and improving communication on the TBQs and the overall 
selection process and feels the committee came up with some great 
suggestions for improvement.  She said these changes are important and 
hopes the Board will approve them.  She encouraged the members of the 
community to submit a TBQ or to encourage a person they think would be 
qualified to submit a TBQ.  She concluded by thanking everyone who has 
attended the meetings or participated in the suggestion process.   

 
 Peter Sung Ohr made a public message of appreciation to the committee for 

their volunteer service and commitment to making Wilmette a better place to 
live for everyone.   

 
 At 8:48 p.m., Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion 

was seconded by Trustee Barrow.  No further discussion occurred on the 
motion.  Voting yes:  Trustees Sullivan, Barrow and Chair Trustee Dodd. 
Voting no: none. The Motion carried. The meeting was thereafter 
adjourned.   

    Respectfully Submitted, 
 
    Karen Norwood 
    Deputy Village Clerk  
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